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ABSTRACT 

This research presents the conceptual design of a personal wellness indicator and the 

proof of concept. An agent-based wellness indicator is an information visualization 

system designed to present wellness information to people in a simple graphical format 

complemented by anomalies found, simple descriptions, suggestions and supporting 

tools. The visualization system is designed to give people a better understanding of their 

wellness conditions and fast access to relevant information, which could potentially help 

them improve their wellness levels. The wellness and decision-support information of 

individuals are also visualized to their caregivers by elaborating the data provided by 

existing resources. The wellness indicator system is constructed from an operational 

wellness model we developed. The model allows an automatic measuring system to 

calculate the wellness level for a number of indicators resulting in an overall wellness 

level. These results can be presented in a simple graphical format. The proof of concept is 

developed by utilizing the unique characteristics of software agents. The software has 

been evaluated by following the steps provided in the framework for testing a wellness 

visualization system. The evaluation is carried out by both general users and healthcare 

professionals. The results show positive feedback on various aspects of the wellness 

visualization system. In addition, the results confirm that the wellness indicator system 

can help people have a better understanding of their personal state of well-being and can 

support healthcare professionals delivering wellness services. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

This chapter gives an introduction to this research and the overview of this thesis. The 

motivation of the research is explained in the first section. The objectives of the research 

are presented in section 1.2, followed by the main contributions of the research. The 

structure of the thesis is briefly described in the last section.  

1.1 Motivation 

Wellness is an important issue for both individuals and the public because people desire 

for a well-being life and good health [1, 2, 3, 4]. People perform various activities (e.g., 

regular exercise, nutrition control, annual checkups, wellness improvement programs) to 

improve their quality of life. Consulting with a caregiver is a solution one could use to 

improve their quality of life. Unfortunately, there are current not enough healthcare 

professionals compared to the number of people requiring services [5, 1]. 

Many people utilize portable health monitoring devices and matching applications 

available on smart small form factor devices to achieve a desired state of well-being. A 

portable health monitoring device plays an important role in assisting a person to measure 

and monitor certain parameters. These devices can be easily purchased. Also, new 

upgraded devices are frequently emerging [6]. In addition, there are currently many 

applications on smart phones that can keep track of certain parameters, such as Calorie 

Counter – MyFitnessPal [7] and OnTrack Diabetes [8]. Therefore, a person has a greater 

ability to maintain and promote their wellness level while respecting expert instructions 

and suggestions. 
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A high state of well-being can be achieved individually. However, good health may 

require both assistance from experts and a person’s ability to follow caregiver 

instructions. In order to obtain a desired level of wellness, many efforts are required 

especially when one has limited knowledge and access to assistance [1]. A person has to 

put in effort to monitor their wellness condition and to promote their wellness level. For 

example, diabetics have to keep track of their blood sugar levels. This can be done with a 

portable health monitoring device or sensor to measure blood sugar content. In addition, 

the diabetic must continually monitor their blood sugar, while maintaining a historic 

record [9]. Even though there are many tools and solutions available on the market, a 

person still needs specialized knowledge or training to interpret and contextualize the 

data. This becomes more difficult when the measuring results that are recorded in 

different places and in different formats. 

Knowing one’s own wellness level is a key to maintaining or improving it. Before we can 

promote our wellness level, it is important to understand our current conditions, our 

problems, risks, and what we should do to improve our state of well-being or which 

direction/approach we need to follow. There are many potential solutions to the presented 

problems, such as training, attending a wellness improvement program, and consulting 

with experts. Training allows people to have a better understanding of a certain topic. 

However, training could be an expensive solution. In the United States, many companies 

provide worksite wellness programs to their employees in order to reduce healthcare 

costs [10]. A comprehensive and effective wellness program could be expensive 

depending on what is included in the programs (i.e., wellness programs could costs 

around $US100-450 per one American per year or more) [10], but they are still cheaper 
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than paying for health insurance [10]. To be successful in wellness programs, however, a 

person needs high motivation and personal responsibility while following the guidelines 

of the wellness program. Consulting with the experts is the ideal solution when there is 

enough healthcare professionals to give wellness services. Telehealth and telemedicine 

play an important role in relieving the problem of having an insufficient number of 

healthcare professionals. Telehealth and telemedicine bring health services and healthcare 

professionals to people at a distance, which is convenient and increases the accessibility 

of medical services. In addition, telehealth services are more cost effective than face-to-

face services [11]. For example, in Nova Scotia, a study shows that telehealth costs 

around $CAD17 to70 per patient, while a face-to-face consultation costs around 

$CAD240 to 1,048 per patient [11]. However, there is uncertainty in the effectiveness 

and risks of employing telehealth and telemedicine, whereas a study shows that remote 

monitoring does not result in fewer hospitalizations and emergency department visits. In 

addition, areas with remote monitoring have actually seen increases in death rate of 

elderly patients [12, 13]. 

The existing solutions discussed above give knowledge, instructions/suggestions, or 

access to healthcare services from a distance, but each of the solutions does not provide 

the combination of all. For the discussed solutions, there are also issues relative to cost 

effectiveness, risk anticipation, and the possibility of failure. Therefore, we need an 

alternative approach to assist us to have a better understanding in our state of well-being, 

to track on our wellness conditions, and to improve our wellness levels [1, 2, 3, 4]. 
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The solution must not diagnose a symptom, not provide a treatment, and not be used for 

medical advice. Rather, it should give an approximation of a person’s personal wellness 

level and encourage a person to increase their wellness status by keeping healthy and well 

living because these activities require specialized knowledge, experiences, and practices 

to perform. Therefore, these are tasks to be conducted only by specialists. A person’s 

wellness level cannot be considered the result of a medical diagnosis, but it is an 

approximate value calculated from a user’s available information. The value should be 

able to be compared with previous values to show the progress of a person. The wellness 

level should be presented in a simple graphical format so it can be easily perceived and 

understood. Since an individual does not have a certain level of medical knowledge to 

interpret their wellness data and indicate how well they are, a simple explanation and 

suggestion relative to each piece of information should be provided. 

Wellness information is essential for healthcare professionals when giving wellness 

services. By perceiving the current, history, and progress of the wellness status of a 

person and relevant information, it would be easier for a healthcare worker to have an 

insight and to give a more accurate diagnosis and suggestion. Therefore, the wellness 

information collected from each patient should be stored and shared appropriately. Since 

wellness involves a large number of indicators (i.e., parameters), and therefore it is too 

time consuming to analyze every parameter and its history. Thus, it is necessary for the 

wellness and supporting information to be presented in a comprehensive display that 

allows a caregiver to view a large amount of data in a short period of time. Moreover, an 

indication drawing attention to where to look first would help a healthcare professional 
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have fast access to information about the indicators requiring attention. This would 

support rapid evaluation, and therefore, would improve wellness services. 

Currently, there are many supporting tools available to assist both individuals and 

healthcare professionals to fulfill their needs, such as Heart-Health Risk Assessment [14] 

and Virtual Statistical Data Analyzer (VISDA) [15]. It is a good idea to integrate some 

necessary tools with the solution to give more assistance and to provide a one-station 

examination service to the users. Since each tool is designed for a certain purpose, 

providing a number of supporting tools would create more possibilities in analyzing and 

utilizing the recorded data. Therefore, the new system should be expandable. 

Expandability allows future improvement, and more functions and components can be 

added into or removed from the system as needed. As a result, the system potentially 

provides maximum supports required by the users. 

1.2 Objectives 

This research focuses on finding solutions and methods to solve the presented problems 

by creating a system that can assist and encourage an individual to have a better 

understanding in, track, take care of, and promote one’s wellness condition; and help 

healthcare professionals give better wellness services. 

An agent-based wellness visualization system is proposed as a solution to the problems. 

The wellness visualization system works as a personal wellness indicator and decision 

support system. The visualization system provides a comprehensive display of primitive 

wellness information for both general and healthcare professional users. The general user 

is a person who does not have a certain level of medical knowledge to interpret clinical 
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information and the healthcare professional user is a person who has been well trained in 

medical and wellness fields. The agent-based visualization system provides appropriate 

displays to each type of users. The wellness indicator provides a simplified view of a 

person’s wellness information in simple graphical formats complemented by simple 

descriptions, suggestions, and tools for general users [1, 2, 3, 4]. More detailed 

information, decision support information, and decision supporting tools are provided to 

healthcare professional users [1, 2, 3, 4]. Both general and healthcare professional users 

can access a comprehensive display of wellness information through either a personal 

computer or a small form factor device, such as a smart phone. 

Moreover, the research intends to employ the benefits of existing systems and 

technologies to develop the agent-based wellness visualization system. The key concepts 

for developing the visualization system are simplicity, understandability, and 

expandability. Being simple means there is no medical complexity involved. The agent-

based wellness visualization system will not perform any medical diagnosis, but it will 

provide support information to its users. The system should provide simple information 

that is easy to understand for people without certain knowledge. The system should be 

easy to use for all types of users with different levels of medical knowledge and computer 

skills. To be understandable means the visualization system will provide appropriate 

displays for different types of users. Each graphical presentation visualized by the agent-

based system must be easy to understand for both types of users. The visualization 

system should produce a simple explanation and suggestion that is understandable for 

general users, and more advanced information will be given to the professionals for rapid 

analysis. Being able to expand means the agent-based wellness visualization system 
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supports modularity and can be expanded by utilizing the unique properties of the 

software agent technology. In other words, more components and functionalities can be 

added into the wellness system as needed so that the software can be developed to 

become a more sophisticated system. 

The objectives of this research can be summarized as follows: 

1. To develop an information visualization system that can assist an individual 

track their wellness condition and encourage the person to maintain or improve their state 

of well-being. 

2. To develop an information visualization system that can support a caregiver’s 

tasks. 

3. To develop an information visualization system containing appropriate graphical 

presentations that can communicate wellness information effectively to both general and 

healthcare professional users. 

4. To develop an information visualization system that works as a personal 

wellness indicator for an individual and a decision support system for a healthcare 

professional. 

5. To develop infrastructure that can support a visualization process, such as an 

inference system that can process information for a visualization system and other 

support systems. 

6. To develop an agent-based wellness visualization system that contains simple 

tools for analysing correlations and patterns among parameters, and displays all relevant 

information in a comprehensive way to users. 
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7. To develop an agent-based wellness visualization system that has simplicity, 

understandability, expandability, and modularity characteristics. 

1.3 Main Contributions 

The main contributions of this research are the concepts of simplicity, understandability, 

and expandability as described in the previous section, the operational wellness model 

[2], the proof of concept of the agent-based wellness indicator, supporting tools, visual 

presentations produced by the wellness visualization system, and the repeatable 

experimental framework for evaluating a wellness visualization system [3, 4]. The final 

products of this research can be employed as the proof of concept for commercial product 

implementation. Moreover, all knowledge gained from this research can be transferred to 

research communities and enterprises. 

This research introduces an information visualization system that can work as a personal 

wellness indicator for a general user. The personal wellness indicator helps a general user 

to have better understanding of their wellness condition and keep track of their wellness 

information. This system can be considered a single point of access to wellness 

information. The personal wellness indicator also visualizes an approximate wellness 

level of each single indicator and an overall wellness level. Both values are calculated by 

following the approaches in the operational wellness model developed in this research [2]. 

The agent-based wellness visualization system is developed based on the assumption of 

the availability of a sophisticated clinical data integration system. In other words, the 

wellness information is assumed to be immediately available to be used by the 

visualization system. The wellness information is employed to present the current 
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wellness levels, anomalies with relevant explanation and suggestion, histories, and 

statistical information. The information is also exploited by supporting tools included in 

the system. Moreover, a general user can communicate to their caregivers through the 

visualization system. 

The proposed solution can work as a decision support system for a healthcare 

professional as well. The software system is designed to assist a healthcare professional 

by visualizing a comprehensive display of a patient’s wellness information with decision-

support information. Support information is visualized to healthcare professionals for 

rapid evaluation, such as statistical information, trends, and plots. Decision-support 

information potentially shortens up the diagnosis process and increases the accuracy of 

diagnostic results. Moreover, the system allows medical professionals to access to the 

information of the general users under their supervision, analyze that information by 

employing the provided supporting tools, and leave suggestions and comments to their 

patients. 

The operational wellness model is fundamental for developing the proof of concept [2]. 

The operation wellness model is designed for an automatic measuring system to find the 

wellness level of a single indicator and the overall wellness level [2]. The results can be 

presented in a simple graphical format. The model had been evaluated through peer 

review [2]. 

All underlying support systems, such as agent-based rule-based system, agent-based 

statistical tools, agent-based wellness calculator, food and activity diary, and plots, are 

examples of decision supporting tools integrated into the wellness visualization system. 
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Since this research adopts the concept of expandability, it is possible to add more 

decision-support systems (e.g., risk analysis) into the agent-based wellness visualization 

system in the future. 

Since the agent-based wellness visualization system supports expandability by using 

agent technology, it can be considered a prototype and framework for developing more 

sophisticated agent-based systems, decision-support systems, and wellness visualization 

systems. Moreover, communication protocols among agents and other components in the 

system, and the data model designed for this research can be applied in other research. 

The repeatable experimental framework for evaluating a wellness visualization system is 

fundamental for measuring the agent-based wellness visualization system [3, 4]. The 

framework is designed to be repeatable and for its results to be comparable. The testing 

procedure can be employed or applied to research in the same area. The results obtained 

from measuring the agent-based wellness visualization system can be used to structure a 

more sophisticated solution. 

1.4 Document Overview 

This thesis is organized in the following manner. Chapter 2 includes background 

information and a literature review, which outlines common problems and possible 

solutions found in existing publications. The knowledge gained from existing work is 

employed to design the agent-based wellness visualization system. Chapter 3 explains the 

operational wellness model. Chapter 4 describes the system architecture. Chapter 5 

presents the repeatable experimental framework for evaluating a wellness visualization 
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system. Chapter 6 explains the evaluation results. The last chapter provides the 

conclusions and discusses the possibility of future work. 
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2. BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW 

This chapter describes the background information used to design the agent-based 

wellness visualization system. A literature review outlines the common problems and 

solutions provided by existing publications. This chapter focuses on the advantages and 

disadvantages provided by existing publications, what should be improved, and what can 

be applied to this research. 

2.1 Fundamental of Wellness 

This section describes various definitions of wellness and a number of wellness models 

from various perspectives. Existing solutions for measuring the wellness level of a person 

are also given. The term wellness in this research is narrowed down to the wellness of an 

individual. The wellness of a group, family, society, and specific population are not 

included. The main reason is that this research intends to assist and encourage each 

person to improve one’s wellness. The research is not designed for wellness surveys or 

group evaluations. Moreover, this section does not provide all existing definitions of 

wellness and wellness models from all possible perspectives. More sample definitions of 

wellness, wellness models in other perspectives (e.g., religions) and history can be found 

in Miller’s “Wellness: The History and Development of a Concept” [16]. 

2.1.1 Definitions of Wellness 

There is evidence showing that the term wellness is used for the first time in 1654 by 

Lord Wariston [16]. He used the term wellness as an antonym of illness and the definition 

did not change until the middle of the twentieth century. The term wellness was officially 
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introduced for the first time in 1959 by Halbert L. Dunn who is an expert in public health 

and statistics [16, 17]. At that time, wellness was defined as the state of being well 

including good health, where “health is a state of complete physical, mental, and social 

well-being and not merely the absence of disease and infirmity [17].” Wellness is 

complex and made up of various dimensions [17]. There are different degrees or levels of 

wellness, and it is affected by different factors, such as the spirit of man [17]. If we can 

recognize the particular level of wellness and the effects of factors to it, it will become a 

new powerful tool because it is possible for physicians to find a way to increase the level 

of wellness [17]. Since then, many definitions of wellness have been introduced by 

experts from various fields. Dunn, himself, also made progress on his work by defining 

high-level wellness in 1961. “High-level wellness is an integrated method of functioning 

which is oriented toward maximizing the potential of which the individual is capable. It 

requires that the individual maintain a continuum of balance and purposeful direction 

within the environment where he is functioning [16].” 

Wellness is a very broad and complex concept [2]. Also, there are strong relationships 

between health and wellness. The term wellness is developed overtime and changed by 

different influential factors, such as culture, experience, belief and religion. [2]. Wellness 

is defined differently across societies and cultures [2]. Many regional definitions of 

wellness are defined as working definitions with specific purposes. 

2.1.1.1 Regional Definitions of Wellness 

Since regions differ in various ways and people have regional ways of living, wellness is 

defined and used regarding the regional way of life. Some regions adopt or modify the 
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World Health Organization (WHO)’s wellness and health definitions to be their regional 

definitions. More details will be discussed in the following subsections.  

1. WHO 

The WHO defines health as “a state of complete physical, mental and social well-being 

and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity” [18] and wellness as “the optimal 

state of health of individuals and groups. There are two focal concerns: the realization of 

the fullest potential of an individual physically, psychologically, socially, spiritually and 

economically, and the fulfillment of one’s role expectations in the family, community, 

place of worship, workplace and other settings” [19]. 

From the two definitions above, we can conclude that, from the WHO’s perspective, 

health and wellness are interrelated and integrated because a state of well-being is a part 

of health and the optimal state of health is a part of wellness. However, the WHO’s 

definition of wellness is broader than the definition of health, whereas wellness covers all 

of the dimensions in health. That is, the dimensions of wellness are physical, 

psychological, social, spiritual, economic, and the fulfillment of one’s role expectations. 

The dimensions of health are physical, mental, and social. There is no further explanation 

about each dimension of health and wellness. As a result, a detailed comparison cannot 

be performed. However, the WHO’s definitions of health and wellness give us a big 

picture of health and wellness, which allow us to add more details into the definitions or 

modify them to be working definitions of health and wellness. 
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2. United States of America 

Many well-known definitions of wellness originate from the United States. Miller states 

that many definitions of wellness in this region are developed from nineteenth-century 

American religion and culture [16]. For example, “Sickness was the result of sin—the sin 

of improper behaviour on the part of the individual, whether it be nutritional sin or sin 

regarding some other sort of behavior” [16]. The works of William James, Phineas 

Quimby, Marry Baker Eddy, Horace Fletcher, and John Harvey Kellogg are examples 

relative to health and wellness concepts that are influenced by nineteenth-century 

American religion and culture [16]. 

Nineteenth-century American religion and culture are not the only influential factors that 

helped develop the American concepts of health and wellness. The spiritual dimension is 

the major evidence showing that different spiritual beliefs cause a variation in the 

concepts of health and wellness in different groups of Americans. Dillon assembled 

various spiritual beliefs that influence the spiritual dimension of health and wellness in 

various American’s groups, and the effects of belief systems (see [20]). For example, the 

majority of African Americans are Baptists and Methodists. They believe that sickness 

and pain are weaknesses caused by Satan, and God is a source of strength and the 

Supreme Healer [20]. Most Arab Americans are Muslims who consider illness as a 

punishment or a trial that is endured [20]. Therefore, a variety of spiritual beliefs is also a 

cause of the variation of the definitions of health and wellness in different parts of the 

world as we can observe from the sample definitions provided by this research document. 
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One of the famous definitions of wellness from this region is contributed by Halbert 

Louis Dunn. Dunn’s definition of wellness is identical to the concept of positive health 

derived from the WHO [16, 17]. Dunn indicates that “wellness is not just a single 

amorphous condition, but rather that it is a complex state made up of overlapping levels 

of wellness” and “the state of being well is not a relatively flat, uninteresting area of 

"unsickness," but is rather a fascinating and ever-changing panorama of life itself, 

inviting exploration of its every dimension” [17]. Dunn’s wellness definition contains 

physical, mental, social, cultural, and spiritual dimensions [16, 17]. Dunn’s definition of 

wellness and high-level wellness, presented in the previous section, create the wellness 

movement in the United States and inspire many people to work in the same field [16]. 

John Travis’s wellness inventory model is one of the wellness models that are influenced 

by Dunn’s work [16]. Travis’s concept of wellness is highly associated to an individual’s 

responsibility. In other words, it is not a physician’s responsibility but it is the 

responsibility of a person to move toward a higher level of wellness [16]. Travis defines 

wellness as a choice made by an individual toward optimal health; a way of life designed 

by a person to achieve the highest potential for well-being; a process of developing 

awareness, health, and happiness; a balancing of channels of energy received from the 

world around a person; an integration of body, mind, and spirit; an appreciation to 

everything that a person does, thinks, feels, and believes; an acceptance of oneself; a non-

static state; a learning process of loving one’s whole self; and an understanding of the 

personal way to wellness [21, 22]. 
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In addition, there are 12 dimensions in the wellness inventory model: Self 

Responsibilities and Love, Breathing, Sensing, Eating, Moving, Feeling, Thinking, 

Playing and Working, Communicating, Sex, Finding Meaning, and Transcending [21, 22, 

23, 24, 25]. High-level wellness is a result of personal responsibility in taking good care 

of physical self, mind, emotion, and creating supportive physical, psychological, and 

spiritual environments [21]. Travis also provides a wellness assessment method for 

measuring wellness in the 12 areas. Travis’ work is very popular and is employed in 

many wellness organizations and programs. 

3. Canada 

The term wellness used in Canadian society usually appears in commercial products, 

non-medical treatments, and wellness counseling/training/improvement programs. There 

is only one Canadian definition of wellness at the time of writing; which can be found in 

“Fit and Well: Core Concepts and Labs in Physical Fitness and Wellness by Fahey et al. 

[26]. 

Fahey et al. considers wellness as a new health goal, an expanded idea of health, the 

ability to live life fully with vitality and meaning, and the decisions a person makes about 

how to live life [26]. In this wellness model, there are six interrelated dimensions: 

physical wellness, emotional wellness, intellectual wellness, spiritual wellness, 

interpersonal and social wellness, and environmental or planetary wellness [26]. 

The Canadian Institute of Wellbeing (CIW) released its first report presenting the idea of 

Canadians well-being on June 10, 2009 [27, 28]. At that time, the CIW provided a 
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working definition of wellness: “the presence of the highest quality of life in its full 

breadth of expression; focused on but not necessarily exclusive to: good living standards, 

robust health, a sustainable environment, vital communities, an educated populace, 

balanced time use, high levels of civic participation, and access to and participation in 

dynamic arts, culture and recreation” [28]. 

The CIW uses the working definition of wellness and indices to replace the usage of 

Gross Domestic Product (GDP) to measure Canadians’ quality of life [28, 29]. Plus, well-

being is defined in the context of quality of life [30]. In the CIW report, wellness is uses 

as a tool for measuring Canadians’ well-being (i.e., wellness of a group, in eight certain 

areas that are interrelated and matter to the quality of life of Canadians) [28, 29]. Eight 

domains of wellness (i.e., living standards, healthy population, community vitality, 

democratic engagement, leisure and culture, time use, education, and environment) 

containing sixty-four indicators are evaluated [30, 29]. Domain averages are assessed 

[30]. The CIW also creates a composite index to present the overall quality of life of 

Canadians [30, 29]. The single number shows a snapshot and progress of Canadians’ 

well-being [30, 29]. The composite index is calculated by employing a simple average or 

mean score [30]. The weight assignment for each index is the result of a variant of 

Laplace’s Principle of Nonsufficient Reason, which indicates that all indicators are 

equally important [30]. In other words, equal weight is assigned to all indicators. 
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4. Europe 

Europe’s first written record of the term wellness is found in a diary written in 1654 by 

Archibald Johnston, Lord Wariston [16]. Archibald Johnston was a Scottish judge. The 

record indicates that wellness was used as the antonym of illness [16]. 

Beginning in the late 1980s, many European wellness models were derived from 

American models of wellness. However, they also included the principle of pleasure and 

feeling well into their models [16]. Moreover, the term wellness in Europe becomes a 

marketing tool for spa and beauty industries [16]. 

5. Asia 

Information relative to wellness in Thailand is used as a representative for this region due 

to the information available and the capability of the researcher in interpreting Thai 

language. 

The definitions of health and wellness provided by Thai experts are highly influenced by 

Buddhism’s philosophy and teachings because most Thai people are Buddhists. In 

addition, Thai culture and way of life are greatly related to Buddhism. The evidence for 

this claim can be found in the spiritual dimension of Thai definitions. For example, 

Juengsatiansap emphasizes on spiritual well-being because he believes that spirit is an 

important part of humans and one’s spirit differentiates people from other living things 

[31]. Spirit is a good energy or mechanism that controls/directs human behavior toward 

his/her needs and benefits and other people’s needs and benefits [31]. Spirit also leads 

humans to see the beauty of life, what is being human, morality, and culture [31]. 
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Humans are born with spirit, and whenever it leaves, that human will become a corpse 

[31]. There are functional relationships among the parts and the whole of the body, mind, 

society, and spirit with balance. Unfortunately, we cannot measure spiritual well-being 

through existing scientific methods [31]. Juengsatiansap indicates that spiritual well-

being means knowing about the most important goal of life, which includes the value and 

meaning of life [31]. Spiritual well-being also involves eliminating selfishness and 

following 10 precepts and five commandments, i.e., 1. Do not kill, 2. Do not steal, 3. Do 

not cheat (sexually), 4. Do not tell a lie, 5. Do not insult others, 6. Do not use bad words, 

7. Be polite, 8. Do not be greedy, 9. Be calm, and 10. Do not be worldly-minded [31]. 

Dr. Prawase Wasri is another Thai physician who gives precedence on the spiritual 

dimension of health and wellness. Dr. Wasri states that the ability to identify merit, 

demerit, idealistic, ideology, and goodness, as well as the ability to distinguish good-

doing from wrong-doing in the spiritual dimension of humanity, makes us different from 

other creatures [32]. If humans, organizations, and society do not have spirit, they would 

lose control, be divided, be under crisis, and be disintegrated. As a result, spiritual well-

being is the main factor that affects human health and wellness [32]. Considering Dr. 

Wasri’s model in Figure 2.1 below, we can realize that the author considers spiritual 

well-being as having the highest influence on physical, mental, and social well-being as it 

affects every dimension in the model. Moreover, Dr. Wasri explains that a human, who 

lacks spiritual well-being, cannot find true happiness and is incomplete [32]. In addition, 

when a person is incomplete, the person will try to fill the void by seeking drugs, luxury, 

and violence [32]. If a person cannot improve their spiritual well-being, the person cannot 

improve their wellness [32]. Dr. Wasri also suggests that complete spiritual well-being 
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can be achieved from good-doing when a person’s mind appreciates sublimity, e.g. self-

sacrifice, mercy, kindness, understanding the Triple Gem (in Buddhism), appreciating 

God (in Christianity), etc.; and by eliminating selfishness and self transcending [32]. 

These approaches make people feel free, relax, comfortable, and happy. These feelings 

positively affect a person’s physical, mental, and social well-being [32]. 

 

Figure 2.1: Relationships among physical, mental, social, and spiritual well-being, 

figure after [16] (original in color) 

2.1.1.2 Summary 

After analyzing definitions of wellness from around the world, we can conclude that they 

are slightly different, but the main idea of all definitions is the same: wellness is about 
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having the best possible state of living in all possible ways that a person could think of 

within his/her capability. Table 2.1 below summarizes the definitions of wellness 

discussed earlier. 

Table 2.1: Summary of definitions of wellness defined for an individual 

                             Categories 
 
Definition defined by 

Region Dimensions Influential 
belief 

WHO [18] - Physical, Psychological, Social, 
Spiritual, Economic, and 
Fulfillment of one’s role 
expectations  

- 

Halbert Louis Dunn [16, 17] United 
States of 
America 

Physical, Mental, Social, 
Cultural, and Spiritual 

- 

John W. Travis [16, 21, 22, 
23, 24, 25] 

United 
States of 
America 

Self responsibilities and Love, 
Breathing, Sensing, Eating, 
Moving, Feeling, Thinking, 
Playing and Working, 
Communicating, Sex, Finding 
meaning, and Transcending 

- 

Fahey at al. [26] Canada Physical, Emotional, 
Intellectual, Spiritual, 
Interpersonal and Social, and 
Environmental or Planetary 

- 

Komatra Juengsatiansap [31] Thailand Body, Mind, Social, and Spirit Buddhism 
Prawase Wasri [32] Thailand Spiritual, Social, Mental, and 

Physical 
Buddhism 

 

2.1.2 Wellness Evaluation 

Existing wellness assessment methods can be divided into two categories: national and 

personal levels. National wellness evaluation is usually designed for supporting each 

country’s development decisions, directions, and plans. Thus, national wellness is 

associated with politics, economics, national policies, and national acts. The Canadian 

index of well-being is an example of national wellness evaluation [27, 28, 33, 30]. 
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National wellness assessment is not suitable for this research because the research 

focuses on personal well-being. Therefore, personal level of wellness evaluation is 

preferred. 

Personal wellness indexing is designed for measuring the wellness of an individual in 

certain areas. Personal wellness evaluation measures wellness according to a working 

definition of wellness. Due to a large variety of wellness concepts, various methods for 

measuring wellness have been introduced. Halbert L. Dunn suggests various methods to 

measure the level of wellness when he proposed a definition of wellness in 1959 [17]. 

Dunn suggests that quantifying positive health could be a possible solution. This method 

could be implemented by employing indexing, biochemical tests, functional tests, and 

psychological tests. 

John W. Travis’ Wellness Inventory is a well-known wellness assessment method [16, 

21, 22, 24, 25, 23]. Many wellness evaluation tools and programs adopt wellness 

inventory, for example [22, 24, 23]. Wellness inventory assesses the wellness of a person 

in 12 different areas: Self Responsibilities and Love, Breathing, Sensing, Eating, Moving, 

Feeling, Thinking, Playing and Working, Communicating, Sex, Finding meaning, and 

Transcending [16, 21, 22, 24, 25, 23]. Wellness inventory gives many statements relative 

to the 12 areas with two questions for each statement to a respondent to answer [23]. The 

first question asks about how true a statement is for the respondent [23]. The second 

question asks for the respondent’s satisfaction about the answer to the first question. The 

answer to the first question is the level of wellness determined by the respondent while 

the second question determines if the respondent is satisfied with their current wellness 
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level and if he/she wants to improve their level of wellness [23]. The tool gives an overall 

wellness score, wellness score for each of the 12 areas of wellness, average level of 

satisfaction for each area, personal strengths, and wellness action plan [23]. The resulting 

wellness scores and satisfaction scores are represented in percentages, a wheel, and a 

chart. After receiving the evaluation results, it is the respondent’s responsibility to follow 

the action plan to improve their wellness level. The respondents can redo the assessment 

and change the action plan anytime they want. This evaluation approach can be extremely 

time consuming and is not appropriate for frequent assessments because the evaluation 

requires its users to answer to a questionnaire every time they want to evaluate their state 

of well-being [2]. Another problem with the questionnaire-based approach is that a 

participant must be honest to get accurate results. More questionnaire-based wellness 

evaluation can be found in [34, 35, 36, 37]. 

2.1.3 Discussion 

After studying existing wellness definitions and wellness evaluation models, a definition 

of wellness and a wellness assessment model, that can completely fulfill the objectives 

and requirements of this research, cannot be found. One of the major reasons is that the 

existing definitions are created from the certain objectives, which are different from our 

objectives. Also, existing wellness evaluation models are developed in accordance with 

their own definitions. 

Existing definitions of wellness and wellness evaluation methods cannot be employed in 

this research because of the limitations of an automatic measuring system. Some 

variables from the existing definitions, such as spiritual and mental dimensions, cannot 
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currently be measured by a machine. It is also very difficult for a machine to employ 

some types of input regarding the existing definitions of wellness, such as conversational-

based and text-based subjective data. As a result, some wellness evaluation models need 

a person to evaluate and interpret the results at the final step. 

These limitations allow us to conclude that an operational definition of wellness defined 

for the wellness visualization system is needed. As a result, an operational wellness 

evaluation method that works under the operational definition of wellness is also 

required. The agent-based wellness visualization system should be expandable and 

flexible enough to support future improvement, when more input types can be supported 

by a machine and the operational wellness model is expanded to cover more elements of 

wellness. Moreover, existing wellness definitions and wellness evaluation models are still 

useful for this research because we can adapt and apply some ideas and concepts from 

them to be used in our operational wellness definition and evaluation model. More detail 

relative the operational wellness model will be described in the next chapter. 

2.2 Visualization 

Visualization is a computational process that creates visual representations for data. 

Visualization is a tool for generating images from data sets [38, 39]. Visualization is also 

the process of representing information in graphical formats or putting data in visible 

forms [40, 41]. The process of visualization includes generating, selecting, retrieving, 

filtering, processing, and visualizing data [42]. Computer graphics, user interface studies, 

applied mathematics, and other techniques are employed in the process of visualization 

[38, 39, 43]. Visualization is a communication approach that surpasses application and 
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technological boundaries [44]. Visualization involves human vision, cognition, and skills, 

as well as some sort of automatic analysis [38, 39, 42, 45]. Visualization allows us to 

generate graphical representations for data, present data in an effective way, 

communicate through visual presentations, see data from various views, and interpret and 

synthesize the graphical presentations by utilizing various techniques [38, 39, 40, 42, 44]. 

Visualization is a computational process that allows people to observe their data and not 

much foreseen, which increases the possibility of obtaining new knowledge and 

understanding [38, 39, 43]. Visualization reveals interesting information that one might 

not see from raw data, such as relationships, patterns, and anomalies [42]. Visualization 

can be considered a tool for discovery, understanding, communication, and teaching [38, 

39, 44]. Visualization allows one to explore the features within data and pull new 

information out of raw data. 

Visualization can be categorized into many groups, e.g., information visualization, 

scientific visualization, geographic visualization, visual statistics, etc. Visualization is 

also employed in many medical applications to facilitate healthcare practitioners, health 

service providers, patients, trainees, and the public. The scope of visualization in this 

research is narrowed down to information and scientific visualization in the area of 

wellness. This section discusses the concepts, techniques, and applications used for 

visualizing health information. 

2.2.1 Scientific Visualization 

Scientific visualization is the process of creating graphical representations for scientific 

concepts, scientific data, scientific phenomena, nature, and scientific processes [42, 44, 
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46, 47]. Scientific visualization involves many scientific tasks, such as interpreting and 

manipulating scientific data and models [42]. Scientific visualization allows us to extract 

knowledge from the results of a scientific process by employing various techniques, such 

as computer graphics, image processing, mathematical models, computer and human 

vision and psychology [42, 43, 48]. Scientific visualization can be considered as visual 

data analysis, large-scale simulation, virtual display, and an experiment for a scientific 

process [46, 48, 49]. 

Scientific visualization can be applied to healthcare in many ways. Scientific 

visualization helps medical practitioners predict and find anomalies in human body 

functions from their visual displays. An example of such applications is the Virtual 

Soldier Project developed by the Defense Sciences Office of Defense Advanced Research 

Projects Agency (DARPA) [50]. The main purpose of the Virtual Solder Project is to 

automatically predict results caused by wounds, to provide graphical information about 

the wounds, and to create a virtual soldier that can be practiced on before conducting real 

robotic surgical procedures [50]. 

Scientific visualization is also a useful tool for medical training and practicing procedures 

because it gives a better understanding to trainees and medical practitioners. Scientific 

visualization can be employed to visualize human anatomy, body functions, medical case 

studies, histology, neuroanatomy, etc. Interactive medical atlas is one of examples [51, 

52, 53]. Moreover, scientific visualization allows trainees and medical practitioners to 

practice on virtual patients before conducting a real surgery or treatment. Visualizations 

for surgery and surgery simulators are widely accepted methods that help surgeons 
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develop and gain more experience because they are safe, cost-effective, customizable, 

and accessible [54]. LapSim is one of the well-known commercial products that provides 

realistic simulations for practicing surgery [54, 55]. However, there are situations that 

using information visualization is more appropriate.  

2.2.2 Information Visualization 

Information visualization is the process of creating graphical presentations of abstract 

data and non-physical information, such as business information, finance data, text-based 

documents, and abstract conceptions [45, 46, 47, 56]. Card et al. defines information 

visualization as the use of computer-support, interactive, and visual presentations of 

abstract data to amplify cognition, where cognition is the acquisition or use of knowledge 

[47]. Information visualization allows us to use vision, graphical means, and properties of 

visual perception to think, discover an idea, solve problems, and communicate an idea 

[47]. Information visualization allows rapid access to a large amount of data, perceptual 

relation detection, and cognitive process [45]. Information visualization helps humans 

have insight and to increase their ability to perform cognitive activities [47, 56]. 

“Information visualization involves analysis of both machine side and human side.” [45] 

Information visualization also relates to the concepts of external cognition, information 

design, data graphics, and visualization [47]. 

Like scientific visualization, information visualization can also be applied to healthcare in 

various situations. Information visualization can help doctors review patient history, 

analyze information, formulate hypotheses, develop cognitive processes, and develop 

treatment plans [57]. TimeLine is an example of information visualization system that 
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attempts to assist clinical tasks and medical decision making by visualizing medical data 

and patient records [57]. TimeLine is a problem-centric visualization system. This means 

that the system organizes and visualizes clinical data around diseases and health 

conditions of patients [57]. Information visualization also plays an important role in 

critical care situations because rapid access to patients’ clinical data and decision-support 

information potentially helps medical practitioners save lives. An example of 

visualization system for clinical datasets in critical care setting is presented in Faiola and 

Hillier’s paper [58]. 

2.2.3 Scientific Visualization vs. Information Visualization 

Most healthcare information visualization systems focus on visualizing patient data, 

treatment data, clinical-lab results, decision-support information, and guidelines. In the 

case of scientific visualization systems, they usually focus on visualizing causes, effects, 

and the results of clinical processes, scientific phenomena, medical activities and 

treatments, and human body functions. Even though information visualization and 

scientific visualization are used for different purposes, they can both work together to 

create a more sophisticated visualization system. For example, a system can employ 

information visualization to present the cholesterol levels of a patient. The system would 

use scientific visualization to simulate the patient’s coronary artery to predict when the 

patient will have coronary artery disease if the patient’s diet is not controlled. 

Some experts think that the two types of visualization should be merged or will be 

merged in the future. Others, however, prefer the two types of visualization to be 

separated. A detailed account of this contrast is proposed in “Information and Scientific 
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Visualization: Separate but Equal or Happy Together at Last” [46]. It is not easy to 

classify a visualization system as being a scientific visualization system or an information 

visualization system because “scientific visualization isn’t uninformative and information 

visualization isn’t unscientific” [46]. Moreover, scientific visualization and information 

visualization share common goals. Both types of visualizations work toward visual 

communication, information exploration, feature extraction, and knowledge discovery. 

Many definitions of scientific visualization and information visualization cause 

ambiguity. By referring to some existing definitions of information visualization, the 

borders of scientific visualization and information visualization can be overlapped, which 

leads us to ambiguity. 

In this research, scientific and information visualizations are separated by three factors: 

purpose, task, and audience. The purpose or objective of a system is associated with the 

results produced by the system. If the objective of a visualization system is to visualize 

data in a scientific way, then the visualization system is in the scientific visualization 

category. If the objective of a visualization system is to give information to audiences, 

then the visualization system is in the information visualization category. From the 

perspective of the purpose factor, the agent-based wellness visualization system can be 

put in the information visualization category because the main objective of this research 

is to provide a comprehensive view of primitive wellness information with decision-

support information for both general and healthcare professional users. The tasks 

performed by a visualization system can also be employed to classify the system. Even 

though a visualization system is a part of the scientific process, the visualization system 

itself is not necessary in the scientific visualization category. For example, visualization 
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system (A) shows a line graph of experiment data to a scientist. Visualization system (B) 

simulates galaxy explosion for the scientist. The scientist reads and interprets the line 

graph in scientific ways, not the visualization system (A). The task of visualization 

system (A) in this example is to inform the scientist. Thus, it can be classified as an 

information visualization system. The scientist studies the scientific phenomenon from 

visualization system (B). The task of visualization system (B) is to visualize scientific 

phenomenon. Therefore, visualization system (B) is put in the scientific visualization 

category. In this research, the task of the wellness visualization is to provide primitive 

wellness information and decision-support information to the users. Consequently, the 

agent-based wellness visualization system can be categorized as an information 

visualization system. In the case of the last factor, audiences can interpret the graphical 

presentation in different ways. If the results of a visualization system are recognized as a 

piece of information, then the visualization system is in the information visualization 

category. If the results produced by a visualization system are interpreted as scientific 

results, then the visualization system is in the scientific visualization category. From the 

perspective of the audience factor, the agent-based wellness visualization system is the 

information visualization system for a general user because the wellness condition and its 

description are pieces of information for people without certain knowledge. In the case of 

the healthcare professional users, the agent-based wellness visualization system is in the 

scientific visualization category because they have knowledge to interpret data in a 

scientific way. In other words, the results given to the healthcare professional users can 

be considered scientific data. Moreover, the detailed clinical data and decision-support 

information visualized by the agent-based system are evidence that can support scientific 
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processes (e.g., medical data interpretation, clinical evaluation, and diagnosis). In 

conclusion, the agent-based wellness visualization system is closer to the information 

visualization category than the scientific visualization category when it is classified by 

the three factors, i.e., purpose, task, and audience. 

2.3 Visual Communication of Data 

Visual presentation is the most important part of the agent-based wellness visualization 

system because good user interface design and visual presentation of data can support the 

users’ needs, ease their perception, and give insight to them. On the other hand, bad 

design will create problems for the users. In the worst case scenario, bad design could kill 

someone [59]. This section summarizes the characteristics of good design and design 

criteria that can be used for creating an effective user interface and visual presentation for 

presenting quantitative data for this research. 

2.3.1 What Makes a Good User Interface Design? 

A good user interface should have usable, ethical, purposeful, pragmatic, and elegant 

characteristics. These characteristics are explained below: 

1. Usable – capable of being used including convenient and practicable for use. 

2. Ethical –improves users’ lives (e.g., a design should not include unnecessary 

information that distracts the users and makes it difficult to complete their tasks). 

3. Purposeful – support users in achieving their goals and to understand their 

limitations. 

4. Pragmatic – meets all stakeholders’ needs and requirements. 
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5. Elegant –efficient and consistent as possible (e.g., minimize number of clicks to 

accomplish a task) [60]. 

In summary, a good design is usable, can fulfill users’ needs and expectations, supports 

users to accomplish their tasks at ease, supports users’ limitations, and creates no 

problems or has minimal problems as possible. Characteristics of good and bad design 

are highly associated with the usability of the design. If a design is useable, then it is 

considered a good design, and vice versa. The usability of the design is evaluated against 

the goals defined by users [60]. Therefore, a design that meets user-defined goals is 

considered a good design.  

In the case of the wellness visualization system, a good user interface is not enough. 

Good graphical presentations of all data to be presented on the system are required. 

Quantitative data is one possible type of data that will be visualized on the wellness 

visualization system because objective data is employed in the operational wellness 

model. Limited qualitative data is also presented to the users. In addition, both 

quantitative and qualitative data to be used in the visualization system grows in size when 

time passes by, which makes it difficult for the end users to read and interpret the raw 

data. Thus, we need some criteria to present this types of data effectively to support the 

users. 

2.3.2 Good vs. Bad Visual Presentation of Quantitative Data  

Since bad designs have a large number of characteristics, it is difficult to provide a 

complete list. Few shows examples of common mistakes that lead to bad designs in [61]. 

Examples of common mistakes include introducing meaningless variety, highlighting 
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important data ineffectively or not at all, using inappropriate display media, supplying 

inadequate context of data, encoding quantitative data inaccurately, arranging data poorly, 

and using a variety of colors for no reason [61]. Sometimes a user’s preference can cause 

a bad design. 

A good visual presentation of quantitative data does not inherit any of the common 

mistakes mentioned above including other bad characteristics. Examples of good 

characteristics of visual presentation of quantitative data are giving insight without 

thinking or minimal thinking to a user, supporting users’ needs at ease, encoding data 

accurately, and maximizing the entire users’ experience with a product [60, 61]. A good 

visual presentation in one case might be a bad design in other cases. Therefore, we need 

some criteria to develop good visual presentations for different purposes. The next 

section discusses some criteria that we can employ to develop a good visual 

communication of data. 

2.3.3 Design Criteria 

2.3.3.1 Human Perception 

In order to present quantitative data effectively, we need to understand the power of 

human visual perception. The main reason is that there are rules in the human visual 

system that lets us see patterns when data are presented in a certain ways, but if they are 

presented in other ways, they become invisible to us [45]. If we understand how humans 

visually perceive, then we will be able to understand what works for the visual 

presentation of data, what does not, and why [61]. 
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We perceive things with our brains, not with our eyes because our eyes work as visual 

sensors [61]. There are three types of memories relative to visual perception: iconic, 

short-term, and long-term memories [61, 45]. Iconic memory starts storing information at 

the moment we see something until the information is moved for processing, which 

happens pre-consciously with high speed [61, 45]. What occurs in iconic memory is 

called pre-attentive process [61, 45]. In addition, there are certain attributes that make 

information stand out and easy to recognize during the pre-attentive process because they 

are extracted at the early stage of visual processing [61, 45]. If we employ those attributes 

in our visual presentations, the agent-based wellness visualization system would be able 

to highlight important information and help its users recognize significant information 

quickly. In the case of short-term memory, information is temporarily recorded with 

consciousness [61]. Short-term memory has a limited capacity, which allows us to 

perceive a limited number of pieces of information, and only some of the information 

stored in the short-term memory will be moved to the long-term memory for long-time 

recording and later recall [61]. The rest of the information stored in the short-term 

memory will be forgotten after a short period of time, and then new information will be 

moved in [61]. Thus, the information belonging together should be put together for a user 

to perceive all of them as one piece of information to overcome the limitation of the 

short-term memory [61]. In other words, we should not fragment information belonging 

together and present them separately. For example, do not present them on different 

screens or sections of a screen including scrolling up and down on a single page for 

obtaining all relevant information. 
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There are four types of pre-attentive attributes that can assist us to create an effective 

graphical representation [61, 45]. More details are provided in the following subsections. 

2.3.3.2 Applying Pre-attentive Visual Attribute  

Pre-attentive visual attributes are attributes that we can easily perceive at the pre-attentive 

stage of visual perception, such as circles and squares [61, 45]. Pre-attentive attributes 

can highlight and group information for rapid recognition [61, 45]. The following are pre-

attentive attributes that can be employed to develop effective visual presentations: 

1. Color attributes – hue and intensity [61, 45]. 

2. Spatial position attributes – 2-D position, stereoscopic depth, and 

convex/concave shape from shading [61, 45]. 

3. Form attributes – line orientation, line length, line width, line collinearity, size, 

blur, curvature/ shape, added mark, and spatial grouping/enclosure, and numerosity [61, 

45]. 

4. Motion attributes – the direction of motion and flicker [61, 45]. 

There are issues that we need to be aware when using pre-attentive attributes. For 

example, the limitation of color intensity is that humans can only detect five distinct color 

intensities on a grey scale [61]. The context surrounding a color also affects human 

perception of color intensity and hue [61]. We do not perceive the absolute values of 

colors, but what we see is dramatically influenced by the surrounding context [61]. 

Context can create different looks and make things less visible or more visible. Moreover, 

choosing appropriate colors to be used in a visual presentation must be taken into 

consideration especially when designing a graphical presentation for people that are 
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colorblind. Red and green are common colors that cannot be distinguished by people that 

are colorblind and should be avoided when designing a graphic for people having color 

vision deficiency [61, 45]. For the shape attributes, only simple shapes (i.e., circle, square, 

triangle, dash, cross) can be pre-attentively perceive [61]. In the case of the motion 

attributes, flickering is a powerful tool for drawing attention, but it can be an annoyance. 

Therefore, this attribute should only be used occasionally [61]. Another thing to keep in 

mind is that pre-attentive attributes are good at highlighting, grouping, and separating 

data, but they are not necessarily good at encoding quantitative data [61]. For example, 

we can distinguish squares from circles and triangles, but without further analysis, we 

cannot tell the differences between them in term of actual quantity. When encoding 

information in a graphical presentation, an appropriate media for presenting each type of 

information should be determined. 

2.3.3.3 Gestalt Principles of Visual Perception  

The researchers at Gestalt School of Psychology introduced six principles of visual 

perception relative to how people perceive patterns, forms, and organization in what they 

see (i.e., how humans group objects together) [61]. The six principles can be employed in 

designing visual presentations of data in an effective way because the principles indicate 

how to make some information standout by grouping and separating data. The six 

principles are as follows: 

1. Principle of proximity means objects placed close together are perceived as 

members of the same group. If we place data closer together in one direction, users will 

automatically be forced to perceive the data in that particular direction [61]. 
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2. Principle of similarity means objects sharing the same visual attribute (i.e., 

color, size, shape, and orientation) are perceived as belonging to the same group. If we 

want to link information that appears on different sections of a screen, we simply have to 

use the same visual attribute in everywhere the information that we want to tie together 

appears [61]. 

3. Principle of enclosure means objects enclosed by anything that forms a visual 

border around them are perceived as belonging together. We can employ this principle to 

group and separate information [61]. 

4. Principle of closure means humans tend to perceive closed or complete shapes 

even though they are not finished. Thus, we can eliminate unnecessary content and 

decorations from the visual presentation without losing any information [61]. 

5. Principle of continuity means objects that are aligned with one another are 

perceived to belong to the same group. Therefore, it is not necessary to create lines or 

borders to separate groups of information [61]. 

6. Principle of connection means objects that are connected together are perceived 

as belonging to the same group. The perception of connection is stronger than color, size, 

and shape, but weaker than enclosure. This principle is also useful for presenting non-

quantitative data, such as presenting relationships and steps in a process [61]. 

Making data stand out from the rest, grouping information together, or separating data are 

not enough for the visual presentation of data. Using appropriate media to present data is 

also important especially for data analysis and interpretation. The next section describes 

strategies in finding appropriate display media to present various types of information. 
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2.3.3.4 Using Appropriate Display Media  

There are various display media that we can employ for data presentation, each of which 

is suitable for presenting specific types of data. In order to select the best display media, 

we need to understand that each media is designed for presenting which type of data and 

its limitations. The following are examples of display media. 

2.3.3.4.1 Graphs  

1. Bullet graphs are designed for solving the limitations in presenting information 

on plague gauges and meters, such as low accuracy in encoding data and using too much 

space for presenting data. A bullet graph can present a key measure, a comparative 

measure, and qualitative ranges that instantly show the status of the key measure (e.g., 

good or bad) [61]. 

2. Bar graphs are designed for presenting multiple instances of one or more key 

measures. They are usually used for showing measures that are associated with an item in 

a category and for comparing values. Bar graphs are also good at presenting measures 

that are subdivided into discrete instances along a nominal or ordinal scale [61]. 

3. Stacked bar graphs are designed for presenting multiple values of a whole and 

its parts while emphasizing on the whole [61]. 

4. Line graphs are designed to display the shape of data, overall trend, pattern of 

values, movement, rate of change, and relationships. They are suitable for encoding 

values along an interval scale, but they are not appropriate for encoding data along 

nominal and ordinal scales. They are also good at presenting time-series data [61]. 

5. Combination bar and line graphs are designed to combine the strength point of 

bar and line graphs. The combination is suitable to be used when we want to highlight 
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individual values and local comparisons on the bars, while presenting the overall shape of 

data or trend on the line(s) [61]. 

6. Sparklines are designed for presenting “a quick sense of historical context to 

enrich the meaning of the measure” [61]. They are not designed for presenting precise 

quantitative values. Sparklines provide a quick view of history, trends, and new 

information while assuming that more details can be obtained from supplemental 

graphical presentations and reports [61]. 

7. Box plots are designed to display “the distribution of value sets across the entire 

range, from the smallest to largest, with many useful measures in between” [61]. 

8. Scatter plots are designed to display two paired sets (or more) of quantitative 

values. They are usually used for presenting the relationship between sets of data [61]. 

9. Treemaps are designed to display large sets of hierarchical or categorical data. 

They also support multivariate display by encoding quantitative values in rectangle size 

and color. Treemaps are not suitable for accurate quantitative value comparisons and item 

ranking, but they are good at making particular conditions stand out from the rest. They 

are usually interactive to allow for further discovery [61]. 

10. Pie charts are designed to display part-to-whole information. Pie charts are the 

most ineffective communication method because they are hard to interpret compared to 

other graphical displays. In addition, human visual perception cannot compare 2-D areas 

and angles accurately, which makes it difficult to obtain accurate quantitative information 

if labels are not provided on a pie chart [61]. 
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11. Area graphs encode quantitative data in 2-D spaces. They have the same 

problems as pie charts. Often, area graphs also have an occlusion problem (i.e., object is 

entirely or partly hidden behind other objects) [61]. 

12. Radar graphs encode quantitative data on lines radiating from the center of the 

circle to meet the boundary formed by the circumference. Radar graphs are difficult to 

read due to their circular shape, but they are suitable for presenting data that is regularly 

displayed in a circular arrangement (e.g., time on a clock) [61]. 

2.3.3.4.2 Icons  

1. Alert icons are usually used to draw attention. Good alert icons must be simple 

and noticeable. [61] 

2. Up/Down icons are usually used to indicate that a measure goes up/down and for 

comparing the measure with something else (i.e., greater/lesser than) [61]. 

3. On/Off icons are usually used to mark feature items and to identify that some 

items are different from others [61]. 

2.3.3.4.3 Text 

There are many cases that text is better for data communication than graphics, such as 

displaying individual values, looking up information, and labeling [61]. 

2.3.3.4.4 Images 

Photos, illustrations, and diagrams should be used when they are meaningful and 

necessary, such as when assisting crime investigation [61]. 
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2.3.3.4.5 Drawing objects 

Drawing objects are useful for connecting and arranging data objects, such as presenting 

relationships, connections, and flows [61]. 

2.3.3.4.6 Organizers 

1. Tables are commonly used for arrange text and display media in rows and 

columns for clear communication [61]. 

2. Spatial maps are commonly used to associate categorical and quantitative data 

with physical locations [61]. 

3. Small multiples are commonly used to arrange multiple of same type of graph 

with different sets of data for single variable in a matrix. The organizers provide big 

picture of data and ease the comparisons [61]. 

This section does not provide a complete list of display media as new media is constantly 

being introduced. In order to select the best display media for presenting data in the 

wellness visualization system, at least three considerations for media selection should be 

conducted. Firstly, we need to ensure that the media provides clear and meaningful 

information when presenting data on an available space. Secondly, we need to see if the 

display media is too complex and difficult to interpret. Lastly, we need to see if there is 

any alternative media that is more effective for communicating the data. After selecting 

the best display media, we need to find the best possible location to place the media in 

order to create an effective visual presentation. More details about the significance of 

location on the screen are described in the following section. 
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2.3.3.5 Region on Screen  

After selecting the best sets of display media, we need to consider how to put them 

together. One method is to find the best location on the screen for each media. A good 

location makes data stand out from other data [61]. Figure 2.2 below illustrates the 

degrees of visual emphasis on the different regions of a screen. The top-left corner of the 

screen has the strongest degree of emphasis, while the middle region of the screen has 

strong emphasis only when it is parted from its surrounding [61]. 

 

Figure 2.2: Different degrees of visual emphasis on different regions of a screen [61] 

(original in color) 

We should not waste the areas that create strong emphasis on unnecessary and 

meaningless decorations [61]. How do we know which piece of display media should be 

put on the emphasized area? The idea is to prioritize the data that we have, then place the 

data with highest priority in the emphasized area. In addition, we should avoid placing 

unimportant and unnecessary information in emphasized area. 
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After finding the best layout for our display media, how do we know that we have the 

best visual presentation? Edward R. Tufte proposed a good characteristic of a graphical 

presentation of quantitative data and how to enhance a visual presentation, which can be 

employed in the process of data visualization. More details will be discussed in the 

following section. 

2.3.3.6 Edward R. Tufte’s Data-ink Ratio  

Edward R. Tufte introduced the concept of data-ink ratio in [62]. This concept ensures 

that most of the ink that we put on our graphics is dedicated to data-information. Tufte 

explains the concept of data-ink ratio as follows: 

“Data ink is the non-erasable core of a graphic, the non-redundant ink arranged in 
response to variation in the number of represented. 

Data ink ratio = data-ink/ total ink used to print the graphic 

                       = proportion of a graphic's ink developed to the non-redundant display of   
                           data-information 

                       = 1.0 - proportion of a graphic that can be erased without loss of data- 
                          information” [62]. 

The concept of data-ink ratio should be used together with Tufte’s five principles of 

graphic design: above all show the data, maximizing the data-ink ratio, erase non-data-

ink with reason, erase redundant data-ink, and revise and edit [62]. The idea is to ensure 

that the core information is displayed in the graphic, and unnecessary decoration and 

redundant data are removed. The concept of data-ink ratio and the five principles were 

originally created for printed graphics, but they also work with other types of graphic 

designs. 
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2.3.3.7 Stephen Few’s Approach  

Few improves Tufte’s work by creating steps for developing and improving graphical 

presentations on digital media [62]. Few changes the word data-ink to data pixel, but the 

concept is the same (i.e., minimize non-data pixels with reasons) [61]. A visual 

presentation can be enhanced by working through the following steps: 

Step1 – reduce non-data pixels: eliminate all unnecessary non-data pixels. Then, the 

remaining non-data pixels should be de-emphasized and regularized [61]. 

Step2 – enhance the data pixels: all unnecessary data pixels are eliminated. Then, 

the most important data pixels that remain are highlighted [61]. 

After following these steps, we would obtain a visual presentation that highlights 

important information and does not have unnecessary and meaningless decoration. 

However, we cannot be certain that the design is perfect for our users, meets all 

requirements, and solves the problems of interest. Therefore, we need to perform 

usability testing to find out and improve our design. 

2.3.3.8 Keys for designing 

After exploring the criteria and methods for designing a good visual presentation, we can 

summarize the keys for designing as follows: 

1. A graphical presentation must encode data accurately.  

2. Display media and visual presentation of data must be clear, meaningful, and 

appropriate. 

3. Display media and visual presentation of data must be easy to interpret. 

4. Unnecessary data and decoration must be avoided, eliminated, or minimized. 
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5. Important information should be highlighted effectively. 

6. All distractions must not be created and must be eliminated. 

The keys for design visual presentation are employed to develop visual presentations in 

the agent-based wellness visualization system to obtain the best result. In addition, the 

design is evaluated in the usability testing to ensure that the design is practical and meets 

the end users’ satisfaction. 

In order to visualize information effectively, the agent-based wellness visualization 

system needs support systems and technology. Also, there are standards that the system 

has to follow in order to cooperate with the existing systems and organizations. The 

support systems and technology are selected based on the objectives of this research and 

a potential to assist the visualization process. More information relative to relevant 

standards, and support systems and technology will be discussed in the following 

sections. 

2.4 Standards in Health Information Systems 

There are two categories of standards that are directly associated to a wellness 

visualization system: data interchange standards and standards in health information 

records. Data interchange standards are the standards for formatting, sharing, exchanging, 

and integrating medical information in various settings. Health Level Seven (HL7) [63, 

64, 65, 66], Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine (DICOM) [64, 65, 67], 

American Society for Testing Materials E31 (ASTM E31) [64, 68], The Institute of 

Electrical and Electronics Engineering (IEEE) Medical Data Interchange Standard 

(MEDIX) [64, 67, 69], Standard Communications Protocol for Computer-Assisted 
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Electrocardiography (SCPECG) [64, 65], and The European Clinical Data Exchange 

Standard (EUCLIDES) [64, 65] are examples of data interchange standards. The 

standards in this group can ease the data integration process because health information 

resources can be from different vendors that implemented different standards. The 

resources can store data in different formats and use different vocabularies to refer to the 

same information. If we know that each information resource implement which standard, 

it is possible to efficiently process the collected information. The data analyzing process 

becomes more precise and the presented results will be more accurate. However, data 

integration is beyond the scope of this research. 

Health information records standards involve a standard format for electronic medical 

records (EMR) or electronic health records (EHR) and an effective way to electronically 

store health data. Health data relates to different types of health-related information, such 

as patients’ general information, patient complaints, family history, observations, images, 

time, etc. [65, 70]. Examples of standards in health information records are the Good 

European Health Record (GEHR) [71] and openEHR [72]. Standards in health 

information records allow us to know what information is available to be employed by a 

wellness visualization system and the possibility to gain access to health data. However, 

health data is confidential information. Therefore, it is difficult to get authorization to 

access to the existing systems and employ the records. As a result, the proof of concept is 

developed on the assumption of health data is immediately available through a 

sophisticated data integration system. More information relative to a data integration 

system is also discussed later in this chapter. 
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Even though the proof of concept does not adopt any standard in health information 

systems to ease the implementation process and reduce cost in system development, the 

presented standards were taken into consideration. Moreover, some standards, like 

DICOM, are large and complex. Therefore, no product implements the entire standard, 

but specific requirements are defined for each application [65]. Those standards can be 

employed as a guideline and fundamental knowledge for developing an effective 

wellness visualization system and supporting future improvement and full 

implementation. Moreover, there are more standards in clinical information systems that 

are not discussed in this document, but they are useful resources for future improvement. 

For more information relative to the standards, please refer to [64, 65]. 

2.5 Support Systems and Technologies 

This section summarizes support systems and technologies employed in the proof of 

concept and that are likely to be useful for future improvement. Issues and problems 

relative to each support system and technology are also indicated. 

2.5.1 Agent Technology and Platform 

Agent technology involves a software agent and agent platform. A software agent is a 

piece of software that has a certain degree of autonomy and contains many sets of 

operations to work on behalf of its user or another program, and the sets of operations can 

be used to meet the user’s objectives [73, 74, 75]. Software agents can have different 

capabilities and characteristics based on the user’s objectives and problem domains, 

which makes each of them unique. Once an agent is launched, it works on its agenda until 

it decides to stop or it is destroyed. An agent also can sense a change in an environment 
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and act upon it autonomously. In addition, its actions may cause a change in the 

environment [74, 75]. 

This research employs agent technology to develop the wellness visualization system 

because it provides many capabilities and benefits that cannot be easily obtained from a 

traditional client-server paradigm, and that are useful for developing clinical decision 

support and visualization systems. First of all, agent technology supports distributed or 

decentralized architecture. A decentralized architecture can relieve the resource limitation 

and single point of failure problems. Distributed structure also allows software systems to 

work in parallel, have workload distribution, and process tasks on multiple processing 

units, each of which increases the system’s overall performance. Moreover, software 

agents can work in teams to solve a problem [75]. For example, Asadachatreekul 

developed different types of agents in an expert system and the agents have to work 

together to solve real world problems [76]. An agent also can be easily added or removed 

from its platform and a software system. Thus, an agent-based system is inherently 

modular, easy to expand, and flexible. Agent technology is applied in this research 

because expandability and modularity are parts of the research objectives. With agent 

technology, minimal effort is required for adding/removing software components of the 

agent-based wellness visualization system. 

An agent can also be implemented to be mobile. A mobile agent can move to different 

locations on computer networks to perform a designated task [77]. Therefore, a mobile 

agent can employ the benefits provided by different locations, such as access to local 

services and data [78]. In addition, the traditional client-server method is more time and 
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resource consuming than the mobile agent approach because of data transfer. A mobile 

agent moves executable code to a data source instead of moving data to a program 

source. Hence, a mobile agent reduces a number of network bandwidth and 

communication sessions [79]. In order to relocate, a mobile agent requires services from 

a mobile agent platform at each location. 

A software agent requires services from an agent execution environment or platform to 

fulfill its task. An agent platform is a software system that provides an environment or a 

run-time system for software agents to execute. An agent platform may also provide 

supporting services, a standard interface for interactions, services for creation, services 

for migration, services for the destruction of agents, and services for non-agent-based 

software environments [73, 75, 80]. 

There are many choices of agent execution platforms available for the visualization 

system, such as TEEMA (TRLabs Execution Environment for Mobile Agents) [75, 80], 

Aglets [78, 81, 82, 79], and Concordia [83, 84, 79]. The use of Aglets and Concordia in 

this research is not ideal, due to the lack of support and information resources. The source 

code is not immediately available. Additionally, Concordia’s web download has been 

suspended since October 1, 2003 [84]. 

TEEMA is chosen to be an agent platform for the proof of concept because the source 

codes and information resources of TEEMA are immediately available for this research 

and there are benefits stemming a great deal of local experience. TEEMA is developed by 

Telecommunications Research Laboratories (TRLabs) Regina [75, 80] and has been 

successfully employed in many previous research problems. Additionally, TEEMA has 
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potential for clinical decision support system and visualization development because it is 

a Java-based mobile agent platform [75, 80]. With Java technology, TEEMA is platform 

independence which allows agents to run on different types of devices. Java also provides 

various features to TEEMA, such as object oriented concept, object serialization and 

reconstruction, networking support, and security [79]. However, every device in an 

agent-based system must install the Java Virtual Machine (JVM) run-time environment 

as a requirement. TEEMA also provides various services, such as agent creation, 

migration, and destruction; message handling; information logging; Graphical User 

Interface (GUI) for monitoring and controlling agents and platforms; etc. Moreover, 

TEEMA is easy to use and small in size (i.e., 2.03MB). 

2.5.3 Decision Support Systems for Healthcare 

Computer programs have been playing an important role as decision-support systems for 

healthcare professionals since the late 1950s [85]. Decision support systems are designed 

and implemented to assist medical users but not to replace them [65]. Musen et al. 

separate decision support systems into two categories: a system that helps healthcare 

professionals define what is true about a patient and a system that helps healthcare 

professionals decide what to do for the patient [85]. The decision support systems in the 

first category usually suggest what is the correct diagnosis [85]. In the case of the second 

category, the systems usually offer “what test to order, whether to treat, what therapy 

plan to institute” [85]. The classification approach can be improved by adding a system 

that helps healthcare professionals to define what is true about a patient and to decide 

what to do for the patient as another category. The reason is that it is possible for a 

decision-support system to perform both activities. For example, the agent-based 
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wellness visualization system provides the truth of a patient by visualizing the patient’s 

information. The wellness visualization system assists a user to decide what to do by 

giving simple explanations and suggestions to the user (e.g., suggests that the user consult 

with their doctors). The agent-based system becomes a part of the users’ decision making 

process. Diagnosis’ and decisions are left for the users because they are complex tasks 

that require all forms of knowledge, experience, practice, and instinct to perform. In 

addition, there is no evidence showing that a machine has the same capability as the 

human mind or can make correct decisions in all circumstances [85]. 

A variety of techniques and theories can be employed to implement a decision-support 

system, such as Bayesian methods, artificial neural networks, fuzzy theory, genetic 

algorithm, etc. [85, 86]. Medical knowledge is also important for performing the tasks of 

a decision-support system for healthcare [65]. Since there is currently no perfect solution 

for clinical decision-support systems, the results produced by any technique are 

considered evidence that will assist healthcare professionals. By combining evidence 

together, the results of diagnosis’ have the potential to be more accurate and effective. 

The following subsections describe decision-support systems provided by the proof of 

concept and potential solutions for future development. 

2.5.3.1 Statistical Analysis 

Statistical analysis is a widely accepted approach for clinical decision-support systems 

because it assists one to make conclusions on medical data, find relationships from 

datasets, differentiate variables, interpret data, present data, and make predictions from 

data [87, 88, 89]. This research employs commonly used statistical methods for 
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healthcare to produce decision-support information for healthcare professionals, provide 

information in various perspectives to all users, find relationships in the data collected 

from a user, and give options/tools for users to perform further data analysis. The 

commonly used statistical methods are selected from [88, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94]. The 

methods are selected by their functionalities, utilization, and potential to be useful for 

medical diagnosis. A statistical method that is commonly used in medical research and 

clinical trials is not included. However, more statistical approaches can be added in the 

future because the agent-based wellness visualization system is designed to be 

expandable. The list of commonly used statistical methods is provided in Appendix A. 

Unfortunately, statistical analysis is not effective in some situations, such as when 

relationships are very complex [87]. Moreover, each statistical method also has 

limitations. For example, there are various methods to calculate t value (t-test), and each 

method works under specific assumptions [88, 93]. Data must meet the assumption of a 

statistical method to obtain a correct result. In addition, medical data can be presented in 

various measurement scales while a statistical approach can work with certain types of 

measurement scales. Hence, using statistical analysis alone is not sufficient for 

developing an effective decision-support system for healthcare. An effective decision-

support system for healthcare should combine statistical analysis with other techniques 

and theories to be more sophisticated. The agent-based wellness visualization system 

requires other techniques to handle complex situations in a variety of circumstances. 

Artificial Intelligence (AI), data mining, and medical calculator are examples of 

techniques that can manage more complex analysis. AI is selected for the proof of 

concept of this research because it inherits knowledge and intelligence from humans, 
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which is important in assisting a person to have a high state of well-being. Other 

techniques can be employed and tested in future research. 

2.5.3.2 Artificial Intelligent (AI) System 

Intelligent systems are usually applied to healthcare systems to support medical diagnosis 

and decision making. AI systems can draw useful information, detect changes, acquire 

evidence and knowledge from medical data, classify data, enhance medical images, etc. 

[86]. There are many AI techniques used in healthcare, such as neural networks and 

expert systems. This research employs an expert system because it can make inference to 

the knowledge base obtained from humans to find a solution to a problem. The problem 

in this case is to find the anomalies in the wellness of a person, descriptions, and 

suggestions for a user. In addition, descriptions and suggestions provided by an 

intelligent system must conform to medical and nursing knowledge. 

This research develops an agent-based rule-based system to serve the needs. The agent-

based rule-based system is modified from Asadachatreekul’s work (see [76]). The agent-

based rule-based system is chosen because it utilizes the benefits of the agent technology, 

meets the main concepts proposed previously in this research, and has been successfully 

employed in previous research problems. In addition, relevant information is immediately 

available for this research. More detail about the agent-based rule based system will be 

described in Chapter 4 and Appendix B. 

2.5.3.3 Wellness Calculator 

The proof of concept visualizes the information relative to the wellness status of a person. 

The wellness calculator is a wellness evaluation tool designed to find the wellness status 
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of a person or to evaluate certain parameters relative to wellness. As mentioned earlier, 

the existing wellness evaluation methods cannot be employed by the wellness indicator 

system, as a result, the corresponding wellness calculator cannot be utilized by the proof 

of concept. 

The agent-based wellness calculator developed for the proof of concept follows the 

operational wellness model we developed as a requirement for finding the wellness level 

of each indicator and the overall wellness level of a person. The single indicator wellness 

indicates whether a person can achieve the best possible state in the indicator’s context. 

The overall wellness level presents a person’s overall state of well-being. Both pieces of 

information are considered as decision support information and cannot be used as 

medical diagnosis. More information relative to the operational wellness model and 

wellness calculator will be explained in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. 

2.5.4 Data Integration Systems 

Even though this research assumes the availability of a sophisticated clinical data 

integration system, it is worth studying the data integration process and the possibility of 

integrating and enhancing a data integration system with the future version of the 

wellness visualization system. 

Data integration is a process that brings data from different sources together and provides 

a unified view of data from the sources, where data sources can reside in different places 

and can have different structures or models [95, 96, 97, 98]. Data integration is employed 

in many situations, such as sharing information, combining resources, creating a single 

access point, etc. Data integration systems provide services for many applications. For 
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example, in the area of healthcare, a data integration system can integrate medical records 

from various data repositories, which allows healthcare professionals to have a single 

point of access to patient information. This could potentially assist healthcare 

professionals in making medical diagnosis’ [99]. In business area, data integration 

systems provide answers to the questions that cannot be solved by information from a 

single data source [100]. 

When combining data from heterogeneous sources, one needs to deal with various types 

of data and data models. Data from heterogeneous data sources can be any type, any 

format, and any structure. Commonly referred data sources are unstructured data [100, 

101], semi-structured data [101, 102], structured data [101, 102], unnormalized data 

[103], normalized data [103], meta data [100, 104], eXtensible Markup Language (XML) 

data [105], alphanumeric data [106], and multimedia data [107]. 

From a theoretical perspective, data integration comprises of a global schema, a set of 

source schemas, and mapping between the global schema and the source schemas [97]. 

The global schema or mediated schema provide a unified view of all relevant sources. 

The source schema or local schema is the schema of each source. Mapping is a function 

that maps elements in the global schema to elements in the local schemas and vice versa. 

When a query is posed on the data integration system, the query is actually posed on the 

global schema [97]. There are two basic approaches to characterize data integration based 

on the mapping: global-as-view (GAV) and local-as-view (LAV) [97, 98, 108]. In the 

case of the GAV, the global schema is defined as a set of views over the sources. For the 

LAV, the global schema can be defined in any possible way. Then, each source is defined 
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as a view over the global schema [100, 98]. There exists global-local-as-view (GLAV) or 

both-as-view (BAV), which tries to combine the strengths of both GAV and LAV 

together [108]. Since 1975, many approaches and techniques for integrating data from 

heterogeneous sources have been published (see Figure 2.3). Most of approaches and 

techniques for integrating data are extensions of GAV and LAV approaches. However, 

defining mediated schema is not the only way to integrate data. For example, we can 

integrate data through its meaning and query processing [95, 96, 98, 104, 109, 110, 111]. 

 

Figure 2.3: Approaches and techniques within data integration research area over 

time, figure after [108] 

Existing approaches and techniques confirm that sophisticated data integration systems 

exist and it is possible to connect and integrate a data integration system with the 

wellness indicator system. This is also confirmed by the fact that there are sophisticated 

clinical data integration systems in existing hospital organizations [112]. 
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2.5.5 Security and Privacy Issues 

We must respect the privacy of every user. Dealing with wellness information is a 

sensitive issue. All wellness and personal information must be confidential. In addition, 

the data must not be accessible by unauthorized users. Thus, users have to login to the 

wellness visualization system before they can obtain any information. A healthcare 

professional is only allowed to view the information of patients under their care. As a 

result, a list of authorized users is created to control access to information. Other security 

measures, such as the use of Radio-Frequency Identifications (RFIDs) and/or Bluetooth 

appliances, could possibly provide identity certificates and authorizations to the system in 

future research. 

Moreover, security issues relative to all technology employed by this research are taken 

into consideration because the security concern for each technology can become a point 

of vulnerability. Considering agent technology and threats relative to both agents and 

platforms can lead to various system problems. For example, it is possible for an agent to 

have unauthorized access to an agent platform [113]. An agent platform can also 

eavesdrop on agents’ messages [113]. Anyone can exploit this vulnerability to steal 

information and damage the visualization system. There are many solutions for this 

problem, such as agent security frameworks, secure platforms, and type safe languages. 

Since this research does not cover these issues, the research assumes that the relevant 

security measures will be taken in a robust or commercial implementation of an agent-

based system. This conviction is reinforced by the fact that there exists a security-

enhanced version of the TEEMA platform [114]. This version is not used in this research 

to ease the development and testing of the agent-based wellness visualization system. The 
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additional tasks to make the visualization system works under the secure TEEMA 

interface will be considered for future work. 

Since the agent-based wellness visualization system is designed to be expandable, it can 

potentially be connected or integrated with other systems in the future. Therefore, the 

future version of the wellness visualization system should have its security control 

complying with standards and frameworks relative to health information systems that are 

accepted by medical communities. The system should meet the satisfaction of the health 

care community and be compatible with other health information systems as well. 

2.6 Conclusions 

This chapter summarizes the solutions to common problems and discussions regarding 

the fundamentals of wellness, visualization, visual communication of data, standards in 

health information systems, support systems and technology, data integration systems, 

and relative security and privacy issues. This chapter also identifies what is needed for 

this research and brings up all relevant issues with possible solutions. 

In the fundamental of wellness section, we studied existing definitions of wellness from 

different parts of the world. The first observation is that the definitions of wellness are 

differentiated by various influential factors because people have different behaviors, 

lifestyles, beliefs, perspectives, cultures, and are in different conditions. Second, the term 

wellness is not only about good health, but it is relative to the state of well-being in all 

possible ways. Wellness also has various dimensions and there are relationships among 

the dimensions. The third observation is that the existing definition of wellness and 

wellness evaluation models do not comply with an automatic measuring system. 
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Consequently, an operational definition of wellness and an operational wellness 

evaluation model are needed. The operational wellness model must be computable, 

flexible enough to be expanded, and its results should be comparable to allow the 

information to be presented in simple graphical formats. Moreover, there might be 

parameters that the user would like to monitor, something that the user would like to 

improve, or a combination of both. However, those parameters are not initially available 

in the system. Therefore, the operational wellness model should allow a user to have a 

personal set of indicators under the context defined by this research. This same idea is 

also applied to healthcare professional users because they might want to assign some 

additional parameters to a patient. As a result, expandability and flexibility are important 

characteristics for this research. 

Even though people are affected by the same factors, the impact of each factor to each 

person is different. For example, a change in the blood sugar level of a healthy person 

and a diabetic can lead to different consequences. This research solves this problem by 

letting healthcare professional users adjust the most appropriate weights to all parameters 

for their patients. Weight adjustment allows each user to have a unique result and could 

potentially help the wellness visualization system to produce more accurate results. 

There are many things that we need to take into consideration when dealing with wellness 

information, such as existing standards, correctness, and security issues. There are many 

standards used in health information systems, such as standards used for data 

interchanges and health information records. This research does not adopt any standard in 

particular, but those standards are important sources of information about existing health 
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information systems and are considered guidelines for developing the agent-based 

wellness visualization system. Moreover, in order to protect users’ information, each user 

needs to log-in to the wellness visualization system before performing a task. Also, the 

information must be available to authorized users only. 

Visualization is the process of creating graphical representations for data. There are many 

visualization categories, such as scientific and information visualization. This research is 

closer to information visualization when it is classified by purpose, task, and audience 

factors. A visualization system is developed to assist human cognitive processes. Thus, 

there are at least two important things that any type of visualization should provide: 

simple graphical displays and understandable contents. Complex graphical presentations 

and obscure contents can lead to confusion and misinterpretation. In addition, a complex 

visual display may not attract audiences. 

After investigation, we can ensure that the three main concepts proposed earlier (i.e., 

simplicity, understandability, and expandability) are the most suitable concepts for 

developing the agent-based wellness visualization system. Moreover, there are many 

types of support systems and technology that make the implementation of the agent-based 

wellness visualization system possible. More techniques and support systems can be 

added in the future. The background information and literature review presented in this 

chapter become the fundamental knowledge for the design and development processes of 

the agent-based wellness visualization system. In the next chapter, detailed information 

of the operational wellness model is described. A solution design for the agent-based 

wellness visualization system is presented in Chapter 4. 
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3. Operational Wellness Model 

This chapter introduces an operational wellness model that is fundamental for developing 

a wellness visualization system. The operational wellness model is comprised of the 

operational definition of wellness and operational wellness evaluation model. Its results 

will be visualized by the agent-based wellness visualization system. The information 

presented in this chapter had been previously published in eTELEMED2010 [2]. 

3.1 Introduction 

According to the information relative to the existing wellness models discussed in the 

previous chapter, we can conclude that the term wellness is developed overtime and 

changed by various influential factors, such as culture, experience, belief, religion, etc. 

[2]. There are various definitions of wellness across the globe [2]. An individual also has 

their own personal definition of wellness [2]. Therefore, wellness is a very broad and 

complex concept. Therefore, it is difficult to have a single definition of wellness [2]. 

However, many experts agree that wellness is not merely the state of being free from 

illness and disease [17, 115, 116, 117]. Wellness is complex because it has multiple 

dimensions. Also, there are relationships among the dimensions of wellness. The 

dimensions of wellness are interrelated and integrated. Each existing definition of 

wellness has a certain group of dimensions. As a result, there are various methods and 

instruments for wellness evaluation, each of which is compatible with its working 

definition of wellness [2]. 

Since some dimensions of wellness, such as spiritual and mental dimensions, cannot 

currently be measured automatically by a machine, the existing definitions of wellness 
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and wellness evaluation approaches are not suitable to be used by automatic measuring 

systems [2]. In addition, a machine cannot process all types of inputs effectively. It is 

easy for an automatic measuring system to utilize objective and scale-based subjective 

data. However, there are many difficulties in processing conversational-based and text-

based subjective data [2]. Therefore, an operational wellness model designed for an 

automatic measuring system is needed. 

Wellness evaluation models operated by a machine exist. However, these models support 

limited inputs and evaluate wellness in certain areas within their working definitions of 

wellness (e.g., Wellness Inventory) [118, 119]. Moreover, some of the existing models do 

not support frequent assessments. Wellness Inventory, for example, is a questionnaire-

based system that employs a pre-defined set of statements for wellness evaluation [118, 

119]. Its users have to answer to those questions after being logged into the system to 

evaluate their wellness conditions. Obviously, this process is time consuming and 

inconvenient. Thus, a more flexible method for wellness assessment is needed. The 

evaluation method must also correspond to the working definition of wellness. 

As mentioned earlier that the term wellness is changed over time. The change affects the 

corresponding wellness model, wellness evaluation model, and computer program [2]. If 

a graphical presentation for wellness was used, it might also need to be changed. These 

requirements lead us to a wellness model that is computable, and flexible enough to be 

expanded [2]. Also, results produced by the model should be able to be presented in a 

graphical format to ease visual perception [2]. Since existing wellness models do not 

have the required properties, the operational wellness model is created to fulfill the 
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objectives of the research. The operational wellness model has two major parts: an 

operational definition of wellness and an operational wellness evaluation model. 

3.2 Operational Definition of Wellness 

3.2.1 Concept 

In this research, wellness is defined as “the state of well-being in all possible ways that a 

person could achieve within his capability. Wellness contains various components and all 

of them are interrelated and integrated. A change in each element of wellness affects the 

whole. Wellness involves achieving personal goals in living. If a person can achieve one 

of his goals at a desirable level, then the person has improved one part of his wellness, 

which has improved the overall wellness of the person as well” [2]. 

The highest level of wellness that a person could achieve is difficult to define, but a 

person can define their own desirable level of wellness and personal indicators [2]. Thus, 

“a person having a disease and with disability can achieve his desirable level of wellness 

and can be considered as being well as long as he manages to achieve his goals/targets” 

[2]. For example, a person who has diabetes could be well by keeping problematic 

clinical parameters (e.g., blood sugar content) in the best possible state. In other words, 

the person has to ensure their blood sugar level is in the normal range or target range 

assigned by a healthcare professional, exercise regularly, have healthy eating habits, etc. 

[2]. 

This research emphasizes the physical well-being of a person [2]. Even though the 

research does not focus on other dimensions of wellness, it does support further extension 
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and future development [2]. Physical well-being is defined as “a state of achieving best 

possible state of physical health and lifestyle within a person’s capability” [2]. 

Instead of monitoring all clinical parameters, the wellness visualization system assists a 

person to monitor and improve indicators in their target areas [2]. Since one change 

affects the whole wellness status of a person, the overall wellness level of a person is 

improved when the physical well-being part of the person is improved and vice versa. 

Therefore, by assisting a person to maintain and improve the physical well-being 

dimension, the wellness visualization system also supports the person to improve their 

overall wellness level [2]. 

In order to have flexibility and expandability characteristics, the wellness visualization 

system works on three sets of indicators as follows: 

1. Case-based indicators are initial sets of indicators suitable for specific cases [2]. 

All indicators in each set are clinical objective data. It is assumed that the data values are 

immediately available and accessible through a sophisticated clinical data integration 

system and electronic resources. Currently, the wellness visualization system provides 

three initial sets of cased-based indicators: diabetes, heart wellness, and weight 

management [2]. More sets of case-based indicators can be added in the future. Existing 

cases can also be modified [2]. 

2. User-defined indicators are a set of indicators defined by a general user. A 

general user is allowed to define and add more indicators into the system with a scale and 

a target value or a target range for each indicator [2]. Both objective and scale-based 

subjective data are allowed to be used as indicators in this group. The data value of the 
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indicator is collected from both general and healthcare professional users [2]. The user-

defined indicators are considered as another communication channel for patients and their 

doctors by reporting a self-evaluation or monitoring result in a certain area and their 

concerns through their indicators [2]. 

3. Healthcare professional-defined indicators are a set of indicators defined by 

healthcare professional users for their patients. The visualization system also allows 

healthcare professionals to add more indicators for their patients with a scale and a target 

value or a target range for each indicator. Both objective and scale-based subjective data 

are allowed to be used as indicators. The indicator’s data value in this group comes from 

both general and healthcare professional users. The indicators in the group are considered 

a channel for healthcare professionals to communicate with their patients by giving the 

information relative to their observation and concern through the indicators. 

3.2.2 Method 

3.2.2.1 Selecting Appropriate Case-Based Indicators for Each Case 

The agent-based wellness visualization system provides three sets of case-based 

indicators (i.e., heart wellness, diabetes, weight management) to its users as initial cases. 

Each set contains indicators that are selected in regard to clinical information and 

potential risks for certain conditions [2]. 

3.2.2.1.1 Weight Management Case 

This case focuses on helping a person to achieve, maintain, and improve their personal 

state of well-being within the weight management context. Body weight is associated 

with the health and wellness of a person. Unhealthy weights (i.e., underweight, 
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overweight, and obese) can lead to a variety of problems, such as diabetes and heart 

diseases. Unhealthy weights are the sources of physical, psychological, and social illness 

[120]. Moreover, body weight can be employed as a determinant of a possibility of 

having serious and chronic diseases, such as cancer and obesity. Therefore, achieving the 

best possible state of body weight can potentially improve some parts and the overall 

wellness of a person. 

3.2.2.1.2 State of Well-being within the Weight Management Context 

In the weight management context, wellness is about achieving a healthy weight within a 

person’s capabilities. We can further expand the definition of wellness for this particular 

case as having normal weight, healthy lifestyle, and low risk in developing relative 

problems. There are four possible groups of users in this case: 

1. Normal-weight users are people that have a healthy weight. These people can 

be considered as being well if their weight stays in the normal range, if they continue 

having a healthy lifestyle, and if they minimize their risks in developing relative 

problems. 

2. Underweight users are people that are under the range of a healthy weight. 

Being underweight may predispose a person to serious physical, psychological, and 

social consequences. In addition, some underweight people potentially continue under-

eating [120]. For people who are underweight, to improve their wellness is to gain more 

weight until their weight is in the normal range, have a healthy lifestyle and a regular 

eating habit, and minimize all relative risks. 

3. Overweight or pre-obese users are people that are higher than the range of a 

healthy weight. For overweight people, to be well is to reduce their weights to the normal 
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range, have a healthy lifestyle and a regular eating habit, exercise regularly, and minimize 

the risks of developing relative problems. 

4. Obese users are people that have a Body Mass Index (BMI) of 30.0 kg/m2 or 

more [121, 122, 123, 124]. Fontaine and Bartlett indicate that the different dimensions of 

health-related quality of life in obese individuals can be measured by two groups of 

instruments: generic instruments and specific instruments [125]. Generic instruments 

provide general information [125]. Examples of generic instruments used to assess the 

health-related quality of life for obese people are medical outcomes study--short form 

(SF-36), sickness impact profile, quality of well-being scale, Nottingham health profile, 

general health index, Gothenberg quality of life scale, and symptom checklist (SCL-90) 

[125]. Specific instruments are used to assess the health-related quality of life under a 

specific disease, population, or problem [125]. Examples of specific measures are impact 

of weight on quality of life scale, impact of weight on quality of life scale--short form 

(IWQOL-LITE), obesity-specific quality of life scale (OSQOL), health-related quality of 

life scale (HRQOL), obesity-related well-being questionnaire (ORWELL), and health 

state preference for persons with obesity scale (HSP) [125]. This research does not use 

instruments to measure the wellness of obese users, but measures the changes in wellness 

status and provides initial sets of indicators that potentially support the users to improve 

their quality of life and can be used to assess the wellness levels regarding the operational 

definition of wellness. 

For both overweight and obese users, weight reduction and increasing physical activities 

produce dramatic improvement in health-related quality of life of obese and overweight 

patients, such as physical functioning and mental health [125]. Losing nine kilograms in 
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obese patients can reduce the risk of developing serious heart disease by 31 percent 

because there are significant changes in cholesterol, High-Density Lipoprotein (HDL) 

cholesterol, and blood pressure [121]. Reducing body weight by 10 percent also can 

decrease the risk of developing a serious disease [122]. Thus, the best way for obese and 

overweight patients to be well is to lose weight and stay fit. 

In summary, a person can be well under the weight management context by maintaining a 

healthy weight, balancing the energy intake and energy expenditure, having a healthy 

lifestyle, and minimizing all relative risks and problems. 

3.2.2.1.3 Relative Clinical Parameters 

Clinical parameters that are commonly used for evaluating body weight and relative 

status are weight, BMI, waist circumference (WC) or abdominal fat, body composition, 

fat distribution, and total body fat [120, 121, 122, 123, 126]. 

3.2.2.1.4 Relative Risks and Risk Factors 

3.2.2.1.4.1 Relative Risks and Risk Factors for Underweight 

Relative risks and risk factors for underweight people include having poor physical 

stamina, weak immune systems, contracting infectious diseases, malnutrition, eating 

disorders, amenorrhea in women, anemia, hair loss and dry skin, muscle weakness, 

osteoporosis and fractures, cancer, depression and anxiety, dizziness, reduction of heart 

muscle, reduction of heart rate, reduction of blood pressure, irregular heartbeat, 

infertility, and body temperature decrease [120]. 
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3.2.2.1.4.2 Relative Risks and Risk Factors for Overweight and Obesity 

Relative risks and risk factors for overweight and obesity include hypertension, high 

Low-Density Lipoprotein (LDL) cholesterol, low High-Density Lipoprotein (HDL) 

cholesterol, high triglycerides, high blood glucose, hyperinsulinemia or insulin resistance, 

family history of premature heart disease, physical inactivity, smoking, lipid disorders, 

eating disorders, type 2 diabetes, coronary heart disease (CHD), gallbladder disease, 

stroke, osteoarthritis, sleep apnea or high PaCO2, respiratory problems, certain types of 

cancers (e.g., endometrial, breast, prostate, and colon), Left Venticular Hypertrophy 

(LVH) by Electrocardiography (ECG), and hirsutism or high Luteinizing 

Hormone/Follicle Stimulating Hormone (LH/FSH) ratio [121, 122, 123]. 

3.2.2.1.4.3 Relative Predictors 

The following are factors that can predict if a person’s weight tends to increase or 

decrease, and if a person tends to develop underweight, overweight, or obese conditions. 

1. Low rate of basal energy expenditure can predict future weight gain [121]. 

2. High carbohydrate oxidation can predict future weight gain or regain after 

weight loss [121]. 

3. Low sympathetic activity [121]. 

4. Metabolism [121]. 

5. Growth hormone, testosterone, estrogen. Growth hormone and testosterone are 

used to treat obesity by increasing energy expenditure and the loss of fat [121]. 

6. Glucocorticoids are critical for the development of obesity [121]. 

7. Insulin is essential for the development of obesity [121]. 

8. Sweetened soft drinks consumption [121]. 
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3.2.2.1.4.4 Relative Disease Preventions and Treatments 

Relative disease prevention and treatment for people with normal weight include the 

person’s ability to maintain their current weight and balance their energy intake with their 

energy expenditure. For underweight people, they should be motivated to change and 

maintain a healthy weight, increase or regain body weight until it is in the healthy range 

by increasing food energy intake, and increase muscle mass by weight training and 

exercising [120].  

Figure 3.1: Treatment algorithm [121, 122] (original in color) 

In the case of overweight and obese people, the choices are diet therapy (e.g., low-calorie 

diets, very low-calorie diets, and lower-fat diets), increase cardio-respiratory fitness, 
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weight maintenance, combine therapy (diet and physical activity), behavior therapy, 

pharmacotherapy or drug therapy, and surgery [121, 122, 123]. Figure 3.1 illustrates how 

to distinguish overweight patients from obese patients with relative treatments. 

3.2.2.1.5 Case-Based Indicators for the Weight Management Case 

After observing the factors relative to the weight management case, the clinical 

parameters commonly used for measuring weight-related conditions, relative risk factors, 

relative predictors, and clinical parameters in the disease prevention and treatment 

process can be employed as case-based indicators in the weight management case 

because they can indicate the status of the users, can be used for monitoring on potential 

problems, correlated to different weight conditions, and can be employed to check on the 

treatment progress. However, not all of the factors can be easily obtained because some 

factors require special clinical instruments and are examined only in certain clinical 

cases. In addition, both special clinical instruments and certain clinical exams are 

expensive. Therefore, commonly used factors, important factors, and primary factors 

used for weight management are selected to be in the initial set of case-based indicators 

for the weight management case. More factors can be added as necessary because the 

agent-based wellness visualization system is expandable. The following is the initial set 

of the case-based indicators selected for the weight management case. 

Indicator1: Weight 

This indicator provides information about the weight of an individual measured in metric 

units (i.e., kilograms). The normal range is corresponding to BMI. In other words, if we 

know the user’s height, we can calculate the normal weight range from the normal range 
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of BMI. The BMI chart created by the WHO, shown in Table 3.1, is employed in the 

agent-based wellness visualization system. 

Table 3.1: The international classification of adult underweight, overweight and 

obesity according to BMI, table adopted from [124] 

Classification BMI (kg/m2) 
Principle cut-off points Additional cut-off points 

Underweight <18.50 <18.50 
Severe thinness <16.00 <16.00 
Moderate thinness 16.00-16.99 16.00-16.99 
Mild thinness 17.00-18.49 17.00-18.49 
Normal weight 18.50-24.99 18.50-22.99 

23.00-24.99 
Overweight ≥25.00 ≥25.00 
Pre-obese 25.0-29.99 25.00-27.49 

27.50-29.99 
Obese ≥30.00 ≥30.00 
Obese class I 30.00-34.99 30.00-32.49 

32.50-34.99 
Obese class II 35.00-39.99 35.00-37.49 

37.50-39.99 
Obese class III ≥40.00 ≥40.00 
 

Indicator2: BMI 

This indicator provides information about a person’s body mass. BMI is calculated from 

the user’s weight and height. The normal range of BMI is shown in Table 3.1. 

Indicator3: Waist circumference 

This indicator assists a user to monitor on his/her waist circumference. Table 3.2 shows 

the relationships among BMI, waist circumference, and disease risk.  
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Table 3.2: Risks of obesity-associated diseases by BMI and waist circumference 

[121, 122, 123] 

                          BMI (kg/m2)    Obesity                                   Disease Risk                                    
                                                class                     (relative to waist circumference) 

                                                                                 Normal                                     Large 
                                                                   Men ≤ 40 in. (≤ 102 cm.)       > 40 in. (> 102 cm.) 

                                                                         Women ≤ 35 in. (≤ 88 cm.)    > 35 in. (> 88cm.) 
Under weight < 18.5  - - 
Normal 18.5-24.9  - - 
Overweight 25.0-29.9  Increased High 
Obesity 30.0-34.9 I High Very high 
 35.0-39.9 II Very high Very high 
Extreme obesity ≥ 40 III Extremely high Extremely high 
 

Indicator4: Systolic pressure 

This indicator provides information about a user’s blood pressure. The normal range of 

this indicator is 90 to 140 mmHg [127]. 

Indicator5: Diastolic pressure 

This indicator provides information about a user’s blood pressure. The normal range of 

this indicator is 60 to 90 mmHg [127]. 

Indicator7: Total cholesterol 

This indicator provides information about a person’s total cholesterol level. The normal 

range of this indicator is <200 mg/dL [128, 129].  

Indicator6: Low-density lipoprotein (LDL) cholesterol 

This indicator provides information about bad cholesterol circulating in a user’s blood. 

The normal range of this indicator is <130 mg/dL [128, 130, 129]. 
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Indicator7: High-density lipoprotein (HDL) cholesterol 

This indicator provides information about good cholesterol circulating in a user’s blood. 

The normal range of this indicator is 40 to 65 mg/dL for men and 50 to 65 mg/dL for 

women [128, 131, 129]. 

Indicator8: Triglycerides 

This indicator provides information about a form of fat made in a body. The normal range 

for this indicator is 40 to 150 mg/dl [132, 129]. 

Indicator9: Blood glucose 

This indicator provides information about the amount of glucose in a user’s blood. The 

normal range of this indicator is 72 to 125 mg/dL [133]. 

Indicator10: Heart rate 

This indicator provides information about a user’s heart rate, their target heart rate, their 

maximum heart rate, and appropriate training heart rate during exercise. The normal 

range of this indicator can be found in [132, 134]. 

Indicator11: Calorie intake 

This indicator presents a user’s approximate calorie intake each day. The indicator also 

represents whether the user controls their nutrition. In this research, Harris Benedict’s 

equations (see [135, 136]) are employed to estimate a person’s minimum and maximum 

calorie intake per day. The approach is divided into two steps: 

Step1 – Calculate Basal Metabolic Rate (BMR) 

Men BMR = 66.4730 + (13.7516 x weight in kg.) + (5.0033 x height in cm.) – 
(6.7550 x age in years) 
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Women BMR = 655.0955 + (9.5634 x weight in kg.) + (1.8496 x height in cm.) – 
(4.6756 x age in years) 

 
Step2 – Estimate daily calorie intake 

No exercise – little exercise Calorie intake = BMR*1.2 
Light exercise (1-3 days/week) Calorie intake = BMR*1.375 
Moderate exercise (3-5 days/week) Calorie intake = BMR*1.55 
Heavy exercise (6-7 days/week) Calorie intake = BMR*1.725 
Very heavy exercise (twice a day or intensive 
workout ) 

Calorie intake = BMR*1.9 

 
Calorie intake (no exercise – little exercise) is considered as a minimum value and calorie 

intake (very heavy exercise) is considered a maximum value for this indicator. 

Indicator12: Calorie expenditure 

This indicator presents a user’s approximate calorie expenditure each day. Calorie 

expenditure can be determined by the calorie intake calculated from Harris Benedict’s 

equations plus energy required for activities of daily living and active living [137]. In 

order for a person to maintain their current weight, the daily calorie expenditure must be 

equal to the daily calorie intake. To lose weight, the total calorie expenditure must be 

higher than the daily calorie intake. If a person wants to gain weight, the total calorie 

expenditure must be lower than the daily calorie intake. 

There are several approaches to measure a user’s level of fitness. Physical activity is one 

method for removing calories from a person’s body. In this research, calorie expenditure 

is measured by the total calories burnt from all physical activity in one day, which can be 

obtained from a measuring tool, such as a calorie counter, or calculated from an 

approximate time spent doing a certain type of physical activity. The recommended 

number of calories to be burnt per day is 500 calories for people who want to lose one 
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pound per week [138]. For people who want to maintain their weight, they only have to 

exercise to make up for the calories they eat [138]. 

3.2.2.1.6 Support information and features for the weight management case 

Information provided by case-based indicators, user-defined indicators, and healthcare 

professional-defined indicators might not be sufficient for a general user to track and 

improve their wellness level. Also, these indicators might not be enough for a healthcare 

professional user to evaluate their patient’s condition and come up with a good treatment 

program. Therefore, additional information and features should be provided specifically 

for the weight management case and provide more beneficial options to the end users. 

In fact, there are forms created for analyzing a patient’s eating habit, associated physical 

activities, and behaviour affecting the patient’s condition [121]. The information 

provided in these forms is very useful for the treatment of underweight, overweight, and 

obese patients. Therefore, the agent-based wellness visualization system provides a tool 

called “Food and Activity Diary” for its users. The supporting tool allows a general user 

to record and monitor their food consumption, physical activity, and behaviour affecting 

their conditions. Food and Activity Diary also allows a healthcare professional user to 

give suggestions for each record given by a patient. A general user can keep track and 

focus on healthy food consumption, associated physical activity, and healthy behaviour. 

The information recorded in the diary is also useful for a doctor for doing a behaviour 

analysis, nutrition assessment, and creating an appropriate treatment for a patient. More 

information relative to the supporting tools will be described in the next chapter. 
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Another feature that is potentially helpful for a healthcare professional user is to provide 

relative risks information, such as what are the risk levels in having diabetes, heart 

disease, and hypertension for the current BMI of a general user. This feature is left for 

future work. However, the proof of concept provides the following decision-support 

information to a healthcare professional user: patient’s current medical problems, 

congenital diseases, anomalies found in all indicators assigned for a patient sorted by 

their severity levels, smoking factor, drinking factor, patient’s medical history, trends, 

statistical information, and plots. 

3.2.2.1.2 Heart Wellness Case 

3.2.2.1.2.1 State of Well-being of Heart Wellness Case 

In the heart wellness case, wellness is about having a healthy heart or achieving the best 

possible state for a person’s heart within the person’s capabilities. There are two types of 

users in this case: 

1. Normal users are people who do not have any heart disease. Even though the 

users do not have a problem with their hearts, they could encounter problems and 

difficulties in the future. In this group, we focus on maintaining a healthy heart, 

preventing relative risks, and achieving a healthy lifestyle. In other words, the users must 

maintain the good states of their hearts and protect themselves from developing cardiac 

problems and unwanted conditions in the future. 

2. Users having heart disease need to improve the wellness condition of a 

person’s heart, manage heart disease, minimize risks, and achieve a healthy lifestyle. 
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The healthy heart kit, created by a number of Canadian experts, gives us an idea of how 

to achieve a healthy heart through disease prevention and health promotion strategies 

[139]. The kit is designed for adults (i.e., age 18 to 64) [139]. In this kit, there are 

approaches for achieving a healthy heart, preventing cardiovascular disease, and 

promoting cardiovascular health within six certain areas: smoking, hypertension, 

hypercholesterolemia, obesity/overweight, sedentary lifestyle, and diabetes [139]. In 

summary, a person needs to conduct a behavior change. The person could achieve a 

healthy heart by quitting smoking, controlling their blood pressure, blood cholesterol, 

weight, and diabetes, becoming active, and reducing relative risks of heart disease [139]. 

The guidelines provided in the healthy heart kit can be employed to assist our users. The 

methods for calculating a risk of having heart disease and stroke can also be utilized in 

future development. 

3.2.2.1.2.2 Relative Clinical Parameters 

Clinical parameters giving basic information relative to heart and blood vessels are heart 

rate, systolic blood pressure, diastolic blood pressure, ECG/EKG, BMI, blood cholesterol 

levels, blood sugar level, blood calcium levels, blood clotting factors and components, 

respiratory rate, and warning signs (e.g., chest pain, headache, and dizziness). The 

clinical parameters could lead a person to further cardiology tests. 

3.2.2.1.2.3 Relative Risks and Risk factors 

Examples of risks and risk factors relative to heart wellness include Atrial Fibrillation 

(AF or afilb) or abnormal heart rhythm, congestive heart failure, coronary heart disease 

(CHD), general cardiovascular disease, hard coronary heart disease, Intermittent 
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Claudication (IC), recurring coronary heart disease, stroke, heart attack symptoms, death, 

obesity, salt intake, excess alcohol intake, lack of exercise, stress, family history of heart 

disease, and genetic disorders [139, 140, 141, 142, 143, 144, 145, 146, 147, 148] [149, 

150, 151]. 

Wilson categorized the coronary risk factors for initial coronary heart disease into three 

groups: definitely modifiable, potentially modifiable, and fixed [152]. The factors in the 

definitely modifiable group are cholesterol, HDL cholesterol, triglycerides, blood 

pressure, cigarette smoking, diabetes, obesity, sedentary lifestyle, and alcohol. In the case 

of the potentially modifiable group, the risk factors are Lp (a) or Lipoprotein (a), oxidized 

lipids, hematologic, glucose intolerance, and Left Venticular Hypertrophy/Left 

Venticular (LVH/LV) mass. The factors in the last group are age, gender, and family 

history. 

3.2.2.1.2.4 Relative Predictors 

The following sub-sections summarize the risk factor calculation from relative predictors 

for each risk relative to heart wellness. 

1. Atrial Fibrillation (AF or afib) 

Atrial fibrillation 10-year risk score can predict the 10-year risk of having the first AF in 

individuals between the ages of 45 and 95 [140]. The risk score predicts first AF from 

age, gender, BMI, systolic blood pressure, treatment for hypertension, PR interval, 

significant murmur, and prevalent heart failure [140]. The result indicates the person’s 

risk of having the disease within 10 to 12 years [140]. 
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2. Congestive Heart Disease 

Kennel et al. developed two tools to estimate the risk of having congestive heart failure 

within four years for men and women between the ages of 45 and 94 [142]. Both risk 

scores predict congestive heart failure from age, left ventricular hypertrophy, heart rate, 

systolic blood pressure, coronary heart disease, valve disease, diabetes, BMI, vital 

capacity, and cardiomegaly [142]. The results indicate the risks of having congestive 

heart failure within four years [142]. 

3. Coronary Heart Disease (CHD) 

Wilson et al. introduces tools for predicting the risk of having coronary heart disease 

within 10 to 12 years for individuals in aged 30 to 74 [143]. The tools predict the risk 

from age, diabetes, smoking, JNC-V blood pressure categories, NCEP total cholesterol 

categories, and LDL cholesterol categories [143]. The results are CHD risk scores [143]. 

The risk of having the first CHD within two to four years can be predicted by employing 

tools developed by D’Agostino et al. [141]. The tools predict the risk from age, systolic 

blood pressure, cigarette smoking, fasting lipid level (totals and HDL Cholesterol), 

physician diagnosis of diabetes at the current or a previous examination, and use of 

antihypertensive medication [141]. The results indicate the risks of having the first CHD 

within two to four years [141]. 

4. General Cardiovascular Disease 

An individual aged 30 to 74 can predict a risk of having general cardiovascular disease 

(i.e., coronary death, myocardial infarction, coronary insufficiency, angina, ischemic 

stroke, hemorrhagic stroke, transient ischemic attack, peripheral artery disease, and heart 
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failure) within 10 to 12 years by using the tools developed by D’Agostino et al. [144]. 

The tools employ age, diabetes, smoking, treated and untreated systolic blood pressure, 

total cholesterol, and HDL cholesterol. In a simpler model, BMI is used as a predictor 

instead of using lipids [144]. The results indicate a 10-year risk prediction of having 

general cardiovascular disease [144]. 

5. Hard Coronary Heart Disease 

The hard coronary heart disease 10-year risk score can be employed to predict the risk of 

having hard coronary heart disease within 10 to 12 years for people aged 30 to 79 [145, 

146]. Age, total cholesterol, HDL, systolic blood pressure, treatment for hypertension, 

and smoking are the predictors in the tools [145, 146]. The results indicate that an 

individual free of CHD could have hard coronary heart disease within 10 to 12 years 

[145, 146]. 

6. Intermittent Claudication (IC) 

A risk of having IC for people aged 45 to 84 can be predicted by using the intermittent 

claudication risk score [147]. The risk score predicts the risk from age, gender, serum 

cholesterol, hypertension, smoking, diabetes, and coronary heart disease [147]. The result 

indicates the risk of having intermittent claudication within four years [147]. 

7. Recurring Coronary Heart Disease 

For a person aged 35 to 74, who has at least one CHD event or ischemic stroke before, it 

is possible to predict the risk for this person in having subsequent CHD (i.e., myocardial 

infarction, coronary insufficiency, angina pectoris, and sudden, and non-sudden coronary 

death) within two to four years by using tools developed by D’Agostino et al. [148]. The 
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tools predict the risk from age, systolic blood pressure, smoking, fasting lipid level (total 

and HDL cholesterol), and physician diagnosis of diabetes at the current or a previous 

examination [148]. The results indicate the risk of having subsequent CHD within two to 

four years after experiencing CHD at least once [148]. 

8. Stroke 

D’Agostino et al. developed tools for predicting the risk of having a stroke within 10 

years for people between the ages of 55 and 84 [149]. The tools predict the risk from age, 

systolic blood pressure, diabetes mellitus, smoking, prior cardiovascular disease, atrial 

fibrillation, left ventricular hypertrophy, and use of hypertensive medication [149]. The 

results indicate the risks of having a stroke within 10 years [149]. 

9. Stroke or Death after Atrial Fibrillation (AF) 

There is a risk score for predicting stroke or death for individuals aged 55 to 94 that 

previously experienced AF [150]. The score is predicted from age, gender, systolic blood 

pressure, diabetes, and prior stroke or ischemic attack [150]. The result indicates the risk 

of having stroke after experiencing AF [150]. 

3.2.2.1.2.5 Relative Disease Preventions and Treatments 

1. Exercise regularly (i.e., at least 30 minutes for a moderate-intensive activity and 

60 to 90 minutes for weight training daily) [151]. 

2. Eat sensibly (e.g., limit total fat, saturated fat, trans-fat, eat two fish meals a 

week, drink four to six glasses of water daily, and maintain a healthy weight) [151]. 

3. Manage stress (e.g., relaxing, meditation, yoga, good night’s sleep) [151]. 
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4. Control high blood pressure (e.g., monitor blood pressure regularly and be aware 

of risk factors) [151]. 

5. Avoid potential problems (e.g., do not smoke, control blood sugars, limit alcohol 

intake, and reduce risk of drug interactions) [151]. 

6. Have healthy relationships [151]. 

3.2.2.1.2.6 Case-based Indicators for the Heart Wellness Case 

Indicator1: Heart rate 

This indicator provides information regarding a person’s pulse rate. The indicator is also 

a predictor for heart attack because a person who has high heart rate has a high potential 

for having heart attack [153, 154]. The normal range, the range of target heart rate during 

an exercise, and the maximum heart rate that a person could have can give insight and 

support decision making. For example, maximum heart rate can be used for prescribing 

exercise in treatment, rehabilitation, and disease prevention [155]. There are many 

formulas that we can employ to calculate the target heart rate and maximum heart rate 

from age, but the method that is accepted as being accurate is Tanaka’s method [154]. 

Tanaka et al. indicate that the maximum heart rate can be calculated as follows: 

Maximum heart rate or HRmax (bpm) = 208 – (0.7 × age), [155]                                   (3.1) 

In the case of the target heart rate, we can employ Karvonen’s method to calculate the 

range: 

Target heart rate at 50% intensity (bpm) = ((HRmax – HRrest) × 0.5) + HRrest, [154]     (3.2)  

Target heart rate at 85% intensity (bpm) = ((HRmax – HRrest) × 0.85) + HRrest,[154]    (3.3) 
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Indicator2: Systolic blood pressure 

This indicator provides information about a user’s blood pressure. The normal range of 

this indicator is 90 to 140 mmHg [127]. 

Indicator3: Diastolic blood pressure 

This indicator provides information about a user’s blood pressure. The normal range of 

this indicator is 60 to 90 mmHg [127]. 

Indicator4: Weight 

This indicator provides information about the weight of an individual measured in metric 

units (i.e., kilograms). The normal range of weight is corresponding to the BMI chart 

created by the WHO is shown in Table 3.1. 

Indicator5: BMI 

This indicator provides information about a user’s body mass. The BMI is calculated 

from the user’s weight and height. The normal range of the BMI is shown in Table 3.1. 

Indicator6: Total cholesterol 

This indicator provides information about a person’s total cholesterol level. The normal 

range of this indicator is <200 mg/dL [128, 129]. 

Indicator7: LDL cholesterol 

This indicator provides information about bad cholesterol, also called low-density 

lipoprotein cholesterol, circulated in a user’s blood. The normal range of this indicator is 

<130 mg/dL [128, 130, 129]. 
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Indicator8: HDL cholesterol 

This indicator provides information about good cholesterol, also called high-density 

lipoprotein cholesterol, circulated in a user’s blood. The normal range of this indicator is 

40 to 65 mg/dL for men and 50 to 65 mg/dL for women [128, 131, 129]. 

Indicator9: Triglycerides 

This indicator provides information about a form of fat made in the body. The normal 

range for this indicator is 40 to 150 mg/dl [132, 129]. 

Indicator10: Blood glucose 

This indicator provides information about the amount of glucose in a user’s blood. The 

normal range of this indicator is 72 to 125 mg/dL [133]. 

Indicator11: Blood calcium level 

This indicator provides information about the calcium level in the blood or in the body 

that is not stored in the bones. The normal range of serum calcium is 9.0 to 10.5 mg/dL 

[132]. 

Indicator12: Respiratory rate 

This indicator provides information about the average number of breathes per minute. 

The normal respiratory rate is 15 to 20 breaths per minute [156]. 

Indicator13: Prothrombin time 

This indicator indicates a user’s prothrombin time or the time it takes the user’s blood to 

clot. The normal range is 11 to 12.5 seconds or 85 to 100 percent [132, 157, 158]. 
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Indicator14: Partial thromboplastin time (PTT) 

This indicator provides information about the efficiency of blood coagulation. The value 

is presented in seconds (time). The normal range is 30 to 40 seconds [132, 159]. 

Indicator15: Fibrinogen 

This indicator provides information about fibrinogen. The indicator normal value is 200 

to 400 mg/dL [132]. 

Indicator16: Platelet count 

This indicator presents the number of platelets per cubic millimeter (cu.mm.). The normal 

range is 150,000 to 400,000 cu.mm. [132]. 

3.2.2.1.3 Diabetes Case 

3.2.2.1.3.1 State of Well-being for the Diabetes Case 

The diabetes case is created for supporting people who have diabetes mellitus and would 

like to be well within their current conditions, improve their conditions, or avoid 

complications. This case is not limited for diabetics only, but it can also be employed by 

pre-diabetics and people who are aware of the disease. There are four types of diabetes: 

1. Type1 diabetes can occur in any age, but usually occurs in children and young 

adults [160, 161]. 

2. Type2 diabetes is commonly found in adults. Type2 diabetes has a strong 

relationship with physical inactivity and obesity [160, 161]. 

3. Gestational diabetes mellitus (GDM) is glucose intolerance during pregnancy 

[161]. 
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4. Other specific types includes many uncommon conditions, such as genetically 

defined forms of diabetes, diabetes associated with other diseases, and diabetes 

associated with drug use [161]. 

In order for diabetics to achieve the best possible state in the disease’s conditions, they 

have to achieve a number of goals. For example, diabetics need to monitor and control 

their blood glucose levels, weight, food intake, and energy expenditure [160]. Therefore, 

in this case, wellness is about achieving the best possible state for a person having 

diabetes within their capabilities. In other words, users in this group have to keep diabetes 

under control and prevent complications in a long term. Having good control of diabetes 

is to keep your blood sugar level close to the normal range as possible and to keep the 

glycated hemoglobin (A1C) level between 6.5 to 7 percent [160]. 

3.2.2.1.3.2 Relative Clinical Parameters 

Relative clinical parameters in this case are daily blood glucose levels, life of red blood 

cells, sugar coating on red blood cells, and A1C level [160, 161, 162]. 

3.2.2.1.3.3 Relative Risks and Risk Factors 

Relative risks and risk factors of diabetics are blurred vision; slow healing cuts; erectile 

dysfunction; unusual thirst; frequent urination; unexplained tiredness; rapid weight loss 

(type1 diabetes); numbness or tingling in hands or feet; eyes, heart, kidney, and nerve 

damage; age ≥ 40 years (type2 diabetes); first-degree relative with type 2 diabetes (type2 

diabetes); member of high-risk population, e.g., people of Aboriginal, Hispanic, South 

Asian, Asian, or African descent (type2 diabetes); history of impaired fasting glucose or 

impaired glucose tolerance (type2 diabetes); presence of complications associated with 
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diabetes (type2 diabetes); vascular disease, e.g., coronary, cerebrovascular or peripheral 

(type2 diabetes); history of gestational diabetes mellitus (type2 diabetes); history of 

delivery of a macrosomic infant (type2 diabetes); hypertension (type2 diabetes); 

dyslipidemia (type2 diabetes); overweight (type2 diabetes); abdominal obesity (type2 

diabetes); polycystic ovary syndrome (type2 diabetes); acanthosis nigricans (type2 

diabetes); schizophrenia (type2 diabetes); impaired fasting glucose (IFG); and impaired 

glucose tolerance (IGT) [160, 161, 162]. 

3.2.2.1.3.4 Relative Predictors 

 

Figure 3.2: Screening for type 2 diabetes in adults [161] 
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Figure 3.2 illustrates the algorithm for screening type2 diabetes in adults. The parameters 

in the algorithm can be employed to predict the risk for an adult to have type2 diabetes. 

3.2.2.1.3.5 Relative Disease Preventions and Treatments 

Diabetes preventions and treatments can be done through self-management and 

treatments. In the case of self-management, a person has to exercise and increase physical 

activities, eat healthy food, eat more fiber, reduce portion size, limit concentrated sweets 

intake, take a blood sugar test at varying times of the day, maintain healthy weight, take 

medications as prescribed, attend diabetes education programs, control blood sugar level, 

see a doctor at least every three months until the blood sugar is controlled, lifestyle 

modification that includes modulate weight loss and regular physical activities, and 

control glycemic [160, 161]. The relative treatments are as follows: 

a. Keep diabetes under control by controlling sugar levels in the blood [160, 161]. 

b. For type1 diabetes, a person must inject insulin to replace the insulin that their 

body should have produced [160, 161]. 

c. For type2 diabetes, the treatments are changed by the blood sugar levels and over 

time (e.g., lifestyle change, lose weight, changing certain food choices, and oral 

medication or insulin) [160, 161]. 

3.2.2.1.3.6 Case-based Indicators for the Diabetes Case 

Indicator1: Blood glucose levels 

This indicator provides information relative to the glucose level in a person’s blood. The 

indicator must state that the measured blood glucose level comes from which type of 

blood glucose test (i.e., fasting blood sugar (FBS), two hour post-prandial blood sugar, 
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random blood sugar (RBS), and oral glucose tolerance test) [163]. The following are 

blood sugar levels in the normal range, pre-diabetes range, diabetes range, and acceptable 

range for diabetics. 

Table 3.3: Blood sugar levels in the normal range, pre-diabetes range, diabetes 

range, and acceptable range for diabetics [161, 162] 

Tests Normal 
Range 

Pre-diabetes 
range 

Diabetes Range Acceptable 
Range 

Fasting blood sugar 
of Fasting plasma 
glucose (FPG) 

80-99 mg/dl 100-125 
mg/dl 

≥ 126 mg/dl 90-130 mg/dl 

< 5.6 mmol/L 5.6-6.9 
mmol/L 

≥ 7.0 mmol/L 4-7 mmol/L 

Random blood sugar 
(Casual PG) 

80-139 mg/dl - ≥ 200 mg/dl - 
≥ 11.1 mmol/L 

2-hour plasma 
glucose (2hPG) in a 
75-g oral glucose 
tolerance test 
(OGTT) 

80-139 mg/dl 140-199 
mg/dl 

≥ 200 mg/dl - 

7.8-11.0 
mmol/L 

≥ 11.1 mmol/L 

Note: mg/dl in the U.S. and mmol/L in Canada 

Table 3.4: Plasma glucose level for diagnosis of impaired fasting glucose (IFG), 

impaired glucose tolerance (IGT), and diabetes [161] 

 FPG (mmol/L)  2hPG in a 75-g OGTT (mmol/L) 
IFG 6.1-6.9  N/A 
IFG (isolated) 6.1-6.9 and <7.8 
IFG (isolated) <6.1 and 7.8-11.0 
IFG and IGT 6.1-6.9 and 7.8-11.0 
Diabetes ≥7.0 or ≥11.1 
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Indicator2: A1C level 

This indicator represents the percentage of red blood cells that have glucose attached to 

them and the risk of having diabetes complications. Table 3.5 presents the target levels of 

glycermic recommended for most patients with type1 and type2 diabetes. 

Table 3.5: Recommended targets for glycemic control [164] 

 glycated hemoglobin 
(A1C) in % 

FPG or 
preprandial PG 

(mmol/L) 

2-hour 
postprandial PG 

(mmol/L) 
Type1 and Type2 
diabetes (excluding 
children ≤ 12 years 
old and pregnant 
women) 

≤ 7.0 4.0-7.0 5.0–10.0 
(5.0–8.0 if 

A1C targets 
not being met) 

 

Indicator3: Weight 

This indicator provides information about the weight of an individual measured in metric 

units (i.e., kilograms). The normal range of weight corresponds to the BMI chart created 

by the WHO shown in Table 3.1. 

Indicator4: BMI 

This indicator provides information relative to a user’s body mass. The BMI is calculated 

from the user’s weight and height. The normal range of the BMI is shown in Table 3.1. 

Indicator5: Systolic blood pressure 

This indicator provides information about a user’s blood pressure. The normal range of 

this indicator is 90 to 140 mmHg [127]. 
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Indicator6: Diastolic blood pressure 

This indicator provides information about a user’s blood pressure. The normal range of 

this indicator is 60 to 90 mmHg [127]. 

Indicator7: Total cholesterol 

This indicator provides information about a person’s total cholesterol level. The normal 

range of this indicator is <200 mg/dL [128, 129]. 

Indicator8: LDL cholesterol 

This indicator provides information about bad cholesterol, also called low-density 

lipoprotein cholesterol, circulated in a user’s blood. The normal range of this indicator is 

<130 mg/dL [128, 130, 129]. 

Indicator9: HDL cholesterol 

This indicator provides information about good cholesterol, also called high-density 

lipoprotein cholesterol, circulated in a user’s blood. The normal range of this indicator is 

40 to 65 mg/dL for men and 50 to 65 mg/dL for women [128, 131, 129]. 

Indicator10: Triglycerides 

This indicator provides information about a form of fat made in the body. The normal 

range for this indicator is 40 to 150 mg/dl [132, 129]. 

Indicator11: Calorie expenditure 

This indicator provides information relative to physical activities performed by a user. 

People with diabetes are recommended to perform at least 150 minutes of moderate to 

vigorous-intensive aerobic exercise each week with no less than two consecutive days 
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without exercise. In addition to aerobic exercise, they are encouraged to do resistance 

exercise three times per week [161]. 

Indicator12: Calorie intake 

The indicator presents an approximate calorie intake each day by a user. The indicator 

also represents whether the user controls their nutrition. 

3.2.2.1.3.7 Support Information and Features for the Diabetes Case 

People with diabetes are required to have strict control of their nutrition and perform 

appropriate physical activities. In addition, the information relative to food consumption 

and physical activities are useful for healthcare professionals to guide and to create an 

appropriate treatment program for a patient. Thus, the proof of concept provides a “Food 

and Activity Diary” feature for general users. The information recorded is food 

consumption and physical activities performed by the general user each day. The 

information recorded in the diary is also useful for a doctor in behavior and physical 

activity analysis, nutrition assessment, and creating an appropriate treatment program for 

a user. 

Another feature that tends to be useful for a general user is tips and recommended 

external resources for diabetics. The proof of concept provides hyperlinks relative to each 

indicator for its users. The useful tips in controlling diabetes can be added in the future 

research. 
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3.3 Operational Wellness Evaluation Model 

The operational wellness evaluation model evaluates single indicator wellness and overall 

wellness level [2]. Single indicator wellness evaluates the wellness level for a certain 

indicator [2]. Overall wellness level is calculated from a series of case-based and 

healthcare professional-defined indicators [2]. The user-defined indicators are not 

included in the overall wellness level in order to avoid the bias caused by the general 

user, but the user-defined indicators are considered an alternative communication channel 

among the general user and their caregivers [2]. We assume scalar value for all indicators 

[2]. 

3.3.1 Evaluating Single Wellness Indicator 

This evaluation is divided into five cases.  

Case1: Target value is a single objective data point and it is the indicator’s normal 

value 

In this case, the indicator is a single objective data point. The target value of this indicator 

is the normal value of the indicator [2]. Therefore, 

      Wellness level of a single indicator (%) =  actual value of the indicator
normal value

 ×100, [2]     (3.4) 

Case2: Target values are the indicator’s normal range 

The target values are the indicator’s normal range (i.e., multiple values and clinical 

objective data) [2]. By assuming the mid-point of the normal range is the best value of an 

indicator, then we can calculate how far is the actual value from the best value and the 

wellness level for an indicator [2]. Figure 3.3 is employed as a guideline to find how far 

the actual value is from the best value and the wellness level for an indicator. 
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Figure 3.3: A scale for finding single indicator wellness (where AL is an actual value 

that is lower than the normal range, AU is an actual value that is higher than the 

normal range, NL is the lower bound of the normal range, NU is the upper bound of 

the normal range, and M is the mid-point of the normal range) [2] 

The following equations are created to find the wellness level of an indicator: 

1. Any value of the indicator falling in the indicator’s normal range is able to 

produce 100 percent wellness for this indicator [2]. 

2. If an actual value is lower than the normal range (AL), then the distance from 100 

percent wellness for a single indicator (ΔL) = �AL−NL
M−NL

 × 100�, [2]                               (3.5) 

Thus, the wellness level of a single indicator (%) = 100% − |ΔL|, [2]      (3.6) 

3. If an actual value is higher than the normal range (AU), then the distance from 

100 percent wellness for a single indicator (ΔU) =  �AU−NU
NU−M

 × 100�, [2]                      (3.7) 

Thus, the wellness level of a single indicator (%) = 100% − |ΔU|, [2]                          (3.8) 
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Case 3: Target value is a single value but the target value is different from the 

suggested normal value 

In this case, the goal of an indicator is not its normal value, but a new target value is 

assigned, by a healthcare professional or the user, to be the goal for this indicator [2]. 

Plus, the target value is clinical objective data. Therefore, 

The wellness level of a single indicator (%) =  actual value of the indicator
target value

 × 100, [2]    (3.9) 

Case 4: Target values are assigned target range 

 

Figure 3.4: A scale for finding the wellness level of single wellness indicator, (where 

AL is an actual value that is lower than target range, AU is an actual value that is 

higher than target range, TL is the lower bound of target range, TU is the upper 

bound of target range, and M is the mid-point of target range) [2] 

 A healthcare professional or the user assigns a target range to be used instead of the 

indicator’s normal range [2]. The target values are multiple objective data [2]. Suppose 

the mid-point of target range is the most desirable value (i.e., the best value of an 
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indicator), then we can calculate how far is the actual value from the goal is by using 

Figure 3.4 as a guideline together with the following equations: 

1. Any actual value falling in the target range indicates that the person already 

achieves their goal. As a result, the person receives 100 percent wellness for this indicator 

[2]. 

2. If an actual value is lower than the target range (AL), then the distance from 100 

percent wellness for a single indicator (ΔL) =  �AL−TL
M−TL

 × 100�, [2]                            (3.10) 

Thus, the wellness level of a single indicator (%) = 100% − |ΔL|, [2]               (3.11) 

3. If an actual value is higher than the target range (AU), then the distance from 100 

percent wellness for a single indicator (ΔU) =  �AU−TU
TU−M

 × 100�, [2]                       (3.12) 

Thus, the wellness level of a single indicator (%) = 100% − |ΔU|, [2]                        (3.13) 

Case 5: Indicator is subjective data 

Since this wellness model is developed for an automatic measuring system, the wellness 

evaluation is limited to scale-based subjective data only (e.g., pain scale and five-point 

Likert scale) [2]. Other forms of subjective data, such as a user’s remarks and 

observations, cannot be evaluated in this research [2]. In this case, the wellness level is 

measured by mapping the data’s scale, its actual result, and the target point to 100 percent 

wellness scale as shown in Figure 3.5. 
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Figure 3.5: Mapping scales 

3.3.2 Evaluating Overall Wellness Indicator 

Overall wellness level = total percent of the wellness levels from all indicators, [2]  (3.14) 

Suppose the actual value of a person’s wellness = n and the wellness of a person 

contains m indicators from all possible elements of physical well-being [2]. Each 

indicator creates different levels of impact on the wellness level of a person such 

that each indicator has a weight value w, where the total weight value W is the 

summation of w1 to wm. Let Yi be the wellness level of a single indicator, where 1 ≤ i 

≤ m and both i and m are integers [2]. Hence, 

                              The overall wellness level (%) =  ∑ 𝑤𝑖×𝑌𝑖𝑚
𝑖=1

𝑛
×100, [2]                  (3.15) 

In this wellness model, the overall wellness level is calculated from all indicators in the 

sets of case-based and healthcare professional-defined indicators to avoid a general user 

from manipulating the result [2]. Therefore, the term “all indicators” in Equation 3.14 
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means all indicators in the sets of case-based and healthcare professional-defined 

indicators [2]. 

3.4 Applying the Operational Wellness Model 

As mentioned earlier, the operational wellness model is designed to produce results that 

can be presented in simple graphical formats. The following is an example of how to 

apply the wellness model and how to present its results in a simple graphic. The example 

has been previously presented in eTELEMED2010 [2]. 

Example: Suppose we use a circle as a graphical representation for the wellness of a 

person and the area of the circle is assumed to be the actual value of wellness of a person 

(i.e., circle area equals 100 percent of the wellness level). Suppose: 

1. The circle represents the wellness of a person from five indicators. 

2. The circle’s area equals to 10 cm2. 

3. Each indicator has the following weight values: w1 = level 4, w2 = level 5, w3 = 

level 1, w4 = level 3, w5 = level 2, where level five creates the highest impact on the 

wellness level and level one has the lowest impact on the wellness level. 

4. Each indicator creates the following wellness level (from a single indicator 

wellness evaluation): Y1 = 40%, Y2 = 60%, Y3 = 50%, Y4 = 70%, Y5 = 80%. 

Considering the weights assigned for all indicators from the graphical representation 

perspective, if we let one slice of the circle equals to one weight unit and level-1 weight 

equals to one weight unit, level-2 weight equals two weight units, level-3 weight equals 

three weight units, and so on, then the total weight equals to 15 weight units or 15 slices 
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in the circle. 

Thus,               Level-1 weight = 1 weight unit = 10÷15 ≈ 0.667 cm2 

Level-2 weight = 2 weight unit = 0.667×2 ≈ 1.334 cm2 

Level-3 weight = 3 weight unit = 0.667×3 ≈ 2.001 cm2 

Level-4 weight = 4 weight unit = 0.667×4 ≈ 2.668 cm2 

Level-5 weight = 5 weight unit = 0.667×5 ≈ 3.335 cm2 

Then, we can calculate the overall wellness level from the five indicators by using 

Equation 3.15 as follows: 

�2.668× 40
100�+ �3.335× 60

100�+�0.667× 50
100�+

�2.001× 70
100�+�1.334× 80

100�

10
× 100 = 58.696% 

The results can be visualized in Figure 3.6 below. 

 

Figure 3.6: Overall wellness level calculated from five indicators in example [2] 

(original in color) 
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The wellness evaluation and presentation approaches are not limited to using a circle to 

find the overall wellness level and as a graphical representation, but we can also use any 

other graphical visualization [2]. 

Moreover, the results produced by the operational wellness model can be interpreted in 

various ways [2]. The single indicator wellness indicates the level of achievement of the 

indicator’s specific well-being target within the indicator’s context [2]. It also presents 

how far is the current status of the indicator from its normal or target value(s). The 

overall wellness evaluation indicates the total wellness level produced by all indicators as 

defined by healthcare professionals, on a case-by-case basis, with personalized objectives 

[2]. The overall wellness level also informs a person that there are indicators requiring 

attention when 100 percent overall wellness is not achieved. The results from both 

evaluation approaches can be compared to their previous state to find the progress. 

The results from the operational wellness model alone are not sufficient for a person to 

have a better understanding of their personal wellness status, achieve a high state of well-

being, and maintain their current status. Effective graphical presentations play an 

important role in assisting a person to perceive wellness information effectively. 

Examples of potential graphical elements are presented in Figure 3.7 and 3.8. Moreover, 

simple description and suggestion, statistical information, and supporting tools are 

integrated and included in the comprehensive displays to give a better understanding of 

personal well-being. More information relative to the design, GUI, supporting tools, and 

their evaluation results are described in the following chapters. 
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Figure 3.7: Example of graphical presentation (original in color) 

 

Figure 3.8: Example of graphical presentation (original in color) 
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4. System Architecture and Design 

This chapter describes a solution design for the agent-based wellness visualization 

system. The agent-based wellness visualization system is designed in accordance with the 

three main concepts introduced in previous chapter (i.e., simplicity, understandability, 

and expandability) and the knowledge gained from background information and literature 

reviews. The solution design offers a visualization system that supports two types of 

users (i.e., general and healthcare professional users) that have different requirements. 

This chapter starts by presenting an overview of the system. Then, system architecture 

and system components are described. 

4.1 System Overview 

 

Figure 4.1: System overview (original in color) 
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Figure 4.1 illustrates the overview of the system. There are two types of users who will 

access the wellness visualization system: general and healthcare professional users [2]. A 

general user does not have the precise knowledge to interpret wellness information. From 

the general user perspective, the agent-based wellness visualization system is a personal 

wellness indicator. The personal wellness indicator presents primitive wellness 

information to the user. The personal wellness indicator also provides a simple 

explanation of the wellness information with a simple suggestion. A general user can 

check on their current wellness level, wellness information, anomalies with relevant 

explanations and suggestions, wellness level and wellness information histories, and 

notes from authorized caregivers. Each user in the healthcare professional users group 

has previous knowledge of healthcare and has the ability to evaluate clinical data. 

Examples of the users in this group are doctors, nurses, and caregivers. The agent-based 

wellness visualization system provides comprehensive wellness information of the 

patients under the user’s supervision and decision-support information to the healthcare 

professional user. The agent-based wellness visualization system cannot diagnose 

symptoms, but it can assist healthcare professionals to give better wellness services to 

their patients. In reality, a healthcare professional can play two roles (i.e., general and 

healthcare professional users) because a doctor has the opportunity to become a patient. 

Moreover, a general user might wish to see what is shown to their doctor and vice versa. 

The agent-based wellness visualization system supports this fact by giving the regular 

and advanced modes to general users [1]. General users can switch between the two 

modes to access different views. The advanced mode allows a general user to view how 

their information is being presented to the authorized caregivers. A healthcare 
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professional user has advanced screens only because it is specifically designed for 

supporting caregivers’ tasks and the information provided in this mode covers the content 

in the regular mode. 

4.2 System Architecture 

 

Figure 4.2: System architecture (original in color) 

Figure 4.2 gives a big picture of the architecture of the wellness visualization system and 

its main components. Each component in the system has its own responsibility. A 

component may contain one or more software agents and other pieces of software. Since 

this research focuses on information visualization, the proof of concept is developed 

based on the assumption of the availability of a sophisticated clinical data integration 
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system. Therefore, wellness information is immediately available to be employed through 

the data integration system. 

Both types of users can access the system through a personal computer, small form factor 

device, and, maybe in the future, television. At the server side, there are various groups of 

software agents. Each group of agents acts as a service provider that provides certain 

services. A coordinator agent works as a service registry and a matchmaker. When a 

client requests a service, the coordinator agent will check the availability of the relevant 

service provider(s), and then forward the request to the registered service provider(s). 

More detailed information relative to each group of agents and supporting components 

are as follows. 

4.2.1 System’s Components  

This section describes the main components of the proof concept. 

4.2.1.1 Agent-Based Rule-Based System 

The agent-based rule-based system is modified from Asadachatreekul’s work (see [76]). 

The agent-based rule-based system is responsible for making inference to the knowledge 

base obtained from humans to find anomalies and simple description and suggestion for a 

user. The agent-based rule-based system employs the forward chaining method to solve 

problems. This group of agents contains: 

1. Rule Agent contains a set of rules, where each rule is a part of the knowledge 

base. Currently, there are 32 Rule Agents in the proof of concept. More details relative to 

each Rule Agent are provided in Appendix A. 
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2. Message Multiplexer Agent (MMA) is responsible for registering and tracking 

Rule Agents in the agent-based rule-based system and sharing information among the 

registered Rule Agents. MMA also acts as a service manager of this group of agents. 

3. Memory Agent selects the best rule to be used from all fired rules. 

4. Trace Agent is responsible for keeping the chain of fired rules and finding the 

best description and suggestion for the goal. 

The architecture of the agent-based rule-based system is illustrated in Figure 4.3 and the 

communication protocol, designed for the agent-based rule-based system, is given in 

Table 4.1. 

 

Figure 4.3: The architecture of the agent-based rule-based system, figure after [76]  

(original in color) 
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Table 4.1: Communication protocol designed for the agent-based rule-based system 

Host agent 
name  

Message kind  Message content  Destination 
agent name  

MMA “SIGNIN” “RULEBASE” Coordinator 
Agent 

MMA “SIGNOUT” - Coordinator 
Agent 

Rule 
Agents  

“SIGNIN”  “RULE”  MMA  

Rule 
Agents  

“SIGNOUT”  -  MMA  

Coordinator 
Agent 

“START” Username + Initial data MMA 

MMA  “START”  Username + Initial data  Rule Agents  
MMA  “RuleAnnounceForward” Username + Data after 

firing rule actions  
Rule Agents  

Rule 
Agents  

“RuleAnnounce”  Username + Data before 
firing rule actions + firing 
rule name & priority + 
Data after firing rule 
actions  

Memory Agent  

Memory 
Agent  

“GoalAnnounce”  Username + Data before 
firing rule actions + firing 
rule name & priority + 
Data after firing rule 
actions  

Trace Agent  

Memory 
Agent  

“ChainAnnounce”  Username + Data before 
firing rule actions + firing 
rule name & priority + 
Data after firing rule 
actions  

Trace Agent  

Memory 
Agent  

“RuleAnnounceForward”  Username + Data after 
firing rule  

MMA  

Trace 
Agent 

“GoalAnnounce” - MMA 

Trace 
Agent 

“RULEBASERESULT” Username + Goal MMA 

Trace 
Agent 

“DESCRIPTION” Username + Description 
about the goal 

MMA 

Trace 
Agent 

“SUGGESTION” Username + Suggestion 
information relative to the 
goal 

MMA 

MMA “RULEBASERESULT” Username + Goal Coordinator 
Agent and 
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DataRetriever 

MMA “DESCRIPTION” Username + Description 
about the goal 

DataRetriever 

MMA “SUGGESTION” Username + Suggestion 
information relative to the 
goal 

Coordinator 
Agent and 
DataRetriever 

 

4.2.1.2 Wellness Calculator 

This group of agents is developed from the operational wellness evaluation model. They 

are responsible for finding the wellness level of each indicator and the overall wellness 

level. There are two agents in the group: 

1. Single Wellness Calculator calculates the wellness level of each indicator by 

utilizing the formulas described in the previous chapter (also available in [2]). 

2. Overall Wellness Calculator calculates the overall wellness level from the 

series of indicators in the set of case-based and healthcare professional-defined indicators. 

Figure 4.4 illustrates the architecture of the wellness calculator and the interactions with 

other components in the system. When a user’s information is updated, the data 

integration system sends a notification to the DataRetriever Agent. Then, the 

DataRetriever Agent informs the Coordinator Agent regarding the updated information. 

After that, the Wellness Calculator is requested to calculate the single wellness levels of 

indicators containing updated information and overall wellness levels. The results are 

submitted to Coordinator Agent to give updated information to the user if the user is 

online. The same information is also sent to the DataRetriever Agent to record the 

information. Communication protocols and relevant messages are presented in Table 4.3. 
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Figure 4.4: The architecture of wellness calculator (original in color) 

Table 4.2: Communication protocol designed for the wellness calculator 

Host agent 
name  

Message kind  Message content  Destination 
agent name  

Single 
Wellness 
Calculator 

“SIGNIN” “SINGLEWELLNESS” Coordinator 
Agent 

Single 
Wellness 
Calculator 

“SIGNOUT” - Coordinator 
Agent 

Overall 
Wellness 
Calculator 

“SIGNIN” “OVERALLWELLNESS
” 

Coordinator 
Agent 

Overall 
Wellness 
Calculator 

“SIGNOUT” - Coordinator 
Agent 

Coordinator 
Agent 

“CALWELLNESSLEV
EL” 

Username +  indicator’s 
name 

Single 
Wellness 
Calculator 

Single “GETTARGETCURRE Username + indicator’s DataRetriever 
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Wellness 
Calculator 

NTVALUE” name 

DataRetriever “RETURNTARGETC
URRENTVALUE” 

Username + indicator’s 
name + indicator’s type + 
target type + data 

Single 
Wellness 
Calculator 

Single 
Wellness 
Calculator 

“SINGLEWELLNESS
RESULT” 

Username + indicator’s 
name + date + time + 
wellness level 

Coordinator 
and 
DataRetriever  

Single 
Wellness 
Calculator and 
Coordinator 

“CALOVERALLWEL
LNESS” 

Username + 
"OverallWellness" 
 
Username + "Diabetes" 
 
Username + 
"WeightManagement" 
 
Username + 
"HeartWellness" 

Overall 
Wellness 
Calculator 

Overall 
Wellness 
Calculator 

“GETCURRENTWEL
LNESS” 

Username + group name DataRetriever 

DataRetriever “RETURNCURRENT
WELLNESS” 

Username + group name + 
number of data + wellness 
levels + weights 

Overall 
Wellness 
Calculator 

Overall 
Wellness 
Calculator 

“OVERALLWELLNE
SSRESULT” 

Username + group name + 
overall wellness level 

Coordinator 
and 
DataRetriever 

 

4.2.1.3 Agent-Based Statistical Tools 

 

Figure 4.5: The architecture of agent-based statistical tools (original in color) 
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Agent-based statistical tools are a group of agents that provide statistical information to a 

user and other components in the system. The agents in this group are as follows: 

1. StatAnalyzer Agents are a group of agents containing statistical methods. Some 

StatAnalyzer Agents have to work together to obtain the final result. More details relative 

to StatAnalyzer Agents and corresponding statistical methods are given in Appendix B.  

2. StatAdmin Agent is responsible for registering and tracking StatAnalyzer 

Agents in the system. StatAdmin Agent also acts as a service manager for this group of 

agents. 

3. StatSelector Agent selects statistical methods that are appropriated for retrieved 

data. 

Table 4.3: Communication protocol designed for the agent-based statistical tools 

Host agent 
name  

Message kind  Message content  Destination 
agent name  

StatAdmin 
Agent 

“SIGNIN” “STAT” Coordinator 
Agent 

StatAdmin 
Agent 

“SIGNOUT” - Coordinator 
Agent 

StatAnalyser 
Agents  

“SIGNIN”  “STAT” + statistical method’s 
name  

StatAdmin 
Agent  

StatAnalyser 
Agents  

“SIGNOUT”  -  StatAdmin 
Agent  

Coordinator 
Agent 

“REQUEST” Username + indicator’s name StatAdmin 
Agent 

StatAdmin 
Agent 

“REQUEST” Username + indicator’s name StatSelector 
Agent 

StatSelector 
Agent  

“GETCONFIG”  Username + configured data type  DataRetriever  

StatSelector  “GETDATA”  “SINGLE” + Username + 
parameter’s name  
Note: get data for single parameter  

DataRetriever  

StatSelector  “GETDATA”  “ALL” + Username + number of 
data entry from configuration file 
of the user  
Note: StatSelector requests for 

DataRetriever 
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specific number of data entries 
from all parameters for the user. It 
is suggested that the system should 
not allow anyone to process all 
data in the system at once, 
especially when the database is 
huge. The reason is to avoid the 
system to blow up or take forever 
to process the data.  

StatSelector  “GETDATA”  “PERIOD” + Username + 
parameter’s name + First period of 
time + Second period of time  
Note: StatSelector requests for data 
from a single parameter for two 
period of time  

DataRetriever 

StatSelector 
Agent  

“ANALYSE 
SINGLE 
VARIABLE”  

Username + number of parameter 
type + number of data entry + 
dataset  

StatAdmin 
Agent  

StatSelector 
Agent  

“ANALYSE 
MULTIPLE 
VARIABLES”  

Username + number of parameter 
type + number of data entry + 
“data” + parameter’s name + data 
set+ ...  

StatAdmin 
Agent  

StatAdmin 
Agent  

“ANALYSE 
DATA”  

Username + number of parameter 
type + number of data entry + 
dataset  

StatAnalyser 
Agents  

StatAdmin 
Agent  

“ANALYSE 
DATA”  

Username + number of parameter 
type + number of data entry + 
“data” + parameter’s name + 
dataset + ...  

StatAnalyser 
Agents  

StatAnalyser 
Agents  

“ANALYSE 
RESULT”  

Username + statistical method’s 
name + result  

StatAdmin 
Agent  

StatAdmin 
Agent  

“STAT 
ANALYSE 
RESULT”  

Username + statistical method’s 
name + result  

Coordinator 
Agent and 
DataRetriever 

 

4.2.1.4 Graphical User Interface (GUI) 

GUI presents wellness and decision support information to users. GUI also allows users 

to interact with the wellness indicator system. This research employs the knowledge 

gained from [62, 61, 59, 60, 45] to design the graphical presentations and user interfaces. 

More detailed information will be presented in the user interface design section. 
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4.2.1.5 Supporting Components 

1. Coordinator Agent is responsible for registering and tracking groups of agents 

providing services to both users and other components in the system. Coordinator Agent 

also coordinates the GUI with the registered service providers (i.e., registered groups of 

agents). 

2. DataRetriever Agent is designed for cooperating with a data integration system. 

Since the proof of concept is developed based on the assumption of the availability of a 

sophisticated data integration system, this agent currently retrieves data from a testing 

data source instead. 

4.3 User Interface Design 

Since there are two types of users that have different backgrounds and requirements, the 

user interface is divided into two modes: regular and advanced [1]. A general user can 

access to both the regular and advanced modes. The advanced mode allows a general user 

to view how their information is being presented to the authorized healthcare 

professionals. A healthcare professional user has advanced screens only because they are 

specifically designed for supporting caregivers’ tasks and the information provided in this 

mode covers the content in the regular mode. 

Moreover, the wellness indicator allows a user to access the system through a personal 

computer, small form factor device, and, may be in the future, television, at least two 

versions of GUI are required. The content presented on all types of devices should be the 

same but on different layouts [1]. The main reasons are the screen size and the limitation 

of those devices. In the case of the small form factors, the devices in this group tend to 
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have a smaller screen. Therefore, the design used for large screen devices may not 

appropriate for small form factor devices. 

According to Few, the top-left corner of the screen has the strongest degree of emphasis, 

while the middle region of the screen has a strong emphasis only when it is parted from 

its surrounding [61]. Therefore, the most important information that each user should pay 

attention to after logging into the system must be placed in the strongest emphasis area 

(i.e., the top-left corner). However, Few’s criterion is not always true when the sizes of 

the regions on a screen are not equal and cannot be applied to the screen of a mobile 

device. After performing the usability testing in this research, we found that users tend to 

look at the biggest region on a computer screen first. In the case of a mobile device, the 

strong emphasized area is at the top. The middle region is neither emphasized nor de-

emphasized and the bottom region is the de-emphasized area, as shown in Figure 4.6. 

More information relative to the test will be explained in Chapters 5 and 6. The following 

sections explain how each page is designed and the features available. 

 

Figure 4.6: Regions on mobile devices (original in color) 
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4.3.1 Summary Pages 

The summary pages are designed to give the latest and the most important information to 

a general user and the patient’s current wellness information to a healthcare professional 

user. Figure 4.7 presents the regular mode of the summary page to be presented to a 

general user. Figure 4.8 illustrates the advanced mode of the summary page designed for 

a general user, which is similar to the summary page of a healthcare professional user 

shown in Figure 4.9. 

 

Figure 4.7: Summary page in regular mode (original in color) 
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Figure 4.8: Summary page in advanced mode (original in color) 

 

Figure 4.9: Summary page designed for healthcare professional users (original in 

color) 
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In order to apply Few’s criterion, each piece of information on every page has to be 

prioritized. We consider the current overall wellness level and the progress of wellness 

status of a person as a first priority because the current overall wellness level informs the 

overall state of well-being of a person at the present, and the progress shows the 

improvement or worsening of overall wellness condition. The “Alert” panel is also 

partially placed in the emphasized area to present a short summary of each anomaly 

found in an indicator. The alerts are sorted by date and severity. More detailed 

information of each anomaly can be found at the “Anomalies” page or by clicking on an 

alert. The current wellness status of each indicator and the notes from caregivers are also 

provided in this page. By clicking on an indicator, the history of the indicator is 

presented. If a note from a caregiver is chosen, the history of notes from the caregiver is 

shown. Both pieces of information are not placed in the emphasized area because they 

have a lower priority than the other pieces of information in this page. 

The same criteria are also applied to the advanced mode and the healthcare professional’s 

page. However, in the advanced mode, detailed information for each indicator is located 

in the emphasized area and the alerts are placed in the lower emphasized area because, by 

switching to the advanced mode, a user tends to find extensive information rather than 

summarized information. The indicators are also grouped by their types (i.e., case-based, 

user-defined, and healthcare professional-defined indicators). 

Pre-attentive visual attributes, such as color attributes and form attributes [61, 45], are 

employed to create simple visual presentations, and to emphasize and de-emphasize 

information by its priority. Color attributes are employed to differentiate the levels of 
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severity (e.g., red-highest priority, yellow-high priority, and green-normal) are assigned 

for alerts. Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.11 present the visual presentations designed for 

visualizing the current wellness status of an indicator and the severity levels of alerts. 

Simple graphics and display media are employed to ensure that they are easily 

interpreted. Gestalt principles of visual perception are applied to organize and group 

information together, and reduce non-data pixels, unnecessary decorations, and 

distractions [62, 61]. Figure 4.12 presents an example of how the design criteria are 

applied to this research. 

 

Figure 4.10: Indicator’s wellness status symbols (original in color) 

 

 

Figure 4.11: Alert symbols with levels of severity (original in color) 
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Figure 4.12: Overall wellness region with design criteria (original in color) 

As mentioned earlier, the designs used for a larger screen device are not suitable for a 

small form factor device; therefore, a more appropriate GUI is required. Figure 4.13 

illustrates the overview page designed for a general user on the left and the overview 

page designed for a healthcare professional user on the right. Since there is limited space 

on a screen, it is not possible to put detailed information on the single screen. Therefore, 

the information from each panel presented on the large screen versions is further 

prioritized. Then, the most important information of each panel is presented. In addition, 

the presented information can be expanded to obtain the detail in the next corresponding 

screens. The same idea is also applied to the menu bar and menu options. The frequently 

used menu options (e.g. Summary, Anomalies, and History) are available on the menu 

bar. The rest of the menu options can be found after selecting on the “Full Menu” option. 
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Figure 4.13: Summary pages on the mobile version (original in color) 

4.3.2 Anomalies Pages 

The anomalies pages of the agent-based wellness visualization system present more 

detailed information of all alerts with a short history and trend of the corresponding 

indicator, and relative hyperlinks to external resources for a user to find additional 

information. 

Figure 4.14 presents the Anomalies page in the regular mode. If one of the alerts had 

been selected by a user, the alert would be highlighted in this page. In JavaFX 1.3 or 

older, if the selected alert is not in the visible range of the scroll pane, the GUI can be 

programmed to automatically scroll the selected alert to the top of the scroll pane to assist 
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its users. However, in JavaFX 2.0, which is utilized by the current version of the proof of 

concept, does not support this feature. However, it is possible to create a customized 

scroll pane to integrate the feature. This is left for future work. 

 

Figure 4.14: Anomalies page in the regular mode (original in color) 

The top-right panel presents a short history and trend of the corresponding indicator. By 

clicking on a data item on the graph, we will be led to the history page. The relative 

hyperlinks are placed on the de-emphasized area as this piece of information has the 

lowest priority. A user can select a hyperlink to open the corresponding website on a 

browser. 

The same idea and features are applied to the advanced mode, but more detailed 

information is given for each alert. 
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Figure 4.15: Anomalies page in the advanced mode (original in color) 

In the case of the mobile versions, the short history, trend, and relative hyperlinks are 

removed because of limited space. In addition, the history pages are available for a user 

to explore (i.e., short and detailed history information). The anomalies pages designed for 

small form factor devices are illustrated in Figure 4.16 below. 
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Figure 4.16: Anomalies pages designed for small form factor devices (original in 

color) 

4.3.3 History Pages 

History pages provide historical information for all indicators, caregiver notes, patient 

complaints, and trends to the users. Figure 4.17 and Figure 4.18 presents the history 

pages designed for general users and healthcare professional users. 
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Figure 4.17: History pages designed for general users (original in color) 

  

 

Figure 4.18: History pages designed for healthcare professional users (original in 

color) 
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The trend graph is placed in the strong emphasized area because it serves the objective of 

the main history page, which is to present a certain length of history and trend of an 

indicator. The proof of concept outlines the most recent history (five latest history items) 

on the trend graph by default. However, the proof of concept can be configured to present 

more/less data. The main reason of having five items as the default is to reduce 

processing and loading time, especially when the dataset is very large. A user can click 

on a data item on the graph to find more detailed information (i.e., actual value, relative 

status, wellness level, description, and suggestion) from the lower panel. In addition, the 

relative information is highlighted. The highlighted information can be automatically 

scrolled to the top if JavaFX 1.3 or an older version is employed. 

There are two types of trend graphs designed to be used in this page. A line graph 

containing data, minimum target, and maximum target values is utilized to present 

objective data because line graph is the most appropriate for presenting historical data 

and trends [61]. In the case of subjective data, a new method for presenting this type of 

data had to be created, which is presented in Figure 4.19. 
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Figure 4.19: Trend graph designed for presenting subjective data (original in color) 

 

Figure 4.20: History pages in mobile version designed for general users (original in 

color) 

Both types of graphs are also employed in the mobile versions. However, the trend 

graphs are slightly different from the trend graph presented on a larger screen device, 
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because small form factor devices have limited space and processing speed, combined 

with the limitations of JavaFX for mobile devices. The data size to be presented on the 

graph is fixed to only five historical data units. The minimum and maximum target values 

are also removed to reduce the processing time. Moreover, JavaFX for mobile devices 

does not support the categorical axis on a line graph. Thus, number 1.0 to 5.0 is employed 

to represent the oldest data to the latest data presented on the graph instead of the actual 

date and time. This limitation is solved by adding a detailed history page, as shown in 

Figure 4.20 (III), to help a user to find missing information. The detailed history page 

also provides a longer length of historical information than the trend graph. 

Due to the limited space of a small form factor device, the history of caregiver notes and 

patient complaints are separated from the main history page and can be accessed from the 

summary page and the full menu option. 

4.3.4 Tools Pages 

Tools pages contain tools for assisting a general user to improve their wellness status, 

tools for creating decision support information for a healthcare professional user, and 

tools for reporting information and communication. Currently, the proof concept provides 

four tools to the users: Food and Activity Diary, Plots, Statistics, and Adding Data. 
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Figure 4.21: Food and Activity Diary tool (summary page) (original in color) 

The Food and Activity Diary tool is specially designed for a general user to monitor and 

report their food consumption, performed exercises, and lifestyle to caregivers. A user 

can check on the progress of their weight management and learn more about the effects 

of calorie intake and expenditure on their weight. Descriptive statistical information and 

trends are also provided to the user as shown in Figure 4.21. More detailed information is 

available in the details page of this tool. In the details page, a user can find the diary of 

their food consumption and physical activities, including suggestions regarding nutrition 

control and exercise programs from caregivers. 
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Figure 4.22: Food and Activity Diary tool (details page) (original in color) 

The Food and Activity Diary tool can also be considered a decision supporting tool for a 

healthcare professional user because it helps a healthcare professional adjust a patient’s 

nutrition control and exercise program. The tool allows the healthcare professional to 

check the patient’s progress. The tool also presents the correlation among certain 

parameters (i.e., weight, calorie intake, and calorie expenditure). 

In order to find a correlation and other decision-support information, different types of 

tools are needed. Plots and Statistics tools are integrated into the proof of concept to 

assist healthcare professional users. General users can access both tools through the 

advanced mode as needed. 
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Figure 4.23: Plots tool (original in color) 

 

Figure 4.24: Statistics tool (original in color) 
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The Plots tool is designed for plotting parameters on various types of graphs (i.e., line 

chart, bar chart, scatter plot, and parameter vs. parameter). Therefore, users can find 

relationships among the parameters of interest. Figure 4.23 illustrates the Plots tool and 

its functionalities. The configuration panel is placed on the most emphasized area since it 

is the first thing that a user needs to use before a graph is generated. 

The same strategy is also used for the Statistics tool because a user has to select a 

statistical method and relevant parameter(s) before finding statistical results. Currently, 

this tool can analyze descriptive statistics, P-value, two samples t-test, and Mann-

Whitney U test. More methods can be added in the future because the agent-based 

wellness visualization system is expandable. Moreover, the tools provided in the proof of 

concept are the starting point of integrating decision supporting tools to assist a general 

user to have a better understanding of their personal wellness status and how to improve 

it, and to support a caregiver’s tasks. More decision-supporting tools can be added in the 

future to cover more tasks and needs. 

The Adding Data tool is designed for taking information from both types of users. The 

wellness indicator system allows a general user to add a measuring result of an indicator, 

consumed foods and performed activities, and complaints for caregivers into the system. 

The visualization system allows a healthcare professional user to add monitoring 

information for an indicator, suggestion regarding a patient’s food consumption and 

physical activities, and notes for a patient into the system. The users can add certain 

information into the system by following the steps provided and prompt messages. With 

this tool, both users can record and obtain information that is not available through the 
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data integration system. In addition, the tool allows both users to communicate with each 

other through the wellness indicator system. 

4.3.5 Profile Pages 

The profile page is designed to present a patient’s profile with short and detailed past 

medical history. The detailed past medical history is presented in a timeline. Therefore, a 

person can keep track of their past medical history over time and a healthcare 

professional can obtain more accurate medical history of a patient. The timeline gives an 

exact date of an incident (e.g., the last time a person has a medical checkup, surgery, 

medical services received over a period of time, etc.) complimented by a short 

description and the location that the incident took place. 

Moreover, all information in the desktop version is also available in the mobile version 

except timeline. The current design of timeline is not appropriate for small form factor 

devices since it requires large space to cover, at least, every day and month in a year, 

which forces the font sizes and visual presentations to be too small and difficult to read. 

Timeline must be redesigned to be integrated into the mobile version. This can be added 

in future research. 
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Figure 4.25: Profile page designed for healthcare professional users (original in 

color) 

 

Figure 4.26: Profile page (mobile version) (original in color) 
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4.3.6 Settings Pages 

The settings pages are constructed to give flexibility and the ability to customize the 

wellness indicator system to its users. Both types of users can change their password, set 

the number of loading data per one time, set the number of data to be displayed on a 

graph, and edit selected case-based indicators in the settings page. General users can edit 

their profiles, create new objective and subjective indicators (i.e., user-defined indicators) 

and view healthcare professional-defined indicators. In the case of healthcare 

professional users, they can edit a patient’s profile, create new objective and subjective 

indicators (i.e., healthcare professional-defined indicators), assign weight to an indicator, 

and view user-defined indicators. 

4.4 Conclusions 

Even though existing theories and practical guides have been applied to every version of 

the GUIs, the GUIs are not perfect. There is a possibility that there are unexpected errors, 

unexpected difficulties in using the interface, dislike objects, and distractions found by 

users. Therefore, usability testing should be performed to ensure that the design is usable, 

practical, meet users’ requirements, and can assist a user to accomplish their tasks. The 

next chapter explains the testing methods employed in this research. The testing results 

are discussed in Chapter 6. 
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5. Experimental Design  

This chapter describes a methodology for creating a framework to test wellness 

visualization systems. The repeatable experimental framework for evaluating a wellness 

visualization system is developed by referring to the Goal-Question-Metric (GQM) 

approach. The framework evaluates a wellness visualization system in various aspects, 

such as usability and users’ impressions. Both technical-oriented and user-oriented 

testing tools and methods are employed in the measurement. The framework for 

evaluating a wellness visualization system had been applied to the proof of concept of 

this research. The information presented in this chapter had been previously published in 

eTELEMED2011 and 2012 [3, 4]. 

5.1 Introduction 

In order to ensure that the agent-based wellness indicator system meets the research 

goals, is usable, and can be compared to other research in the same area, an effective and 

efficient evaluation method is required [3]. Unfortunately, a standard for measuring a 

wellness visualization system is not currently available. 

Since a wellness visualization system is comprised of various components and 

constructed from the knowledge obtained from various fields, employing techniques and 

methods in software testing alone is insufficient [3]. Software testing can verify and 

validate that a software system works as expected [165]. Software testing also provides 

benchmarking results in term of software quality [165]. However, software testing does 

not evaluate a wellness visualization system in term of usefulness, impression, 

satisfaction, etc. [3]. 
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A wellness visualization system can be considered as an application of e-Health systems. 

However, e-Health evaluation criteria and methods, e.g., [166, 167], do not specifically 

focus on the main objectives and goals of a wellness visualization system. The 

approaches might not assess a system in all aspects. Therefore, they are not suitable for 

evaluating a wellness visualization system. 

It is mandatory to have a testing method that measures all possible areas of a wellness 

visualization system, can be repeated, and its results can be compared [3]. In this research, 

the methodology for creating a framework for testing a wellness visualization system 

derives from the GQM approach [165, 168]. The framework is developed by combining 

the testing tools and methods utilized in software testing, usability testing, and techniques 

for finding the impact on a user’s impression toward the system [3]. As a result, a 

wellness visualization system can be measured in various aspects [3]. It is also possible to 

make a comparison among different wellness visualization systems adopting this 

framework [3]. 

5.2 Methodology 

5.2.1 What Should be Measured? 

To find what needs to be measured, the definition and generic goals of a wellness 

visualization system has to be clarified [3]. 

“A wellness visualization system is a software system and an information visualization 

system that can communicate wellness information by employing graphical presentations” 

[3]. Information visualization is the use of computer-support, interactive, and visual 
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presentations of abstract data to amplify cognition [47]. In addition, cognition is the 

acquisition or use of knowledge [47]. 

Based on the definitions above, it is obvious that the quality of a software product must 

be measured to ensure that the software system meets the expectations and technical 

requirements. Moreover, the main functionality of a wellness visualization system is to 

communicate wellness information that can promote cognition of a person [3]. In order to 

ensure that a wellness visualization system can present the key information effectively 

and the wellness information can help promote cognition, the visual presentations must 

be usable [3]. In other words, usability testing is required. Plus, all visual presentations 

should create good impressions and should not engender frustration or bad impressions 

[3]. Thus, both desirable and undesirable effects caused by a wellness visualization 

system also have to be identified [3]. 

Software testing involves verification and validation of a software system and of the 

functionalities provided by the system [165]. In the case of usability testing, a wellness 

visualization system is usable when it is useful, efficient, effective, satisfying, learnable, 

and accessible [169]. Also, it should be easy to use, eliminate frustration, and even create 

a positive impression on users [3]. In summary, a wellness visualization system should be 

tested in the following aspects: 

1. System verification ensures that the system works as expected (i.e., does exactly 

as it is designed to do) [3]. 

2. System validation confirms that the system can fulfill its intended purposes and 

meet the users’ requirements [3]. 
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3. Verification of system’s functionalities ensures that each functionality of the 

system works as expected [3]. 

4. Validation of system’s functionalities confirms that each functionality of the 

system can fulfill its intended purposes and meet the users’ requirements [3]. 

5. Usability of the Graphical User Interface (GUI) and graphical presentations 

ensure that the GUI and visual presentations are useful, efficient, effective, learnable, 

satisfying, and easy to use/simple [3]. 

6. Accessibility ensures that users can access to the system from certain interfaces 

within an acceptable time frame [3]. 

7. Impression identifies both desirable and undesirable effects on users [3]. 

All testing aspects presented above are derived from the general definition and generic 

goals of a wellness visualization system. More aspects can be added to measure 

additional properties and goals of a particular wellness visualization system [3]. 

5.2.2 Procedure 

Since a goal is considered a reference point of achievement and failure, the first thing to 

do is set up testing goals [3]. Plus, testing goals must be set up before a testing session is 

started [3]. Then, testing goals are linked to research goals because research goals 

represent what the research or system is trying to achieve [3]. The following steps are the 

main activities of this framework [3]: 

Step 1 – Clarify research goals and link the goals to the testing aspects 

Step 2 – Form testing goals regarding the research goals and the aspects 

Step 3 – Select testing tools/methods for each testing goal 
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Step 4 – Set up a testing plan 

Step 5 – Conduct a test as planned 

By following these steps, we obtain testing goals, a set of testing tools and methods to be 

employed in the test, and a testing plan as the results of the process. 

5.2.3 Testing Tools and Methods 

Since a wellness visualization system is developed from knowledge gained from various 

fields and is constructed for different purposes, a variety of tools and methods can be 

utilized in an evaluation [3]. In addition, a wellness visualization system involves both 

technical and user requirements. Therefore, testing tools and methods from both sides 

should be employed [3]. 

As a result, the testing tools and methods utilized in this framework can be divided into 

two categories: technical-oriented and user-oriented testing tools/methods [3]. Technical-

oriented testing tools/methods focus on benchmarking and technical requirements, such 

as unit testing and integration testing [3]. User-oriented testing tools/methods focus on 

subjective data, such as a user’s feeling, impression, and satisfaction toward a wellness 

visualization system [3]. 

More details relative to the tools and methods employed in this research will be described 

in the next section. 

5.3 Framework Creation 

This section explains how to apply the framework to the proof of concept of this research. 

We started from clarifying the research questions, research hypothesis, and research goals. 
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Then, the testing goals are formed from the research goals. After that, testing tools and 

methods appropriate for the testing goals are selected. Next, the testing plan is setup so 

that we can conduct our test by following the plan. 

5.3.1 Research Questions 

In this research, we intend to assist a person to achieve the best possible state of well-

being and a healthcare professional to give better wellness services by employing existing 

technology and electronic resources. All research questions are summarized as follows: 

1. How can we communicate wellness information to persons that do not have a 

certain level of medical knowledge by using existing technologies and electronic 

resources? [3] 

2. How can we assist people to have a better understanding of their wellness status 

based on the information from electronic resources? [3] 

3. How can we assist people to keep track of their state of well-being and 

consequently improve their personal wellness status? [3] 

4. While assisting someone, how can we assist the tasks of that person’s caregiver? 

[3] 

5.3.2 Research Hypothesis 

By analyzing research questions, we formed the research hypothesis as follows: “An 

information visualization system containing appropriate graphical presentations for 

wellness information and supporting tools can answer all of the research questions given 

above” [3]. 
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5.3.3 Research Goals 

1. To develop an agent-based wellness visualization system that can support both 

general users and healthcare professional users [3]. 

2. To develop an information visualization system containing appropriate graphical 

presentations that can communicate wellness information effectively to both general and 

healthcare professional users [3]. 

3. To develop an information visualization system that can assist an individual to 

track on his/her wellness status and encourage the person to improve their state of well-

being [3].  

4. To develop an information visualization system that can support a caregiver’s 

tasks [3]. 

5. To develop an information visualization system that has simplicity, 

understandability, expandability, and modularity characteristics [3].  

5.3.4 Testing Goals 

One or more testing aspect lies within each research goal [3]. Plus, one testing aspect can 

form one or more testing goals. This is defined by the number of sub-goals (regarding the 

testing aspect) within each research goal [3]. 

With the criteria presented above, we can form our testing goals from the research goals 

and testing aspects as shown in Table 5.1. The next step is to select appropriate testing 

tools and methods. If a testing goal is derived from a users’ requirement, then a relevant 

user-oriented testing tool/method is chosen [3]. If a testing goal is derived from a 

technical requirement, then a technical-oriented testing tool/method is selected [3]. More 
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details relative to the testing tools and methods employed in this research will be 

described in the next section. 

Table 5.1: Relationships among research goals, testing aspects, and testing goals [3] 

Research Goals Relevant Testing 
Aspects 

Testing Goals 

To develop an agent-based 
wellness visualization system 
that can support both general 
users and healthcare 
professional users 

System verification To verify that the 
functionalities provided by the 
wellness visualization system 
meet the expectation and 
needs of both types of users  
To verify that the 
functionalities provided by the 
wellness visualization system 
work correctly and effectively 
from the users’ viewpoints  
To verify that the 
functionalities provided by the 
wellness visualization system 
work correctly and effectively 
as planned and designed  

System validation To confirm that the agent-
based wellness visualization 
system is satisfying and 
delightful to use  
To confirm that the 
functionalities and information 
provided by the visualization 
system can support both types 
of users  
To confirm that the 
information provided by the 
wellness visualization system 
is valid  

Impression To find both desirable and 
undesirable effects on users 
(e.g., impression and stressful) 

To develop an information 
visualization system 
containing appropriate 
graphical presentations that 
can communicate wellness 

Usability of the GUI  To verify that the wellness 
visualization system is usable 
in term of usefulness, 
efficiency, effectiveness, 
learn-ability, satisfaction, and 
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information effectively to 
both general and healthcare 
professional users 

ease of use/simplicity [169] 
Usability of the 
Operational Wellness 
Model  

To verify that the model is 
accepted by the experts in the 
field  
The results produced by the 
model are easy to understand  
To verify that: 
1. The model has the ability to 
produce the wellness status of 
a person 
2. The model is computable 
3. The results produced by the 
model can be presented in 
graphical formats 

Accessibility  To verify that a user has the 
ability to access the 
visualization system through a 
desktop within an acceptable 
time frame  
To verify that a user has the 
ability to access to the 
visualization system through a 
small form factor device 
within an acceptable time 
frame 

Usability of the visual 
presentations 

To confirm that the graphical 
presentations are easy to 
understand and simple (i.e., a 
user can perceive some 
information correctly without 
any explanation) 
To confirm that the graphical 
presentations have the ability 
to communicate certain 
information  
Learn-ability (i.e. a user can 
perceive more information or 
have an insight after a period 
of training/using the system) 

To develop an information 
visualization system that can 
assist an individual to track 
on his/her wellness status and 
encourage the person to 
improve their state of well-
being 

Verification of the 
functionalities provided 
to a general user  

To verify that each 
functionality meets the 
expectation and needs of a 
general user  
To verify that each 
functionality works correctly 
and effectively from the 
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general user’s point of view  

To verify that the each 
functionality work correctly 
and effectively as planned and 
designed  

Validation of the 
functionalities provided 
to a general user 

To confirm that each 
functionality is satisfying and 
delightful to use by a general 
user  
To confirm that the results 
generated by each function is 
valid  

Impression To verify that the visualization 
system can encourage a person 
to be more aware about his/her 
wellness status and that of the 
public  
To verify that a person feels 
more confident in realizing 
and learning about his/her own 
state of well-being from the 
visualization than from raw 
data and other sources (e.g., 
internet and pamphlets) 

To develop an information 
visualization system that can 
support a caregiver’s tasks 

Verification of the 
functionalities provided 
to a healthcare 
professional user 

To verify that each 
functionality meets the 
expectation and needs of a 
healthcare professional user  
To verify that that each 
functionality works correctly 
and effectively from a 
healthcare professional user’s 
point of view  
To verify that the each 
functionality works correctly 
and effectively as planned and 
designed  

Validation of the 
functionalities provided 
to a healthcare 
professional user 

To verify that each 
functionality is satisfying and 
delightful to use by a 
healthcare professional user  
To confirm that the results 
generated by each function is 
valid  
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Supporting a 
caregiver’s tasks  

To verify that the wellness 
visualization system can 
support a caregiver’s tasks  

To develop an information 
visualization system that has 
simplicity, understandability, 
expandability, and 
modularity characteristics 

Simplicity To verify that the wellness 
visualization system has the 
simplicity characteristic  

Understandability To verify that the wellness 
visualization system has the 
understandability 
characteristic  

Expandability To verify that the agent-based 
wellness visualization system 
is expandable  

Modularity To verify that the wellness 
visualization system is 
modular  

 

5.3.5 Testing Tools and Methods 

Table 5.2 presents the testing goals and corresponding testing tools and methods to be 

employed in the testing session. The following are the description of the testing tools and 

methods. 

1. Questionnaire is a data collection tool that can collect subjective data and get 

opinions from the participants [169]. In this research, two sets of questionnaires were 

developed to collect information from both types of users [3]. One is designed to collect 

information from general users. Another one is designed to collect information from 

healthcare professional users. Both questionnaires contain a combination of scale, forced 

choices, and open-end questions, a series of tasks, and instructions. During a testing 

session, activities may be recorded in video, audio, or both formats if the participant 

grants permission [3]. A participant may be contacted after the testing session is over for 

a further interview or to clarify their answers that they answered in the questionnaire [3]. 
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2. Error Rate Estimation is calculated by employing the errors found by the 

volunteers during the testing sessions. The total number of errors, which the participants 

encountered on each version of the user interfaces, is divided by the number of 

participants to find an estimate error rate. The description of each error was also collected 

to find the causes and for future improvement.  

3. Unit Testing is performed during the implementation phase of the research to 

ensure that each unit of the system works correctly as expected [3]. The results from unit 

testing performed on the components of the wellness visualization system are evaluated 

against the design and research goals [3]. 

4. Integration Testing is performed regularly to ensure that each group of software 

units work correctly as designed [3]. 

5. Comparative Method compares the results generated by two or more activities 

against each other [3]. The comparative method is performed differently regarding the 

testing goals and the types of users. There are three potential comparative methods that 

can be used in this research: 

• Comparative Method (1) – the results generated by the wellness visualization 

system is compared with reliable external sources or other wellness visualization system 

to confirm their validity [3]. Since there is currently no other wellness visualization 

system, this method cannot be employed. However, the main components in the wellness 

indicator system are developed from existing technology. Therefore, the results generated 

by the components can be compared to other similar systems. 

• Comparative Method (2) – a raw data set and a set of questions is given to a 

general user to answer [3]. After that, the participant is asked to use the wellness 
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visualization system to find answers to the same set of questions [3]. The results from 

both sets of answers are compared and analyzed [3]. 

• Comparative Method (3) – healthcare professional users is separated into two 

groups. The first group receives a raw dataset and a set of questions [3]. The time the first 

group spent on answering the questions is recorded [3]. The second group uses the 

wellness visualization system to answer the same set of questions [3]. Same as the first 

group, the time the second group spent on answering the questions is recorded [3]. Both 

the recorded time and the answers produced by the two groups of participants are 

compared and analyzed [3]. Unfortunately, this method cannot be employed in this 

research because it is difficult to recruit a large number of healthcare professionals. 

Healthcare professionals are busy with tight schedules and peoples lives depend on them 

– this is much more important. Moreover, there are a limited numbers of healthcare 

professionals in the city of Regina. 

6. Exploratory Study is a method for finding the “unknown” [3]. As for this 

research, the unknown consists of impression, desirable effects, and undesirable effects 

caused by the agent-based wellness visualization system [3]. This study could be done 

through a questionnaire, an interview, and making observation [3]. For example, “Does 

the wellness visualization system make you feel like learning more about your personal 

state of well-being and how to improve it?” and “Does the wellness visualization system 

make you feel stressed or too worried about your wellness status when you see the 

overall wellness level move down?” 

7. Peer Review is done by getting opinions and acceptance from the experts in the 

field [3]. The operational wellness model and the framework for testing a wellness 
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visualization system had been peer reviewed by experts at eTELEMED2010 to 2012 [2, 3, 

4]. 

8. System Architecture Analysis analyzes the structure, characteristics, and 

properties of the system as the proof against the testing goals [3]. 

Table 5.2: Relationships between testing goals and testing tools and methods [3] 

Testing Goals Testing Tools/Methods 
To verify that the functionalities provided by the wellness 
visualization system meet the expectation and needs of 
both types of users  

Questionnaire  

To verify that the functionalities provided by the wellness 
visualization system work correctly and effectively from 
the users’ viewpoints  

Questionnaire 

To verify that the functionalities provided by the wellness 
visualization system work correctly and effectively as 
planned and designed  

Error rate estimation, Unit 
testing, Integration testing 

To confirm that the agent-based wellness visualization 
system is satisfying and delightful to use  

Questionnaire 

To confirm that the functionalities and information 
provided by the visualization system can support both 
types of users  

Questionnaire 

To confirm that the information provided by the wellness 
visualization system is valid  

Questionnaire , 
Comparative method (1)  

To find both desirable and undesirable effects on users 
(e.g., impression and stressful) 

Exploratory study, 
Questionnaire 

To verify that the wellness visualization system is usable in 
term of usefulness, efficiency, effectiveness, learn-ability, 
satisfaction, and ease of use/simplicity [169] 

Questionnaire 

To verify that the model is accepted by the experts in the 
field  

Peer review 

The results produced by the model are easy to understand  Questionnaire, Comparative 
method (1)  

To verify that:  
1. The model has the ability to produce the wellness status 
of a person  
2. The model is computable  
3. The results produced by the model can be presented in 
graphical formats  

Unit testing 

To verify that a user has the ability to access the 
visualization system through a desktop within an 

Questionnaire 
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acceptable time frame  
To verify that a user has the ability to access to the 
visualization system through a small form factor device 
within an acceptable time frame  

Questionnaire 

To confirm that the graphical presentations are easy to 
understand and simple (i.e., a user can perceive some 
information correctly without any explanation) 

Comparative method (2), 
Questionnaire 

To confirm that the graphical presentations have the ability 
to communicate certain information 

Questionnaire 

Learn-ability (i.e. a user can perceive more information or 
have an insight after a period of training/using the system)  

Comparative method (2), 
Questionnaire 

To verify that each functionality meets the expectation and 
needs of a general user  

Questionnaire 

To verify that each functionality works correctly and 
effectively from the general user’s point of view  

Questionnaire 

To verify that the each functionality works correctly and 
effectively as planned and designed  

Error rate estimation, Unit 
testing, Integration testing 

To confirm that each functionality is satisfying and 
delightful to use by a general user  

Questionnaire 

To confirm that the results generated by each function is 
valid  

Error rate estimation, Unit 
testing, Integration testing , 
Comparative method (1) 

To verify that the visualization system can encourage a 
person to be more aware about his/her wellness status and 
that of the public  

Questionnaire 

To verify that a person feels more confident in realizing 
and learning about his/her own state of well-being from the 
visualization than from raw data and other sources (e.g., 
internet and pamphlets) 

Questionnaire 

To verify that each functionality meets the expectation and 
needs of a healthcare professional user  

Questionnaire 

To verify that that each functionality works correctly and 
effectively from a healthcare professional user’s point of 
view  

Questionnaire 

To verify that the each functionality works correctly and 
effectively as planned and designed  

Error rate estimation, Unit 
testing, Integration testing 

To verify that each functionality is satisfying and 
delightful to use by a healthcare professional user  

Questionnaire 

To confirm that the results generated by each function is 
valid  

Error rate estimation, Unit 
testing, Integration testing , 
Comparative method (1) 

To verify that the wellness visualization system can 
support a caregiver’s tasks  

Questionnaire , 
Comparative method (3) 

To verify that the wellness visualization system has the 
simplicity characteristic  

Questionnaire 

To verify that the wellness visualization system has the Questionnaire 
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understandability characteristic  
To verify that the agent-based wellness visualization 
system is expandable  

System Architecture 
Analysis 

To verify that the wellness visualization system is modular  System Architecture 
Analysis 

 

5.3.5 Testing Plan 

After the testing tools and methods are selected, the testing plan is created. The testing 

process contains three phases: preparation phase, testing sessions, and analysis phase [3]. 

The preparation phase involves preparing all required materials and people for the testing 

sessions so that all tests can be conducted smoothly in the testing sessions. After the 

testing sessions end, the analysis phase begins. At this phase, the collected data is 

analyzed and synthesized. 

In this research, all necessary materials (e.g., questionnaires and orientation script) were 

prepared in the preparation phase. After we received the approval from the University of 

Regina’s Ethics Board, volunteers were recruited from the Regina area. The volunteers 

were divided into general users and healthcare professional users. Arrangements were 

made to schedule the testing sessions while respecting the appropriate number of 

participants per a testing session recommended by Rubin et al. [169] and Krug [170] (i.e., 

not more than three to four people).  

The testing environment was set up by following the criteria we proposed in [4]. 

Selecting an appropriate testing location, equipment and survey tools, number of people 

in one testing session, data collection and protection, and limitations were taken into 

consideration when setting up the testing environment. 
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In this research, the tests were conducted at a private room in TRLabs Regina and at 

user’s sites. Figure 5.1 illustrates the layout of the testing room. When a test was 

performed at the user’s sites, the most convenient and comfortable area for the participant 

was selected. 

 

Figure 5.1: Testing room 

During each testing session, an introduction, consent form, and guidelines were presented 

to the participants. After the participants agreed to continue, we collected some 

background information from the participants. The participants then worked on the 

testing tasks. The participants were able to ask questions during the test. We also made 
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observations and took notes during the testing phase. We recorded video and voice if the 

participants granted permission. 

When all testing tasks were completed, the answers to the questionnaire were briefly 

reviewed and a short interview was made. After the testing sessions ended, all collected 

data were analyzed and synthesized. Some participants were contacted afterwards for 

further interviews or to clarify their answers. 

The testing results were already concluded and will be presented in the next chapter. 
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6. Experimental Results 

This chapter presents the experimental results of the agent-based wellness visualization 

system. The experiment is divided into technical evaluations and user study. The 

technical evaluations measure the visualization system against the design and 

requirements. The user study involves finding users’ opinions on the system and its 

functionalities. The information presented in this chapter had been previously published 

in Telehealth Network for Hospital Services: New Methodologies [165]. 

6.1 Technical Evaluations 

This section describes the evaluation results of the components of the agent-based 

wellness visualization system. The software testing in this section involves system 

verification, system validation, verification of system’s functionalities, and validation of 

system’s functionalities, as described in Chapter 5. The results have been generated 

according to a number of test cases. All test cases succeeded and provided the expected 

results with no discrepancy. More details are as follows. 

6.1.1 System Architecture Analysis 

System architecture analysis involves analyzing the structure, characteristics, and 

properties of the system as the proof against the testing goals [3]. The requirements and 

results of each test case in this group are as follows: 
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Test Case 1: To verify that the agent-based wellness visualization system is 

expandable 

This test case can be proved by the fact that more groups of agents and a software agent 

can be added and removed from the system as needed. Therefore, the infrastructure can 

be expanded and reorganized. 

Test Case 2: To verify that the wellness visualization system is modular 

Being modular means a software system can be divided into separated attributes or 

modules [165]. Plus, each module is manageable [165]. In other words, the software 

system’s component has a certain degree of being separated and recombined. In the case 

of the wellness visualization system, the components in the system can be divided into 

groups of software agents and other components (i.e., modules). Some modules can 

operate individually. Adding and removing the modules is possible, and by doing so, it 

might not affect the work of the other modules. Moreover, separated software agents can 

be recombined to become a new agent-based system. 

Modularity is one of the unique characteristics of the agent technology, which allows the 

agent-based wellness visualization system to be modular. Some agents are designed to 

work individually while others have to work in teams to solve more sophisticated 

problems. Some agents rely on the results from other agents or components to work. If 

those agents are removed, the corresponding components may not be able to continue 

working correctly or provide services to users. In conclusion, the wellness indicator 

system is modular, but it has a certain degree of modularity. 
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6.1.2 Unit Testing 

The tests in this group were performed to ensure that each software unit works as 

designed and expected. A Test Agent was developed to send test messages to the 

component being tested. The results produced by the component were verified and 

validate against the design and requirements. More details are provided in Appendix D. 

Test Case 3: To verify and validate the service registration mechanism 

This test case confirms that the Coordinator Agent can register a service provider (i.e., a 

group of software agents) into the wellness visualization system. 

Test Case 4: To verify and validate the service removal mechanism 

This test case ensures that the Coordinator Agent can remove a service provider from the 

system as requested. 

Test Case 5: To verify and validate the Rule Agents 

This test case verifies that each Rule Agent can register itself with the Message 

Multiplexer Agent (MMA) once it is launched and can withdraw from the system before 

it is destroyed. Also, each Rule Agent must be able to fire a rule when an input message 

matches with the corresponding rule only. Each Rule Agent must not fire any rule when 

its rule does not match with the given data. 

Test Case 6: To verify and validate the Message Multiplexer Agent (MMA) 

This test case confirms that the MMA can register and track Rule Agents in the rule-

based system and share information among the registered Rule Agents. The test case also 

checks if the MMA can register the rule-based system into the visualization system. 
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Test Case 7: To verify and validate the Memory Agent 

This test case confirms that the Memory Agent can select the best rule from all fired 

rules. 

Test Case 8: To verify and validate the Trace Agent 

This test case confirms that the Trace Agent can keep the chain of fired rules and find the 

best description and suggestion for the goal. 

Test Case 9: To verify and validate the Single Wellness Calculator 

This test case confirms that the Single Wellness Calculator can correctly produce the 

wellness level of an indicator. 

Test Case 10: To verify and validate the Overall Wellness Calculator 

This test case confirms that the Overall Wellness Calculator can correctly calculate the 

overall wellness level. 

Test Case 11: To verify and validate the StatAnalyzer Agents 

This test case ensures that the StatAnalyzer Agents can correctly calculate and produce 

statistical results. Also, each StatAnalyzer Agent has to register itself with the StatAdmin 

Agent once it is launched and must withdraw from the system before it is destroyed. 

Test Case 12: To verify and validate the StatAdmin Agent 

This test case confirms that the StatAdmin Agent can register and track StatAnalyzer 

Agents in the system. The test case also checks if the StatAdmin Agent can register the 

agent-based statistical tools into the visualization system. 
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Test Case 13: To verify and validate the StatSelector Agent 

This test case confirms that the StatSelector Agent can select statistical methods that are 

appropriated for the given data. 

Test Case 14: To verify and validate the functionalities and results provided by the 

GUIs 

This test case verifies that the graphical user interface can correctly generate visual 

presentations and present information. 

Test Case 15: To verify and validate the DataRetriever Agent 

This test case confirms that the DataRetriever Agent can correctly retrieve data. 

6.1.3 Integration Testing 

The tests in this group were performed to ensure that the certain groups of software units 

can work together as designed and expected. A Test Agent was developed to send test 

messages to the group of components being tested. Then, the results produced by the 

components were verified and validated against the design and requirements. More 

details are provided in Appendix D. 

Test Case 15: Functionalities and Results of the Rule-Based System 

This test case verifies that the agent-based rule-based system can generate results 

correctly. The rule-based system must announce a “goal” and must show the results when 

the input data is matched with any rule. The rule-based system must not announce a 

“goal” when it cannot fire any rule. Moreover, the description and suggestion relevant to 

the goal must be generated when a goal is announced. 
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Test Case 16: Functionalities and Results of the Wellness Calculator 

This test case confirms that the wellness calculator can correctly find single indicator 

wellness and overall wellness levels. 

Test Case 17: Functionalities and Results of the Statistical Tools 

This test case verifies that the agent-based statistical tools can correctly calculate and 

produce statistical results. 

6.2 User Study 

6.2.1 Method and Procedure 

There are two sets of questionnaires and tasks sheets designed for two different groups of 

users. Each set of tasks sheets contains instructions and guidelines for a certain group of 

users. Each participant has to follow the steps and fill in the spaces given in the sheet 

while conducting the test. 

For general users, the questionnaire is comprised of six sections. The first part collects 

personal and background information of a person, such as gender and the user’s 

experience towards portable health monitoring devices and e-Health systems. The data 

collected from section two and six are a part of the comparative methods used in this 

research and the two sections contain the same set of questions. In the case of section two 

a volunteer has to answer the questions by employing the raw data attached to the 

questionnaire. In section six the volunteer is instructed to employ the wellness indicator 

to find the answers to those questions. The results from the two sections are compared 

and evaluated against the testing goals. Section three asks a volunteer to evaluate the 
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wellness visualization system and its functionalities based on their experience of 

exploring the system. The questions relative to the usability of the wellness indicator are 

presented in section four. Both good and bad impressions towards the agent-based 

wellness visualization system are collected in section five of the questionnaire. The 

questions in section five allow the volunteers to express their attitude, feeling, 

impression, and expectation towards the wellness indicator. This will help us to create an 

improved version of the graphical presentations, human-computer interactions, and 

functionalities in the future. 

In the case of the healthcare professional user, there are five sections in the questionnaire. 

The first section involves personal and background information, including the experience 

of a volunteer in using portable health monitoring devices, electronic health record 

(EHR), and clinical decision support systems. In section two a volunteer is asked to 

evaluate the wellness visualization system and the functionalities provided to a healthcare 

professional user. Section three requests a volunteer to evaluate the wellness indicator 

and its functionalities provided to his/her patient in regard with the experience from 

exploring the system as a general user. The usability is evaluated in section four. Both 

good and bad impressions are collected in the last section. Both questionnaires and 

relevant documents are provided in Appendix C. 

All statistical analysis in this evaluation was performed by utilizing IBM SPSS Statistics 

version 20. 
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6.2.2 Sample Size Determination 

It is important to determine the appropriate sample size since inappropriate, inadequate, 

or excessive sample sizes affect the quality and accuracy of an evaluation [171]. There 

are a number of methods for finding an appropriate sample size, such as Cochran’s 

formula, Krejcie and Morgan’s table and formula, and Yamane’s table and formula [171, 

172, 173]. 

In this research, we seek for opinions from users toward the personal wellness indicator 

system and corresponding visual presentations. As a result, there are two groups of the 

population of interested: general and healthcare professional users. University of 

Regina’s students and faculties’ staff are considered the representatives of general users 

and registered caregivers in Regina are the representatives of healthcare professional 

users. 

According to University of Regina’s registration statistics report, in January 4th, 2012, the 

University of Regina had 11,910 enrolled students [174]. In 2005, there were 425 staff in 

the faculties [175]. Thus, there are about 12,335 representatives of general users in total. 

In the case of healthcare professionals, in 2011 Regina Qu’Appelle Health Region 

reported that there are approximately 605 physicians and more than 10,800 staff (nursing 

– 2,608, technical – 785, professional – 480) in the region [176]. In total, there are 4,478 

representatives of healthcare professional users. Table 6.1 presents the sample size 

calculated from the three commonly used approaches. Alpha value, t-value, estimated 

variance, confidence, and acceptable margin of error are taken and calculated from the 

information provided in [171, 173]. The results obtained from Yamane’s formula and 
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Krejcie and Morgan’s formula are the most appropriate values for this case because the 

populations are known. In the case of Cochran’s formula, the results are from estimated 

values. 

Table 6.1: Sample size determination 

           Approach 
 
 
 
 
 
Sample size 

Cochran’s sample 
size formula (alpha 

= 0.05, t-value = 
1.96, estimated 
variance = 1.56, 
and margin of 
error = 0.05) 

Krejcie and 
Morgan’s formula 
(confidence = 95% 

and margin of 
error = 0.05) 

Yamane’s formula 
(margin of error = 

0.05) 

General users 96.04 372.53 387.44 
Healthcare 
professional users 

96.04 353.83 367.20 

 

Since the population sizes of both groups are large, selecting samples and making 

inference to the population would reduce the cost and time spent on this research. 

Unfortunately, budget constraints, time constraints, low response rates, and other 

constraints prevent the research from having adequate samples [171]. In this research, we 

received only 26 responses in five months. At this rate, it would take approximately 140 

months or more to get all of the samples needed. 

In case of usability testing, iterative testing is an effective method and the recommended 

number of participants is five people per testing iteration [178, 179]. Nielsen indicates 

that the best results of usability testing come from no more than five users and running as 

many as small tests as we can afford [178, 179]. Thus, in term of usability testing, 21 

general users and five healthcare professional users are considered sufficient number of 

participants in this research.     
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Even though we could not achieve the numbers obtained from statistical approaches, the 

information collected from the participants is useful for this research. The collected 

information gives the possibility of being successful for the full implementation version 

of the wellness indicator system and guidelines for future improvement. Also, the results 

can be considered as pilot data for other research in the same area. More information 

relative participant demographics and evaluation results are described in the following 

sections. 

6.2.3 Participant Demographics 

21 general users and five healthcare professional users volunteered to participate in this 

research. The volunteers were recruited within Regina area. Table 6.2 and 6.3 present the 

participant demographics of general users and healthcare professional users. 

Table 6.2: Participant demographics (general users) 

Demographics Categories Percent (N = 21) Note 

Gender Male 61.9  
Female 38.1 

Age (years) 
20-29 85.7 Mean = 27.71 

Std. Dev. = 5.542 30-39 9.5 
40-49 4.8 

Occupation Student 85.7  
Others 14.3 

Completed Medical Training Yes 4.8  
No 95.2 

Level of importance of 
personal wellness 

Very 
important 

28.6  

Important 33.3 
Somewhat 23.8 
A little 14.3 
Not important 0 

Having experience in using a 
portable health monitoring 
device 

Yes 4.8 Frequency of 
usage = 1-2 times 
a month 
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No 95.2  

Having experience in using an 
electronic health system 

Yes 4.8 Frequency of 
usage = 
occasionally 

No 95.2  
 

Table 6.3: Participant demographics (healthcare professional users) 

Demographics Categories Percent (N = 5) Note 

Gender 
Male 40.0  
Female 60.0 

Age 
20-29 40.0  
30-39 20.0 
40-49 40.0 

Profession Nurse 100.0  
Have you ever used a 
portable health monitoring 
device? 

Yes 60.0  
No 40.0 

How often do you use a 
portable health monitoring 
device? 

Everyday 20.0  
1-2 times a week 0.0 
1-2 times a month 20.0 
Other 20.0 
Never 40.0 

Have you ever used an 
electronic health record 
(EHR)? 

Yes 60.0  
No 40.0 

Do you prefer EHR or paper-
based health record? 

EHR 80.0  
Paper-based health record 0.0 
No preference 20.0 

Have you ever used a clinical 
decision support system? 

Yes 0.0  
No 100.0 

How often do you use a 
clinical decision support 
system? 

Everyday 0.0  
1-2 times a week 0.0 
1-2 times a month 0.0 
Other 0.0 
Never 100.0 
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6.2.4 Testing Environment 

The testing sessions were performed at TRLabs Regina and user sites. The testing 

environment was setup by utilizing the following: 

PC1 – Processor: Intel® Core™2 Duo CPU E6550 @2.33GHz   

           RAM: 2 GB 

           Operating System: Window XP and Windows 7 Professional (64-bit)  

PC2 – Processor: Intel® Core™ i5-2557M CPU@1.70GHz 

           RAM: 4GB 

           Operating System: Windows 7 Home Premium (64-bit) 

PC3 – Processor: Intel®Core™2 Duo CPU T7100@1.80GHz 

           RAM: 2GB 

           Operating System: Windows 7 Professional (64-bit) 

Mobile phone – Model: Samsung Omnia II 

               Processor: ARM1176 S3C6410 

               Operating System: Windows Mobile® 6.5 Professional 

                                              CE OS 5.2.21863 (Build 21863.5.0.67) ©2009   

                                                           Microsoft Corporation  

               Java: JBlend on Windows Mobile v4.0.0, build: 20090928b 

               JavaFX Mobile: JavaFX 1.2, SJWC 2.2 

Wellness Indicator (Desktop versions) – Java ™ version 7 update 2 (64-bit), 

                                                         JavaFX version 2.0.2 (64-bit) 
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Wellness Indicator (Mobile versions) – Java ™ version 6 update 19 (64-bit), 

                                                       JavaFX version 1.2 

6.2.5 Evaluation Results and Analysis 

6.2.5.1 Results from General Users 

This section presents the evaluation results obtained from the general users. 

6.2.5.1.1 Comparative Method 

This section describes the results from the comparative method (2) presented in the last 

chapter. A raw data set and a set of questions were given to a general user to answer. The 

user then had to utilize the wellness visualization system to find answers to the same set 

of questions. 

The objective of this test is to compare the differences of not using versus using the 

wellness visualization system. The hypothesis of this test is that there will be no 

difference in the scores obtained. 

H0: µwithout using wellness visualization system = µusing wellness visualization system 

H1: µwithout using wellness visualization system ≠ µusing wellness visualization system 

The scores obtained without using the wellness visualization system were collected from 

the answers to the questions given in the section two of the questionnaire. The scores 

obtained by using the wellness visualization system were collected from the answers to 

the questions given in the section six of the questionnaire. The results are presented in 

Table 6.4. 
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Table 6.4: Scores obtained without using the wellness visualization system (Score1) 

vs. scores obtained by using the wellness visualization system (Score2) 

Case 
Number 

Score1  
(Full marks = 25) 

Score2  
(Full marks = 25) 

Differences 
(Score2-Score1) 

1 3 8 5 
2 6 11 5 
3 0 12 12 
4 9 9 0 
5 6 11 5 
6 6 11 5 
7 5 12 7 
8 6 10 4 
9 6 6 0 

10 0 16 16 
11 6 14 8 
12 5 17 12 
13 5 16 11 
14 4 12 8 
15 10 13 3 
16 7 15 8 
17 9 23 14 
18 4 14 10 
19 2 11 9 
20 2 12 10 
21 6 24 18 

Mean 5.10 13.19 8.095 
Std. 

Deviation 
2.663 4.355 4.774 

 

Before we can compare the two sets of scores, we have to find the most appropriate 

method for making an evaluation. The steps of determination are as follows: 

1. Parametric/non-parametric statistics: In order to be eligible to use parametric 

statistics to analyze the data, the characteristics of data must match the following 

conditions: 

a. Data scale – the scores are in the interval scale. 
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b. Normal distribution – Chi-square and Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests are 

commonly used in the test of goodness of fit. In this case, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test 

is chosen because the data do not meet all of the assumptions of the Chi-square test. The 

results indicate that score1 (K-S absolute = 0.177, Kolmogorov-Smirnov Z = 0.809, 

Asymp.Sig.(2-tailed) = 0.53, α = 0.05) and score2 (K-S absolute = 0.179, Kolmogorov-

Smirnov Z = 0.821, Asymp.Sig.(2-tailed) = 0.51, α = 0.05) have normal distribution.  

c. Homogeneity of variance – Since there are two groups the data, F-test is 

the most appropriate approach for testing the equality of variance. The results indicate 

that the two groups of data have equal variance (Levene’s test of Equality of Variance – F 

= 2.668, Sig. = 0.110, α = 0.05). 

Since both groups of data matched to the required assumptions, parametric statistics can 

be employed. 

2. Selecting statistical method: Dependent samples t-test or paired sample t-test is 

usually employed to test a hypothesis of two related groups or one group of units in a 

repeated measure and when the sample size is small (N< 100) [177, 178]. Since we are 

comparing two sets of scores obtained from the same group of volunteers, we can assume 

that there are relationships between the two groups of data and the data are the results of 

repeated measure. Therefore, the most suitable parametric statistical method that can be 

employed to test our hypothesis is the t-test dependent. 

The comparison results are presented in Table 6.5 to 6.7 below. The results show that 

there is a significant difference between the two groups of scores, i.e., Sig. (2-tailed) < 

0.05. The mean of Score1 (5.1) is lower than the mean of Score2 (13.19). In other words, 
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by using the wellness visualization system to answer the given questions, the participants 

reach higher scores. The same group of participants received lower scores without using 

the wellness visualization system. The results also show that, on average, a person can 

gain 8.095 more marks by using the wellness visualization system to answer the 

questions. In other words, the wellness visualization system can assist a person to gain 

more knowledge relative to their personal wellness status. 

Table 6.5: Paired samples statistics 

 Mean 
 

N Std. 
Deviation 

Std. Error 
Mean 

Score obtained without using the 
wellness visualization system 

5.10 21 2.663 .581 

Score obtained by using the wellness 
visualization system 

13.19 21 4.355 .950 

 

Table 6.6: Paired samples correlations 

 N Correlation Sig. 
Score obtained without using the wellness 
visualization system and score obtained by using 
the wellness visualization system 

21 .141 .543 

 

Table 6.7: Paired samples test 

 Paired Differences 

 
t 

 
df 

 
Sig. (2-
tailed) 

Mean Std. 
Deviation 

Std. 
Error 
Mean 

95% Confidence 
Interval of the 

Difference 
Lower Upper 

Score 
obtained 
without 
using the 
wellness 

-8.095 4.774 1.042 -10.268 -5.922 -7.771 20 .000 
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visualizati
on 
system 
and score 
obtained 
by using 
the 
wellness 
visualizati
on system 

 

In order to confirm the results obtained from parametric test, non-parametric test was also 

performed. Wilcoxon matched pairs signed-ranks test was chosen in this case. The result 

indicates that there is a significant difference between the two groups of scores (Negative 

ranks = 0, Positive ranks = 19, Ties = 2, Z = -3.829, Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed) = .000. There 

were 19 cases where the scores obtained by using the wellness indicator were higher. 

There were two cases where the scores obtained from without using and using the 

wellness indicator were equal. 

In conclusion, the comparison results confirm that the agent-based wellness visualization 

system gives knowledge and insight to its users. The users also can perceive wellness 

information correctly without any explanation. Users can then learn more from visual 

presentations and wellness information presented by the wellness indicator system. In 

addition, the results agree with collected data from the other sections of the questionnaire 

and comments from the users, which will be presented in the following sections. 

6.2.5.1.2 System and Functionalities Evaluation 

Table 6.8 gives an overall rating of the system and its functionalities. The volunteers 

rated the wellness indicator as Good (3) from the 5-point Likert scale (i.e., 0 – Very Poor, 
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1 – Poor, 2 – Average, 3 – Good, 4 – Very Good). The visualization system received a 

Very Good rating on the mobile version, Good rating for the regular mode of the desktop 

version, and Very Good rating for the advanced mode of the desktop version, which 

corresponds to the volunteers’ comments. For example, “I prefer the mobile version 

because it is simpler and easier to understand. The desktop version provides too much 

information for people who don't have medical knowledge and don't know what to do 

with those data.” Table 6.9 and Table 6.10 present the evaluations of the functionalities 

provided by the desktop version and the mobile version. The mobile version received a 

higher rating in some areas, such as the history and settings pages. 

Moreover, the healthcare professional-defined indicator mechanism has a higher rating 

than the other sets of indicators. As well as, the functionalities created to support 

communication among caregivers and a patient (i.e., notes from caregivers and 

complaints for caregivers). 

Most people stated that they were impressed by the Alert feature, the history and progress 

shown, and the Food and Activity Diary tool because they provide decent information 

and allow users to track their progress over time. 

Table 6.8: Overall evaluations 

Questions Results (5-
point Likert 

Scale) 

Percent 
(N=21) 

0 – Very Poor, 1 – Poor, 2 – Average, 3 – Good, 4 – Very Good 
Overall rating for the wellness visualization system based 
on your expectation 

Good (3) 42.9 

Overall rating for the desktop version Good (3) 52.4 
Overall rating for regular mode in the desktop version Good (3) 57.1 
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Overall rating for the advanced mode in the desktop 
version 

Very Good (4) 47.6 

Overall rating for the mobile version Very Good (4) 52.4 
Overall rating for supporting tools Good (3) 52.4 
Simplicity Very Good (4) 38.1 
Understandability Good (3) 42.9 
0 – Not at all, 1 – Somewhat, 2 – Average, 3 – Much, 4 – Very Much 
Do you like the pre-defined sets of case-based indicators? Much (3) 42.9 
Do you like the user-defined indicator mechanism? Much (3) 52.4 
Do you like the healthcare professional-defined indicator 
mechanism? 

Much (3) 42.9 
Very Much (4) 42.9 

 

Table 6.9: Functionalities provided by the desktop version 

Questions Results (5-
point Likert 

Scale) 

Percent 
(N=21) 

0 – Not at all, 1 – Somewhat, 2 – Average, 3 – Much, 4 – Very Much 
Does the wellness visualization system immediately 
respond to your input? 

Very Much (4) 57.1 

Do you like the summary page? Very Much (4) 57.1 
Do you like the anomalies page? Very Much (4) 57.1 
Do you like the history page? Much (3) 47.6 
Do you like the tools page? Much (3) 38.1 

Very Much (4) 38.1 
Do you like the profile page? Very Much (4) 42.9 
Do you like the settings page? Much (3) 38.1 
Do you like the "Alert" feature? Very Much (4) 61.9 
Do you like the "Notes from caregivers" feature? Very Much (4) 52.4 
Do you like the "Complaints for caregivers" feature? Very Much (4) 52.4 
Do you like the supporting tools? Average (2) 33.3 

Much (3) 33.3 
Is the simple description of each alert useful to you? Very Much (4) 47.6 
Is the simple suggestion of each alert useful to you? Very Much (4) 57.1 
Are the links to relevant external resources useful to you? Very Much (4) 42.9 
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Table 6.10: Functionalities provided by the mobile version 

Questions Results (5-
point Likert 

Scale) 

Percent 
(N=21) 

0 – Not at all, 1 – Somewhat, 2 – Average, 3 – Much, 4 – Very Much 
Does the wellness visualization system immediately 
respond to your input? 

Very Much (4) 61.9 

Do you like the summary page? Very Much (4) 71.4 
Do you like the anomalies page? Very Much (4) 57.1 
Do you like the main history page? Very Much (4) 47.6 
Do you like the detail history page? Much (3) 38.1 

Very Much (4) 38.1 
Do you like the profile page? Much (3) 38.1 

Very Much (4) 38.1 
Do you like the settings page? Very Much (4) 38.1 
 

6.2.5.1.3 Responding Time and Error Rate Estimations 

All participants indicate that it took only a few seconds to get access to both versions of 

the GUIs. The error ratio of the desktop version is 0.238 (i.e., total number of errors = 5). 

Maximum number of errors encountered by one participant is two times. The error ratio 

of the mobile version is 0.048 (i.e., total number of errors = 1). Maximum number of 

errors encountered by one participant is one time. 

6.2.5.1.4 Usability 

According to Table 6.11, the overall rating for the GUIs was Good. The GUIs were rated 

as Very Good in many aspects. The participants said this about the usability of the GUIs: 

“It is very impressive. It might take more than 10 minutes to get use to the system, but still 

intuitive and impressive,” “If I understand what the program is presenting, I think people 

in this whole world also understand,” “I find the program is very intuitive and cool. I 

think it will provide a lot of benefits if it becomes public,” and “The mobile version is 
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really cool and convenient.” Most participants indicated that the wellness visualization 

system is very useful and intuitive. In addition, most participants prefer the mobile 

version because it is simple, convenient, and does not contain too much information. A 

few people who prefer the desktop version said “I like the desktop version because there 

are more information and things to play around.” 

That said, our designs are not perfect. There are certain things that need to be improved. 

For example, many participants want the font size to be adjustable. Some people had 

difficulties finding the submenu bar because it is not explicit and looks more like a 

decoration. One person recommended not using symmetric triangle to present wellness 

status because this person could not distinguish between the one pointing up and the one 

pointing down. To this person, they all look like triangles. As a result, this person 

suggests that we use arrows instead. 

Table 6.11: Usability 

Questions Results (5-
point Likert 

Scale) 

Percent 
(N=21) 

0 – Very Poor, 1 – Poor, 2 – Average, 3 – Good, 4 – Very Good 
Overall rating for your satisfaction toward the user 
interface 

Good (3) 52.4 

Usability Good (3) 42.9 
Very Good (4) 42.9 

Usefulness Very Good (4) 61.9 
Efficiency Very Good (4) 42.9 
Effectiveness Very good (4) 71.4 
Ease of Learning Very good (4) 47.6 
Simplicity Very good (4) 42.9 
0 – Not at all, 1 – Somewhat, 2 – Average, 3 – Much, 4 – Very Much 
Is the interface easy to understand? Much (3) 42.9 
Is the interface easy to use? Much (3) 42.9 

Very Much (4) 42.9 
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Are the graphical presentations meaningful? Very Much (4) 61.9 
Do the graphical presentations reflect the meaning of 
relevant information? 

Very Much (4) 61.9 

Does the wellness visualization system give you an 
insight? 

Very Much (4) 66.7 

For the desktop version, is the presented information 
appropriate for the screen size? 

Very Much (4) 47.6 

For the mobile version, is the presented information 
appropriate for the screen size? 

Much (3) 42.9 

For the desktop version, are the graphical presentations 
appropriate for the screen size? 

Very Much (4) 47.6 

For the mobile version, are the graphical presentations 
appropriate for the screen size? 

Very Much (4) 47.6 

Is the wellness level easy to interpret? Much (3) 47.6 
Is the current wellness status easy to understand? Much (3) 61.9 
Is the support information, e.g. graph, trend, statistical 
information, and simple description useful to you? 

Very Much (4) 52.4 

 

6.2.5.1.5 Impression 

19 percent of the volunteers had a little discomfort while using the wellness visualization 

system. Another 19 percent of the volunteers had somewhat discomfort while using the 

wellness indicator. The participants suggested that there should be a help button, a tooltip 

on each object, or a search option, so that they can find an easy solution if they run into 

problems. 66.7 percent of the participants completely agree that the wellness 

visualization system made them feel like learning more about their personal state of well-

being and how to improve it. Only 9.5 percent felt stressful or were too worried about 

their wellness status when they saw the overall wellness level move down. One of the 

reasons is “I’m so young. I prefer not to know that I’m sick or unwell. If I don’t see the 

doctor, I’m still thinking that I’m healthy. If I know that I’m not healthy, I feel sad. So, it 

is better for me not to know the truth.” In the case of the people who did not feel any 

stress, one said “I think it’s good to know what is wrong with you and you find it early” 

and “I think it is good to find problems when you are still young, so, you can treat them 
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and it is easier to treat them. Really, all I can see from this is the benefits.” 76.2 percent 

felt more confident, 9.5 percent felt somewhat more confident, and 14.3 percent felt a 

little more confident in realizing and learning about their state of well-being from the 

wellness visualization system than from raw data and other sources (e.g., Internet and 

pamphlets). One said “I like the description and suggestion provided by the system 

because it makes me feel like having a personal doctor with me all the time. Even if I 

know that the information came from the knowledge base, I still be able to know what the 

meaning of each parameter is, what should I do or what can I do to take care of myself.” 

6.2.5.2 Results from Healthcare Professional Users 

This section presents the evaluation results obtained from the healthcare professional 

users. 

6.2.5.2.1 System and Functionalities Evaluation 

Table 6.12 presents the overall rating in various aspects evaluated by the healthcare 

professionals. The agent-based wellness indicator was rated as Good (3) from the 5-point 

Likert scale (i.e., 0 – Very Poor, 1 – Poor, 2 – Average, 3 – Good, 4 – Very Good). The 

participants also rated both desktop and mobile versions as Good. The system received a 

very high score for simplicity and the healthcare professional-defined indicator 

mechanism. Examples of comments from the healthcare professionals regarding the 

system and functionalities are “I like it. When I want to see what the person is doing, the 

information is there. When I want to find the trend and history of the person, the 

information is there,” and “The information looks very decent.” 
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Even though the desktop and mobile versions obtained the same rating, Table 6.13 and 

6.14 indicate that the mobile version received higher scores in most areas. This is 

confirmed by the opinions of the participants, such as “I like the mobile version better, 

because of the font and comprehensive way of showing information,” and “I like the 

mobile version. The desktop version is too much, I mean too much information.” 

Table 6.12: Overall evaluations 

Questions Results (5-
point Likert 

Scale) 

Percent 
(N=5) 

0 – Very Poor, 1 – Poor, 2 – Average, 3 – Good, 4 – Very Good 
Overall rating for the wellness visualization system based 
on your expectation 

Good (3) 80.0 

Overall rating for the desktop version Good (3) 100.0 
Overall rating for the mobile version Good (3) 60.0 
Overall rating for the supporting tools Good (3) 60.0 
Simplicity Good (3) 40.0 

Very Good (4) 40.0 
Understandability Good (3) 100.0 
Pre-defined sets of case-based indicators Good (3) 80.0 
User-defined indicator mechanism Good (3) 80.0 
Healthcare professional-defined indicator mechanism Very Good (4) 100.0 
 

Table 6.13: Functionalities provided by the desktop version 

Questions Results (5-
point Likert 

Scale) 

Percent 
(N=5) 

0 – Not at all, 1 – Somewhat, 2 – Average, 3 – Much, 4 – Very Much 
Does the wellness visualization system immediately 
respond to your input? 

Much (3) 60.0 

Do you like the patient list page? Much (3) 80.0 
Do you like the summary page? Much (3) 60.0 
Do you like the anomalies page? Much (3) 60.0 
Do you like the history page? Very Much (4) 60.0 
Do you like the tools page? Much (3) 80.0 
Do you like the profile page? Very Much (4) 60.0 
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Do you like the settings page? Very Much (4) 60.0 
Do you like the "Alert" feature? Very Much (4) 60.0 
Do you like the "Notes from caregivers" feature? Much (3) 80.0 
Do you like the "Patient’s complaints" feature? Much (3) 60.0 
Do you like the supporting tools? Much (3) 80.0 

 

Table 6.14: Functionalities provided by the mobile version 

Questions Results (5-
point Likert 

Scale) 

Percent 
(N=5) 

0 – Not at all, 1 – Somewhat, 2 – Average, 3 – Much, 4 – Very Much 
Does the wellness visualization system immediately 
respond to your input? 

Much (3) 60.0 

Do you like the patient list page? Very Much (4) 60.0 
Do you like the summary page? Very Much (4) 60.0 
Do you like the anomalies page? Very Much (4) 60.0 
Do you like the main history page? Very Much (4) 60.0 
Do you like the detail history page? Very Much (4) 60.0 
Do you like the profile page? Very Much (4) 60.0 
Do you like the settings page? Very Much (4) 60.0 
 

6.2.5.2.2 Responding Time and Error Rate Estimations 

All participants indicated that it took only a few seconds to get access to all versions of 

the GUIs. The error ratios of both the desktop and mobile versions of the GUIs are zero. 

In other words, all volunteers did not encounter any error during the test on all versions 

of the graphical user interfaces. 

6.2.5.2.3 System and Functionalities Provided to a Patient 

Table 6.15 presents the ratings of the system and functionalities provided to patients. The 

wellness indicator received a Good rating for all evaluations except simplicity, which 

obtained the highest rating. Table 6.16 and Table 6.17 present the rating of the desktop 
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and mobile versions. Both versions received the highest rating in all evaluations from the 

healthcare professional users. 

Table 6.15: Overall evaluations of the system and functionalities provided to a 

patient 

Questions Results (5-
point Likert 

Scale) 

Percent 
(N=5) 

0 – Very Poor, 1 – Poor, 2 – Average, 3 – Good, 4 – Very Good 
Overall rating for the wellness visualization system based 
on your expectation 

Good (3) 60.0 

Overall rating for the desktop version Good (3) 80.0 
Overall rating for regular mode in the desktop version Good (3) 80.0 
Overall rating for the advanced mode in the desktop 
version 

Good (3) 80.0 

Overall rating for the mobile version Good (3) 60.0 
Overall rating for the supporting tools Good (3) 60.0 
Simplicity Good (3) 40.0 

Very Good (4) 40.0 
Understandability Good (3) 60.0 
Pre-defined sets of case-based indicators Good (3) 60.0 
User-defined indicator mechanism Good (3) 60.0 
Healthcare professional-defined indicator mechanism Good (3) 60.0 
 

Table 6.16: Functionalities provided to a patient on the desktop version 

Questions Results (5-
point Likert 

Scale) 

Percent 
(N=5) 

0 – Not at all, 1 – Somewhat, 2 – Average, 3 – Much, 4 – Very Much 
Does the wellness visualization system immediately 
respond to your input? 

Very Much (4) 100.0 

Do you like the summary page? Very Much (4) 80.0 
Do you like the anomalies page? Very Much (4) 80.0 
Do you like the history page? Very Much (4) 80.0 
Do you like the tools page? Very Much (4) 80.0 
Do you like the profile page? Very Much (4) 60.0 
Do you like the settings page? Very Much (4) 80.0 
Do you like the "Alert" feature? Very Much (4) 100.0 
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Do you like the "Notes from caregivers" feature? Very Much (4) 100.0 
Do you like the "Patient’s complaints" feature? Very Much (4) 100.0 
Do you like the supporting tools? Very Much (4) 80.0 
Do you like the advanced mode? Very Much (4) 80.0 
Is the simple description of each alert useful to your 
patients? 

Very Much (4) 60.0 

Is the simple suggestion of each alert useful to your 
patients? 

Very Much (4) 60.0 

Are the links to relevant external resources useful to your 
patients? 

Very Much (4) 80.0 

 

Table 6.17: Functionalities provided to a patient on the mobile version 

Questions Results (5-
point Likert 

Scale) 

Percent 
(N=5) 

0 – Not at all, 1 – Somewhat, 2 – Average, 3 – Much, 4 – Very Much 
Does the wellness visualization system immediately 
respond to your input? 

Very Much (4) 100.0 

Do you like the summary page? Very Much (4) 80.0 
Do you like the anomalies page? Very Much (4) 80.0 
Do you like the main history page? Very Much (4) 80.0 
Do you like the detail history page? Very Much (4) 60.0 
Do you like the profile page? Very Much (4) 60.0 
Do you like the settings page? Very Much (4) 60.0 
 

6.2.5.2.4 Usability 

According to Table 6.18, the overall rating for the GUIs was Good. The GUIs received a 

Good rating in all aspects of usability. The participants said this about the usability of the 

GUIs: “The system is even more user friendly than what we are using, that one has too 

much column and flashing things,” “I like everything about it. I find it's good, it's nice, 

it's useful, but you have to keep in mind that we need to be trained before we can use the 

real system. But, I think I can do thing faster after I'm trained,” and “I like that you use 

the code. I don't have to read, just go to the right color.” 
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Like general users, the participants in this group also requested for the larger font size, as 

some stated that “I think the font is too small. So, when there is a lot of information, I 

can't focus. I tend to look for the part that has bigger font.” 

Table 6.18: Usability 

Questions Results (5-
point Likert 

Scale) 

Percent 
(N=5) 

0 – Very Poor, 1 – Poor, 2 – Average, 3 – Good, 4 – Very Good 
Overall rating for your satisfaction toward the user 
interface 

Good (3) 60.0 

Usability Good (3) 60.0 
Usefulness Good (3) 60.0 
Efficiency Good (3) 60.0 
Effectiveness Good (3) 60.0 
Ease of Learning Good (3) 80.0 
Simplicity Good (3) 80.0 
0 – Very Poor, 1 – Poor, 2 – Average, 3 – Good, 4 – Very Good 
Is the interface easy to understand? Much (3) 60.0 
Is the interface easy to use? Much (3) 80.0 
Are the graphical presentations meaningful? Very Much (4) 80.0 
Do the graphical presentations reflect the meaning of 
relevant information? 

Very Much (4) 80.0 

Does the wellness visualization system give you an 
insight? 

Very Much (4) 60.0 

For the desktop version, is the presented information 
appropriate for the screen size? 

Very Much (4) 60.0 

For the mobile version, is the presented information 
appropriate for the screen size? 

Very Much (4) 80.0 

For the desktop version, are the graphical presentations 
appropriate for the screen size? 

Very Much (4) 60.0 

For the mobile version, are the graphical appropriate for 
the screen size? 

Very Much (4) 80.0 

Is the wellness level easy to interpret? Very Much (4) 60.0 
Is the current wellness status easy to understand? Very Much (4) 60.0 
Is the support information, e.g. graph, trend, statistical 
information, and simple description useful to you? 

Very Much (4) 80.0 

Is the support information, e.g. graph, trend, statistical 
information, and simple description, useful to your patient? 

Very Much (4) 80.0 
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6.2.5.2.5 Impression 

All participants agreed that the wellness visualization system can support a caregiver’s 

tasks. Only 20 percent of the volunteers felt a little discomfort while using the wellness 

indicator system. For example, one volunteer explained that “You know when we use 

anything for the first time, we need more time to do thing [sic], but for the second round 

it is very easy.” 60 percent of the participants stated that the system made them feel 

somewhat stressful or worried about their patient’s wellness status when they saw the 

patient’s overall wellness level move down. 60 percent of the participants completely 

agreed and 40 percent of the participants agreed the wellness visualization system can 

make their patient feels like learning more about their personal state of well-being and 

how to improve it. All volunteers would like to recommend their patients to use the 

agent-based wellness visualization system. Some volunteers said that “I think it is very 

useful for the patient, like they know about their own blood work. It's really ridiculous 

that we can't even look at our own information, even for us the nurses have to wait for 

doctors to tell us that we have high cholesterol while we can read them.” 

6.3 Testing Summary 

The proof of concept obtained good evaluation results and even compliments from the 

research participants in various aspects. The concept of a personal wellness indicator 

proved to be useful and should be employed to support both individuals and healthcare 

professionals. As a result, if this research is applied to existing healthcare systems, people 

would be more likely to improve their state of well-being and healthcare professionals 

would be in a better position to give more effective wellness services to their patients. 
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The results from the technical evaluations also show that the software passed the 

assessment in all test cases without discrepancy. 

Both the user study and technical evaluations confirm that the agent-based wellness 

visualization system has simplicity, understandability, expandability, and modularity 

characteristics. 

However, the system is not perfect. There are issues and difficulties that require 

improvement. The comments and suggestions obtained from the research participants are 

the most valuable sources and guidelines for the improved version of the agent-based 

wellness visualization system. Next chapter presents the potential solutions to the 

problems found during the experiments and future work of this research. 

6.4 Comparison 

Even though a wellness visualization system is not available at the time of writing, it is 

worth comparing our wellness indicator system with other e-health system providing 

similar functionalities to confirm the validity of the system. Table 6.19 shows a 

comparison of the overall system capability, functionalities, and features between the 

agent-based wellness visualization system and other existing e-Health systems. Microsoft 

HealthVault is a well-known e-Health system that connects various computer software, 

mobile apps, and personal health monitoring devices together [182]. Google Health was a 

centralized personal health information service, i.e., integrating separated health records 

into a Google Health profile [183]. GNUMed is an open source electronic medical record 

designed for anyone documenting health of a patient [184]. The comparison table (Table 

6.19) is created based on information from [182, 183, 185, 186, 184, 187, 188, 189]. 
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Table 6.19: Comparison of the overall system capability, functionalities, and 

features between the agent-based wellness visualization system and other existing e-

Health systems 

Name 
 
 
Measurement 

Agent-Based 
Wellness 

Visualization 
System 

Microsoft 
HealthVault 

Google 
Health 

GNUMed 

Status Research Commercial Discontinued 
(2008-2011) 

Open source 

Platform Windows, Mac 
OS X, 
Windows 
Mobile 2003-
6.1 

Windows, 
Windows Phone 
8, iOS, Android 

Windows, 
Mac OS X, 
iOS, Android 

Unix, 
GNU/Linux, 
Windows, Mac 
OS X 

Supporting 
devices 

PC, mobile 
phone 

PC, mobile 
phone, tablet  

PC, mobile 
phone 

PC 

Cost N/A Free for 
consumers 
excluding 
compatible 
personal health 
devices 

Free for 
consumers 

Free 

User General and 
healthcare 
professional 
users 

General user, 
user’s family, 
authorized users, 
authorized 
caregivers 

General user, 
authorized 
users, third-
party service 
providers 

Anyone 
documenting the 
health of 
patients 

Access through Web 
application, 
mobile app 

Websites, 
computer 
software, mobile 
apps 

Google’s 
products 

GNUMed client 
user interface 

Import 
health/wellness 
data through 

Clinical data 
integration 
system, users’ 
inputs 

Authorized 
healthcare 
providers, 
personal health 
devices, 
connected apps 

Allscripts, 
Anvita 
Health, The 
Beth Israel 
Deaconess 
Medical 
Center, Blue 
Cross Blue 
Shield of 
Massachusetts
, The 

Users’ inputs 
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Cleveland 
Clinic, CVS 
Caremark, 
Drugs.com, 
Healthgrades, 
Longs Drugs, 
Medco Health 
Solutions, 
Quest 
Diagnostics, 
RxAmerica, 
Walgreens, 
MediConnect 
Global, users’ 
inputs 

Main purposes To assist an 
individual to 
have a better 
understanding 
of their 
wellness 
condition and 
therefore can 
achieve a 
higher state of 
well-being; 
and help 
healthcare 
professionals 
give better 
wellness 
services 

1. To organize 
family’s health 
information 
2. To track 
details of 
family’s health 
issues and 
wellness, i.e., 
medications, 
allergies, health 
history, blood 
pressure, fitness, 
conditions and 
illnesses, lab 
results, X-ray 
scans and other 
images, and 
other health and 
wellness data. 
Help monitoring 
chronic 
conditions 
3. To create a 
complete picture 
of health (with 
user at center) 
such as lab 

To create a 
service that 
would give 
people access 
to their 
personal 
health and 
wellness 
information 

To produce and 
to make 
available free 
open source 
software to help 
providers better 
document, 
understand, 
plan, and 
manage their 
patients' health, 
and health care 
delivery, at 
longitudinal 
points of care 
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results, 
prescription 
history, and visit 
records. 
4. To save and 
share medical 
information 
5. To help 
achieve weight 
and fitness goals 
such as tracking 
on exercise and 
sport training 

Wellness 
Evaluation 

Operational 
Wellness 
Model 

None None None 

Features 1. Wellness 
status 
2. Customized 
targeting 
indicators  
3. Simple 
description and 
suggestion 
4. Histories 
and profile 
5. Statistical 
information 
6. Decision 
supporting 
tools 
7. Recommend
ed educational 
resources, e.g., 
links 
8. Simple 
communication 
channels 
among a 
patients and 
caregivers 

1. Get 
motivated, 
analyze trends, 
receive 
education, and 
recommendation
s 
2. Share any 

part of the 
record with 
authorized 
people. 
3. Create 

emergency 
profile 
4. Home health 

reading 

1. Architectur
e API based 
on subset of 
the Continuity 
of Care 
Record 
2. Track 
personal 
health 
information 
3. Accessible 
and 
transportable 
personal 
health 
information 
4. Share 
personal 
health 
information 
5. Print health 
profile in 
wallet-sized 
card 

1. Administratio
n 
2. Medical 
record 
3. Patient 
handling 
4. Client 
functionalities 
5. Database 
functionalities 

Simple Yes Yes N/A No 
Understandable Yes Somewhat No No 
Customizable Yes Yes No Yes 
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Expandable Yes Yes No Yes 
 
Microsoft HealthVault and Google Health provide more features, supporting platforms, 

and supporting devices than the agent-based wellness visualization system. However, the 

agent-based wellness visualization system has the ability to indicate wellness status of a 

person and bring meaning to wellness data; which make the wellness visualization system 

transcends the comparing e-Health systems and innovative.  Microsoft HealthVault, 

Google Health, and GNUMed are good at recording and organizing health and wellness 

data but they do not tell their users how a change in one measurement result can affect 

their lives or current state of well-being and what can they do to improve their wellness 

conditions.  The ability to bring meaning to wellness data is very crucial because it is 

useful to a user and may be employed to rescue Google Health from its failure [186].  

The proof of concept is not perfect as well as the other health and wellness software 

systems. Luckily, the wellness visualization system is designed to be modular and 

expandable. Therefore, there is a possibility to make an improvement or a better version 

of the agent-based system. Recommended solutions and future work will be discussed in 

the next chapter. 
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7. Conclusions and Future Work 

This chapter summarizes this research, potential solutions to the problems found during 

the experiments, and the possibilities for future development. 

7.1 Applying the Agent-Based Wellness Visualization System and Cost Evaluation 

In order to apply the agent-based wellness visualization system to an existing hospital, 

further research is required. The main reason is that the agent-based wellness 

visualization system is developed on the assumption of the availability of a sophisticated 

data integration system. Figure 7.1 illustrates how to apply our approach to hospitals. 

 

Figure 7.1: Applying the agent-based wellness visualization system to hospitals 

(original in color) 
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The cost of integrating the agent-based wellness visualization system into a hospital’s 

existing system should not be expensive. We assume that the healthcare system would 

have a certified electronic health record (EHR) and clinical data integration system is 

already in place. Thus, it is mandatory to have an interface and authentication process to 

connect the data integration system with the wellness visualization system. In this case, 

the associated costs for implementing the agent-based wellness visualization system in a 

central hospital system include infrastructure that is able to support the agent-based 

wellness visualization system, interface, and authentication process, software licenses, 

maintenance costs (i.e., the salary of staff that are in charge of the wellness system), and 

overhead costs (i.e., management and administrative expense, other relative services, 

etc.). 

If the EHR and clinical data integration system do not exist in the health system, the cost 

of implementing the whole system will be extremely high. According to Canada’s 

Infoway, the Federal Government has spent $CAD52 million on architecture and 

standards, $CAD1,284 million on EHR, $CAD340 million on EMR (Electronic Medical 

Records) and integration, $CAD110 million on telehealth, $CAD45 million on consumer 

health solutions, $CAD150 million on public health surveillance, and $CAD155 million 

on setting the future direction since 2001, in order to provide EHR system and healthcare 

applications to Canadians [112]. Even though only 50 percent of Canadians have their 

electronic health record available to their authorized health service providers, patients, 

caregivers, and Canada’s hospital system is benefiting. This investment has already 

increased access to care and reduced waiting times, traveling costs, and traveling time 

(i.e., eliminating almost 47 million kilometers of travel) [112]. The approximation of 
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benefits after the electronic health information systems are fully implemented is $CAD1 

billion per year. 

For patients to obtain the full benefits from the agent-based wellness visualization 

system, they may incur additional expenses, such as for personal computers, mobile 

devices, personal health monitoring devices, Internet access fees and relevant equipment, 

and service fees. The costs would be a one-time investment for a patient, except for the 

Internet access fees, service fees, and maintenance costs. Moreover, by using the agent-

based wellness visualization system, a person could reduce the following costs and time 

spent on current healthcare services: 

1. Number of visits – Since a person can communicate to their caregivers through 

the wellness indicator system and the results obtained from sensors can be accessed by 

both types of users, the person is not required to go to a hospital when it is not necessary, 

but they can follow the instructions and comments from their doctors that are delivered 

by the wellness indicator system. This same practice can also be applied to a discharged 

patient. A doctor can analyze the recovery status of a patient and decide whether the 

person has to come back for a further examination or can continue with the current 

recovery process at home. 

2. Traveling cost and time – When the number of visits are reduced, the cost of 

traveling to a health service location, the time spent traveling to the location, and the time 

waiting in a queue to see a healthcare professional are also reduced. 

3. Health insurance – As mentioned earlier, the agent-based wellness visualization 

system can give a person a better understanding of their personal wellness. As a result, 

there is a high possibility that the person will take a better care of himself/herself; 
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therefore, increase his/her state of well-being. When a person achieves a desirable level 

of wellness, that person is in his/her best possible state of physical health and lifestyle. 

Therefore, it might not necessary for that person to pay for a premium health insurance 

package. A cheaper one might be sufficient. 

The benefit provided by the wellness visualization system to an individual can be 

calculated as follows: 

Annual cost benefit = (cost per visit + traveling cost per visit)*reduced number of visit + 

reduced cost paid to health insurance           (7.1) 

Where, the reduced number of visits equals the number of visits from previous year 

minus the number of visits this year, and reduced cost paid to health insurance equals the 

amount paid to health insurance from last year minus the amount paid to health insurance 

in this year. 

For example, say a hospital visit costs $60, travel costs per visit equal $40, the user had 

five visits from last year, the user had two visits this year, last year $250 was paid for 

health insurance, and this year $200 was paid for health insurance. Thus, the person has 

saved (60+40)*3+50 = $350 in one year by using the agent-based wellness visualization 

system.  

7.2 Conclusions 

This research focuses on developing a conceptual design of the personal wellness 

indicator and to derive an agent-based wellness visualization system as the proof of 

concept of this research. We believe that knowing one’s own wellness level is key for 
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maintaining or improving it. However, a person must acquire specialized knowledge to 

interpret and contextualize most measures provided by a personal health monitoring 

device and information from other sources. As a result, the personal wellness indicator 

system is developed to give a better understanding relative to a person’s state of well-

being and to assist the person in improving their wellness status. Consulting with 

healthcare professionals does not require additional knowledge. Unfortunately, there are 

currently not enough healthcare professionals compared to the number of people 

requiring wellness services [18]. Thus, the system is also designed to help healthcare 

professionals give better wellness services to patients. 

Other solutions exist (e.g., training, attending a wellness improvement program, and 

consulting with experts), but they could be an expensive solution or require a long-term 

commitment to be successful. The wellness indicator system is an alternative solution 

that utilizes the benefits provided by the existing technology and methods (e.g., software 

agent, decision support system, visualization, statistics, etc). The technology employed in 

this research can benefit both types of users because it can support their individual 

requirements. The technology employed in this research also provides benefits in term of 

management and future development. For example, the unique characteristics of the 

software agent allow the system to be more customizable, scalable, flexible, and modular. 

The main contributions of this research are the operational wellness model, design and 

implementation of an agent-based wellness visualization system, visual presentations, 

and the framework for testing a wellness visualization system.  
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The operational wellness model and wellness indicator system are developed based on 

the concept of simplicity, understandability, and expandability. The operational wellness 

model is comprised of the operational definition of wellness and the wellness evaluation 

model. The model is designed to be computable and flexible enough to be expanded. The 

model’s results can be compared and presented in simple graphical formats. There are 

case-based indicators designed specifically for certain cases (i.e., heart wellness, weight 

management, and diabetes). A general user can define their indicators as user-defined 

indicators. A healthcare professional can also define healthcare professional-defined 

indicators for each of their patients. The operational wellness model had been evaluated 

by peer review in eTELEMED2010 [2]. Moreover, the operational wellness model can be 

employed by the research in the same area.  

The proof of concept of this research is constructed from the fundamentals of the 

operational wellness model. The proof of concept contains GUIs for JavaFX-support 

personal computers, small form factor devices, and a number of agents providing services 

to both the users and the system. The GUIs and visual presentations are designed to be 

simple and easy to understand for general and healthcare professional users with different 

requirements. As a result, the general users can access their information through both the 

regular and advanced modes of the GUIs. In the case of the healthcare professional users, 

they can access their patients’ information through the advanced mode. 

The groups of agents developed in this research are inference engine, statistical tools, 

wellness calculator, and support agents. Agent technology allows the wellness indicator 

system to have a decentralized architecture, which can solve the resource limitation, 
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performance bottleneck, and single point of failure problems. Each agent handles 

different tasks and works in parallel. This agent-based system is also flexible, scalable, 

and customizable. Adding or removing agents can be done easily (Java programming 

skill is required). Therefore, it is possible to extend the knowledge base in the inference 

system, add more statistical tools, integrate more decision support systems, tools, etc. 

This thesis also provides all rules used in the distributed inference engine and all 

statistical methods employed in the distributed statistical tools for further development in 

Appendix A and B. 

The proof of concept was evaluated in various aspects by following the framework for 

evaluating a wellness visualization system we developed [3, 4]. The results indicate that 

the proof of concept can give users a better understanding of their wellness status and can 

support caregivers’ tasks. The proof of concept is useful and usable. The healthcare 

professional users participating in this research would also like to recommend the system 

to their patients. Even though the wellness visualization system has received high scores 

in various evaluations, it has to be improved to eliminate the difficulties and distractions 

found during the testing sessions and to fulfill the requirements and suggestions obtained 

from the users. The participants’ comments are considered as our future direction for 

enhancing the proof of concept as well as the full implementation of the system. The 

summary of difficulties and distractions with potential solutions will be provided in the 

next section. 

In order to perform a full implementation on a central hospital system, it is mandatory to 

have infrastructure supporting the agent-based wellness indicator system, an interface for 
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communication, and an authentication process. If the hospital does not have EHR and it is 

not connected to the central data integration system, implementing the personal wellness 

indicator will require more work and the cost of full implementation could be extremely 

high. 

To reap the benefits of the system, patients might have to invest in a personal computer, 

mobile device, personal health monitoring devices, Internet access fees and relevant 

equipment, and service fees. These investments, however, may help a person have a 

better understanding of their personal wellness, which could ultimately lead to a higher 

state of well-being. 

7.3 Recommended Solutions and Future Work 

This section discusses potential solutions to the difficulties and distractions found during 

the experiments and possible future improvement. 

7.3.1 Visual Presentations and Interactions 

1. Adjustable font size – Many volunteers recommend that the font size should be 

bigger or adjustable to aid their perception. The potential solution to this problem is to 

add font setting option into the settings page. Therefore, each user can choose the best 

font size for presenting data. 

2. Submenu bar – Some participants had difficulty finding the submenu bar in the 

desktop version because it is not noticeable and looks like a decoration. One possible 

solution is to use a bigger font size, change the colour, and add more highlight to the 

submenu. However, this solution is not appropriate in this research because we do not 

want to draw too much attention to the submenu bar. The user should pay attention to the 
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highest prioritized data at first glance, but the submenu should be easy to find when it is 

needed. The appropriate solution is to use a drop-down list. The new submenu will 

appeared when the pointer is over one option of the main menu as shown in Figure 7.2. 

 

Figure 7.2: New submenu bar (original in color) 

3. Help and search options – It is a good idea to add help and search options to 

assist the users when they get stuck. Some participants suggested that the system should 

have a short description of the color coded medium at the bottom of each page. Another 

option is to add a tool tip on some visual presentations to give an explanation or useful 

guide. 

4. Wellness status symbols – As mentioned earlier, one of the participants had 

difficulty distinguishing the symmetric triangles used in the GUIs. There is a possibility 

that some people would have the same problem. One possible solution is to use arrows 

instead of arrow heads as shown in Figure 7.3 and 7.4. 

 

Figure 7.3: New overall wellness status symbols (original in color) 
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Figure 7.4: New indicator’s wellness status symbols (original in color) 

5. Settings page – The submenus in this page are difficult to find and the users 

have triple click or more to reach a certain task. One possible solution is to employ a tree 

list to present the options provided in the submenu. This way, a user can go directly to a 

certain option right away. Figure 7.5 compares the old submenu with the new design. 

 

Figure 7.5: Old vs. new submenu designed for the settings page (original in color) 

7.3.2 Future Work 

This section discusses the future opportunities and possibilities for this research. 
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7.3.2.1 Platform Extension 

Even though the version of JavaFX we employed in this research allows us to develop the 

wellness indicator system on personal computers, small form factor devices, televisions, 

and multi-touch devices, it is limited to certain devices. The main reason is that it is 

mandatory for all devices to support both Java and JavaFX to utilize the GUIs of the 

wellness visualization system. JavaFX mobile (version 1.2-1.3) is only available for 

Windows Mobile version 2003-6.1 [179]. JavaFX TV (version 1.3) is only available for 

Window workstations [180]. Currently, the latest version of JavaFX Runtime (version 

2.2) is available for Windows, Mac OS X, Linux, and multi-touch-enabled devices 

running Java SE Embedded on ARM-based chipsets [181]. JavaFX applications in 

versions 1.1 to 1.3 have to be developed in JavaFX Script language while the newer 

versions are developed in Java programming language. In order for JavaFX applications 

in versions 1.1 to 1.3 to run on the latest version of JavaFX runtime, code migration is 

required. 

Both JavaFX 1.2 and 1.3 were discontinued in September 2010 and will reach their end 

of life (EOL) on December 20, 2012 [182]. This will directly affect the mobile version of 

the GUIs of the wellness indicator system. In other words, we will not be able to deploy 

the mobile version of the proof of concept after that date. However, the design of the 

mobile version is still valid and can be employed in other platforms. JavaFX mobile 

codes have to be migrated to the newer versions of JavaFX or to different platforms, and 

then reconnected to the server side of the wellness visualization system. 
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Currently, iOS and android devices take a high percentage of the smartphone market 

share [183]. Therefore, it is worth extending the agent-based wellness visualization 

system to both platforms to support more users. Even Oracle has a plan to make JavaFX 

run on iOS and Android-based devices by 2013 [184]. 

7.3.2.2 Further Development of Decision Support Systems 

The agent-based wellness visualization system contains a distributed inference engine 

and statistical tools that provide simple description, suggestion and decision support 

information to its users. Both the inference engine and statistical tools in the proof of 

concept contain limited rules for certain parameters and a limited number of statistical 

methods. The knowledge base of the inference engine needs to be expanded to cover 

more parameters and to be more accurate. Also, more statistical methods should be added 

to the distributed statistical tools to support more and advanced statistical analysis. 

The GUIs also can create different types of plots that allow the users to learn more about 

the relationships among various parameters. However, they cannot generate more 

complicated analysis, such as multiple correlations and regression analysis. It would be 

better if the system could analyze complex relationships among the parameters as well. 

Therefore, general users would be able to learn more and take better care of their state of 

well-being. In addition, healthcare professional users can have insight from the analyzed 

results, such as make an adjustment to a treatment based on the results. 

Since the agent-based wellness visualization system is designed to be expandable, it is 

possible to integrate more decision support systems to provide different types of analysis. 

Risk analysis is one of the beneficial methods that should be integrated into the wellness 
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visualization system. Risk analysis allows a user to find the risk of having a certain 

problem, such as the risks of having heart disease. The analyzed information potentially 

gives awareness relative to having a wellness problem and encourages the user to take 

better care of their personal state of well-being to prevent problems in the future. On the 

other hand, the analyzed information might make the person feel stressful and worried 

that he/she will be in a bad condition. The reaction may vary for different people. 

Moreover, risk analysis could assist a healthcare professional to find a risk or a problem 

earlier. Therefore, it is possible to treat the potential problem earlier when it is easier to 

deal with. 

7.3.2.3 Integrating e-Fitness 

One of the objectives of this research is to encourage a person toward the best possible 

state of well-being. Balance diet and exercise is one of the keys to achieve a high 

wellness level. Therefore, a system that can motivate and engage a user to exercise and 

take part in nutrition control programs is advantageous to the future work of this research. 

The proof of concept already provides users with the Food and Activity Diary tool. This 

tool encourages the users to consume healthy food and to have an active lifestyle by 

presenting the progress, relationships, benefits, and consequences of calorie intake, 

calorie expenditure, and weight to the users. In doing so, this could potentially help users 

can see how their weights can be impacted by diet and exercise, and how their weight 

could affect their state of well-being. Even though the tool allows healthcare professional 

users to give suggestions to their patients from the information provided in the diary, it 

might not be enough motivation for some people. 
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Sometimes, people are motivated and enthusiastic in a competitive situation. It would be 

a good idea if users can record their workout information and compete with their friends. 

Some people get bored from repeating the same exercise program and having limited 

choices for their meals. It would be better if there is a system that can create a dynamic 

exercise program and recommend healthy menus appropriated to each person. The 

proposed approaches could make a user feel like having a personal trainer and potentially 

improve the agent-based wellness visualization system in encouraging a person toward 

high state of well-being.  

7.3.2.4 Further Research on Wellness Visualization and Interaction 

The design of visual presentations and interactions for presenting wellness information in 

the proof of concept is not perfect. Some suggestions obtained from the research 

participants have not proved their effectiveness and quality yet. There might be a better 

way of presenting the data. More techniques and experiences should be investigated to 

find the results. New methods and techniques should be developed to create a better way 

of presenting wellness information. 

7.3.2.5 Commercialization 

Since many participants saw benefits in the wellness visualization system and 

recommended extending the research to the public, there is a potential to extend the 

concept of a personal wellness indicator to a commercial-grade product. More work and 

resources are required to make this idea possible. The initial idea and suggested 

approaches were presented in section 7.1 of this chapter. 
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APPENDIX A RULE AGENTS 

A.1 Developed set of rules used in the agent-based rule-based system 

Rule Agent: Rule1 

Descriptions: Rule1 comprises of rules relative to “Heart rate (pulse)”  

Unit of Parameter Value: Beat per minute  

Table A.1: Set of rules handled by Rule1 Agent  

Parameter Name Gender Age Parameter 
value 

(beat/min.) 

Result 

Heart rate (pulse) Female /Male 20-25 >170 HIGHER 
Heart rate (pulse) Female /Male 20-25 120-170 NORMAL 
Heart rate (pulse) Female /Male 20-25 <120 LOWER 
Heart rate (pulse) Female /Male 25-30 >166 HIGHER 
Heart rate (pulse) Female /Male 25-30 117-166 NORMAL 
Heart rate (pulse) Female /Male 25-30 <117 LOWER 
Heart rate (pulse) Female /Male 30-35 >162 HIGHER 
Heart rate (pulse) Female /Male 30-35 114-162 NORMAL 
Heart rate (pulse) Female /Male 30-35 <114 LOWER 
Heart rate (pulse) Female /Male 35-40 >157 HIGHER 
Heart rate (pulse) Female /Male 35-40 111-157 NORMAL 
Heart rate (pulse) Female /Male 35-40 <111 LOWER 
Heart rate (pulse) Female /Male 40-45 >153 HIGHER 
Heart rate (pulse) Female /Male 40-45 108-153 NORMAL 
Heart rate (pulse) Female /Male 40-45 <108 LOWER 
Heart rate (pulse) Female /Male 45-50 >149 HIGHER 
Heart rate (pulse) Female /Male 45-50 105-149 NORMAL 
Heart rate (pulse) Female /Male 45-50 <105 LOWER 
Heart rate (pulse) Female /Male 50-55 >145 HIGHER 
Heart rate (pulse) Female /Male 50-55 102-145 NORMAL 
Heart rate (pulse) Female /Male 50-55 <102 LOWER 
Heart rate (pulse) Female /Male 55-60 >140 HIGHER 
Heart rate (pulse) Female /Male 55-60 99-140 NORMAL 
Heart rate (pulse) Female /Male 55-60 <99 LOWER 
Heart rate (pulse) Female /Male 60-65 >136 HIGHER 
Heart rate (pulse) Female /Male 60-65 96-136 NORMAL 
Heart rate (pulse) Female /Male 60-65 <96 LOWER 
Heart rate (pulse) Female /Male 65-70 >132 HIGHER 
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Heart rate (pulse) Female /Male 65-70 93-132 NORMAL 
Heart rate (pulse) Female /Male 65-70 <93 LOWER 
Heart rate (pulse) Female /Male >=70 >128 HIGHER 
Heart rate (pulse) Female /Male >=70 90-128 NORMAL 
Heart rate (pulse) Female /Male >=70 <90 LOWER 
 

Rule Agent: Rule2  

Descriptions: Rule2 comprises of rules relative to “Body temperature” 

Unit of Parameter Value: Celsius degree 

Table A.2: Set of rules handled by Rule2 Agent 

Parameter Name Gender Age Parameter value 
(Celsius) 

Result 

Body Temperature Female - >37.3 HIGHER 
Body Temperature Female - 36.5-37.3 NORMAL 
Body Temperature Female - <36.5 LOWER 
Body Temperature Male - >37.1 HIGHER 
Body Temperature Male - 36.3-37.1 NORMAL 
Body Temperature Male - <36.3 LOWER 

 

Rule Agent: Rule3 

Descriptions: Rule3 comprises of rules relative to “Systolic pressure” (i.e., the pressure 

generated when the heart contracts) 

Unit of Parameter Value: Millimetre of mercury (mmHg) 

Table A.3: Set of rules handled by Rule3 Agent 

Parameter Name Gender Age Parameter value 
(mmHg) 

Result 

Systolic Pressure Female /Male - <50 LOW_DANGER 
Systolic Pressure Female /Male - 50-70 LOW_SEVERE 
Systolic Pressure Female /Male - 70-90 LOW_MODERATE 
Systolic Pressure Female /Male - 90-100 NORMAL_LOW 
Systolic Pressure Female /Male - 100-130 NORMAL 
Systolic Pressure Female /Male - 130-140 NORMAL_HIGH 
Systolic Pressure Female /Male - 140-160 HIGH_MILD 
Systolic Pressure Female /Male - 160-180 HIGH_MODERATE 
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Systolic Pressure Female /Male - 180-210 HIGH_SEVERE 
Systolic Pressure Female /Male - >=210 HIGH_DANGER 

 

Rule Agent: Rule4 

Descriptions: Rule4 comprises of rules relative to “Diastolic pressure” (i.e., the blood 

pressure when the heart is relaxed) 

Unit of Parameter Value: Millimetre of mercury (mmHg) 

Table A.4: Set of rules handled by Rule4 Agent 

Parameter Name Gender Age Parameter value 
(mmHg) 

Result 

Diastolic Pressure Female /Male - <35 LOW_DANGER 
Diastolic Pressure Female /Male - 35-50 LOW_SEVERE 
Diastolic Pressure Female /Male - 50-60 LOW_MODERATE 
Diastolic Pressure Female /Male - 60-65 NORMAL_LOW 
Diastolic Pressure Female /Male - 65-85 NORMAL 
Diastolic Pressure Female /Male - 85-90 NORMAL_HIGH 
Diastolic Pressure Female /Male - 90-100 HIGH_MILD 
Diastolic Pressure Female /Male - 100-110 HIGH_MODERATE 
Diastolic Pressure Female /Male - 110-120 HIGH_SEVERE 
Diastolic Pressure Female /Male - >=120 HIGH_DANGER 

 

Rule Agent: Rule5  

Descriptions: Rule5 comprises of rules relative to “Weight”  

Unit of Parameter Value: kg. 

Equation: BMI = Mass in kg./(height in m.)2  

Table A.5: Set of rules handled by Rule5 Agent 

Parameter 
Name 

Gender Age BMI Result 

Weight Female /Male - <16.00 LOW_SEVERE 
Weight Female /Male - 16.00-16.99 LOW_MODERATE 
Weight Female /Male - 17.00-18.49 LOW_MILD 
Weight Female /Male - 18.50-24.99 NORMAL 
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Weight Female /Male - 25.00-29.99 HIGH_MILD 
Weight Female /Male - 30.00-34.99 HIGH_MODERATE 
Weight Female /Male - 35.00-39.99 HIGH_ SEVERE 
Weight Female /Male - ≥40.00 HIGH_DANGER 

 

Rule Agent: Rule6  

Descriptions: Rule6 comprises of rules relative to “BMI”  

Unit of Parameter Value: - 

Table A.6: Set of rules handled by Rule6 Agent 

Parameter 
Name 

Gender Age BMI Result 

BMI Female /Male - <16.00 LOW_ SEVERE 
BMI Female /Male - 16.00-16.99 LOW_MODERATE 
BMI Female /Male - 17.00-18.49 LOW_MILD 
BMI  Female /Male - 18.50-24.99 NORMAL 
BMI Female /Male - 25.00-29.99 HIGH_MILD 
BMI Female /Male - 30.00-34.99 HIGH_MODERATE 
BMI Female /Male - 35.00-39.99 HIGH_ SEVERE 
BMI Female /Male - ≥40.00 HIGH_DANGER 

 

Rule Agent: Rule7  

Descriptions: Rule7 comprises of rules relative to “Waist circumference” 

Unit of Parameter Value: Inch 

Table A.7: Set of rules handled by Rule7 Agent 

Parameter Name Gender Age Parameter value 
(inch) 

Result 

Waist circumference Male - ≤40 NORMAL 
Waist circumference Male - >40 HIGH 
Waist circumference Female - ≤35 NORMAL 
Waist circumference Female - >35 HIGH 
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Rule Agent: Rule8  

Descriptions: Rule8 comprises of rules relative to “Total cholesterol”  

Unit of Parameter Value: mg/dL 

Table A.8: Set of rules handled by Rule8 Agent 

Parameter Name Gender Age Parameter 
value (mg/dL) 

Result 

Total cholesterol Female /Male - <200 NORMAL 
Total cholesterol Female /Male - 200-239 HIGH 
Total cholesterol Female /Male - >=240 VERY_HIGH 

 

Rule Agent: Rule9  

Descriptions: Rule9 comprises of rules relative to “LDL”  

Unit of Parameter Value: mg/dL 

Table A.9: Set of rules handled by Rule9 Agent 

Parameter Name Gender Age Parameter 
value (mg/dL) 

Result 

LDL Female /Male - <130 NORMAL 
LDL Female /Male - 130-159 HIGH_MILD 
LDL Female /Male - 160-189 HIGH 
LDL Female /Male - >=190 VERY_HIGH 

 

Rule Agent: Rule10  

Descriptions: Rule10 comprises of rules relative to “HDL”  

Unit of Parameter Value: mg/dL 

Table A.10: Set of rules handled by Rule10 Agent 

Parameter Name Gender Age Parameter 
value (mg/dL) 

Result 

HDL Male - <30 VERY_LOW 
HDL Male - 30-39 LOW 
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HDL Male - 40-65 NORMAL 
HDL Male - >65 HIGH 
HDL Female - <40 VERY_LOW 
HDL Female - 40-49 LOW 
HDL Female - 50-65 NORMAL 
HDL Female - >65 HIGH 

 

Rule Agent: Rule11  

Descriptions: Rule11 comprises of rules relative to “Triglycerides”  

Unit of Parameter Value: mg/dL 

Table A.11: Set of rules handled by Rule11 Agent 

Parameter Name Gender Age Parameter 
value (mg/dL) 

Result 

Triglycerides Female /Male - <40 LOW 
Triglycerides Female /Male - 40-149 NORMAL 
Triglycerides Female /Male - 150-199 HIGH_MILD 
Triglycerides Female /Male - 200-499 HIGH 
Triglycerides Female /Male - >=500 VERY_HIGH 

 

Rule Agent: Rule12  

Descriptions: Rule12 comprises of rules relative to “Blood sugar”  

Unit of Parameter Value: mg/dL 

Table A.12: Set of rules handled by Rule12 Agent 

Parameter Name Gender Age Parameter 
value (mg/dL) 

Result 

Blood sugar Female /Male - <60 VERY_LOW 
Blood sugar Female /Male - 60-71 LOW 
Blood sugar Female /Male - 72-125 NORMAL 
Blood sugar Female /Male - 126-199 HIGH 
Blood sugar Female /Male - >200 VERY_HIGH 
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Rule Agent: Rule13  

Descriptions: Rule13 comprises of rules relative to “Calorie Intake”  

Unit of Parameter Value: calories 

Equations: Harris Benedict’s equations [136, 135] – estimate minimum and maximum 

values for both male and female users 

Table A.13: Set of rules handled by Rule13 Agent 

Parameter 
Name 

Gender Age Parameter value 
(Calories) 

Result 

Calorie Intake Male - <min/2 VERY_LOW 
Calorie Intake Male - min/2 – min LOW 
Calorie Intake Male - min – max NORMAL 
Calorie Intake Male - max - max+(max/2) HIGH 
Calorie Intake Male - > max+(max/2) VERY_HIGH 
Calorie Intake Female - <min/2 VERY_LOW 
Calorie Intake Female - min/2 – min LOW 
Calorie Intake Female - min – max NORMAL 
Calorie Intake Female - max - max+(max/2) HIGH 
Calorie Intake Female - > max+(max/2) VERY_HIGH 

 

Rule Agent: Rule14  

Descriptions: Rule14 comprises of rules relative to “Calorie Expenditure”  

Unit of Parameter Value: Calories 

Table A.14: Set of rules handled by Rule14 Agent 

Parameter Name Gender Age Parameter value 
(Calories) 

Result 

Calorie Expenditure Male/Female - <min/2 VERY_LOW 
Calorie Expenditure Male/Female - min/2 – min LOW 
Calorie Expenditure Male/Female - min – max NORMAL 
Calorie Expenditure Male/Female - max - 

max+(max/2) 
HIGH 

Calorie Expenditure Male/Female - > max+(max/2) VERY_HIGH 
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Rule Agent: Rule15  

Descriptions: Rule15 comprises of rules relative to “Blood Calcium Level”  

Unit of Parameter Value: mg/dL 

Table A.15: Set of rules handled by Rule15 Agent 

Parameter 
Name 

Gender Age Parameter value 
(mg/dL) 

Result 

Blood Calcium Male/Female - <9.0 LOW 
Blood Calcium Male/Female - 9.0-10.5 NORMAL 
Blood Calcium Male/Female - >10.5 HIGH 

 

Rule Agent: Rule16 

Descriptions: Rule16 comprises of rules relative to “Respiratory Rate”  

Unit of Parameter Value: Breaths per minute 

Table A.16: Set of rules handled by Rule16 Agent 

Parameter 
Name 

Gender Age Parameter value 
(breath per minute) 

Result 

Respiratory Rate Male/Female - <12 VERY_LOW 
Respiratory Rate Male/Female - 12-14 LOW 
Respiratory Rate Male/Female - 15-19 NORMAL 
Respiratory Rate Male/Female - 20-24 HIGH 
Respiratory Rate Male/Female - >=25 VERY_HIGH 

 

Rule Agent: Rule17 

Descriptions: Rule17 comprises of rules relative to “Prothrombin time”  

Unit of Parameter Value: Seconds 

Table A.17: Set of rules handled by Rule17 Agent 

Parameter 
Name 

Gender Age Parameter value 
(Seconds) 

Result 

Prothrombin time Male/Female - <10 VERY_LOW 
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Prothrombin time Male/Female - 10-11 LOW 
Prothrombin time Male/Female - 11-12.5 NORMAL 
Prothrombin time Male/Female - 12.5-13.5 HIGH 
Prothrombin time Male/Female - >=13.5 VERY_HIGH 

 

Rule Agent: Rule18 

Descriptions: Rule18 comprises of rules relative to “Partial thromboplastin time (PTT)”  

Unit of Parameter Value: Seconds 

Table A.18: Set of rules handled by Rule18 Agent 

Parameter 
Name 

Gender Age Parameter value 
(Seconds) 

Result 

PTT Male/Female - <25 VERY_LOW 
PTT Male/Female - 25-30 LOW 
PTT Male/Female - 30-40 NORMAL 
PTT Male/Female - 40-45 HIGH 
PTT Male/Female - >=45 VERY_HIGH 

 

Rule Agent: Rule19 

Descriptions: Rule19 comprises of rules relative to “Fibrinogen”  

Unit of Parameter Value: mg/dL 

Table A.19: Set of rules handled by Rule19 Agent 

Parameter 
Name 

Gender Age Parameter value 
(mg/dL) 

Result 

Fibrinogen Male/Female - <200 LOW 
Fibrinogen Male/Female - 200-400 NORMAL 
Fibrinogen Male/Female - >=400 HIGH 

 

Rule Agent: Rule20 

Descriptions: Rule20 comprises of rules relative to “Platelet count”  

Unit of Parameter Value: cu.mm. 
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Table A.20: Set of rules handled by Rule20 Agent 

Parameter 
Name 

Gender Age Parameter value 
(cu.mm.) 

Result 

Platelet count Male/Female - <100,000 VERY_LOW 
Platelet count Male/Female - 100,00-150,000 LOW 
Platelet count Male/Female - 150,000-400,000 NORMAL 
Platelet count Male/Female - 400,000-450,000 HIGH 
Platelet count Male/Female - >=450,000 VERY_HIGH 

 

Rule Agent: Rule21 

Descriptions: Rule21 comprises of rules relative to “Fasting blood sugar (FBS) of 

Fasting plasma glucose (FPG)”  

Unit of Parameter Value: mg/dL 

Table A.21: Set of rules handled by Rule21 Agent 

Parameter 
Name 

Gender Age Parameter value 
(mg/dL) 

Result 

FBS Male/Female - <80 LOW 
FBS Male/Female - 80-100 NORMAL 
FBS Male/Female - 100-125 HIGH 
FBS Male/Female - >=125 VERY_HIGH 

 

Rule Agent: Rule22 

Descriptions: Rule22 comprises of rules relative to “Random blood sugar (Casual PG)”  

Unit of Parameter Value: mg/dL 

Table A.22: Set of rules handled by Rule22 Agent 

Parameter 
Name 

Gender Age Parameter value 
(mg/dL) 

Result 

Casual PG Male/Female - <80 LOW 
Casual PG Male/Female - 80-140 NORMAL 
Casual PG Male/Female - 140-200 HIGH 
Casual PG Male/Female - >=200 VERY_HIGH 
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Rule Agent: Rule23 

Descriptions: Rule23 comprises of rules relative to “2-hour plasma glucose (2hPG) in a 

75-g oral glucose tolerance test (OGTT)”  

Unit of Parameter Value: mg/dL 

Table A.23: Set of rules handled by Rule23 Agent 

Parameter 
Name 

Gender Age Parameter value 
(mg/dL) 

Result 

2hr.PPG Male/Female - <80 LOW 
2hr.PPG Male/Female - 80-140 NORMAL 
2hr.PPG Male/Female - 140-200 HIGH 
2hr.PPG Male/Female - >=200 VERY_HIGH 

 

Rule Agent: Rule24 

Descriptions: Rule24 comprises of rules relative to “Hb A1C”  

Unit of Parameter Value: Percent 

Table A.24: Set of rules handled by Rule24 Agent 

Parameter 
Name 

Gender Age Parameter value (%) Result 

Hb A1C Male/Female - <4.0 LOW 
Hb A1C Male/Female - 4.0-7.0 NORMAL 
Hb A1C Male/Female - >7.0 HIGH 

 

Rule Agent: Rule25 

Descriptions: Rule25 comprises of rules relative to “Blood Urea Nitrogen (BUN)”  

Unit of Parameter Value: mg/dL 
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Table A.25: Set of rules handled by Rule25 Agent 

Parameter 
Name 

Gender Age Parameter value 
(mg/dL) 

Result 

Blood Urea 
Nitrogen 

Male/Female - <6.0 LOW 

Blood Urea 
Nitrogen 

Male/Female - 6.0-20.0 NORMAL 

Blood Urea 
Nitrogen 

Male/Female - 20.0-50.0 HIGH 

Blood Urea 
Nitrogen 

Male/Female - >=50.0 VERY_HIGH 

 

Rule Agent: Rule26 

Descriptions: Rule26 comprises of rules relative to “Creatinine (Cr)”  

Unit of Parameter Value: mg/dL 

Table A.26: Set of rules handled by Rule26 Agent 

Parameter 
Name 

Gender Age Parameter value 
(mg/dL) 

Result 

Creatinine Male/Female - <0.7 LOW 
Creatinine Male/Female - 0.7-1.2 NORMAL 
Creatinine Male/Female - >=1.2 HIGH 

 

Rule Agent: Rule27 

Descriptions: Rule27 comprises of rules relative to “Urine glucose”  

Unit of Parameter Value: - 

Table A.27: Set of rules handled by Rule27 Agent 

Parameter 
Name 

Gender Age Parameter value Result 

Urine glucose Male/Female - Negative NORMAL 
Urine glucose Male/Female - Trace HIGH_MILD 
Urine glucose Male/Female - +1 HIGH_MODERATE 
Urine glucose Male/Female - +2 VERY_HIGH 
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Urine glucose Male/Female - +3 HIGH_DANGER 
Urine glucose Male/Female - +4 HIGH_SEVERE 

 

Rule Agent: Rule28 

Descriptions: Rule28 comprises of rules relative to “Acetone”  

Unit of Parameter Value: - 

Table A.28: Set of rules handled by Rule28 Agent 

Parameter 
Name 

Gender Age Parameter value Result 

Acetone Male/Female - Negative NORMAL 
Acetone Male/Female - Small HIGH_MILD 
Acetone Male/Female - Moderate HIGH_MODERATE 
Acetone Male/Female - Large VERY_HIGH 

 

Rule Agent: Rule29 

Descriptions: Rule29 comprises of rules relative to “Serum osmolarity”  

Unit of Parameter Value: mOsm/kg 

Table A.29: Set of rules handled by Rule29 Agent 

Parameter Name Gender Age Parameter value 
(mOsm/kg) 

Result 

Serum osmolarity Male/Female - <250 VERY_LOW 
Serum osmolarity Male/Female - 250-275 LOW 
Serum osmolarity Male/Female - 275-300 NORMAL 
Serum osmolarity Male/Female - 300-325 HIGH 
Serum osmolarity Male/Female - >=325 VERY_HIGH 

 

Rule Agent: Rule30 

Descriptions: Rule30 comprises of rules relative to “ABG-pH”  

Unit of Parameter Value: - 
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Table A.30: Set of rules handled by Rule30 Agent 

Parameter 
Name 

Gender Age Parameter value Result 

ABG-pH Male/Female - <7.25 VERY_LOW 
ABG-pH Male/Female - 7.25-7.35 LOW 
ABG-pH Male/Female - 7.35-7.45 NORMAL 
ABG-pH Male/Female - 7.45-7.55 HIGH 
ABG-pH Male/Female - >=7.55 VERY_HIGH 

 

Rule Agent: Rule31 

Descriptions: Rule31 comprises of rules relative to “ABG-PCO2”  

Unit of Parameter Value: mmHg 

Table A.31: Set of rules handled by Rule31 Agent 

Parameter 
Name 

Gender Age Parameter value 
(mmHg) 

Result 

ABG-PCO2 Male/Female - <25 VERY_LOW 
ABG-PCO2 Male/Female - 25-35 LOW 
ABG-PCO2 Male/Female - 35-45 NORMAL 
ABG-PCO2 Male/Female - 45-55 HIGH 
ABG-PCO2 Male/Female - >=55 VERY_HIGH 

 

Rule Agent: Rule32 

Descriptions: Rule32 comprises of rules relative to “ABG-HCO3”  

Unit of Parameter Value: mEq/L 

Table A.32: Set of rules handled by Rule32 Agent 

Parameter 
Name 

Gender Age Parameter value 
(mEq/L) 

Result 

ABG- HCO3 Male/Female - <18 VERY_LOW 
ABG- HCO3 Male/Female - 18-22 LOW 
ABG- HCO3 Male/Female - 22-26 NORMAL 
ABG- HCO3 Male/Female - 26-30 HIGH 
ABG- HCO3 Male/Female - >=30 VERY_HIGH 
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APPENDIX B STATANALYZER AGENTS 

B.1 List of commonly used statistical methods for healthcare and medical research 

[185, 186, 187, 188, 189, 190] 

1. Descriptive statistics 

2. t-test 

3. P-value 

4. Spearman rank correlation 

5. Pearson’s correlation 

6. Coefficient of determination 

7. Mann-Whitney U test 

8. Risk ratio 

9. Odd ratio 

10. Sensitivity value 

11. Specificity value 

12. Positive predictive value 

13. Negative predictive value 

14. ANOVA (Analysis of Variance) 

15. Multivariate methods 

16. Bootstrap methods 

17. Crossover design 

18. Linear regression 

19. Logistic regression 

20. Cox regression 
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21. ANCOVA (Analysis of Covariance) 

22. Sequential analysis 

23. Maximum likelihood estimation 

24. The Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test 

25. The Wilcoxon Rank-Sum test 

26. The Kruskal-Wallis test 

27. The Binomial test 

28. The Chi-square test 

29. Fisher’s exact test 

30. McNemar’s test 

31. The Log-Rank test 

B.2 StatAnalyser Agents and corresponding statistical methods 

Table B.1: StatAnalyser Agents and corresponding statistical methods 

Agent name Method 
name 

Approach and Usage [186, 187, 
188, 189, 191] 

Conditions and 
Results 

StatAnalyzer1 Mean Arithmetic mean 
1. Describing and summarizing the 
structure of quantitative data 
2. Can be used for examining 
associations among two or more 
variables 
3. Measure the average of data 

Results: Mean 
of a single 
variable 
Conditions: - 

StatAnalyzer2 Median Median 
1. Describing and summarizing the 
structure of quantitative data 
2. Can be used for examining 
associations among two or more 
variables 
3. Measure an average and a 
frequency of distribution 

Results: Median 
of a single 
variable 
Conditions: - 

StatAnalyzer3 Trend 
Analysis 

Average rate of periodic change 
1. Estimating the trend of time series 

Results: 
Approximate 
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data 
2. Summarizing the movement or the 
average rate of periodic change 

trend of time 
series data (+ 
increase/- 
decrease)  
Conditions: - 

StatAnalyzer4 Mode Mode 
1. Describing and summarizing the 
structure of quantitative data 
2. Can be used for examining 
associations among two or more 
variables 
3. Measure an average in ordinal 
scale and a frequency of distribution 

Results: Modal 
class of a single 
variable 
Conditions: - 

StatAnalyzer5 STD Root mean square deviation 
1. Describing and summarizing the 
structure of quantitative data 
2. Describing variability/spread 
within quantitative data 

Results: 
Standard 
deviation of a 
single variable 
Conditions: - 

StatAnalyzer6 Range Range 
1. Describing and summarizing the 
structure of quantitative data 
2. Describing variability/spread 
within quantitative data 
3. Measures the highest observation, 
lowest observation, and range of a 
sample.  

Results: Range, 
lowest data 
value, and 
highest data 
value 
Conditions: - 

StatAnalyzer7 t-test1 t-test for two independent samples: 
t-value is calculated by using pooled 
variance estimate 
Comparing means or geometric 
means of two independent samples 

Results: t value 
and degree of 
freedom 
Conditions: 
1. Standard 
deviations of the 
populations of 
both samples are 
unknown. 
2. Standard 
deviations of the 
populations of 
both samples are 
equal. 
3. The sample 
sizes are not 
equal. 
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StatAnalyzer8 t-test2 t-test for two independent samples: 
t-value is calculated by using 
separated variance estimate 
Comparing means or geometric 
means of two independent samples 

Results: t value 
and degree of 
freedom 
Conditions: 
1. Standard 
deviations of 
the populations 
of both samples 
are unknown. 
2. Standard 
deviations of 
the populations 
of both samples 
are not equal. 
3. The sample 
sizes are not 
equal. 

StatAnalyzer9 t-test3 t-test for two independent samples: 
t-value is calculated by assuming that 
the two distributions have the same 
variance 
Comparing means or geometric 
means of two independent samples 

Results: t value 
and degree of 
freedom 
Conditions: 
1. Standard 
deviations of the 
populations of 
both samples are 
unknown. 
2. Standard 
deviations of the 
populations of 
both samples are 
equal. 
3. The sample 
sizes are equal. 

StatAnalyzer10  t-test4 t-test for testing correlation 
coefficient 
To test if any two samples have 
linear relationship to each other 
Note: This t-test will be used with 
the four correlation coefficients to 
find if any two variables have linear 
correlation. 

Results: t value 
and degree of 
freedom 

Conditions: 
Can test the 
following 
coefficients only 
1. Pearson 
product-moment 
correlation 
coefficient 
2. Spearman 
rank correlation 
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coefficient 
3. Point biserial 
correlation 
coefficient 
4. Kendall rank 
correlation 
coefficient 

StatAnalyzer11 t-test5 t-test for two dependent samples 
Comparing means or geometric 
means of two dependent/paired 
samples (i.e., Pre-test vs. Post-test) 

Results: t value 
and degree of 
freedom 
Conditions: - 

StatAnalyzer12 Variance Variance (square of the standard 
deviation) 
1. Describing and summarizing the 
structure of quantitative data 
2. Describing variability/spread 
within quantitative data 

Results: 
Variance of a 
single variable 
Conditions: - 

StatAnalyzer13 Pearson1 Pearson product-moment 
correlation coefficient 
Measuring the degree of linear 
relationship between two variables 

Results: 
correlation 
coefficient (-1 < 
r < 1) 
Condition: 
calculated for n 
samples 

StatAnalyzer14 Pearson2 Pearson product-moment 
correlation coefficient 
Measuring the degree of linear 
relationship between two variables 

Results: 
correlation 
coefficient (-1 < 
r < 1) 
Condition: 
calculated for 
the population 

StatAnalyzer15 CoeffDet
ermin 

Coefficient of determination 
1. Measuring the association 
between two variables 
2. Measuring the proportion of the 
change in one variable that is 
accounted for by change in another 
variable 

Results: The 
square of r 

Conditions: 
work with 
Pearson 
product-moment 
correlation 
coefficient 

StatAnalyzer16 PValue Two-Tailed P-Value (Degree of 
Freedom =  n-1) 
Measuring the probability of 
accepting/rejecting a hypothesis  

Results: P-
Value and 
degree of 
freedom 
Conditions: 
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number of 
dataset =2 and 
the t-value of 
the datasets and 
the degree of the 
freedom are 
known 
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APPENDIX C USER STUDY 

This section includes the formal approval received from the University of Regina’s 

Research Ethics Board and the evaluation documents employed in the user study part of 

this research. 
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C.1 Official Approval 
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C.2 Consent Form 
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C.3 Poster 

 
 

C.4 Research Description 

Agent-Based Wellness Visualization System 
 

Q: What is wellness? 

A:  A state of achieving the best possible state of physical health and lifestyle within a person’s 
capability. 

Q: What are the differences between health and wellness? 

A:  Health and wellness are interrelated. Health is one dimension of wellness. Wellness is 
something that you can achieve by yourself, e.g., doing exercise regularly, eating healthy food, 
monitoring your blood sugar content, and fulfilling your expectation.  In contrast, health 
requires services and assistance from healthcare professionals. 

Q: What is wellness visualization system? 

A: It is a software product designed to present the wellness information of an individual, give 
one a better understanding about one’s personal state of well-being, support caregivers’ tasks, 
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provide fast access to clinical information, and give insight to individuals and healthcare 
workers. The system works as a personal wellness indicator. 

Q: What is an indicator? 

A: It is a parameter that creates impacts on one’s wellness level. It can be an objective data, e.g., 
weight and blood sugar level, and a scale-based subjective data, e.g., pain scale and satisfaction. 
By keeping the parameter in its normal range or target range, the wellness level of the 
parameter will be high. There are three types of indicators. 

1. Case-Based Indicators: an initial set of indicators provided by the system, therefore, a 
user can start using the system right away. 

2. User-Defined Indicators: a set of indicators defined by a user. 

3. HealthcareProfessional-Defined Indicators: a set of indicators that caregivers define for 
their patients. 

Q: How does the visualization system measure one’s wellness level? 

A: The system employs data from existing electronic resources, such as personal health 
monitoring devices, and inputs from the users to calculate the wellness level of a single indicator 
and overall wellness level. Single indicator wellness is the wellness level as perceived through a 
single indicator. The results from a series of case-based indicators and healthcare professional-
defined indicators are combined to become the overall wellness level of a person. 

Q: Can a person define his/her own indicator and how? 

A: Yes. The created indicator will be treated as a user-defined indicator. In order to define an 
indicator, the person has to follow the given instructions on the settings page. If the indicator is 
objective data, the target value(s) must be given. If the indicator is subjective data, the data 
scale and mapping scale must be defined. 

 
C.5 Task Description Designed for General Users 

Tasks 

Please read the following instructions carefully and perform the given tasks by starting from 
task1 to task5 respectively. If you encounter any error/warning while you are performing a task, 
please note all errors and warnings behind this sheet and report to the researcher. 

Task1: Complete section I of the questionnaire. 

Task2: Read the information provided in annex (A). Then, answer the questions in section II of 
the questionnaire. If you do not know the answer to a question, please write “DN” as your 
answer. 
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Task3: In this part, you will explore the desktop version in both the regular and advanced modes 
of the wellness indicator as a general user. The regular mode is designed for the general user, 
i.e., you. The advanced mode allows you to see the information presented to the healthcare 
professional user and more options are provided. Please complete the following subtasks 
respectively. 

1. Log-in to the wellness indicator by using username: General with password: “abcd”. 
How long does it take you to the Summary page? 
a. A few seconds            b. 15-30 seconds           c. 30-60 seconds           d. > 60 seconds 

2. At the Summary page of the regular mode, identify the following: 
a. Overall wellness level = ________________  
b. Overall wellness status is             increased             decreased             no change 
c. Current wellness status of BMI is             increased             decreased             no change  
d. List five latest alerts _____________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 
e. The latest note from caregivers is from______________________________________ 
f. Click on the latest alert 

3. At the Anomalies page, identify the following: 
a. What is the latest alert about?_____________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
b. The trend of the parameter on the latest alert is    increased    decreased     no change 
c. How many links did the system recommended for the latest alert?________________ 
d. Click on the 3rd alert, what is the system’s suggestion for the 
alert?___________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 
e. Click on the 1st dot from the left of the graph 

4. At the History page, identify the following: 
a. What is name of the parameter on the graph?________________________________ 
b. Choose “LDL” from the left-side panel 
c. Target value(s) =________________________________________________________ 
d. Click on any dot on the yellow line on the graph, then observe on the lower panel 
e. Click on the “Caregiver Notes”, then, observe the presented information  
f. Go to the Tools page 

5. At the Tools page, identify the following: 
a. List the names of available supporting tools__________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 
b. Click on the “Detail” tab, then observe the different between the two options, i.e. 
summary and detailed information 
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c. Go to the Profile page 
6. At the Profile page, identify the following: 

a. Write one family doctor’s name____________________________________________ 
b. List three latest incidents_________________________________________________ 
c. Go to the Settings page 

7. At the Settings page, identify the following: 
a. List the current selected sets of case-based indicators__________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 
b. List three healthcare professional-defined indicators___________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 
c. Create a user-defined indicator, then find your new indicator in the Summary page 

8. Switch to the advanced mode, then observe the differences between the regular mode 
and advanced mode.  
*Note: You may switch back and forth between the regular mode and advanced mode 
as many times as you like at any page. 

Task4: In this part, you will explore the mobile version of the wellness indicator as a general 
user. Please complete the following subtasks respectively. 

1. Log-in to the wellness indicator by using username: General with password: “abcd”. 
How long does it take you to the Summary page? 
a. A few seconds            b. 15-30 seconds           c. 30-60 seconds           d. > 60 seconds 

2.  At the Summary page, identify the following: 
a. Overall wellness status is            increased             decreased             no change 
b. List two most important alerts_____________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
c. The latest note from caregivers is from______________________________________ 
d. Touch/Click on “Overall Wellness” 

3. At the History page, identify the following: 
a. How many data entries are presented on the graph?___________________________ 
b. Current overall wellness level = ____________________________________________ 
c. Trend of overall wellness level is            increased             decreased             no change 
d. Average overall wellness level = ___________________________________________ 
e. Touch/Click on “View More Detail”, what do you see?__________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
f. Touch/Click on “Anomalies” button 

4. At the Anomalies page, list five latest alerts____________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 
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5. Touch/Click on the “Profile” button, then observe how the system changes and presents 
the user’s profile to you. 

6. Touch/Click on the “Settings” button, then list the options 
provided________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 

Task5: Complete section II-VI of the questionnaire 

 
C.6 Questionnaire Designed for General Users 

Section I: Personal and Background Information 
The following questions collect your background information and relevant previous 
experiences. The information in this section will be kept separately from your answers in 
the other sections to protect your privacy.  
Date: _____________________________             Evaluation section:________:________ 
 
Email: ____________________________              Age: ____________________________ 

Gender:       □ Male         □ Female                         Occupation: ______________________ 
 

1. Have you ever completed any medical training?      □ Yes     □ No    
If “Yes”, please specify: 
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
2. How important is your personal wellness to you? 
                         Not important                                                                               Very important 
                                     1                        2                        3                        4                        5  
 
3. How do you maintain your state of well-being? 
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 
 

4. Have you ever used a portable health monitoring device?      □ Yes     □ No    
If “No”, please skip to question no. 6. 
If “Yes”, what is the main purpose of using the device? ___________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 
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5. How often do you use a portable health monitoring device? 

        □ Everyday                                          □ 1-2 times a week 

        □ 1-2 times a month                         □ Other (please specify) ___________________ 

6. Have you ever used an electronic health system?      □ Yes     □ No  
If “No”, please skip to next section. 
If “Yes”, what is the main purpose of using the system? __________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
7. How often do you use an electronic health system? 

        □ Everyday                                          □ 1-2 times a week 

        □ 1-2 times a month                          □ Other (please specify) ___________________ 
       
Section II: Comparative (1) 
Please use the information provided in annex (A) to answer the following questions. If 
you do not know the answer to a question, please write “DN” as your answer.  
1. What is the current wellness status of the person? 

     □ Improve from previous recorded information          □ No change          

     □ Decrease from previous recorded information         □ I don’t know 
 
2. What is the current wellness level of the person? ______________________________ 
 
3. Please list the clinical parameters that require the person’s attention 
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 

4. Does the person have a history of medical problems?      □ Yes     □ No  
If “Yes”, please specify: ____________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
5. Which of the following describe the trend of the person’s BMI (Body Mass Index)? 

         □ Increase         □ No change         □ Decrease         □ I don’t know 
 
6. Current BMI =  _____________________       BMI on May 6th , 2010 = _____________ 
 
7. Current wellness level in term of BMI = ______________________________________ 
     Wellness level in term of BMI on May 6th , 2010 = _____________________________ 
 
8. The average of HDL = ____________________________________________________ 
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9. Based on the information provided, what should the person do to improve his BMI? 
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Section III: System and Functionalities Evaluation 
Please answer the following questions in regards to your experience from exploring the 
wellness visualization system. The following questions are divided into four sections: 
questions regarding the overall system evaluation, questions regarding the 
functionalities provided by the desktop version, questions regarding the functionalities 
provided by the mobile version, and open-ended questions.  
                                                                               Very Poor  Poor  Average  Good  Very Good 

Overall rating for the wellness visualization         □       □       □      □        □       
system based on your expectation 
 

Overall rating for the desktop version                    □       □       □      □        □ 
 

Overall rating for the regular mode in                    □       □       □      □        □   
the desktop version                                                     
 

Overall rating for the advanced mode in                □       □       □      □        □ 
the desktop version                                                     
                                                                               Very Poor  Poor  Average  Good  Very Good 

Overall rating for the mobile version                       □       □       □      □        □ 
   

Overall rating for the supporting tools                    □       □       □      □        □   
 

Simplicity                                                                       □       □       □      □        □                 
i.e., simple to use and to understand, or  
not complicated to use and understand                
 

Understandability                                                         □       □       □      □        □ 
i.e., providing a comprehensible thought  
and insight, or a user can learn something  
from the visualization system  
                                                                     Not at all  Somewhat  Average  Much  Very much 

Do you like the pre-defined sets of                □         □          □       □        □    
case-based indicators?                          
               

Do you like the user-defined indicator          □         □          □       □        □ 
mechanism?   
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                                                                     Not at all  Somewhat  Average  Much  Very much 

Do you like the healthcare professional        □         □          □       □        
□defined indicator mechanism?                        
                                               
Desktop version                                       Not at all  Somewhat  Average  Much  Very much                 

Does the wellness visualization system        □         □          □       □        □ 
immediately respond to your input?             
 

Do you like the summary page?                     □         □          □       □        □ 
 

Do you like the anomalies page?                   □         □          □       □        □ 
                 

Do you like the history page?                         □         □          □       □        □ 
 

Do you like the tools page?                             □         □          □       □        □ 
        

Do you like the profile page?                          □         □          □       □        □ 
 

Do you like the settings page?                        □         □          □       □        □ 
 

Do you like the “Alert” feature?                     □         □          □       □        □ 
       

Do you like the “Notes from caregivers”       □         □          □       □        □ 
feature?        
                                                         

 Do you like the “Complaints for caregivers”□         □          □       □        □ 
feature?                                                                

Do you like the supporting tools?                   □         □          □       □        □ 
   

Is the simple description of each alert           □         □          □       □        □ 
useful to you?                                    
                 

Is the simple suggestion of each alert useful□         □          □       □        □ 
 to you?      
                                                            

Are the links to relevant external resources □         □          □       □        □ 
useful to you?                                                      
 
Mobile version                                         Not at all  Somewhat  Average  Much  Very much                 

Does the wellness visualization system          □         □          □       □        □ 
immediately respond to your input? 
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                                                                     Not at all  Somewhat  Average  Much  Very much                 

Do you like the summary page?                       □         □          □       □        □ 
 

Do you like the anomalies page?                     □         □          □       □        □                
 

Do you like the main history page?                 □         □          □       □        □ 
i.e., the page containing a graph 
 

Do you like the detail history page?                □         □          □       □        □ 
i.e., the page presented after choosing  
“view more detail” 
 

Do you like the profile page?                             □         □          □       □        □ 
 

Do you like the settings page?                           □         □          □       □        □ 
 
1. How many times did you encounter errors while using the wellness visualization 
system? 
                      a. Desktop version:________times       b. Mobile version: ________times      
If > 0 time, please specify. 
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
2. How long does it take you to get access to the “summary” page of the wellness 
visualization system? 
a. Desktop version: _____________     b. Mobile version: _____________      
 
3. What do you like about the functionalities provided by the wellness visualization 
system? 
(1) Desktop version 
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 
(2) Mobile version  
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
4. What do you dislike about the functionalities provided by the wellness visualization 
system? 
(1) Desktop version 
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
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________________________________________________________________________ 
(2) Mobile version  
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
5. What do you think about the information provided by the wellness visualization 
system? 
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
6. What do you think about the supporting tools provided by the wellness visualization 
system? 
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
7. Do you have any comments, ideas, or suggestions regarding the functionalities 
provided?  
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Section IV: Usability 
Please answer the following questions in regards to your experience from exploring the 
wellness visualization system. 
                                                                               Very Poor  Poor  Average  Good  Very Good 

Overall rating for your satisfaction toward          □         □          □       □        □ 
the user interface    
                                                    

Usability                                                                       □         □          □       □        □ 
i.e., you can do what you expect to be able to do with 
the wellness visualization system without any hesitation, 
frustration, hindrance, and question 
 

Usefulness                                                                    □         □          □       □        □      
i.e., the visualization system can support you  
to achieve a goal/task 
 

Efficiency                                                                      □         □          □       □        □               
i.e., the wellness visualization system produces  
accurate and complete results within an acceptable time frame  
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                                                                               Very Poor  Poor  Average  Good  Very 

GoodEffectiveness                                                                □         □          □       □        
□          
i.e., the wellness visualization system has  
an acceptable error rate 
 

Ease of learning                                                           □         □          □       □        □    
i.e., you have the ability to operate the visualization 
system after using the system for a short period of time  
or having a short period of training 
                                                                                

Simplicity                                                                      □         □          □       □        □     
i.e., the wellness visualization system is simple to  
use and its graphical presentations are simple to  
perceive/understand 
                                                                     Not at all  Somewhat  Average  Much  Very much                 

Is the interface easy to understand?                         □         □        □       □        □   
 

Is the interface easy to use?                                     □         □        □       □        □     
 

Are the graphical presentations meaningful?       □         □        □       □        □   
 

Do the graphical presentations reflect                   □         □        □       □        □       
the meaning of relevant information?               
 

Does the wellness visualization system give            □         □        □       □        □          
you an insight?                                                        
 

For the desktop version, is the presented                 □         □        □       □        □   
information appropriate for the screen size?    
 

For the mobile version, is the presented                   □         □        □       □        □   
informationappropriate for the screen size?      
 

For the desktop version, are the graphical                □         □        □       □        □   
presentations appropriate for the screen size? 
 

For the mobile version, the graphical                         □         □        □       □        □   
presentations appropriate for the screen size? 
 

Is the wellness level easy to interpret?                      □         □        □       □        □   
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Is the current wellness status easy to understand? □         □        □       □        □   
      
                                                                     Not at all  Somewhat  Average  Much  Very much                 

Is the support information, e.g. graph, trend,          □         □        □       □        □   
statistical information, and simple description,               
useful to you? 
 
1. Do you have any comments, ideas, or suggestions regarding the GUI (Graphical User 
Interface)?  
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 
Section V: Impression 
Please answer the following questions in regards to your experience from using the 
wellness visualization system. 
1. What do you like about the wellness visualization system? 
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
2. What do you dislike about the wellness visualization system? 
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 
3. Do you have any discomfort while using the wellness visualization system? 
                      a. Yes                      b. A little                      c. Somewhat                      d. No 
If you choose a, b, or c; please describe. 
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
4. Does the wellness visualization system make you feel like learning more about your 
personal state of well-being and how to improve it? 
                      a. Yes                      b. A little                      c. Somewhat                      d. No 
If “No”, why? 
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
5. Does the wellness visualization system make you feel stressful or too worried about 
your wellness status when you see the overall wellness level moved down? 
                      a. Yes                      b. A little                      c. Somewhat                      d. No 
If you choose a, b, or c; please describe. 
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________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
6. Do you feel more confidence in realizing and learning about a state of well-being from 
the wellness visualization than from raw data and other sources, e.g., internet and 
pamphlets? 
                      a. Yes                      b. A little                      c. Somewhat                      d. No 
If “No”, why? 
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
7. Do you have any comments, ideas, or suggestions?  
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Section VI: Comparative (2) 
Please use the wellness indicator to answer the following questions. Please do not 
adjust your answers in section II because the answers given in this section will be 
compared with those given in section II.  
1. What is the current wellness status of the person? 

     □ Improve from previous recorded information          □ No change          

     □ Decrease from previous recorded information         □ I don’t know 
 
2. What is the current wellness level of the person? ______________________________ 
 
3. Please list the clinical parameters that require the person’s attention 
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 

4. Does the person have a history of medical problems?      □ Yes     □ No  
If “Yes”, please specify: ____________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
5. Which of the following describe the trend of the person’s BMI (Body Mass Index)? 

         □ Increase         □ No change         □ Decrease         □ I don’t know 
 
6. Current BMI =  _____________________       BMI on May 6th , 2010 = _____________ 
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7. Current wellness level in term of BMI = ______________________________________ 
     Wellness level in term of BMI on May 6th , 2010 = _____________________________ 
 
8. The average of HDL = ____________________________________________________ 
 
9. Based on the information provided, what should the person do to improve his BMI? 
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

Annex A 

The following information is a combination of information provided in case studies and 
simulated data. Please use the given information to answer the questions in the 
questionnaire. 

TestUser is a 65-year-old male who has Triple vessel disease. He has DM (Diabetes Mellitus) and 
HT (Hypertension) as his underlying disease. He is being treated with metformin 1x2 , 
simvastatin 1xhs , analapril 2x1 , Ismo 1x2 , and ASA 1x1. TestUser does not smoke, but 
occasionally drinks. He does not have any allergy so far. The followings present his monitoring 
and clinical testing results. 

EKG : ST depress V4-6   possible anterior injury , early acute infarction  

Lab Test 24/1/2009 6/6/2009 26/9/2009 6/5/2010 31/7/2010 
Height (cm.) 164 164 164 164 164 
Weight (kg.) 75 73 74 73.5 73 
Blood sugar level (mg/dL) 191 181 131 147 200 
Hb A1C (%)  5.9  6.3 6.9 
Total cholesterol (mg/dL) 182  137 127 121 
HDL (mg/dL) 37  25 24 24 
LDL (mg/dL) 96  82 72 79 
Triglyceride (mg/dL) 244  149 151 90 
Fasting Blood Sugar [FBS] 
(mg/dL)  95 101 106 99 
Heart rate (bpm) 80 68 80 90 84 
Systolic blood pressure 
(mmHg) 130 120 108 134 110 
Diastolic blood pressure 
(mmHg) 84 74 70 84 75 
Respiratory rate 22 20 20 18 22 
Blood Urea Nitrogen [BUN] 
(mg/dL) 29.6 22.2   18.0 
Creatinine [Cr] (mg/dL) 1.4 1.0   1.3 
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Urine test for sugar and 
acetone     

4+ and 
large 

Serum osmolarity test 
(mOsm/kg)     340 
Arterial blood gases test 
[ABG] 
pH 
PCO2 (mmHg) 
HCO3 (mEq/L)     

7.3 
33 
23 

2hr. postprandial glucose 
test [2 hr. PPG] (mg/dL)     170 

 
Note:      Body Mass Index (BMI) = Weight (kg.) / [Height (m.)]2  
 
C.7 Task Description Designed for Healthcare Professional Users 

Tasks 

Please read the following instructions carefully and perform the given tasks by starting 
from task1 to task6 respectively. If you encounter any error/warning while you are 
performing a task, please note all errors and warnings behind this sheet and report to 
the researcher. 

Task1: Complete section I of the questionnaire 

Task2: In this part, you will experience the desktop version of the wellness indicator as a 
caregiver. 

1. Log-in to the wellness indicator by using username: Professional with password: 
“wxyz”. 

How long does it take you to the Patient list page? 
a. A few seconds          b. 15-30 seconds         c. 30-60 seconds         d. > 60 seconds 

2. At the Patient list page, which patient requires attention before the 
others?____________________________________________. Then, click on that 
patient’s name. 

3. At the Summary page, identify the following: 
a. Overall wellness level = ________________  
Overall wellness status is                increased               decreased               no change 
b. Wellness level from the indicators in the wellness management case=_______ 
Wellness status in the wellness management case is    
increased                decreased                no change 
c. Wellness level from the indicators in the heart wellness case=______________ 
Wellness status in the heart wellness case is   increased     decreased    no change 
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d. Wellness level from the indicators in the diabetes case=__________________ 
Wellness status in the diabetes case is           increased            decreased             no 
change 
e. List two indicators and their wellness levels from  
Case-based indicators________________________________________________ 
User-defined indicators_______________________________________________ 
Healthcare professional-defined indicators_______________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________ 
f. List three latest alerts______________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________ 
g. When is the latest patient’s complaint?________________________________ 
h. Click on the latest alert 

4. At the Anomalies page, identify the following: 
a. What is the latest alert is about?_____________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________ 
b. The trend of the parameter on the latest alert is      increased      decreased      
no change 
c. How many links did the system recommended for the latest alert?__________ 
d. Click on the 3rd alert, what is the system’s suggestion for the 
alert?_____________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________ 
e. Click on the 1st dot from the left of the graph 

5. At the History page, identify the following: 
a. What is the name of the parameter on the graph?_______________________ 
b. Choose “LDL” from the left-side panel 
c. Target value(s) =__________________________________________________ 
d. Click on any dot on the yellow line, then observe on the lower panel 
e. Click on the “Patient’s Complaints”, then observe the presented information  
f. Go to the Tools page 

6. At the Tools page, identify the following: 
a. Observe the summary and detail information provided by the “Food and 
Activity Diary” Tool 
b. Plot “Weight vs. BMI” on a graph by using the “Plot” tool 
c. Find the results of “Descriptive Statistics” of BMI by using the “Statistics” tool 
d. Go to Profile page 

7. At the Profile page, identify the following: 
a. Write one family doctor’s name______________________________________ 
b. List three latest incidents___________________________________________ 
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c. Go to Settings page 
8. At the Settings page, identify the following: 

a. List the current selected sets of case-based indicators____________________ 
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________ 
b. List three user-defined indicators_____________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________ 
c. Create a healthcare professional-defined indicator for the current patient, 
then find your new indicator in the Summary page of the patient. 

Task3: In this part, you will experience the mobile version of the wellness indicator as a 
caregiver. 

1. Log-in to the wellness indicator by using username: Professional with password: 
“wxyz.” 

How long does it take you to the Patient list page? 
a. A few seconds          b. 15-30 seconds         c. 30-60 seconds         d. > 60 seconds 

2. At the Patient list page, select the patient who requires the most attention. 
3. At the Summary page, identify the following: 

a. Overall wellness status is              increased               decreased                no change 
b. List two most important alerts________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________ 
c. What is the latest patient’s complaint about?____________________________ 
d. Touch/Click on “Overall Wellness” 

4. At the History page, identify the following: 
a. How many data entries are presented on the graph?_____________________ 
b. Current overall wellness level = ______________________________________ 
c. Trend of overall wellness level is          increased         decreased          no change 
d. Average overall wellness level = _____________________________________ 
e. Touch/Click on “View More Detail”, what do you see?____________________ 
__________________________________________________________________ 
f. Touch/Click on “Anomalies” button 

5. At the Anomalies page, list five latest alerts_______________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________ 

6. Touch/Click on the “Profile” button, then observe how the system changes and 
presents the patient’s profile to you. 
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7. Touch/Click on the “Settings” button, then list the options provided 
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________ 
 

Task4: In this part, you will experience the desktop version of the wellness indicator as a 
general user in both the regular and advanced modes. The regular mode is specifically 
designed for a general user, i.e. your patient. In the advanced mode, the user can view 
the information presented to their caregivers. 

1. Log-in to the wellness indicator by using username: General with password: 
“abcd”. 
How long does it take you to the Summary page? 
a. A few seconds          b. 15-30 seconds         c. 30-60 seconds         d. > 60 seconds 

2. At the Summary page of the regular mode, identify the following: 
a. Overall wellness level = ________________  
b. Overall wellness status is             increased               decreased              no change 
c. Current wellness status of BMI is         increased         decreased          no change  
d. List five latest alerts _______________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________ 
e. The latest note from caregivers is from________________________________ 
f. Click on the latest alert 

3. At the Anomalies page, identify the following: 
a. What is the latest alert is about?_____________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________ 
b. The trend of the parameter on the latest alert is     increased       decreased      
no change 
c. How many links did the system recommended for the latest alert?__________ 
d. Click on the 3rd alert, what is the system’s suggestion for the 
alert?_____________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________ 

e. Click on the 1st dot from the left of the graph 
4. At the History page, identify the following: 

a. What is name of the parameter on the graph?__________________________ 
b. Target value(s) =__________________________________________________ 
c. Click on any dot on the yellow line of the graph, then observe on the lower 
panel 
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d. Click on the “Caregiver Notes”, then observe the presented information  
e. Go to the Tools page 

5. At the Tools page, identify the following: 
a. List the names of available supporting tools____________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________ 
b. Click on the “Detail” tab, then observe the different between the two options, 
i.e. summary and detailed information  
c. Go to Profile page 

6. At the Profile page, identify the following: 
a. Write one family doctor’s name______________________________________ 
b. List three latest incidents___________________________________________ 
c. Go to the Settings page 

7. At the Settings page, identify the following: 
a. List the current selected sets of case-based indicators____________________ 
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________ 
b. List three healthcare professional-defined indicators_____________________ 
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________ 
c. Create a user-defined indicator, then find your new indicator in the Summary 
page 

8. Switch to “Advanced” mode, and then observe the differences between the 
regular mode and advanced mode. 
*Note: You may switch back and forth between the regular mode and advanced 
mode as many times as you like at any page.  

 

Task5: In this part, you will experience the mobile version of the wellness indicator in 
the regular mode; which is designed for a general user, i.e. your patient. 

1. Log-in to the wellness indicator by using username: General with password: 
“abcd”. 
How long does it take you to the Summary page? 
a. A few seconds            b. 15-30 seconds           c. 30-60 seconds           d. > 60 
seconds 

2. At the Summary page, observe the information presented on the screen 
3. Go to Anomalies page, observe the information provided, then click on the latest 

alert 
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4. At the History page, observe the presented information, then select on “View 
more detail” and observe the information provided 

5. Select the “Profile” button, then observe how the system changes and presents 
the user’s profile to you. 

6. Select the “Settings” button, then list the options provided_________________ 
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________ 

 

Task6: Complete section II-V of the questionnaire 

 
C.8 Questionnaire Designed for Healthcare Professional Users 

Section I: Personal and Background Information 
The following questions collect your background information and relevant previous 
experiences. The information in this section will be kept separately from your answers in 
the other sections to protect your privacy. 
Date: ______________________________              Evaluation section: _______:_______ 
 
Email: _______________________________          Age: ___________________________ 

Gender:       □ Male         □ Female                            
What is your profession (including speciality if applicable)?  _______________________ 
 

1. Have you ever used a portable health monitoring device?      □ Yes     □ No    
If “No”, please skip to question no. 3. 
If “Yes”, what is the main purpose of using the device? ___________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
2. How often do you use a portable health monitoring device?  

        □ Everyday                                        □ 1-2 times a week 

        □ 1-2 times a month                       □ Other (please specify) ____________________ 
 
3. Have you ever use an electronic health record (EHR)?      □ Yes     □ No 
If “No”, please skip to question no. 5. 
If “Yes”, what is the main purpose of using the EHR? _____________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
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4. Do you prefer EHR or paper-based health record?      □ EHR     □ Paper-based health 
record  
Why? 
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 
 

5. Have you ever use a clinical decision support system?      □ Yes     □ No  
If “No”, please skip to the next section. 
If “Yes”, what is the main purpose of using the system? __________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
6. How often do you use a clinical decision support system? 

        □ Everyday                                        □ 1-2 times a week 

        □ 1-2 times a month                       □ Other (please specify) ____________________ 
     
Section II: Evaluation of System and Functionalities Provided to a Healthcare 
Professional User 
Please answer the following questions in regards to your experience from exploring the 
wellness visualization system. The following questions are divided into four sections: 
questions regarding the overall system evaluation, questions regarding the 
functionalities provided by the desktop version, questions regarding the functionalities 
provided by the mobile version, and open-ended questions.  
                                                                            Very Poor  Poor  Average  Good  Very Good 

Overall rating for the wellness visualization        □       □       □      □        □       
system based on your expectation 
 

Overall rating for the desktop version                   □       □       □      □        □ 
 

Overall rating for the mobile version                     □       □       □      □        □ 
 

Overall rating for the supporting tools                  □       □       □      □        □ 
   

Simplicity                                                                     □       □       □      □        □ 
i.e., simple to use and to understand, 
or not complicated to use and understand    
             

Understandability                                                      □       □       □      □        □ 
i.e., providing a comprehensible thought and insight,  
or a user can learn something from the visualization system  
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                                                                               Very Poor  Poor  Average  Good  Very Good 

Pre-defined sets of case-based indicators             □       □       □      □        □ 
 

User-defined indicator mechanism                         □       □       □      □        □ 
 

Healthcare professional-defined indicator            □       □       □      □        □ 
mechanism 
 
Desktop version                                       Not at all  Somewhat  Average  Much  Very much         

Does the wellness visualization system              □         □          □        □       □          
immediately respond to your input?                                                      
 

Do you like the patient list page?                         □         □          □        □       □          
 

Do you like the summary page?                            □         □          □        □       □          
 

Do you like the anomalies page?                           □         □          □        □       □          
                 

Do you like the history page?                                 □         □          □        □       □          
 

Do you like the tools page?                                     □         □          □        □       □          
        

Do you like the profile page?                                   □         □          □        □       □          
 

Do you like the settings page?                                 □         □          □        □       □          
 

Do you like the “Alert” feature?                              □         □          □        □       □          
       

Do you like the “Notes from caregivers” feature? □        □          □        □       □          
 

Do you like the “Patient’s complaints” feature?   □         □          □        □       □          
 

Do you like the supporting tools?                            □         □          □        □       □          
   
Mobile version                                         Not at all  Somewhat  Average  Much  Very much             

Does the wellness visualization system          □         □          □        □       □          
immediately respond to your input? 
  

Do you like the patient list page?                    □         □          □        □       □ 
 

Do you like the summary page?                       □         □          □        □       □   
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                                                                     Not at all  Somewhat  Average  Much  Very much             

Do you like the anomalies page?                     □         □          □        □       □   
                   

Do you like the main history page?                 □         □          □        □       □   
i.e., the page containing a graph 
 

Do you like the detail history page?                □         □          □        □       □   
i.e., the page presented after choosing “view more detail” 
 

Do you like the profile page?                            □         □          □        □       □   
 

Do you like the settings page?                          □         □          □        □       □   
 
1. How many times did you encounter errors while using the wellness visualization 
system? 
                      a. Desktop version:________times       b. Mobile version: ________times      
If > 0 time, please specify. 
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
2. How long does it take you to get access to the “Patient list” page of the wellness 
visualization system? 
a. Desktop version: _____________     b. Mobile version: _____________      
 
3. What do you like about the functionalities provided by the wellness visualization 
system? 
(1) Desktop version 
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
(2) Mobile version 
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
4. What do you dislike about the functionalities provided by the wellness visualization 
system? 
(1) Desktop version 
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 
(2) Mobile version  
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________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
5. Do you think that the wellness visualization system can support a caregiver’s tasks?    

□ Yes     □ No  
If “No”, please specify: 
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
6. What do you think about the information provided to you by the wellness 
visualization system? 
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
7. What do you think about the supporting tools provided to you by the wellness 
visualization system? 
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
8. Do you have any comments, ideas, or suggestions regarding the functionalities 
provided to you?  
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Section III: Evaluation of System and Functionalities Provided to a General User 
Please answer the following questions in regards to your experience from exploring the 
wellness visualization system as a general user, i.e. a patient. The following questions 
are divided into four sections: questions regarding the overall system evaluation, 
questions regarding the functionalities provided by the desktop version, questions 
regarding the functionalities provided by the mobile version, and open-ended questions.  
                                                                               Very Poor  Poor  Average  Good  Very Good 

Overall rating for the wellness visualization            □      □       □       □       □       
system based on your expectation 
 

Overall rating for the desktop version                       □      □       □       □       □       
 

Overall rating for regular mode in the                  □      □       □       □       □       
desktop version 
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                                                                               Very Poor  Poor  Average  Good  Very Good 

Overall rating for the advanced mode in the               □      □       □       □       □       
desktop version   
 

Overall rating for the mobile version                            □      □       □       □       □       
 

Overall rating for the supporting tools                         □      □       □       □       □       
   

Simplicity                                                                            □      □       □       □       □       
i.e., simple to use and to understand, or not complicated 
to use and understand                
 

Understandability                                                             □      □       □       □       □       
i.e., providing a comprehensible thought and insight,  
or a user can learn something from the visualization system  
 

Do you like the pre-defined sets of case-based          □      □       □       □       □       
indicators? 
 

Do you like the user-defined indicator mechanism? □      □       □       □       □       
 

Do you like the healthcare professional-defined         □      □       □       □       □       
Indicator mechanism?    
 

Desktop version                                       Not at all  Somewhat  Average  Much  Very much                   

Does the wellness visualization system        □          □          □       □        □          
immediately respond to your input?  
 

Do you like the summary page?                     □          □          □       □        □          
 

Do you like the anomalies page?                    □          □          □       □        □          
                 

Do you like the history page?                          □          □          □       □        □          
 

Do you like the tools page?                              □          □          □       □        □          
        

Do you like the profile page?                           □          □          □       □        □          
 

Do you like the settings page?                         □          □          □       □        □          
 

Do you like the “Alert” feature?                      □          □          □       □        □          
       

Do you like the “Notes from caregivers”        □          □          □       □        □          
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feature? 
                                                                     Not at all  Somewhat  Average  Much  Very much                   

Do you like the “Complaints for                         □          □          □       □        □          
 caregivers” feature? 
 

Do you like the supporting tools?                      □          □          □       □        □          
   

Do you like the advanced mode?                       □          □          □       □        □          
          

Is the simple description of each alert useful  □          □          □       □        □ 
to your patients? 
 

Is the simple suggestion of each alert useful   □          □          □       □        □      
to your patients? 
 

Are the links to relevant external resources    □          □          □       □        □   
useful to your patients? 
      
Mobile  version                                        Not at all  Somewhat  Average  Much  Very much                       

Does the wellness visualization system             □          □          □       □        □   
immediately respond to your input?  
 

Do you like the summary page?                          □          □          □       □        □   
   

Do you like the anomalies page?                         □          □          □       □        □   
                   

Do you like the main history page?                     □          □          □       □        □   
i.e., the page containing a graph 
 

Do you like the detail history page?                    □          □          □       □        □   
i.e., the page presented after choosing  
“view more detail” 
 

Do you like the profile page?                                □          □          □       □        □   
 

Do you like the settings page?                              □          □          □       □        □   
 
1. How many times did you encounter errors while using the wellness visualization 
system? 
                      a. Desktop version:________times       b. Mobile version: ________times      
If > 0 time, please specify. 
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
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________________________________________________________________________ 
 
2. How long does it take you to get access to the “Summary” page of the wellness 
visualization system? 
a. Desktop version: _____________     b. Mobile version: _____________      
 
3. What do you like about the functionalities provided by the wellness visualization 
system? 
(1) Desktop version 
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
(2) Mobile version  
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
4. What do you dislike about the functionalities provided by the wellness visualization 
system? 
(1) Desktop version 
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
(2) Mobile version  
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
5. What do you think about the information provided to your patients by the wellness 
visualization system? 
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
6. What do you think about the supporting tools provided to your patients by the 
wellness visualization system? 
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 
7. Do you have any comments, ideas, or suggestions regarding the functionalities 
provided to your patients?  
________________________________________________________________________
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________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Section IV: Usability 
Please answer the following questions in regards to your experience from exploring the 
wellness visualization system. 
                                                                               Very Poor  Poor  Average  Good  Very Good 

Overall rating for your satisfaction toward               □       □      □       □      □   
the user interface 
 

Usability                                                                           □       □      □       □      □   
i.e., you can do what you expect to be able to do with 
the wellness visualization system without any hesitation, 
frustration, hindrance, and question. 
 

Usefulness                                                                       □       □      □       □      □       
i.e., the visualization system can support you  
to achieve a goal/task 
 

Efficiency                                                                         □       □      □       □      □               
i.e., the wellness visualization system produces  
accurate and complete results within an acceptable 
time frame  
 

Effectiveness                                                                   □       □      □       □      □          
i.e., the wellness visualization system has  
an acceptable error rate 
 

Ease of learning                                                              □       □      □       □      □    
i.e., you have the ability to operate the visualization 
system after using the system for a short period of  
time or having a short period of training 
 

Simplicity                                                                         □       □      □       □      □     
i.e., the wellness visualization system is simple to  
use and its graphical presentations are simple to  
perceive/understand 
                                                                     Not at all  Somewhat  Average  Much  Very much                 

Is the interface easy to understand?                □        □          □       □        □  
 

Is the interface easy to use?                               □        □          □       □        □  
 

Are the graphical presentations meaningful? □        □          □       □        □ 
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                                                                     Not at all  Somewhat  Average  Much  Very much                 

Do the graphical presentations reflect            □        □          □       □        □ 
the meaning of relevant information?    
                                                                         

Does the wellness visualization system           □        □          □       □        □ 
give you an insight? 
 

For the desktop version, is the presented       □        □          □       □        □ 
information appropriate for the screen size? 
 

For the mobile version, is the presented         □        □          □       □        □ 
information appropriate for the screen size? 
 

For the desktop version, are the graphical      □        □          □       □        □ 
presentations appropriate for the screen size? 
 

For the mobile version, the graphical               □        □          □       □        □ 
presentations appropriate for the screen size? 
 

Is the wellness level easy to interpret?             □        □          □       □        □ 
                 

Is the current wellness status easy to               □        □          □       □        □ 
 understand?     
 

Is the support information, e.g. graph, trend,  □        □          □       □        □   
statistical information, and simple description)                                
useful to you? 
 

Is the support information, e.g. graph, trend, □        □          □       □        □ 
statistical information, and simple description,                                
useful to your patients? 
 
2. Do you have any comments, ideas, or suggestions regarding the GUI (Graphical User 
Interface)?  
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Section V: Impression 
Please answer the following questions in regards to your experience from using the 
wellness visualization system.  
1. What do you like about the wellness visualization system? 
(1) Desktop version – for Healthcare Professional User 
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________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 
(2) Mobile version – for Healthcare Professional User  
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
(3) Desktop version – for General User 
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
(4) Mobile version – for General User  
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
2. What do you dislike about the wellness visualization system? 
(1) Desktop version – for Healthcare Professional User 
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
(2) Mobile version – for Healthcare Professional User  
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
(3) Desktop version – for General User 
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
(4) Mobile version – for General User  
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
3. Do you have any discomfort while using the wellness visualization system? 
                      a. Yes                      b. A little                      c. Somewhat                      d. No 
If you choose a, b, or c; please describe. 
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 
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4. Does the wellness visualization system make you feel stressful or too worried about 
your patient’s wellness status when you see his/her overall wellness level moved down? 
                      a. Yes                      b. A little                      c. Somewhat                      d. No 
If you choose a, b, or c; please describe. 
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
5. Do you agree that the wellness visualization system can make your patient feel like 
learning more about his/her personal state of well-being and how to improve it? 
            a. Completely agree                  b. Agree                  c. Neither agree nor disagree        
            d. Disagree                                  e. Completely disagree 
If you choose c, d, or e; why? 
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
6. Would you recommend your patients to use the wellness visualization system? 
                      a. Yes                      b. Maybe                      c. No 
If “No”, why? 
________________________________________________________________________ 
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 
 
7. Do you have any comments, ideas, or suggestions? 
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 
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APPENDIX D TECHNICAL EVALUATIONS 

D.1 Testing Plan 

D.1.1 Introduction 

This testing document provides descriptive testing procedures and test cases. The Testing 

procedures are intended to verify and validate the functionality of the system and to 

determine the system’s efficiency. Each test case is also designed for specific 

requirements. 

D.1.2 Overview 

The test is divided into unit testing and integration testing. The unit testing verifies the 

operation of individual components based on the design. The goal of the unit testing is to 

ensure that each component works correctly as designed and expected. 

The integration testing determines the interactions among components and confirms that 

the transactions and data transfer are correct. The goal of the integration testing is to 

ensure that certain groups of software units can work together as designed and expected. 

D.1.3 Testing Materials 

Processor: Intel® Core™ i5-2557M CPU@1.70GHz 

RAM: 4GB 

Operating System: Windows 7 Home Premium (64-bit) 

IP Address: 172.16.1.92 
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Subnet Mask: 255.255.255.0 

Default Gateway: 172.16.1.254 

DHCP Server: 172.16.1.92 

DNS Server: 172.16.1.92 

Physical Address: 74-2F-68-CB-D6-80 

D.2 Testing Procedures 

Test Case3: To Verify and Validate the Service Registration Mechanism 

Requirement 

This test case confirms that the Coordinator Agent can register a service provider (i.e., a 

group of software agents) into the visualization system. 

Method 

This test case is performed by launching the Coordinator Agent on a TRLabs Execution 

Environment for Mobile Agents (TEEMA). Groups of service providers are on different 

TEEMA platforms. Different groups of service agents are added one by one to the system. 

Each TEEMA platform represents one machine on a computer network. The result is 

observed by using log files. In this test case, the agent platforms are assigned as follows: 

1. Coordinator agent – IP address: 172.16.1.92,  Port: 10010 

2. Agent-based rule-based system – IP address: 172.16.1.92,  Port: 10011 

3. Agent-based statistical tools – IP address: 172.16.1.92,  Port: 10012 

4. Wellness calculator – IP address: 172.16.1.92,  Port: 10013 
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Expected Results 

Once the Coordinator Agent receives a “SIGNIN” message from a service manager of a 

group of agents, it can register the service into the system. 

Testing Results 

Log information from the coordinator node (IP address: 172.16.1.92: 10010) 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:38:09 PM] Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010.run(): 
Agent state = INITIATED 

[INFO(3) :: 23/11/11 12:38:09 PM] Platform.notifyAgentCreated(): 
Received notification that agent Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 has been 
created. 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:38:39 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: Getting a 
message 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:38:39 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: Created 
instream from socket 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:38:39 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: received SIGNIN 
for Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 from Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:38:39 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: connected on 
local port 10010 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 12:38:39 PM] Platform.receiveAgentMessage(): 
Trying to deliver message SIGNINto the local agent, 
Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(1) :: 23/11/11 12:38:39 PM] receiveAgentMessage finding agent 
Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 12:38:39 PM] Platform.receiveAgentMessage(): 
Posting message to agent. 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 12:38:39 PM] MessageQueue.addMessage 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 12:38:39 PM] Message Queue status changed. Empty? 
false 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:38:39 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: Shutting down 
keepGoing=true 
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[INFO(1) :: 23/11/11 12:38:39 PM] Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 is 
receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 12:38:39 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 23/11/11 12:38:39 PM] SIGNIN message for 
Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 12:38:39 PM] SIGNIN message for 
Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 12:38:39 PM] AgentJarLoader.loadClassData(): 
Loading class data for: Coordinator.AgentInfo from JAR resource 
Coordinator/AgentInfo.class 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 12:38:39 PM] AgentJarLoader: found class 
Coordinator.AgentInfo 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:38:39 PM] Insert agent info into agentTable 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:38:39 PM] Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 
172.16.1.92:10011 RULEBASE 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:38:39 PM] 1 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 12:38:39 PM] Message Queue status changed. Empty? 
true 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:39:09 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: Getting a 
message 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:39:09 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: Created 
instream from socket 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:39:09 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: received SIGNIN 
for Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 from StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10012 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:39:09 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: connected on 
local port 10010 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 12:39:09 PM] Platform.receiveAgentMessage(): 
Trying to deliver message SIGNINto the local agent, 
Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(1) :: 23/11/11 12:39:09 PM] receiveAgentMessage finding agent 
Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 12:39:09 PM] Platform.receiveAgentMessage(): 
Posting message to agent. 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 12:39:09 PM] MessageQueue.addMessage 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 12:39:09 PM] Message Queue status changed. Empty? 
false 
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[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:39:09 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: Shutting down 
keepGoing=true 

[INFO(1) :: 23/11/11 12:39:09 PM] Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 is 
receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 12:39:09 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 23/11/11 12:39:09 PM] SIGNIN message for 
Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 12:39:09 PM] SIGNIN message for 
Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:39:09 PM] Insert agent info into agentTable 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:39:09 PM] StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10012 
172.16.1.92:10012 STAT 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:39:09 PM] 2 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 12:39:09 PM] Message Queue status changed. Empty? 
true 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:39:37 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: Getting a 
message 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:39:37 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: Created 
instream from socket 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:39:37 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: received SIGNIN 
for Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 from 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10013 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:39:37 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: connected on 
local port 10010 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 12:39:37 PM] Platform.receiveAgentMessage(): 
Trying to deliver message SIGNINto the local agent, 
Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(1) :: 23/11/11 12:39:37 PM] receiveAgentMessage finding agent 
Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 12:39:37 PM] Platform.receiveAgentMessage(): 
Posting message to agent. 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 12:39:37 PM] MessageQueue.addMessage 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 12:39:37 PM] Message Queue status changed. Empty? 
false 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:39:37 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: Shutting down 
keepGoing=true 
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[INFO(1) :: 23/11/11 12:39:37 PM] Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 is 
receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 12:39:37 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 23/11/11 12:39:37 PM] SIGNIN message for 
Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 12:39:37 PM] SIGNIN message for 
Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:39:37 PM] Insert agent info into agentTable 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:39:37 PM] 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10013 172.16.1.92:10013 
OVERALLWELLNESS 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:39:37 PM] 3 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 12:39:38 PM] Message Queue status changed. Empty? 
true 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:39:49 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: Getting a 
message 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:39:49 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: Created 
instream from socket 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:39:49 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: received SIGNIN 
for Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 from 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10013 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:39:49 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: connected on 
local port 10010 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 12:39:49 PM] Platform.receiveAgentMessage(): 
Trying to deliver message SIGNINto the local agent, 
Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(1) :: 23/11/11 12:39:49 PM] receiveAgentMessage finding agent 
Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 12:39:49 PM] Platform.receiveAgentMessage(): 
Posting message to agent. 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 12:39:49 PM] MessageQueue.addMessage 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 12:39:49 PM] Message Queue status changed. Empty? 
false 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:39:49 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: Shutting down 
keepGoing=true 

[INFO(1) :: 23/11/11 12:39:49 PM] Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 is 
receiving message  
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[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 12:39:49 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 23/11/11 12:39:49 PM] SIGNIN message for 
Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 12:39:49 PM] SIGNIN message for 
Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:39:49 PM] Insert agent info into agentTable 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:39:49 PM] 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10013 172.16.1.92:10013 
SINGLEWELLNESS 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:39:49 PM] 4 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 12:39:49 PM] Message Queue status changed. Empty? 

True 

Log information from the rule-based system node (IP address: 172.16.1.92: 10011) 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 12:38:39 PM] Agent is starting 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 12:38:39 PM] Platform.loadAgentJar(): Done 
creating agent: Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 12:38:39 PM] Agent is starting its watchdog  

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:38:39 PM] Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011.run(): 
Agent state = INITIATED 

[INFO(3) :: 23/11/11 12:38:39 PM] Platform.notifyAgentCreated(): 
Received notification that agent Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 has been 
created. 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:38:39 PM] 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 12:38:39 PM] Platform of 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 (SIGNIN): Entering 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ SIGNIN 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:38:39 PM] Platform of 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 (SIGNIN): platform.sendAgentMessage: 
destHost is 172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:38:39 PM] Platform of 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 (SIGNIN): platform.sendAgentMessage: 
destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 12:38:39 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destHost = 
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172.16.1.92:10010 msg.destAgentName = Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 
platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 messageType = SIGNIN messageContent 
= RULEBASE 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 12:38:39 PM] Platform of 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 (SIGNIN): Host is known, but not here. 

[INFO(2) :: 23/11/11 12:38:39 PM] Platform.sendMessage(): Sending to 
172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 12:38:39 PM] Platform.sendMessage of 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 (SIGNIN): Opening socket. 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 12:38:39 PM] Platform.sendMessage of 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 (SIGNIN): Hostname = 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 12:38:39 PM] Platform.sendMessage of 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 (SIGNIN): Socket opened. 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 12:38:39 PM] Platform.sendMessage of 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 (SIGNIN): Socket opened on port 51949 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 12:38:39 PM] Platform.sendMessage of 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 (SIGNIN): Wrote message to socket. 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 12:38:39 PM] Platform.sendMessage of 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 (SIGNIN): Finished. 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 12:38:39 PM] Platform of 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 (SIGNIN): Sent! 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 12:38:39 PM] Platform of 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 (SIGNIN): Finished 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ SIGNIN 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:38:39 PM] SIGNIN message was sent to 

Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010  

Log information from the statistical tools node (IP address: 172.16.1.92: 10012) 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 12:39:09 PM] Agent is starting 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 12:39:09 PM] Platform.loadAgentJar(): Done 
creating agent: StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10012 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 12:39:09 PM] Agent is starting its watchdog  

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:39:09 PM] StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10012.run(): 
Agent state = INITIATED 
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[INFO(3) :: 23/11/11 12:39:09 PM] Platform.notifyAgentCreated(): 
Received notification that agent StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10012 has been 
created. 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:39:09 PM] 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10012.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 12:39:09 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10012 (SIGNIN): Entering 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ SIGNIN 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:39:09 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10012 (SIGNIN): platform.sendAgentMessage: 
destHost is 172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:39:09 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10012 (SIGNIN): platform.sendAgentMessage: 
destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 12:39:09 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10012 msg.destHost = 
172.16.1.92:10010 msg.destAgentName = Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 
platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 messageType = SIGNIN messageContent 
= STAT 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 12:39:09 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10012 (SIGNIN): Host is known, but not here. 

[INFO(2) :: 23/11/11 12:39:09 PM] Platform.sendMessage(): Sending to 
172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 12:39:09 PM] Platform.sendMessage of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10012 (SIGNIN): Opening socket. 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 12:39:09 PM] Platform.sendMessage of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10012 (SIGNIN): Hostname = 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 12:39:09 PM] Platform.sendMessage of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10012 (SIGNIN): Socket opened. 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 12:39:09 PM] Platform.sendMessage of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10012 (SIGNIN): Socket opened on port 51950 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 12:39:09 PM] Platform.sendMessage of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10012 (SIGNIN): Wrote message to socket. 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 12:39:09 PM] Platform.sendMessage of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10012 (SIGNIN): Finished. 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 12:39:09 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10012 (SIGNIN): Sent! 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 12:39:09 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10012 (SIGNIN): Finished 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ SIGNIN 
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[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:39:09 PM] SIGNIN message was sent to 
Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 

Log information from the wellness calculator node (IP address: 172.16.1.92: 10013) 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 12:39:37 PM] Agent is starting 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 12:39:37 PM] Platform.loadAgentJar(): Done 
creating agent: OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10013 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 12:39:37 PM] Agent is starting its watchdog  

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:39:37 PM] 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10013.run(): Agent state = 
INITIATED 

[INFO(3) :: 23/11/11 12:39:37 PM] Platform.notifyAgentCreated(): 
Received notification that agent 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10013 has been created. 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:39:37 PM] 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10013.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 12:39:37 PM] Platform of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10013 (SIGNIN): Entering 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ SIGNIN 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:39:37 PM] Platform of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10013 (SIGNIN): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:39:37 PM] Platform of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10013 (SIGNIN): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 12:39:37 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10013 
msg.destHost = 172.16.1.92:10010 msg.destAgentName = 
Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 
messageType = SIGNIN messageContent = OVERALLWELLNESS 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 12:39:37 PM] Platform of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10013 (SIGNIN): Host is known, 
but not here. 

[INFO(2) :: 23/11/11 12:39:37 PM] Platform.sendMessage(): Sending to 
172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 12:39:37 PM] Platform.sendMessage of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10013 (SIGNIN): Opening socket. 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 12:39:37 PM] Platform.sendMessage of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10013 (SIGNIN): Hostname = 
172.16.1.92 
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[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 12:39:37 PM] Platform.sendMessage of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10013 (SIGNIN): Socket opened. 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 12:39:37 PM] Platform.sendMessage of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10013 (SIGNIN): Socket opened on 
port 51951 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 12:39:37 PM] Platform.sendMessage of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10013 (SIGNIN): Wrote message to 
socket. 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 12:39:37 PM] Platform.sendMessage of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10013 (SIGNIN): Finished. 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 12:39:37 PM] Platform of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10013 (SIGNIN): Sent! 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 12:39:37 PM] Platform of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10013 (SIGNIN): Finished 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ SIGNIN 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:39:37 PM] SIGNIN message was sent to 
Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 12:39:49 PM] Platform is attempting to add an 
agent to the agentupdateinfo vector 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 12:39:49 PM] AgentUpdateInfo using 
jarpath=C:\TEEMAv2\WellnessCalculator\dist\SingleWellnessCalculator.jar 
to find className 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:39:49 PM] 
C:\TEEMAv2\WellnessCalculator\dist\SingleWellnessCalculator 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:39:49 PM] SingleWellnessCalculator 

[INFO(3) :: 23/11/11 12:39:49 PM] AgentUpdateInfo DOES NOT match any 
item on this platform 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 12:39:49 PM] Platform has added an agent into the 
agentupdateinfo vector 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 12:39:49 PM] Platform.loadAgentJar(): Read Jar 
file from disk: 
C:\TEEMAv2\WellnessCalculator\dist\SingleWellnessCalculator.jar 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 12:39:49 PM] AgentJarLoader: Creating... 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 12:39:49 PM] AgentJarLoader: Agent class = 
SingleWellnessCalculator.SingleWellnessCalculator 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 12:39:49 PM] AgentJarLoader: Reading Jar entry: 
SingleWellnessCalculator/ 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 12:39:49 PM] AgentJarLoader: Read 0 bytes 
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[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 12:39:49 PM] AgentJarLoader: Reading Jar entry: 
SingleWellnessCalculator/SingleWellnessCalculator.class 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 12:39:49 PM] AgentJarLoader: Read 7739 bytes 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 12:39:49 PM] AgentJarLoader: 
resourceTable={SingleWellnessCalculator/=[B@296f76, 
SingleWellnessCalculator/SingleWellnessCalculator.class=[B@54c4ad} 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 12:39:49 PM] AgentJarLoader.loadClassData(): 
Loading class data for: 
SingleWellnessCalculator.SingleWellnessCalculator from JAR resource 
SingleWellnessCalculator/SingleWellnessCalculator.class 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 12:39:49 PM] AgentJarLoader: found class 
SingleWellnessCalculator.SingleWellnessCalculator 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 12:39:49 PM] Platform.initAgent() 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 12:39:49 PM] Putting an agent into the table 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 12:39:49 PM] Agent is starting 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 12:39:49 PM] Platform.loadAgentJar(): Done 
creating agent: SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10013 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 12:39:49 PM] Agent is starting its watchdog  

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:39:49 PM] 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10013.run(): Agent state = 
INITIATED 

[INFO(3) :: 23/11/11 12:39:49 PM] Platform.notifyAgentCreated(): 
Received notification that agent 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10013 has been created. 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:39:49 PM] 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10013.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 12:39:49 PM] Platform of 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10013 (SIGNIN): Entering 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ SIGNIN 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:39:49 PM] Platform of 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10013 (SIGNIN): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:39:49 PM] Platform of 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10013 (SIGNIN): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 12:39:49 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10013 
msg.destHost = 172.16.1.92:10010 msg.destAgentName = 
Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 
messageType = SIGNIN messageContent = SINGLEWELLNESS 
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[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 12:39:49 PM] Platform of 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10013 (SIGNIN): Host is known, but 
not here. 

[INFO(2) :: 23/11/11 12:39:49 PM] Platform.sendMessage(): Sending to 
172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 12:39:49 PM] Platform.sendMessage of 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10013 (SIGNIN): Opening socket. 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 12:39:49 PM] Platform.sendMessage of 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10013 (SIGNIN): Hostname = 
172.16.1.92 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 12:39:49 PM] Platform.sendMessage of 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10013 (SIGNIN): Socket opened. 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 12:39:49 PM] Platform.sendMessage of 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10013 (SIGNIN): Socket opened on 
port 51952 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 12:39:49 PM] Platform.sendMessage of 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10013 (SIGNIN): Wrote message to 
socket. 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 12:39:49 PM] Platform.sendMessage of 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10013 (SIGNIN): Finished. 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 12:39:49 PM] Platform of 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10013 (SIGNIN): Sent! 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 12:39:49 PM] Platform of 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10013 (SIGNIN): Finished 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ SIGNIN 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:39:49 PM] SIGNIN message was sent to 
Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 

Information from log files indicate that the service registration mechanism of the system 

is successful. When the service managers are created, they can send “SIGNIN” messages 

to register the service with the system.  

Discrepancies 

- 

Test Case4: To Verify and Validate the Service Removal Mechanism 
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Requirement 

This test case ensures that the Coordinator Agent can remove a service provider from the 

system as requested. 

Method 

This test case is performed by launching the Coordinator Agent on TEEMA and groups 

of service providers are on different TEEMA platforms. Different groups of service 

agents are removed one by one from the system. Each TEEMA platform represents one 

machine on a computer network. The result is observed by using log files. In this test case, 

the agent platforms are assigned as follows: 

1. Coordinator agent – IP address: 172.16.1.92,  Port: 10010 

2. Agent-based rule-based system – IP address: 172.16.1.92,  Port: 10011 

3. Agent-based statistical tools – IP address: 172.16.1.92,  Port: 10012 

4. Wellness calculator – IP address: 172.16.1.92,  Port: 10013 

Expected Results 

Once the Coordinator Agent receives a “SIGNOUT” message from the service manager 

of a group of agents, the Coordinator Agent can remove the service from the system. 

Testing Results 

Log information from the coordinator node (IP address: 172.16.1.92: 10010) 
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[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:40:10 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: Getting a 
message 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:40:10 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: Created 
instream from socket 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:40:10 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: received 
SIGNOUT for Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 from 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:40:10 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: connected on 
local port 10010 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 12:40:10 PM] Platform.receiveAgentMessage(): 
Trying to deliver message SIGNOUTto the local agent, 
Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(1) :: 23/11/11 12:40:10 PM] receiveAgentMessage finding agent 
Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 12:40:10 PM] Platform.receiveAgentMessage(): 
Posting message to agent. 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 12:40:10 PM] MessageQueue.addMessage 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 12:40:10 PM] Message Queue status changed. Empty? 
false 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:40:10 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: Shutting down 
keepGoing=true 

[INFO(1) :: 23/11/11 12:40:11 PM] Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 is 
receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 12:40:11 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 23/11/11 12:40:11 PM] SIGNOUT message for 
Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 12:40:11 PM] SIGNOUT message for 
Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:40:11 PM] Remove agent info from agentTable 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:40:11 PM] 3 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 12:40:11 PM] Message Queue status changed. Empty? 
true 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:40:15 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: Getting a 
message 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:40:15 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: Created 
instream from socket 
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[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:40:15 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: received 
SIGNOUT for Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 from 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10012 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:40:15 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: connected on 
local port 10010 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 12:40:15 PM] Platform.receiveAgentMessage(): 
Trying to deliver message SIGNOUTto the local agent, 
Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(1) :: 23/11/11 12:40:15 PM] receiveAgentMessage finding agent 
Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 12:40:15 PM] Platform.receiveAgentMessage(): 
Posting message to agent. 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 12:40:15 PM] MessageQueue.addMessage 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 12:40:15 PM] Message Queue status changed. Empty? 
false 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:40:15 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: Shutting down 
keepGoing=true 

[INFO(1) :: 23/11/11 12:40:15 PM] Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 is 
receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 12:40:15 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 23/11/11 12:40:15 PM] SIGNOUT message for 
Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 12:40:15 PM] SIGNOUT message for 
Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:40:15 PM] Remove agent info from agentTable 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:40:15 PM] 2 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 12:40:15 PM] Message Queue status changed. Empty? 
true 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:40:19 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: Getting a 
message 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:40:19 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: Created 
instream from socket 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:40:19 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: received 
SIGNOUT for Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 from 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10013 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:40:19 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: connected on 
local port 10010 
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[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 12:40:19 PM] Platform.receiveAgentMessage(): 
Trying to deliver message SIGNOUTto the local agent, 
Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(1) :: 23/11/11 12:40:19 PM] receiveAgentMessage finding agent 
Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 12:40:19 PM] Platform.receiveAgentMessage(): 
Posting message to agent. 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 12:40:19 PM] MessageQueue.addMessage 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 12:40:19 PM] Message Queue status changed. Empty? 
false 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:40:19 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: Shutting down 
keepGoing=true 

[INFO(1) :: 23/11/11 12:40:19 PM] Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 is 
receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 12:40:19 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 23/11/11 12:40:19 PM] SIGNOUT message for 
Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 12:40:19 PM] SIGNOUT message for 
Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:40:19 PM] Remove agent info from agentTable 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:40:19 PM] 1 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 12:40:20 PM] Message Queue status changed. Empty? 
true 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:40:22 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: Getting a 
message 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:40:22 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: Created 
instream from socket 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:40:22 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: received 
SIGNOUT for Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 from 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10013 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:40:22 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: connected on 
local port 10010 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 12:40:22 PM] Platform.receiveAgentMessage(): 
Trying to deliver message SIGNOUTto the local agent, 
Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(1) :: 23/11/11 12:40:22 PM] receiveAgentMessage finding agent 
Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 
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[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 12:40:22 PM] Platform.receiveAgentMessage(): 
Posting message to agent. 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 12:40:22 PM] MessageQueue.addMessage 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 12:40:22 PM] Message Queue status changed. Empty? 
false 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:40:22 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: Shutting down 
keepGoing=true 

[INFO(1) :: 23/11/11 12:40:22 PM] Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 is 
receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 12:40:22 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 23/11/11 12:40:22 PM] SIGNOUT message for 
Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 12:40:22 PM] SIGNOUT message for 
Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:40:22 PM] Remove agent info from agentTable 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:40:22 PM] 0  

Log information from the rule-based system node (IP address: 172.16.1.92: 10011) 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:40:08 PM] TeemaInterface: selected agent = 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(3) :: 23/11/11 12:40:10 PM] Platform.destroyAgent() 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 12:40:10 PM] Platform.notifyAgentDestroyed(): 
Received notification that agent Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 has been 
destroyed. 

[INFO(3) :: 23/11/11 12:40:10 PM] Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 is 
being destroyed  

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 12:40:10 PM] Platform.notifyAgentDestroyed(): 
Received notification that agent Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 has been 
destroyed. 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:40:10 PM] 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 12:40:10 PM] Platform of 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 (SIGNOUT): Entering 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ SIGNOUT 
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[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:40:10 PM] Platform of 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 (SIGNOUT): platform.sendAgentMessage: 
destHost is 172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:40:10 PM] Platform of 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 (SIGNOUT): platform.sendAgentMessage: 
destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 12:40:10 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destHost = 
172.16.1.92:10010 msg.destAgentName = Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 
platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 messageType = SIGNOUT messageContent 
=  

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 12:40:10 PM] Platform of 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 (SIGNOUT): Host is known, but not here. 

[INFO(2) :: 23/11/11 12:40:10 PM] Platform.sendMessage(): Sending to 
172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 12:40:10 PM] Platform.sendMessage of 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 (SIGNOUT): Opening socket. 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 12:40:10 PM] Platform.sendMessage of 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 (SIGNOUT): Hostname = 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 12:40:10 PM] Platform.sendMessage of 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 (SIGNOUT): Socket opened. 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 12:40:10 PM] Platform.sendMessage of 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 (SIGNOUT): Socket opened on port 51953 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 12:40:10 PM] Platform.sendMessage of 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 (SIGNOUT): Wrote message to socket. 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 12:40:10 PM] Platform.sendMessage of 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 (SIGNOUT): Finished. 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 12:40:10 PM] Platform of 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 (SIGNOUT): Sent! 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 12:40:10 PM] Platform of 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 (SIGNOUT): Finished 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ SIGNOUT 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:40:10 PM] SIGNOUT message was sent to 
Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:40:11 PM] Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011: Being 
destroyed... 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:40:11 PM] Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011.run(): 
Agent state = DESTROYED  

Log information from the statistical tools node (IP address: 172.16.1.92: 10012) 
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[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:40:12 PM] TeemaInterface: selected agent = 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10012 

[INFO(3) :: 23/11/11 12:40:14 PM] Platform.destroyAgent() 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 12:40:14 PM] Platform.notifyAgentDestroyed(): 
Received notification that agent StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10012 has been 
destroyed. 

[INFO(3) :: 23/11/11 12:40:14 PM] StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10012 is being 
destroyed  

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 12:40:15 PM] Platform.notifyAgentDestroyed(): 
Received notification that agent StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10012 has been 
destroyed. 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:40:15 PM] 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10012.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 12:40:15 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10012 (SIGNOUT): Entering 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ SIGNOUT 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:40:15 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10012 (SIGNOUT): platform.sendAgentMessage: 
destHost is 172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:40:15 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10012 (SIGNOUT): platform.sendAgentMessage: 
destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 12:40:15 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10012 msg.destHost = 
172.16.1.92:10010 msg.destAgentName = Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 
platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 messageType = SIGNOUT messageContent 
=  

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 12:40:15 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10012 (SIGNOUT): Host is known, but not here. 

[INFO(2) :: 23/11/11 12:40:15 PM] Platform.sendMessage(): Sending to 
172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 12:40:15 PM] Platform.sendMessage of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10012 (SIGNOUT): Opening socket. 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 12:40:15 PM] Platform.sendMessage of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10012 (SIGNOUT): Hostname = 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 12:40:15 PM] Platform.sendMessage of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10012 (SIGNOUT): Socket opened. 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 12:40:15 PM] Platform.sendMessage of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10012 (SIGNOUT): Socket opened on port 51954 
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[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 12:40:15 PM] Platform.sendMessage of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10012 (SIGNOUT): Wrote message to socket. 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 12:40:15 PM] Platform.sendMessage of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10012 (SIGNOUT): Finished. 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 12:40:15 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10012 (SIGNOUT): Sent! 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 12:40:15 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10012 (SIGNOUT): Finished 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ SIGNOUT 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:40:15 PM] SIGNOUT message was sent to 
Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:40:15 PM] StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10012: Being 
destroyed... 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:40:15 PM] StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10012.run(): 
Agent state = DESTROYED  

Log information from the wellness calculator node (IP address: 172.16.1.92: 10013) 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:40:17 PM] TeemaInterface: selected agent = 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10013 

[INFO(3) :: 23/11/11 12:40:19 PM] Platform.destroyAgent() 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 12:40:19 PM] Platform.notifyAgentDestroyed(): 
Received notification that agent 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10013 has been destroyed. 

[INFO(3) :: 23/11/11 12:40:19 PM] 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10013 is being destroyed  

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 12:40:19 PM] Platform.notifyAgentDestroyed(): 
Received notification that agent 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10013 has been destroyed. 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:40:19 PM] 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10013.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 12:40:19 PM] Platform of 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10013 (SIGNOUT): Entering 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ SIGNOUT 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:40:19 PM] Platform of 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10013 (SIGNOUT): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:40:19 PM] Platform of 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10013 (SIGNOUT): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92 
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[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 12:40:19 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10013 
msg.destHost = 172.16.1.92:10010 msg.destAgentName = 
Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 
messageType = SIGNOUT messageContent =  

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 12:40:19 PM] Platform of 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10013 (SIGNOUT): Host is known, 
but not here. 

[INFO(2) :: 23/11/11 12:40:19 PM] Platform.sendMessage(): Sending to 
172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 12:40:19 PM] Platform.sendMessage of 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10013 (SIGNOUT): Opening socket. 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 12:40:19 PM] Platform.sendMessage of 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10013 (SIGNOUT): Hostname = 
172.16.1.92 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 12:40:19 PM] Platform.sendMessage of 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10013 (SIGNOUT): Socket opened. 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 12:40:19 PM] Platform.sendMessage of 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10013 (SIGNOUT): Socket opened on 
port 51955 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 12:40:19 PM] Platform.sendMessage of 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10013 (SIGNOUT): Wrote message to 
socket. 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 12:40:19 PM] Platform.sendMessage of 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10013 (SIGNOUT): Finished. 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 12:40:19 PM] Platform of 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10013 (SIGNOUT): Sent! 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 12:40:19 PM] Platform of 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10013 (SIGNOUT): Finished 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ SIGNOUT 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:40:19 PM] SIGNOUT message was sent to 
Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:40:19 PM] 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10013: Being destroyed... 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:40:19 PM] 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10013.run(): Agent state = 
DESTROYED 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:40:20 PM] TeemaInterface: selected agent = 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10013 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:40:20 PM] TeemaInterface: selected agent = 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10013 
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[INFO(3) :: 23/11/11 12:40:22 PM] Platform.destroyAgent() 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 12:40:22 PM] Platform.notifyAgentDestroyed(): 
Received notification that agent 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10013 has been destroyed. 

[INFO(3) :: 23/11/11 12:40:22 PM] 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10013 is being destroyed  

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 12:40:22 PM] Platform.notifyAgentDestroyed(): 
Received notification that agent 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10013 has been destroyed. 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:40:22 PM] 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10013.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 12:40:22 PM] Platform of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10013 (SIGNOUT): Entering 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ SIGNOUT 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:40:22 PM] Platform of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10013 (SIGNOUT): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:40:22 PM] Platform of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10013 (SIGNOUT): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 12:40:22 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10013 
msg.destHost = 172.16.1.92:10010 msg.destAgentName = 
Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 
messageType = SIGNOUT messageContent =  

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 12:40:22 PM] Platform of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10013 (SIGNOUT): Host is known, 
but not here. 

[INFO(2) :: 23/11/11 12:40:22 PM] Platform.sendMessage(): Sending to 
172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 12:40:22 PM] Platform.sendMessage of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10013 (SIGNOUT): Opening socket. 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 12:40:22 PM] Platform.sendMessage of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10013 (SIGNOUT): Hostname = 
172.16.1.92 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 12:40:22 PM] Platform.sendMessage of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10013 (SIGNOUT): Socket opened. 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 12:40:22 PM] Platform.sendMessage of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10013 (SIGNOUT): Socket opened on 
port 51956 
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[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 12:40:22 PM] Platform.sendMessage of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10013 (SIGNOUT): Wrote message to 
socket. 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 12:40:22 PM] Platform.sendMessage of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10013 (SIGNOUT): Finished. 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 12:40:22 PM] Platform of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10013 (SIGNOUT): Sent! 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 12:40:22 PM] Platform of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10013 (SIGNOUT): Finished 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ SIGNOUT 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:40:22 PM] SIGNOUT message was sent to 
Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:40:22 PM] 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10013: Being destroyed... 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 12:40:22 PM] 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10013.run(): Agent state = 
DESTROYED 

Results from log files indicate that the service removal mechanism of the system is 

successful. When the service managers are going to be destroyed, they can send 

“SIGNOUT” messages to remove services from the system.  

Discrepancies 

- 

Test Case5: To Verify and Validate the Rule Agents 

Requirement 

This test case verifies that each Rule Agent can register itself with the Message 

Multiplexer Agent (MMA) once it is launched and can withdraw from the system before 

it is destroyed. Also, each Rule Agent must be able to fire a rule when an input message 
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matches with the corresponding rule only. Each Rule Agent must not fire any rule when 

its rule does not match with the given data. 

Method 

This test case is performed by launching the MMA, Memory Agent, and Trace Agent on 

TEEMA. Different Rule Agents are added one by one into the rule-based system. The 

Test Agent is launched on another TEEMA platform and then sends a test message into 

the system. After the process of finding a result is completed, each Rule Agent is 

removed one by one from the system. The result is observed by using log files. In this test 

case, the agent platforms are assigned as follows: 

1. Test agent – IP address: 172.16.1.92, Port: 10010 

2. Agent-based rule-based system – IP address: 172.16.1.92, Port: 10011 

Expected Results 

Once each Rule Agent is launched, it must be able to send a “SIGNIN” message to the 

MMA to register itself into the rule-based system. After the input message is received, if 

the initial data matches the corresponding rule of a Rule Agent, that agent can fire a rule. 

When a Rule Agent needs to be destroyed, the agent can send a “SIGNOUT” message to 

remove itself from the system before it is destroyed.  

Testing Results 
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Sample data of “SIGNIN” messages from Rule Agents (IP address: 172.16.1.92, 

Port: 10011) 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 6:31:02 PM] AgentUpdateInfo using 
jarpath=C:\TEEMAv2\RuleBaseSystem\dist\Rule1.jar to find className 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 6:31:02 PM] C:\TEEMAv2\RuleBaseSystem\dist\Rule1 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 6:31:02 PM] Rule1 

[INFO(3) :: 23/11/11 6:31:02 PM] AgentUpdateInfo DOES NOT match any 
item on this platform 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 6:31:02 PM] Platform has added an agent into the 
agentupdateinfo vector 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 6:31:02 PM] Platform.loadAgentJar(): Read Jar file 
from disk: C:/TEEMAv2/RuleBaseSystem/dist/Rule1.jar 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 6:31:02 PM] AgentJarLoader: Creating... 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 6:31:02 PM] AgentJarLoader: Agent class = 
Rule1.Rule1 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 6:31:02 PM] AgentJarLoader: Reading Jar entry: 
Rule1/ 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 6:31:02 PM] AgentJarLoader: Read 0 bytes 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 6:31:02 PM] AgentJarLoader: Reading Jar entry: 
Rule1/Rule.class 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 6:31:02 PM] AgentJarLoader: Read 5628 bytes 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 6:31:02 PM] AgentJarLoader: Reading Jar entry: 
Rule1/Rule1.class 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 6:31:02 PM] AgentJarLoader: Read 3590 bytes 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 6:31:02 PM] AgentJarLoader: 
resourceTable={Rule1/Rule.class=[B@c791b9, Rule1/Rule1.class=[B@3020ad, 
Rule1/=[B@1b15692} 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 6:31:02 PM] AgentJarLoader.loadClassData(): 
Loading class data for: Rule1.Rule1 from JAR resource Rule1/Rule1.class 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 6:31:02 PM] AgentJarLoader.loadClassData(): 
Loading class data for: Rule1.Rule from JAR resource Rule1/Rule.class 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 6:31:02 PM] AgentJarLoader: found class Rule1.Rule 
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[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 6:31:02 PM] AgentJarLoader: found class 
Rule1.Rule1 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 6:31:02 PM] Platform.initAgent() 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 6:31:02 PM] Putting an agent into the table 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 6:31:02 PM] Agent is starting 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 6:31:02 PM] Platform.loadAgentJar(): Done creating 
agent: Rule1@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 6:31:02 PM] Agent is starting its watchdog  

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 6:31:02 PM] Platform is attempting to add an agent 
to the agentupdateinfo vector 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 6:31:02 PM] Rule1@172.16.1.92:10011.run(): Agent 
state = INITIATED 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 6:31:02 PM] AgentUpdateInfo using 
jarpath=C:\TEEMAv2\RuleBaseSystem\dist\Rule2.jar to find className 

[INFO(3) :: 23/11/11 6:31:02 PM] Platform.notifyAgentCreated(): 
Received notification that agent Rule1@172.16.1.92:10011 has been 
created. 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 6:31:02 PM] C:\TEEMAv2\RuleBaseSystem\dist\Rule2 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 6:31:02 PM] Rule2 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 6:31:02 PM] 
Rule1@172.16.1.92:10011.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(3) :: 23/11/11 6:31:02 PM] AgentUpdateInfo DOES NOT match any 
item on this platform 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 6:31:02 PM] Platform has added an agent into the 
agentupdateinfo vector 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 6:31:02 PM] Platform of Rule1@172.16.1.92:10011 
(SIGNIN): Entering platform.sendAgentMessage w/ SIGNIN 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 6:31:02 PM] Platform.loadAgentJar(): Read Jar file 
from disk: C:/TEEMAv2/RuleBaseSystem/dist/Rule2.jar 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 6:31:02 PM] Platform of Rule1@172.16.1.92:10011 
(SIGNIN): platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 6:31:02 PM] Platform of Rule1@172.16.1.92:10011 
(SIGNIN): platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 6:31:02 PM] AgentJarLoader: Creating... 
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[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 6:31:02 PM] Platform of Rule1@172.16.1.92:10011 
(SIGNIN): Host local or unknown. 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 6:31:02 PM] AgentJarLoader: Agent class = 
Rule2.Rule2 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 6:31:02 PM] Platform of Rule1@172.16.1.92:10011 
(SIGNIN): Agent not null 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 6:31:02 PM] AgentJarLoader: Reading Jar entry: 
Rule2/ 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 6:31:02 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = Rule1@172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destHost.name = 
172.16.1.92 msg.destAgentName = Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 
platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 messageType = SIGNIN messageContent= 
RULE 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 6:31:02 PM] MessageQueue.addMessage 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 6:31:02 PM] AgentJarLoader: Read 0 bytes 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 6:31:02 PM] Message Queue status changed. Empty? 
false 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 6:31:02 PM] AgentJarLoader: Reading Jar entry: 
Rule2/Rule.class 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 6:31:02 PM] Platform of Rule1@172.16.1.92:10011 
(SIGNIN): Posted! 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 6:31:02 PM] Platform of Rule1@172.16.1.92:10011 
(SIGNIN): Finished platform.sendAgentMessage w/ SIGNIN 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 6:31:02 PM] AgentJarLoader: Read 5628 bytes 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 6:31:02 PM] SIGNIN message was sent to 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 6:31:02 PM] AgentJarLoader: Reading Jar entry: 
Rule2/Rule2.class 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 6:31:02 PM] AgentJarLoader: Read 2327 bytes 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 6:31:02 PM] AgentJarLoader: 
resourceTable={Rule2/=[B@76fba0, Rule2/Rule2.class=[B@181ed9e, 
Rule2/Rule.class=[B@1175422} 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 6:31:02 PM] AgentJarLoader.loadClassData(): 
Loading class data for: Rule2.Rule2 from JAR resource Rule2/Rule2.class 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 6:31:02 PM] AgentJarLoader.loadClassData(): 
Loading class data for: Rule2.Rule from JAR resource Rule2/Rule.class 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 6:31:02 PM] AgentJarLoader: found class Rule2.Rule 
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[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 6:31:02 PM] AgentJarLoader: found class 
Rule2.Rule2 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 6:31:02 PM] Platform.initAgent() 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 6:31:02 PM] Putting an agent into the table 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 6:31:02 PM] Agent is starting 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 6:31:02 PM] Platform.loadAgentJar(): Done creating 
agent: Rule2@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 6:31:02 PM] Agent is starting its watchdog  

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 6:31:02 PM] Platform is attempting to add an agent 
to the agentupdateinfo vector 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 6:31:02 PM] Rule2@172.16.1.92:10011.run(): Agent 
state = INITIATED 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 6:31:02 PM] AgentUpdateInfo using 
jarpath=C:\TEEMAv2\RuleBaseSystem\dist\Rule3.jar to find className 

[INFO(3) :: 23/11/11 6:31:02 PM] Platform.notifyAgentCreated(): 
Received notification that agent Rule2@172.16.1.92:10011 has been 
created. 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 6:31:02 PM] C:\TEEMAv2\RuleBaseSystem\dist\Rule3 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 6:31:02 PM] Rule3 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 6:31:02 PM] 
Rule2@172.16.1.92:10011.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(3) :: 23/11/11 6:31:02 PM] AgentUpdateInfo DOES NOT match any 
item on this platform 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 6:31:02 PM] Platform has added an agent into the 
agentupdateinfo vector 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 6:31:02 PM] Platform of Rule2@172.16.1.92:10011 
(SIGNIN): Entering platform.sendAgentMessage w/ SIGNIN 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 6:31:02 PM] Platform.loadAgentJar(): Read Jar file 
from disk: C:/TEEMAv2/RuleBaseSystem/dist/Rule3.jar 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 6:31:02 PM] Platform of Rule2@172.16.1.92:10011 
(SIGNIN): platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 6:31:02 PM] Platform of Rule2@172.16.1.92:10011 
(SIGNIN): platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 6:31:02 PM] AgentJarLoader: Creating... 
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[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 6:31:02 PM] Platform of Rule2@172.16.1.92:10011 
(SIGNIN): Host local or unknown. 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 6:31:02 PM] AgentJarLoader: Agent class = 
Rule3.Rule3 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 6:31:02 PM] Platform of Rule2@172.16.1.92:10011 
(SIGNIN): Agent not null 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 6:31:02 PM] AgentJarLoader: Reading Jar entry: 
Rule3/ 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 6:31:02 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = Rule2@172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destHost.name = 
172.16.1.92 msg.destAgentName = Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 
platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 messageType = SIGNIN messageContent= 
RULE 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 6:31:02 PM] AgentJarLoader: Read 0 bytes 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 6:31:02 PM] MessageQueue.addMessage 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 6:31:02 PM] AgentJarLoader: Reading Jar entry: 
Rule3/Rule.class 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 6:31:02 PM] MessageQueue.addMessage:Inserted 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 6:31:02 PM] AgentJarLoader: Read 5628 bytes 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 6:31:02 PM] Message Queue (0): SIGNIN 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 6:31:02 PM] AgentJarLoader: Reading Jar entry: 
Rule3/Rule3.class 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 6:31:02 PM] Message Queue (1): SIGNIN 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 6:31:02 PM] AgentJarLoader: Read 2626 bytes 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 6:31:02 PM] Platform of Rule2@172.16.1.92:10011 
(SIGNIN): Posted! 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 6:31:02 PM] AgentJarLoader: 
resourceTable={Rule3/=[B@bc8e1e, Rule3/Rule3.class=[B@11671b2, 
Rule3/Rule.class=[B@82764b} 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 6:31:02 PM] Platform of Rule2@172.16.1.92:10011 
(SIGNIN): Finished platform.sendAgentMessage w/ SIGNIN 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 6:31:02 PM] AgentJarLoader.loadClassData(): 
Loading class data for: Rule3.Rule3 from JAR resource Rule3/Rule3.class 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 6:31:02 PM] SIGNIN message was sent to 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 
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Sample data of the test message from Test Agent (IP address: 172.16.1.92, Port: 

10010) 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 6:32:13 PM] TestAgent@172.16.1.92:10010.run(): 
Agent state = INITIATED 

[INFO(3) :: 23/11/11 6:32:13 PM] Platform.notifyAgentCreated(): 
Received notification that agent TestAgent@172.16.1.92:10010 has been 
created. 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 6:32:13 PM] TestAgent->Sending test data to 
Multiplexer: General Male 65 73 164 HeartRate Objective 84 BLANK 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 6:32:13 PM] 
TestAgent@172.16.1.92:10010.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 6:32:13 PM] Platform of 
TestAgent@172.16.1.92:10010 (START): Entering platform.sendAgentMessage 
w/ START 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 6:32:13 PM] Platform of 
TestAgent@172.16.1.92:10010 (START): platform.sendAgentMessage: 
destHost is 172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 6:32:13 PM] Platform of 
TestAgent@172.16.1.92:10010 (START): platform.sendAgentMessage: 
destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 6:32:13 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = TestAgent@172.16.1.92:10010 msg.destHost = 
172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destAgentName = Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 
platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 messageType = START messageContent = 
General Male 65 73 164 HeartRate Objective 84 BLANK 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 6:32:13 PM] Platform of 
TestAgent@172.16.1.92:10010 (START): Host is known, but not here. 

[INFO(2) :: 23/11/11 6:32:13 PM] Platform.sendMessage(): Sending to 
172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 6:32:13 PM] Platform.sendMessage of 
TestAgent@172.16.1.92:10010 (START): Opening socket. 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 6:32:13 PM] Platform.sendMessage of 
TestAgent@172.16.1.92:10010 (START): Hostname = 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 6:32:13 PM] Platform.sendMessage of 
TestAgent@172.16.1.92:10010 (START): Socket opened. 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 6:32:13 PM] Platform.sendMessage of 
TestAgent@172.16.1.92:10010 (START): Socket opened on port 55132 
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[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 6:32:13 PM] Platform.sendMessage of 
TestAgent@172.16.1.92:10010 (START): Wrote message to socket. 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 6:32:13 PM] Platform.sendMessage of 
TestAgent@172.16.1.92:10010 (START): Finished. 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 6:32:13 PM] Platform of 
TestAgent@172.16.1.92:10010 (START): Sent! 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 6:32:13 PM] Platform of 
TestAgent@172.16.1.92:10010 (START): Finished platform.sendAgentMessage 
w/ START 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 6:32:13 PM] TestAgent->START message is sent to 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011  

Sample data of “RuleAnnounce” message from Rule1 Agent and some Rule Agents 

that did not fire a rule (IP address: 172.16.1.92, Port: 10011) 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 6:32:13 PM] START message for 
Rule22@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 6:32:13 PM] Rule12-> not rule12 

[INFO(2) :: 23/11/11 6:32:13 PM] START message for 
Rule1@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 6:32:13 PM] START message for 
Rule1@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 6:32:13 PM] Rule28-> not rule28 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 6:32:13 PM] General Male 65 73 164 HeartRate 
Objective 84 BLANK Rule1@172.16.1.92:10011 1 General Male 65 73.0 164.0 
HeartRate Objective 84.0 LOWER 93-132[beat/min.] 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 6:32:13 PM] Multiplxer-> Remove sent START message 
from the queue. 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 6:32:13 PM] 0 left in the queue. 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 6:32:13 PM] 
Rule1@172.16.1.92:10011.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 6:32:13 PM] Rule22-> not rule22 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 6:32:13 PM] Rule30-> not rule30 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 6:32:13 PM] Platform of Rule1@172.16.1.92:10011 
(RuleAnnounce): Entering platform.sendAgentMessage w/ RuleAnnounce 
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[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 6:32:13 PM] Platform of Rule1@172.16.1.92:10011 
(RuleAnnounce): platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 
172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 6:32:13 PM] Platform of Rule1@172.16.1.92:10011 
(RuleAnnounce): platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 6:32:13 PM] Platform of Rule1@172.16.1.92:10011 
(RuleAnnounce): Host local or unknown. 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 6:32:13 PM] Platform of Rule1@172.16.1.92:10011 
(RuleAnnounce): Agent not null 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 6:32:13 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = Rule1@172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destHost.name = 
172.16.1.92 msg.destAgentName = MemoryAgent@172.16.1.92:10011 
platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 messageType = RuleAnnounce 
messageContent= General Male 65 73 164 HeartRate Objective 84 BLANK 
Rule1@172.16.1.92:10011 1 General Male 65 73.0 164.0 HeartRate 
Objective 84.0 LOWER 93-132[beat/min.] 

Sample data of “SIGNOUT” messages from Rule Agents (IP address: 172.16.1.92, 

Port: 10011) 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 6:34:04 PM] TeemaInterface: selected agent = 
Rule1@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(3) :: 23/11/11 6:34:08 PM] Platform.destroyAgent() 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 6:34:08 PM] Platform.notifyAgentDestroyed(): 
Received notification that agent Rule1@172.16.1.92:10011 has been 
destroyed. 

[INFO(3) :: 23/11/11 6:34:08 PM] Rule1@172.16.1.92:10011 is being 
destroyed  

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 6:34:08 PM] Platform.notifyAgentDestroyed(): 
Received notification that agent Rule1@172.16.1.92:10011 has been 
destroyed. 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 6:34:08 PM] Rule1@172.16.1.92:10011: Being 
destroyed... 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 6:34:08 PM] 
Rule1@172.16.1.92:10011.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 6:34:08 PM] Platform of Rule1@172.16.1.92:10011 
(SIGNOUT): Entering platform.sendAgentMessage w/ SIGNOUT 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 6:34:08 PM] Platform of Rule1@172.16.1.92:10011 
(SIGNOUT): platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92:10011 
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[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 6:34:08 PM] Platform of Rule1@172.16.1.92:10011 
(SIGNOUT): platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 6:34:08 PM] Platform of Rule1@172.16.1.92:10011 
(SIGNOUT): Host local or unknown. 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 6:34:08 PM] Platform of Rule1@172.16.1.92:10011 
(SIGNOUT): Agent not null 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 6:34:08 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = Rule1@172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destHost.name = 
172.16.1.92 msg.destAgentName = Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 
platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 messageType = SIGNOUT 
messageContent=  

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 6:34:08 PM] MessageQueue.addMessage 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 6:34:08 PM] Message Queue status changed. Empty? 
false 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 6:34:08 PM] Platform of Rule1@172.16.1.92:10011 
(SIGNOUT): Posted! 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 6:34:08 PM] Platform of Rule1@172.16.1.92:10011 
(SIGNOUT): Finished platform.sendAgentMessage w/ SIGNOUT 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 6:34:08 PM] SIGNOUT message was sent to 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(1) :: 23/11/11 6:34:08 PM] Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 is 
receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 6:34:08 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 23/11/11 6:34:08 PM] SIGNOUT message for 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 6:34:08 PM] SIGNOUT message for 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 6:34:08 PM] Remove agent info from agentTable 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 6:34:08 PM] 30 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 6:34:08 PM] Rule1@172.16.1.92:10011.run(): Agent 
state = DESTROYED 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 6:34:08 PM] Message Queue status changed. Empty? 
true 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 6:34:13 PM] TeemaInterface: selected agent = 
Rule2@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 6:34:13 PM] TeemaInterface: selected agent = 
Rule2@172.16.1.92:10011 
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[INFO(3) :: 23/11/11 6:34:17 PM] Platform.destroyAgent() 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 6:34:17 PM] Platform.notifyAgentDestroyed(): 
Received notification that agent Rule2@172.16.1.92:10011 has been 
destroyed. 

[INFO(3) :: 23/11/11 6:34:17 PM] Rule2@172.16.1.92:10011 is being 
destroyed  

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 6:34:17 PM] Platform.notifyAgentDestroyed(): 
Received notification that agent Rule2@172.16.1.92:10011 has been 
destroyed. 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 6:34:17 PM] Rule2@172.16.1.92:10011: Being 
destroyed... 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 6:34:17 PM] 
Rule2@172.16.1.92:10011.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 6:34:17 PM] Platform of Rule2@172.16.1.92:10011 
(SIGNOUT): Entering platform.sendAgentMessage w/ SIGNOUT 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 6:34:17 PM] Platform of Rule2@172.16.1.92:10011 
(SIGNOUT): platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 6:34:17 PM] Platform of Rule2@172.16.1.92:10011 
(SIGNOUT): platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 6:34:17 PM] Platform of Rule2@172.16.1.92:10011 
(SIGNOUT): Host local or unknown. 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 6:34:17 PM] Platform of Rule2@172.16.1.92:10011 
(SIGNOUT): Agent not null 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 6:34:17 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = Rule2@172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destHost.name = 
172.16.1.92 msg.destAgentName = Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 
platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 messageType = SIGNOUT 
messageContent=  

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 6:34:17 PM] MessageQueue.addMessage 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 6:34:17 PM] Message Queue status changed. Empty? 
false 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 6:34:17 PM] Platform of Rule2@172.16.1.92:10011 
(SIGNOUT): Posted! 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 6:34:17 PM] Platform of Rule2@172.16.1.92:10011 
(SIGNOUT): Finished platform.sendAgentMessage w/ SIGNOUT 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 6:34:17 PM] SIGNOUT message was sent to 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 
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Results from log files indicate that Rule Agents can send a “SIGNIN” message to the 

MMA to register itself into the rule-based system. Also, Rule Agents can fire a rule when 

the initial data matches the corresponding rule and did not fire a rule when its rule does 

not match with the given data. The agents can send a “SIGNOUT” message to remove 

themselves from the system before they are destroyed as well. 

Discrepancies 

- 

Test Case6: To Verify and Validate the Message Multiplexer Agent (MMA) 

Requirement 

This test case confirms that the MMA can register and track Rule Agents in the rule-

based system and share information among the registered Rule Agents. The test case also 

checks if the MMA can register the rule-based system into the visualization system. 

Method 

This test case is performed by launching the Coordinator Agent on a TEEMA. The MMA, 

Memory Agent, and Trace Agent are launched on a different TEEMA platform. Different 

Rule Agents are added one by one into the rule-based system. The Test Agent is launched 

on another TEEMA platform and then sends a test message into the system. After the 

process of finding a result is completed, some Rule Agents are removed from the system 

one by one. The result is observed by using log files. In this test case, the agent platforms 

are assigned as follows: 
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1. Coordinator agent – IP address: 172.16.1.92, Port: 10010 

2. Agent-based rule-based system – IP address: 172.16.1.92, Port: 10011 

3. Test agent – IP address: 172.16.1.92, Port: 10010 

 

Expected Results 

Once the MMA is launched, it can send a “SIGNIN” message to register the rule-based 

system into the visualization system. When a Rule Agent sends a “SIGNIN” message to 

the MMA, the MMA can register the Rule Agent into the rule-based system. After a test 

message from the Test Agent is received, the MMA can distribute the initial data to all 

registered Rule Agents. If a “SIGNOUT” message from a Rule Agent is received, the 

MMA can remove that agent out of the rule-based system. 

Testing Results 

Sample data of “SIGNIN” messages from MMA (IP address: 172.16.1.92, Port: 

10011) 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 8:00:05 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 

msg.sendAgentName = Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destHost = 

172.16.1.92:10010 msg.destAgentName = Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 

platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 messageType = SIGNIN messageContent 

= RULEBASE 

Sample data of how MMA handles “SIGNIN” messages from Rule Agents (IP 

address: 172.16.1.92, Port: 10011) 
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[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 8:00:07 PM] Message Queue (25): SIGNIN 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 8:00:07 PM] Message Queue (26): SIGNIN 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 8:00:07 PM] Message Queue (27): SIGNIN 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 8:00:07 PM] Platform of Rule32@172.16.1.92:10011 
(SIGNIN): Posted! 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 8:00:07 PM] Platform of Rule32@172.16.1.92:10011 
(SIGNIN): Finished platform.sendAgentMessage w/ SIGNIN 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 8:00:07 PM] SIGNIN message was sent to 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(1) :: 23/11/11 8:00:07 PM] Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 is 
receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 8:00:07 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 23/11/11 8:00:07 PM] SIGNIN message for 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 8:00:07 PM] SIGNIN message for 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 8:00:07 PM] Insert agent info into agentTable 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 8:00:07 PM] Rule5@172.16.1.92:10011 
172.16.1.92:10011 RULE 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 8:00:07 PM] 5 

[INFO(1) :: 23/11/11 8:00:07 PM] Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 is 
receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 8:00:07 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 23/11/11 8:00:07 PM] SIGNIN message for 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 8:00:07 PM] SIGNIN message for 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 8:00:07 PM] Insert agent info into agentTable 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 8:00:07 PM] Rule6@172.16.1.92:10011 
172.16.1.92:10011 RULE 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 8:00:07 PM] 6 

[INFO(1) :: 23/11/11 8:00:08 PM] Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 is 
receiving message  
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[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 8:00:08 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 23/11/11 8:00:08 PM] SIGNIN message for 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 8:00:08 PM] SIGNIN message for 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 8:00:08 PM] Insert agent info into agentTable 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 8:00:08 PM] Rule7@172.16.1.92:10011 
172.16.1.92:10011 RULE 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 8:00:08 PM] 7 

[INFO(1) :: 23/11/11 8:00:08 PM] Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 is 
receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 8:00:08 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

Sample data of the test message from Test Agent (IP address: 172.16.1.92, Port: 

10010) 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 8:00:35 PM] TestAgent@172.16.1.92:10010.run(): 
Agent state = INITIATED 

[INFO(3) :: 23/11/11 8:00:35 PM] Platform.notifyAgentCreated(): 
Received notification that agent TestAgent@172.16.1.92:10010 has been 
created. 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 8:00:35 PM] TestAgent->Sending test data to 
Multiplexer: General Male 65 73 164 BloodSugar Objective 200 BLANK 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 8:00:35 PM] 
TestAgent@172.16.1.92:10010.sendAgentMessage() 

Sample data of how MMA distributes initial data to Rule Agents (IP address: 

172.16.1.92, Port: 10011) 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 8:00:35 PM] Platform.receiveAgentMessage(): Trying 
to deliver message STARTto the local agent, 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(1) :: 23/11/11 8:00:35 PM] receiveAgentMessage finding agent 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 8:00:35 PM] Platform.receiveAgentMessage(): 
Posting message to agent. 
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[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 8:00:35 PM] MessageQueue.addMessage 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 8:00:35 PM] Message Queue status changed. Empty? 
false 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 8:00:35 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: Shutting down 
keepGoing=true 

[INFO(1) :: 23/11/11 8:00:35 PM] Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 is 
receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 8:00:35 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 23/11/11 8:00:35 PM] START message for 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 8:00:35 PM] START message for 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 8:00:35 PM] Multiplexer-> Insert START message 
into STARTMsgTable 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 8:00:35 PM] START General Male 65 73 164 
BloodSugar Objective 200 BLANK 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 8:00:35 PM] 1 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 8:00:35 PM] Rule3@172.16.1.92:10011 
Rule3@172.16.1.92:10011 172.16.1.92:10011 RULE 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 8:00:35 PM] 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 8:00:35 PM] Platform of 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 (START): Entering 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ START 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 8:00:35 PM] Platform of 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 (START): platform.sendAgentMessage: 
destHost is 172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 8:00:35 PM] Platform of 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 (START): platform.sendAgentMessage: 
destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 8:00:35 PM] Platform of 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 (START): Host local or unknown. 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 8:00:35 PM] Platform of 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 (START): Agent not null 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 8:00:35 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destHost.name = 
172.16.1.92 msg.destAgentName = Rule3@172.16.1.92:10011 
platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 messageType = START messageContent= 
General Male 65 73 164 BloodSugar Objective 200 BLANK 
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[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 8:00:35 PM] MessageQueue.addMessage 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 8:00:35 PM] Message Queue status changed. Empty? 
false 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 8:00:35 PM] Platform of 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 (START): Posted! 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 8:00:35 PM] Platform of 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 (START): Finished 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ START 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 8:00:35 PM] RuleAnnounceForward message was sent 
to Rule3@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 8:00:35 PM] Rule27@172.16.1.92:10011 
Rule27@172.16.1.92:10011 172.16.1.92:10011 RULE 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 8:00:35 PM] 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 8:00:35 PM] Platform of 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 (START): Entering 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ START 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 8:00:35 PM] Platform of 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 (START): platform.sendAgentMessage: 
destHost is 172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 8:00:35 PM] Platform of 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 (START): platform.sendAgentMessage: 
destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 8:00:35 PM] Platform of 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 (START): Host local or unknown. 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 8:00:35 PM] Platform of 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 (START): Agent not null 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 8:00:35 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destHost.name = 
172.16.1.92 msg.destAgentName = Rule27@172.16.1.92:10011 
platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 messageType = START messageContent= 
General Male 65 73 164 BloodSugar Objective 200 BLANK 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 8:00:35 PM] MessageQueue.addMessage 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 8:00:35 PM] Message Queue status changed. Empty? 
false 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 8:00:35 PM] Platform of 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 (START): Posted! 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 8:00:35 PM] Platform of 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 (START): Finished 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ START 
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[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 8:00:35 PM] RuleAnnounceForward message was sent 
to Rule27@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 8:00:35 PM] Rule7@172.16.1.92:10011 
Rule7@172.16.1.92:10011 172.16.1.92:10011 RULE 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 8:00:35 PM] 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011.sendAgentMessage() 

Sample data of how MMA handles “SIGNOUT” messages from Rule Agents (IP 

address: 172.16.1.92, Port: 10011) 

INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 8:01:57 PM] TeemaInterface: selected agent = 
Rule1@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 8:01:57 PM] TeemaInterface: selected agent = 
Rule1@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(3) :: 23/11/11 8:02:00 PM] Platform.destroyAgent() 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 8:02:00 PM] Platform.notifyAgentDestroyed(): 
Received notification that agent Rule1@172.16.1.92:10011 has been 
destroyed. 

[INFO(3) :: 23/11/11 8:02:00 PM] Rule1@172.16.1.92:10011 is being 
destroyed  

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 8:02:00 PM] Platform.notifyAgentDestroyed(): 
Received notification that agent Rule1@172.16.1.92:10011 has been 
destroyed. 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 8:02:00 PM] Rule1@172.16.1.92:10011: Being 
destroyed... 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 8:02:00 PM] 
Rule1@172.16.1.92:10011.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 8:02:00 PM] Platform of Rule1@172.16.1.92:10011 
(SIGNOUT): Entering platform.sendAgentMessage w/ SIGNOUT 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 8:02:00 PM] Platform of Rule1@172.16.1.92:10011 
(SIGNOUT): platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 8:02:00 PM] Platform of Rule1@172.16.1.92:10011 
(SIGNOUT): platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 8:02:00 PM] Platform of Rule1@172.16.1.92:10011 
(SIGNOUT): Host local or unknown. 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 8:02:00 PM] Platform of Rule1@172.16.1.92:10011 
(SIGNOUT): Agent not null 
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[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 8:02:00 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = Rule1@172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destHost.name = 
172.16.1.92 msg.destAgentName = Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 
platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 messageType = SIGNOUT 
messageContent=  

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 8:02:00 PM] MessageQueue.addMessage 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 8:02:00 PM] Message Queue status changed. Empty? 
false 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 8:02:00 PM] Platform of Rule1@172.16.1.92:10011 
(SIGNOUT): Posted! 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 8:02:00 PM] Platform of Rule1@172.16.1.92:10011 
(SIGNOUT): Finished platform.sendAgentMessage w/ SIGNOUT 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 8:02:00 PM] SIGNOUT message was sent to 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(1) :: 23/11/11 8:02:00 PM] Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 is 
receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 8:02:00 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 23/11/11 8:02:00 PM] SIGNOUT message for 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 8:02:00 PM] SIGNOUT message for 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 8:02:00 PM] Remove agent info from agentTable 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 8:02:00 PM] 30 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 8:02:00 PM] Rule1@172.16.1.92:10011.run(): Agent 
state = DESTROYED 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 8:02:01 PM] Message Queue status changed. Empty? 
true 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 8:02:01 PM] TeemaInterface: selected agent = 
Rule2@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 8:02:01 PM] TeemaInterface: selected agent = 
Rule2@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(3) :: 23/11/11 8:02:04 PM] Platform.destroyAgent() 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 8:02:04 PM] Platform.notifyAgentDestroyed(): 
Received notification that agent Rule2@172.16.1.92:10011 has been 
destroyed. 

[INFO(3) :: 23/11/11 8:02:04 PM] Rule2@172.16.1.92:10011 is being 
destroyed  
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[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 8:02:04 PM] Platform.notifyAgentDestroyed(): 
Received notification that agent Rule2@172.16.1.92:10011 has been 
destroyed. 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 8:02:04 PM] Rule2@172.16.1.92:10011: Being 
destroyed... 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 8:02:04 PM] 
Rule2@172.16.1.92:10011.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 8:02:04 PM] Platform of Rule2@172.16.1.92:10011 
(SIGNOUT): Entering platform.sendAgentMessage w/ SIGNOUT 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 8:02:04 PM] Platform of Rule2@172.16.1.92:10011 
(SIGNOUT): platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 8:02:04 PM] Platform of Rule2@172.16.1.92:10011 
(SIGNOUT): platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 8:02:04 PM] Platform of Rule2@172.16.1.92:10011 
(SIGNOUT): Host local or unknown. 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 8:02:04 PM] Platform of Rule2@172.16.1.92:10011 
(SIGNOUT): Agent not null 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 8:02:04 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = Rule2@172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destHost.name = 
172.16.1.92 msg.destAgentName = Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 
platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 messageType = SIGNOUT 
messageContent=  

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 8:02:04 PM] MessageQueue.addMessage 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 8:02:04 PM] Message Queue status changed. Empty? 
false 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 8:02:04 PM] Platform of Rule2@172.16.1.92:10011 
(SIGNOUT): Posted! 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 8:02:04 PM] Platform of Rule2@172.16.1.92:10011 
(SIGNOUT): Finished platform.sendAgentMessage w/ SIGNOUT 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 8:02:04 PM] SIGNOUT message was sent to 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(1) :: 23/11/11 8:02:04 PM] Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 is 
receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 8:02:04 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 23/11/11 8:02:04 PM] SIGNOUT message for 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 8:02:04 PM] SIGNOUT message for 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 
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[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 8:02:04 PM] Remove agent info from agentTable 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 8:02:04 PM] 29 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 8:02:04 PM] Rule2@172.16.1.92:10011.run(): Agent 
state = DESTROYED 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 8:02:05 PM] Message Queue status changed. Empty? 
true 

Results from log files indicate that the MMA can handle both “SIGNIN” and “SIGNOUT” 

messages from Rule Agents. The MMA can also distribute initial data to all registered 

Rule Agents. 

 

Discrepancies 

- 

Test Case7: To Verify and Validate the Memory Agent 

Requirement 

This test case confirms that the Memory Agent can select the best rule from all fired rules. 

Method 

This test case is performed by launching all agents in the rule-based system on the same 

TEEMA platform. The Test Agent is launched on another TEEMA platform and then 

sends a test message into the system. The result is observed by using log files. In this test 

case, the agent platforms are assigned as follows: 

1. Test agent – IP address: 172.16.1.92,  Port: 10010 
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2. Agent-based rule-based system – IP address: 172.16.1.92,  Port: 10011 

Expected Results 

Once the Rule Agents finish firing rules, the Memory Agent can select the best rule from 

all fired rules. 

Testing Results 

Sample data of the test message from Test Agent (IP address: 172.16.1.92, Port: 

10010) 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 8:00:35 PM] TestAgent@172.16.1.92:10010.run(): 
Agent state = INITIATED 

[INFO(3) :: 23/11/11 8:00:35 PM] Platform.notifyAgentCreated(): 
Received notification that agent TestAgent@172.16.1.92:10010 has been 
created. 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 8:00:35 PM] TestAgent->Sending test data to 
Multiplexer: General Male 65 73 164 BloodSugar Objective 200 BLANK 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 8:00:35 PM] 
TestAgent@172.16.1.92:10010.sendAgentMessage() 

Sample data relative to Memory Agent (IP address: 172.16.1.92, Port: 10011) 

[INFO(1) :: 23/11/11 8:00:36 PM] MemoryAgent@172.16.1.92:10011 is 
receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 8:00:36 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 23/11/11 8:00:36 PM] RuleAnnounce message for 
MemoryAgent@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 8:00:36 PM] RuleAnnounce message for 
MemoryAgent@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 8:00:36 PM] ******************** Insert into 
Memory ******************** 
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[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 8:00:36 PM] Insert memory message info into 
memList 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 8:00:36 PM] storeRuleMsg into memory list Before 
rule apply data: General Male 65 73.0 164.0 BloodSugar Objective 200.0 
BLANK  

Rule apply and rule priority data: Rule12@172.16.1.92:10011 1  

After rule apply data: General Male 65 73.0 164.0 BloodSugar Objective 
200.0 VERY_HIGH 72-126[mg/dL]  

 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 8:00:36 PM] 1 

... 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 8:00:37 PM] Decision Making=> rule selected: 
Before rule apply data: General Male 65 73.0 164.0 BloodSugar Objective 
200.0 BLANK  

Rule apply and rule priority data: Rule12@172.16.1.92:10011 1  

After rule apply data: General Male 65 73.0 164.0 BloodSugar Objective 
200.0 VERY_HIGH 72-126[mg/dL]  

 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 8:00:37 PM] 
MemoryAgent@172.16.1.92:10011.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 8:00:37 PM] Platform of 
MemoryAgent@172.16.1.92:10011 (GoalAnnounce): Entering 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ GoalAnnounce 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 8:00:37 PM] Platform of 
MemoryAgent@172.16.1.92:10011 (GoalAnnounce): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 8:00:37 PM] Platform of 
MemoryAgent@172.16.1.92:10011 (GoalAnnounce): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 8:00:37 PM] Platform of 
MemoryAgent@172.16.1.92:10011 (GoalAnnounce): Host local or unknown. 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 8:00:37 PM] Platform of 
MemoryAgent@172.16.1.92:10011 (GoalAnnounce): Agent not null 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 8:00:37 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = MemoryAgent@172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destHost.name = 
172.16.1.92 msg.destAgentName = TraceAgent@172.16.1.92:10011 
platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 messageType = GoalAnnounce 
messageContent= General Male 65 73.0 164.0 BloodSugar Objective 200.0 
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BLANK Rule12@172.16.1.92:10011 1 General Male 65 73.0 164.0 BloodSugar 
Objective 200.0 VERY_HIGH 72-126[mg/dL] 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 8:00:37 PM] MessageQueue.addMessage 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 8:00:37 PM] Message Queue status changed. Empty? 
false 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 8:00:37 PM] Platform of 
MemoryAgent@172.16.1.92:10011 (GoalAnnounce): Posted! 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 8:00:37 PM] Platform of 
MemoryAgent@172.16.1.92:10011 (GoalAnnounce): Finished 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ GoalAnnounce 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 8:00:37 PM] GoalAnnounce message was sent to 
TraceAgent@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(1) :: 23/11/11 8:00:38 PM] TraceAgent@172.16.1.92:10011 is 
receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 8:00:38 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 23/11/11 8:00:38 PM] GoalAnnounce message for 
TraceAgent@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 8:00:38 PM] Wipe off data in memList 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 8:00:38 PM] GoalAnnounce message for 
TraceAgent@172.16.1.92:10011 

Results from log files indicate that the Memory Agent can select the best rule from all 

fired rules. 

Discrepancies 

- 

Test Case8: To Verify and Validate the Trace Agent 

Requirement 

This test case confirms that the Trace Agent can keep the chain of fired rules and find the 

best description and suggestion for the goal. 
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Method 

This test case is performed by launching all agents in the rule-based system on the same 

TEEMA platform. The Test Agent is launched on another TEEMA platform and then 

sends a test message into the system. The result is observed by using log files. In this test 

case, the agent platforms are assigned as follows: 

1. Test agent – IP address: 172.16.1.92, Port: 10010 

2. Agent-based rule-based system – IP address: 172.16.1.92, Port: 10011 

Expected Results 

The Trace Agent can present the chain of fired rules and can find a description and 

suggestion for the goal. 

Testing Results 

Sample data of the test message from Test Agent (IP address: 172.16.1.92, Port: 

10010) 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 8:00:35 PM] TestAgent@172.16.1.92:10010.run(): 
Agent state = INITIATED 

[INFO(3) :: 23/11/11 8:00:35 PM] Platform.notifyAgentCreated(): 
Received notification that agent TestAgent@172.16.1.92:10010 has been 
created. 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 8:00:35 PM] TestAgent->Sending test data to 
Multiplexer: General Male 65 73 164 BloodSugar Objective 200 BLANK 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 8:00:35 PM] 
TestAgent@172.16.1.92:10010.sendAgentMessage() 

Sample data relative to Trace Agent (IP address: 172.16.1.92, Port: 10011) 
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[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 8:00:38 PM] GoalAnnounce message for 
TraceAgent@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 8:00:38 PM] Insert trace message info into 
traceList 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 8:00:38 PM] Before rule apply data: General Male 
65 73.0 164.0 BloodSugar Objective 200.0 BLANK  

Rule apply and rule priority data: Rule12@172.16.1.92:10011 1  

After rule apply data: General Male 65 73.0 164.0 BloodSugar Objective 
200.0 VERY_HIGH 72-126[mg/dL]  

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 8:00:38 PM] 1 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 8:00:38 PM]  

-------------------GOAL DATA--------------------- 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 8:00:38 PM] TraceAgent-> Goal is: VERY_HIGH 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 8:00:38 PM] TraceAgent-> General The level of your 
blood sugar is very high. 

General A rise in blood glucose level can be caused by the type/amount 
of carbohydrates you eat. Please consult with your doctor because high 
serum glucose is caused by many problems such as diabetes, Cushing's 
disease, Pheochromocytoma, Hyperthyroidism, etc. 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 8:00:38 PM] 
TraceAgent@172.16.1.92:10011.sendAgentMessage() 

... 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 8:00:38 PM]  

====================CHAIN DATA======================== 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 8:00:38 PM] Display the chain of the rules:  

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 8:00:38 PM] Before rule apply data: General Male 
65 73.0 164.0 BloodSugar Objective 200.0 BLANK  

Rule apply and rule priority data: Rule12@172.16.1.92:10011 1  

After rule apply data: General Male 65 73.0 164.0 BloodSugar Objective 
200.0 VERY_HIGH 72-126[mg/dL]  

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 8:00:38 PM]  

+++++++++++++++++++Wipe off data+++++++++++++++++++ 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 8:00:38 PM] Wipe off data in TraceList 
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[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 8:00:38 PM] 
TraceAgent@172.16.1.92:10011.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 8:00:38 PM] Platform of 
TraceAgent@172.16.1.92:10011 (GoalAnnounce): Entering 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ GoalAnnounce 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 8:00:38 PM] Platform of 
TraceAgent@172.16.1.92:10011 (GoalAnnounce): platform.sendAgentMessage: 
destHost is 172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 8:00:38 PM] Platform of 
TraceAgent@172.16.1.92:10011 (GoalAnnounce): platform.sendAgentMessage: 
destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 8:00:38 PM] Platform of 
TraceAgent@172.16.1.92:10011 (GoalAnnounce): Host local or unknown. 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 8:00:38 PM] Platform of 
TraceAgent@172.16.1.92:10011 (GoalAnnounce): Agent not null 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 8:00:38 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = TraceAgent@172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destHost.name = 
172.16.1.92 msg.destAgentName = Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 
platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 messageType = GoalAnnounce 
messageContent=  

Results from the log files indicate that the Trace Agent can keep the chain of fired rules 

and find the best description and suggestion for the goal. 

Discrepancies 

- 

Test Case9: To Verify and Validate the Single Wellness Calculator 

Requirement 

This test case confirms that the Single Wellness Calculator can produce the wellness 

level of an indicator correctly. 

Method 
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This test case is performed by launching the Single Wellness Calculator on TEEMA. The 

Test Agent is launched on another TEEMA platform and then sends test messages into 

the system. The result produced by the agent is compared to the result calculated by 

Microsoft Excel or an equivalent program. In this test case, the agent platforms are 

assigned as follows: 

1. Test agent – IP address: 172.16.1.92, Port: 10010 

2. Single wellness calculator – IP address: 172.16.1.92, Port: 10011 

3. DataRetriever – IP address: 172.16.1.92, Port: 10010 

Expected Results 

The Single Wellness Calculator can calculate the wellness level of an indicator correctly. 

Testing Results 

Sample data of the test message from Test Agent (Objective data) 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 12:10:19 AM] TestAgent->Sending test data to 
SingleWellnessCalculator: General BloodSugar 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 12:10:19 AM] 
TestAgent@172.16.1.92:10010.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 20/12/11 12:10:19 AM] Platform of 
TestAgent@172.16.1.92:10010 (CALWELLNESSLEVEL): Entering 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ CALWELLNESSLEVEL 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 12:10:19 AM] Platform of 
TestAgent@172.16.1.92:10010 (CALWELLNESSLEVEL): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 12:10:19 AM] Platform of 
TestAgent@172.16.1.92:10010 (CALWELLNESSLEVEL): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92 
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[INFO(4) :: 20/12/11 12:10:19 AM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = TestAgent@172.16.1.92:10010 msg.destHost = 
172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destAgentName = 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 platformAddress.name = 
172.16.1.92 messageType = CALWELLNESSLEVEL messageContent = General 
BloodSugar 

Sample data from DataRetriever (Retrieve objective data) 

INFO(1) :: 20/12/11 12:10:19 AM] Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 is 
receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 20/12/11 12:10:19 AM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 20/12/11 12:10:19 AM] GETTARGETCURRENTVALUE message for 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(5) :: 20/12/11 12:10:19 AM] GETTARGETCURRENTVALUE message for 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 12:10:19 AM] General BloodSugar Objective Range 
72.0 126.0 200.0 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 12:10:19 AM] 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 20/12/11 12:10:19 AM] Platform of 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 (RETURNTARGETCURRENTVALUE): Entering 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ RETURNTARGETCURRENTVALUE 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 12:10:19 AM] Platform of 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 (RETURNTARGETCURRENTVALUE): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 12:10:19 AM] Platform of 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 (RETURNTARGETCURRENTVALUE): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 20/12/11 12:10:19 AM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 msg.destHost = 
172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destAgentName = 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 platformAddress.name = 
172.16.1.92 messageType = RETURNTARGETCURRENTVALUE messageContent = 
General BloodSugar Objective Range 72.0 126.0 200.0 

Sample data from Single Wellness Calculator (Calculate objective data) 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 12:10:09 AM] SIGNIN message was sent to 
Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 12:10:19 AM] ReceiveMessageThread: Getting a 
message 
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[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 12:10:19 AM] ReceiveMessageThread: Created 
instream from socket 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 12:10:19 AM] ReceiveMessageThread: received 
CALWELLNESSLEVEL for SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 from 
TestAgent@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 12:10:19 AM] ReceiveMessageThread: connected on 
local port 10011 

[INFO(5) :: 20/12/11 12:10:19 AM] Platform.receiveAgentMessage(): 
Trying to deliver message CALWELLNESSLEVELto the local agent, 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(1) :: 20/12/11 12:10:19 AM] receiveAgentMessage finding agent 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(4) :: 20/12/11 12:10:19 AM] Platform.receiveAgentMessage(): 
Posting message to agent. 

[INFO(5) :: 20/12/11 12:10:19 AM] MessageQueue.addMessage 

[INFO(4) :: 20/12/11 12:10:19 AM] Message Queue status changed. Empty? 
false 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 12:10:19 AM] ReceiveMessageThread: Shutting down 
keepGoing=true 

[INFO(1) :: 20/12/11 12:10:19 AM] 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 is receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 20/12/11 12:10:19 AM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 20/12/11 12:10:19 AM] CALWELLNESSLEVEL message for 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(5) :: 20/12/11 12:10:19 AM] CALWELLNESSLEVEL message for 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 12:10:19 AM] 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 20/12/11 12:10:19 AM] Platform of 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETTARGETCURRENTVALUE): 
Entering platform.sendAgentMessage w/ GETTARGETCURRENTVALUE 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 12:10:19 AM] Platform of 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETTARGETCURRENTVALUE): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 12:10:19 AM] Platform of 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETTARGETCURRENTVALUE): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 20/12/11 12:10:19 AM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 
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msg.destHost = 172.16.1.92:10010 msg.destAgentName = 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 
messageType = GETTARGETCURRENTVALUE messageContent = General BloodSugar 

[INFO(4) :: 20/12/11 12:10:19 AM] Platform of 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETTARGETCURRENTVALUE): 
Host is known, but not here. 

[INFO(2) :: 20/12/11 12:10:19 AM] Platform.sendMessage(): Sending to 
172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(5) :: 20/12/11 12:10:19 AM] Platform.sendMessage of 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETTARGETCURRENTVALUE): 
Opening socket. 

[INFO(5) :: 20/12/11 12:10:19 AM] Platform.sendMessage of 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETTARGETCURRENTVALUE): 
Hostname = 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(5) :: 20/12/11 12:10:19 AM] Platform.sendMessage of 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETTARGETCURRENTVALUE): 
Socket opened. 

[INFO(5) :: 20/12/11 12:10:19 AM] Platform.sendMessage of 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETTARGETCURRENTVALUE): 
Socket opened on port 53568 

[INFO(5) :: 20/12/11 12:10:19 AM] Platform.sendMessage of 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETTARGETCURRENTVALUE): 
Wrote message to socket. 

[INFO(5) :: 20/12/11 12:10:19 AM] Platform.sendMessage of 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETTARGETCURRENTVALUE): 
Finished. 

[INFO(5) :: 20/12/11 12:10:19 AM] Platform of 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETTARGETCURRENTVALUE): 
Sent! 

[INFO(4) :: 20/12/11 12:10:19 AM] Platform of 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETTARGETCURRENTVALUE): 
Finished platform.sendAgentMessage w/ GETTARGETCURRENTVALUE 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 12:10:19 AM] GETTARGETCURRENTVALUE message was 
sent to Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 12:10:19 AM] ReceiveMessageThread: Getting a 
message 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 12:10:19 AM] ReceiveMessageThread: Created 
instream from socket 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 12:10:19 AM] ReceiveMessageThread: received 
RETURNTARGETCURRENTVALUE for SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 
from Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 
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[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 12:10:19 AM] ReceiveMessageThread: connected on 
local port 10011 

[INFO(5) :: 20/12/11 12:10:19 AM] Platform.receiveAgentMessage(): 
Trying to deliver message RETURNTARGETCURRENTVALUEto the local agent, 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(1) :: 20/12/11 12:10:19 AM] receiveAgentMessage finding agent 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(4) :: 20/12/11 12:10:19 AM] Platform.receiveAgentMessage(): 
Posting message to agent. 

[INFO(5) :: 20/12/11 12:10:19 AM] MessageQueue.addMessage 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 12:10:19 AM] ReceiveMessageThread: Shutting down 
keepGoing=true 

[INFO(1) :: 20/12/11 12:10:19 AM] 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 is receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 20/12/11 12:10:19 AM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 20/12/11 12:10:19 AM] RETURNTARGETCURRENTVALUE message for 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(5) :: 20/12/11 12:10:19 AM] RETURNTARGETCURRENTVALUE message for 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 12:10:19 AM] 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 20/12/11 12:10:19 AM] Platform of 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (SINGLEWELLNESSRESULT): 
Entering platform.sendAgentMessage w/ SINGLEWELLNESSRESULT 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 12:10:19 AM] Platform of 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (SINGLEWELLNESSRESULT): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 12:10:19 AM] Platform of 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (SINGLEWELLNESSRESULT): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 20/12/11 12:10:19 AM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 
msg.destHost = 172.16.1.92:10010 msg.destAgentName = 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 
messageType = SINGLEWELLNESSRESULT messageContent = General BloodSugar   
-174.07407407407408 

Wellness level calculated by using OpenOffice.org 3.3 Calc 

Blood Sugar = 200 mg/dL, Wellness level of the indicator = -174.07% 
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Sample data of the test message from Test Agent (Subjective data) 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 1:41:29 PM] TestAgent->Sending test data to 
SingleWellnessCalculator: General Acetone 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 1:41:29 PM] 
TestAgent@172.16.1.92:10010.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 20/12/11 1:41:29 PM] Platform of 
TestAgent@172.16.1.92:10010 (CALWELLNESSLEVEL): Entering 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ CALWELLNESSLEVEL 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 1:41:29 PM] Platform of 
TestAgent@172.16.1.92:10010 (CALWELLNESSLEVEL): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 1:41:29 PM] Platform of 
TestAgent@172.16.1.92:10010 (CALWELLNESSLEVEL): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 20/12/11 1:41:29 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = TestAgent@172.16.1.92:10010 msg.destHost = 
172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destAgentName = 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 platformAddress.name = 
172.16.1.92 messageType = CALWELLNESSLEVEL messageContent = General 
Acetone 

Sample data from DataRetriever (Retrieve subjective data) 

[INFO(5) :: 20/12/11 1:41:29 PM] GETTARGETCURRENTVALUE message for 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 1:41:29 PM] General Acetone Subjective Single 4 
Negative Small Moderate Large 100.0 66.66 33.33 0.0 Large 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 1:41:29 PM] 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 20/12/11 1:41:29 PM] Platform of 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 (RETURNTARGETCURRENTVALUE): Entering 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ RETURNTARGETCURRENTVALUE 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 1:41:29 PM] Platform of 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 (RETURNTARGETCURRENTVALUE): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 1:41:29 PM] Platform of 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 (RETURNTARGETCURRENTVALUE): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 20/12/11 1:41:29 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 msg.destHost = 
172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destAgentName = 
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SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 platformAddress.name = 
172.16.1.92 messageType = RETURNTARGETCURRENTVALUE messageContent = 
General Acetone Subjective Single 4 Negative Small Moderate Large 100.0 
66.66 33.33 0.0 Large 

Sample data from Single Wellness Calculator (Calculate subjective data) 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 1:41:14 PM] SIGNIN message was sent to 
Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 1:41:29 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: Getting a 
message 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 1:41:29 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: Created instream 
from socket 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 1:41:29 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: received 
CALWELLNESSLEVEL for SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 from 
TestAgent@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 1:41:29 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: connected on 
local port 10011 

[INFO(5) :: 20/12/11 1:41:29 PM] Platform.receiveAgentMessage(): Trying 
to deliver message CALWELLNESSLEVELto the local agent, 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(1) :: 20/12/11 1:41:29 PM] receiveAgentMessage finding agent 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(4) :: 20/12/11 1:41:29 PM] Platform.receiveAgentMessage(): 
Posting message to agent. 

[INFO(5) :: 20/12/11 1:41:29 PM] MessageQueue.addMessage 

[INFO(4) :: 20/12/11 1:41:29 PM] Message Queue status changed. Empty? 
false 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 1:41:29 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: Shutting down 
keepGoing=true 

[INFO(1) :: 20/12/11 1:41:29 PM] 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 is receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 20/12/11 1:41:29 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 20/12/11 1:41:29 PM] CALWELLNESSLEVEL message for 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(5) :: 20/12/11 1:41:29 PM] CALWELLNESSLEVEL message for 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 1:41:29 PM] 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011.sendAgentMessage() 
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[INFO(4) :: 20/12/11 1:41:29 PM] Platform of 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETTARGETCURRENTVALUE): 
Entering platform.sendAgentMessage w/ GETTARGETCURRENTVALUE 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 1:41:29 PM] Platform of 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETTARGETCURRENTVALUE): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 1:41:29 PM] Platform of 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETTARGETCURRENTVALUE): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 20/12/11 1:41:29 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 
msg.destHost = 172.16.1.92:10010 msg.destAgentName = 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 
messageType = GETTARGETCURRENTVALUE messageContent = General Acetone 

[INFO(4) :: 20/12/11 1:41:29 PM] Platform of 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETTARGETCURRENTVALUE): 
Host is known, but not here. 

[INFO(2) :: 20/12/11 1:41:29 PM] Platform.sendMessage(): Sending to 
172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(5) :: 20/12/11 1:41:29 PM] Platform.sendMessage of 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETTARGETCURRENTVALUE): 
Opening socket. 

[INFO(5) :: 20/12/11 1:41:29 PM] Platform.sendMessage of 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETTARGETCURRENTVALUE): 
Hostname = 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(5) :: 20/12/11 1:41:29 PM] Platform.sendMessage of 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETTARGETCURRENTVALUE): 
Socket opened. 

[INFO(5) :: 20/12/11 1:41:29 PM] Platform.sendMessage of 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETTARGETCURRENTVALUE): 
Socket opened on port 50885 

[INFO(5) :: 20/12/11 1:41:29 PM] Platform.sendMessage of 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETTARGETCURRENTVALUE): 
Wrote message to socket. 

[INFO(5) :: 20/12/11 1:41:29 PM] Platform.sendMessage of 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETTARGETCURRENTVALUE): 
Finished. 

[INFO(5) :: 20/12/11 1:41:29 PM] Platform of 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETTARGETCURRENTVALUE): 
Sent! 

[INFO(4) :: 20/12/11 1:41:29 PM] Platform of 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETTARGETCURRENTVALUE): 
Finished platform.sendAgentMessage w/ GETTARGETCURRENTVALUE 
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[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 1:41:29 PM] GETTARGETCURRENTVALUE message was sent 
to Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 1:41:29 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: Getting a 
message 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 1:41:29 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: Created instream 
from socket 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 1:41:29 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: received 
RETURNTARGETCURRENTVALUE for SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 
from Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 1:41:29 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: connected on 
local port 10011 

[INFO(5) :: 20/12/11 1:41:29 PM] Platform.receiveAgentMessage(): Trying 
to deliver message RETURNTARGETCURRENTVALUEto the local agent, 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(1) :: 20/12/11 1:41:29 PM] receiveAgentMessage finding agent 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(4) :: 20/12/11 1:41:29 PM] Platform.receiveAgentMessage(): 
Posting message to agent. 

[INFO(5) :: 20/12/11 1:41:29 PM] MessageQueue.addMessage 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 1:41:29 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: Shutting down 
keepGoing=true 

[INFO(1) :: 20/12/11 1:41:30 PM] 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 is receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 20/12/11 1:41:30 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 20/12/11 1:41:30 PM] RETURNTARGETCURRENTVALUE message for 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(5) :: 20/12/11 1:41:30 PM] RETURNTARGETCURRENTVALUE message for 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 1:41:30 PM] 4 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 1:41:30 PM] 0 Negative 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 1:41:30 PM] 1 Small 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 1:41:30 PM] 2 Moderate 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 1:41:30 PM] 3 Large 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 1:41:30 PM] 0 100.0 
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[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 1:41:30 PM] 1 66.66 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 1:41:30 PM] 2 33.33 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 1:41:30 PM] 3 0.0 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 1:41:30 PM] 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 20/12/11 1:41:30 PM] Platform of 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (SINGLEWELLNESSRESULT): 
Entering platform.sendAgentMessage w/ SINGLEWELLNESSRESULT 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 1:41:30 PM] Platform of 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (SINGLEWELLNESSRESULT): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 1:41:30 PM] Platform of 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (SINGLEWELLNESSRESULT): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 20/12/11 1:41:30 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 
msg.destHost = 172.16.1.92:10010 msg.destAgentName = 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 
messageType = SINGLEWELLNESSRESULT messageContent = General Acetone   
0.0 

Results from the log files and OpenOffice.org 3.3 Calc indicate that the Single Wellness 

Calculator can calculate the single wellness level of an indicator correctly. The agent can 

register itself to the Coordinator Agent when it is started. The Single Wellness Calculator 

can also request required data for calculating a single wellness value as designed. 

Discrepancies 

- 

 

Test Case10: To Verify and Validate the Overall Wellness Calculator 

Requirement 
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This test case confirms that the Overall Wellness Calculator can calculate the overall 

wellness level correctly. 

Method 

This test case is performed by launching Overall Wellness Calculator on TEEMA. The 

Test Agent is launched on another TEEMA platform and then sends test messages into 

the system. The result produced by the agent is compared to the result calculated by 

Microsoft Excel or an equivalent program. In this test case, the agent platforms are 

assigned as follows: 

1. Test agent – IP address: 172.16.1.92, Port: 10010 

2. Overall wellness calculator – IP address: 172.16.1.92, Port: 10011 

3. DataRetriever – IP address: 172.16.1.92, Port: 10010 

Expected Results 

The Overall Wellness Calculator can calculate overall wellness levels correctly. 

Testing Results 

Sample data of a test message from Test Agent (IP address: 172.16.1.92, Port: 

10010) – Overall Wellness 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 10:20:11 PM] TestAgent->Sending test data to 
OverallWellnessCalculator: General OverallWellness 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 10:20:11 PM] 
TestAgent@172.16.1.92:10010.sendAgentMessage() 
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[INFO(4) :: 20/12/11 10:20:11 PM] Platform of 
TestAgent@172.16.1.92:10010 (CALOVERALLWELLNESS): Entering 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ CALOVERALLWELLNESS 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 10:20:11 PM] Platform of 
TestAgent@172.16.1.92:10010 (CALOVERALLWELLNESS): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 10:20:11 PM] Platform of 
TestAgent@172.16.1.92:10010 (CALOVERALLWELLNESS): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 20/12/11 10:20:11 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = TestAgent@172.16.1.92:10010 msg.destHost = 
172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destAgentName = 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 platformAddress.name = 
172.16.1.92 messageType = CALOVERALLWELLNESS messageContent = General 
OverallWellness 

Sample data from DataRetriever (IP address: 172.16.1.92, Port: 10010) – Overall 

Wellness 

[INFO(5) :: 20/12/11 10:20:11 PM] GETALLCURRENTWELLNESS message for 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 10:20:11 PM] General OverallWellness 24 30.64 1 
31.25 1 -174.07 1 100.0 1 100.0 1 -28.0 1 100.0 1 100.0 1 100.0 1 100.0 
1 100.0 1 100.0 1 50.0 1 33.33 1 66.67 1 -100.0 1 100.0 1 66.67 1 0.0 1 
0.0 1 -220.0 1 0.0 1 60.0 1 100.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 10:20:11 PM] 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 20/12/11 10:20:11 PM] Platform of 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 (RETURNALLCURRENTWELLNESS): Entering 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ RETURNALLCURRENTWELLNESS 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 10:20:11 PM] Platform of 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 (RETURNALLCURRENTWELLNESS): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 10:20:11 PM] Platform of 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 (RETURNALLCURRENTWELLNESS): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 20/12/11 10:20:11 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 msg.destHost = 
172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destAgentName = 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 platformAddress.name = 
172.16.1.92 messageType = RETURNALLCURRENTWELLNESS messageContent = 
General OverallWellness 24 30.64 1 31.25 1 -174.07 1 100.0 1 100.0 1 -
28.0 1 100.0 1 100.0 1 100.0 1 100.0 1 100.0 1 100.0 1 50.0 1 33.33 1 
66.67 1 -100.0 1 100.0 1 66.67 1 0.0 1 0.0 1 -220.0 1 0.0 1 60.0 1 
100.0 1 
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... 

[INFO(1) :: 20/12/11 10:20:12 PM] Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 is 
receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 20/12/11 10:20:12 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 20/12/11 10:20:12 PM] OVERALLWELLNESSRESULT message for 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(5) :: 20/12/11 10:20:12 PM] OVERALLWELLNESSRESULT message for 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 

[ERROR(-) :: 20/12/11 10:20:12 PM] Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 
received unknown message: OVERALLWELLNESSRESULT->General 
OverallWellness 34.02041666666666 

Sample data from Overall Wellness Calculator (IP address: 172.16.1.92, Port: 

10011) – Overall Wellness 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 10:19:55 PM] SIGNIN message was sent to 
Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 10:20:11 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: Getting a 
message 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 10:20:11 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: Created 
instream from socket 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 10:20:11 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: received 
CALOVERALLWELLNESS for OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 from 
TestAgent@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 10:20:11 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: connected on 
local port 10011 

[INFO(5) :: 20/12/11 10:20:11 PM] Platform.receiveAgentMessage(): 
Trying to deliver message CALOVERALLWELLNESSto the local agent, 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(1) :: 20/12/11 10:20:11 PM] receiveAgentMessage finding agent 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(4) :: 20/12/11 10:20:11 PM] Platform.receiveAgentMessage(): 
Posting message to agent. 

[INFO(5) :: 20/12/11 10:20:11 PM] MessageQueue.addMessage 

[INFO(4) :: 20/12/11 10:20:11 PM] Message Queue status changed. Empty? 
false 
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[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 10:20:11 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: Shutting down 
keepGoing=true 

[INFO(1) :: 20/12/11 10:20:11 PM] 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 is receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 20/12/11 10:20:11 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 20/12/11 10:20:11 PM] CALOVERALLWELLNESS message for 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(5) :: 20/12/11 10:20:11 PM] CALOVERALLWELLNESS message for 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 10:20:11 PM] 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 20/12/11 10:20:11 PM] Platform of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETALLCURRENTWELLNESS): 
Entering platform.sendAgentMessage w/ GETALLCURRENTWELLNESS 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 10:20:11 PM] Platform of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETALLCURRENTWELLNESS): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 10:20:11 PM] Platform of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETALLCURRENTWELLNESS): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 20/12/11 10:20:11 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 
msg.destHost = 172.16.1.92:10010 msg.destAgentName = 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 
messageType = GETALLCURRENTWELLNESS messageContent = General 
OverallWellness 

[INFO(4) :: 20/12/11 10:20:11 PM] Platform of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETALLCURRENTWELLNESS): 
Host is known, but not here. 

[INFO(2) :: 20/12/11 10:20:11 PM] Platform.sendMessage(): Sending to 
172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(5) :: 20/12/11 10:20:11 PM] Platform.sendMessage of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETALLCURRENTWELLNESS): 
Opening socket. 

[INFO(5) :: 20/12/11 10:20:11 PM] Platform.sendMessage of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETALLCURRENTWELLNESS): 
Hostname = 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(5) :: 20/12/11 10:20:11 PM] Platform.sendMessage of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETALLCURRENTWELLNESS): 
Socket opened. 
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[INFO(5) :: 20/12/11 10:20:11 PM] Platform.sendMessage of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETALLCURRENTWELLNESS): 
Socket opened on port 52729 

[INFO(5) :: 20/12/11 10:20:11 PM] Platform.sendMessage of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETALLCURRENTWELLNESS): 
Wrote message to socket. 

[INFO(5) :: 20/12/11 10:20:11 PM] Platform.sendMessage of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETALLCURRENTWELLNESS): 
Finished. 

[INFO(5) :: 20/12/11 10:20:11 PM] Platform of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETALLCURRENTWELLNESS): 
Sent! 

[INFO(4) :: 20/12/11 10:20:11 PM] Platform of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETALLCURRENTWELLNESS): 
Finished platform.sendAgentMessage w/ GETALLCURRENTWELLNESS 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 10:20:11 PM] GETALLCURRENTWELLNESS message was 
sent to Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 10:20:11 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: Getting a 
message 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 10:20:11 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: Created 
instream from socket 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 10:20:11 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: received 
RETURNALLCURRENTWELLNESS for 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 from 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 10:20:11 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: connected on 
local port 10011 

[INFO(5) :: 20/12/11 10:20:11 PM] Platform.receiveAgentMessage(): 
Trying to deliver message RETURNALLCURRENTWELLNESSto the local agent, 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(1) :: 20/12/11 10:20:11 PM] receiveAgentMessage finding agent 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(4) :: 20/12/11 10:20:11 PM] Platform.receiveAgentMessage(): 
Posting message to agent. 

[INFO(5) :: 20/12/11 10:20:11 PM] MessageQueue.addMessage 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 10:20:11 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: Shutting down 
keepGoing=true 

[INFO(1) :: 20/12/11 10:20:12 PM] 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 is receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 20/12/11 10:20:12 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 
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[INFO(2) :: 20/12/11 10:20:12 PM] RETURNALLCURRENTWELLNESS message for 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(5) :: 20/12/11 10:20:12 PM] RETURNALLCURRENTWELLNESS message for 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 10:20:12 PM] 30.64 1 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 10:20:12 PM] 31.25 1 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 10:20:12 PM] -174.07 1 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 10:20:12 PM] 100.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 10:20:12 PM] 100.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 10:20:12 PM] -28.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 10:20:12 PM] 100.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 10:20:12 PM] 100.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 10:20:12 PM] 100.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 10:20:12 PM] 100.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 10:20:12 PM] 100.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 10:20:12 PM] 100.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 10:20:12 PM] 50.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 10:20:12 PM] 33.33 1 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 10:20:12 PM] 66.67 1 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 10:20:12 PM] -100.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 10:20:12 PM] 100.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 10:20:12 PM] 66.67 1 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 10:20:12 PM] 0.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 10:20:12 PM] 0.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 10:20:12 PM] -220.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 10:20:12 PM] 0.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 10:20:12 PM] 60.0 1 
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[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 10:20:12 PM] 100.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 10:20:12 PM] Overall wellness level = 
34.02041666666666 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 10:20:12 PM] 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 20/12/11 10:20:12 PM] Platform of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (OVERALLWELLNESSRESULT): 
Entering platform.sendAgentMessage w/ OVERALLWELLNESSRESULT 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 10:20:12 PM] Platform of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (OVERALLWELLNESSRESULT): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 20/12/11 10:20:12 PM] Platform of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (OVERALLWELLNESSRESULT): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 20/12/11 10:20:12 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 
msg.destHost = 172.16.1.92:10010 msg.destAgentName = 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 
messageType = OVERALLWELLNESSRESULT messageContent = General 
OverallWellness 34.02041666666666 

Overall wellness level calculated by using OpenOffice.org 3.3 Calc 

Wellness levels and weights from relevant indicators 

Indicator  Wellness level (%) Weight 

Weight 30.64       1 

BMI 31.25       1 

Blood Sugar -174.07       1 

Hb A1C 100.0       1 

Total Cholesterol 100.0       1 

HDL -28.0       1 

LDL 100.0       1 

Triglycerides 100.0       1 
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Fasting Blood Sugar 100.0       1 

Heart Rate 100.0       1 

Systolic Pressure 100.0       1 

Diastolic Pressure 100.0       1 

Respiratory Rate 50.0       1 

2hr.PPG 33.33       1 

Creatinine 66.67       1 

Calories Expenditure -100.0       1 

Blood Urea Nitrogen 100.0       1 

Calorie Intake 66.67       1 

Urine glucose 0.0        1 

ABG-pH 0.0        1 

Serum Osmolarity -220.0       1 

Acetone 0.0        1 

ABG-PCO2 60.0       1 

ABG-HCO3 100.0       1 

Overall Wellness level = 34.02041667 

Sample data of a test message from Test Agent (IP address: 172.16.1.92, Port: 

10010) – Diabetes Case 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 7:33:56 PM] TestAgent->Sending test data to 
OverallWellnessCalculator: General Diabetes 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 7:33:56 PM] 
TestAgent@172.16.1.92:10010.sendAgentMessage() 
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[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 7:33:56 PM] Platform of 
TestAgent@172.16.1.92:10010 (CALOVERALLWELLNESS): Entering 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ CALOVERALLWELLNESS 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 7:33:56 PM] Platform of 
TestAgent@172.16.1.92:10010 (CALOVERALLWELLNESS): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 7:33:56 PM] Platform of 
TestAgent@172.16.1.92:10010 (CALOVERALLWELLNESS): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 7:33:56 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = TestAgent@172.16.1.92:10010 msg.destHost = 
172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destAgentName = 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 platformAddress.name = 
172.16.1.92 messageType = CALOVERALLWELLNESS messageContent = General 
Diabetes 

Sample data from DataRetriever (IP address: 172.16.1.92, Port: 10010) – Diabetes 

Case 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 7:33:57 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: received 
GETALLCURRENTWELLNESS for Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 from 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 7:33:57 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: connected on 
local port 10010 

[INFO(5) :: 21/12/11 7:33:57 PM] Platform.receiveAgentMessage(): Trying 
to deliver message GETALLCURRENTWELLNESSto the local agent, 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(1) :: 21/12/11 7:33:57 PM] receiveAgentMessage finding agent 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 7:33:57 PM] Platform.receiveAgentMessage(): 
Posting message to agent. 

[INFO(5) :: 21/12/11 7:33:57 PM] MessageQueue.addMessage 

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 7:33:57 PM] Message Queue status changed. Empty? 
false 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 7:33:57 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: Shutting down 
keepGoing=true 

[INFO(1) :: 21/12/11 7:33:57 PM] Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 is 
receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 7:33:57 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 
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[INFO(2) :: 21/12/11 7:33:57 PM] GETALLCURRENTWELLNESS message for 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(5) :: 21/12/11 7:33:57 PM] GETALLCURRENTWELLNESS message for 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 7:33:57 PM] 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 7:33:57 PM] Platform of 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 (RETURNALLCURRENTWELLNESS): Entering 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ RETURNALLCURRENTWELLNESS 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 7:33:57 PM] Platform of 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 (RETURNALLCURRENTWELLNESS): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 7:33:57 PM] Platform of 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 (RETURNALLCURRENTWELLNESS): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 7:33:57 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 msg.destHost = 
172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destAgentName = 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 platformAddress.name = 
172.16.1.92 messageType = RETURNALLCURRENTWELLNESS messageContent = 
General Diabetes 12 -174.07 1 100.0 1 30.64 1 31.25 1 100.0 1 100.0 1 
100.0 1 100.0 1 -28.0 1 100.0 1 -100.0 1 66.67 1 

Sample data from Overall Wellness Calculator (IP address: 172.16.1.92, Port: 

10011) – Diabetes Case 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 7:33:44 PM] SIGNIN message was sent to 
Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 7:33:56 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: Getting a 
message 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 7:33:56 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: Created instream 
from socket 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 7:33:56 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: received 
CALOVERALLWELLNESS for OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 from 
TestAgent@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 7:33:56 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: connected on 
local port 10011 

[INFO(5) :: 21/12/11 7:33:56 PM] Platform.receiveAgentMessage(): Trying 
to deliver message CALOVERALLWELLNESSto the local agent, 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 
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[INFO(1) :: 21/12/11 7:33:56 PM] receiveAgentMessage finding agent 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 7:33:56 PM] Platform.receiveAgentMessage(): 
Posting message to agent. 

[INFO(5) :: 21/12/11 7:33:56 PM] MessageQueue.addMessage 

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 7:33:56 PM] Message Queue status changed. Empty? 
false 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 7:33:56 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: Shutting down 
keepGoing=true 

[INFO(1) :: 21/12/11 7:33:57 PM] 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 is receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 7:33:57 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 21/12/11 7:33:57 PM] CALOVERALLWELLNESS message for 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(5) :: 21/12/11 7:33:57 PM] CALOVERALLWELLNESS message for 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 7:33:57 PM] 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 7:33:57 PM] Platform of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETALLCURRENTWELLNESS): 
Entering platform.sendAgentMessage w/ GETALLCURRENTWELLNESS 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 7:33:57 PM] Platform of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETALLCURRENTWELLNESS): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 7:33:57 PM] Platform of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETALLCURRENTWELLNESS): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 7:33:57 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 
msg.destHost = 172.16.1.92:10010 msg.destAgentName = 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 
messageType = GETALLCURRENTWELLNESS messageContent = General Diabetes 

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 7:33:57 PM] Platform of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETALLCURRENTWELLNESS): 
Host is known, but not here. 

[INFO(2) :: 21/12/11 7:33:57 PM] Platform.sendMessage(): Sending to 
172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(5) :: 21/12/11 7:33:57 PM] Platform.sendMessage of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETALLCURRENTWELLNESS): 
Opening socket. 
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[INFO(5) :: 21/12/11 7:33:57 PM] Platform.sendMessage of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETALLCURRENTWELLNESS): 
Hostname = 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(5) :: 21/12/11 7:33:57 PM] Platform.sendMessage of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETALLCURRENTWELLNESS): 
Socket opened. 

[INFO(5) :: 21/12/11 7:33:57 PM] Platform.sendMessage of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETALLCURRENTWELLNESS): 
Socket opened on port 51540 

[INFO(5) :: 21/12/11 7:33:57 PM] Platform.sendMessage of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETALLCURRENTWELLNESS): 
Wrote message to socket. 

[INFO(5) :: 21/12/11 7:33:57 PM] Platform.sendMessage of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETALLCURRENTWELLNESS): 
Finished. 

[INFO(5) :: 21/12/11 7:33:57 PM] Platform of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETALLCURRENTWELLNESS): 
Sent! 

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 7:33:57 PM] Platform of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETALLCURRENTWELLNESS): 
Finished platform.sendAgentMessage w/ GETALLCURRENTWELLNESS 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 7:33:57 PM] GETALLCURRENTWELLNESS message was sent 
to Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 7:33:57 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: Getting a 
message 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 7:33:57 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: Created instream 
from socket 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 7:33:57 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: received 
RETURNALLCURRENTWELLNESS for 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 from 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 7:33:57 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: connected on 
local port 10011 

[INFO(5) :: 21/12/11 7:33:57 PM] Platform.receiveAgentMessage(): Trying 
to deliver message RETURNALLCURRENTWELLNESSto the local agent, 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(1) :: 21/12/11 7:33:57 PM] receiveAgentMessage finding agent 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 7:33:57 PM] Platform.receiveAgentMessage(): 
Posting message to agent. 

[INFO(5) :: 21/12/11 7:33:57 PM] MessageQueue.addMessage 
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[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 7:33:57 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: Shutting down 
keepGoing=true 

[INFO(1) :: 21/12/11 7:33:57 PM] 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 is receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 7:33:57 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 21/12/11 7:33:57 PM] RETURNALLCURRENTWELLNESS message for 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(5) :: 21/12/11 7:33:57 PM] RETURNALLCURRENTWELLNESS message for 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 7:33:57 PM] -174.07 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 7:33:57 PM] 100.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 7:33:57 PM] 30.64 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 7:33:57 PM] 31.25 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 7:33:57 PM] 100.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 7:33:57 PM] 100.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 7:33:57 PM] 100.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 7:33:57 PM] 100.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 7:33:57 PM] -28.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 7:33:57 PM] 100.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 7:33:57 PM] -100.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 7:33:57 PM] 66.67 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 7:33:57 PM] Overall wellness level = 
35.54083333333334 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 7:33:57 PM] 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 7:33:57 PM] Platform of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (OVERALLWELLNESSRESULT): 
Entering platform.sendAgentMessage w/ OVERALLWELLNESSRESULT 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 7:33:57 PM] Platform of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (OVERALLWELLNESSRESULT): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92:10010 
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[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 7:33:57 PM] Platform of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (OVERALLWELLNESSRESULT): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 7:33:57 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 
msg.destHost = 172.16.1.92:10010 msg.destAgentName = 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 
messageType = OVERALLWELLNESSRESULT messageContent = General Diabetes 
35.54083333333334 

Overall wellness level calculated by using OpenOffice.org 3.3 Calc 

Wellness levels and weights from relevant indicators 

Indicator  Wellness level (%) Weight 

Weight       30.64       1 

BMI 31.25           1 

Blood Sugar -174.07       1 

Hb A1C 100.0       1 

Total Cholesterol 100.0       1 

HDL -28.0       1 

LDL 100.0       1 

Triglycerides 100.0       1 

Systolic Pressure 100.0       1 

Diastolic Pressure 100.0       1 

Calories Expenditure -100.0       1 

Calorie Intake 66.67       1 

Overall wellness level for Diabetes case = 35.54083333% 

Sample data of a test message from Test Agent (IP address: 172.16.1.92, Port: 

10010) – Heart Wellness Case 
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[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 8:15:00 PM] TestAgent->Sending test data to 
OverallWellnessCalculator: General HeartWellness 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 8:15:00 PM] 
TestAgent@172.16.1.92:10010.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 8:15:00 PM] Platform of 
TestAgent@172.16.1.92:10010 (CALOVERALLWELLNESS): Entering 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ CALOVERALLWELLNESS 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 8:15:00 PM] Platform of 
TestAgent@172.16.1.92:10010 (CALOVERALLWELLNESS): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 8:15:00 PM] Platform of 
TestAgent@172.16.1.92:10010 (CALOVERALLWELLNESS): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 8:15:00 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = TestAgent@172.16.1.92:10010 msg.destHost = 
172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destAgentName = 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 platformAddress.name = 
172.16.1.92 messageType = CALOVERALLWELLNESS messageContent = General 
HeartWellness 

Sample data from DataRetriever (IP address: 172.16.1.92, Port: 10010) – Heart 

Wellness Case 

[INFO(1) :: 21/12/11 8:15:00 PM] Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 is 
receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 8:15:00 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 21/12/11 8:15:00 PM] GETALLCURRENTWELLNESS message for 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(5) :: 21/12/11 8:15:00 PM] GETALLCURRENTWELLNESS message for 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 8:15:00 PM] HeartRate 100.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 8:15:00 PM] SystolicPressure 100.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 8:15:00 PM] DiastolicPressure 100.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 8:15:00 PM] Weight 30.64 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 8:15:00 PM] BMI 31.25 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 8:15:00 PM] TotalCholesterol 100.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 8:15:00 PM] LDL 100.0 1 
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[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 8:15:00 PM] HDL -28.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 8:15:00 PM] Triglycerides 100.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 8:15:00 PM] BloodSugar -174.07 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 8:15:00 PM] RespiratoryRate 50.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 8:15:00 PM] 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 8:15:00 PM] Platform of 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 (RETURNALLCURRENTWELLNESS): Entering 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ RETURNALLCURRENTWELLNESS 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 8:15:00 PM] Platform of 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 (RETURNALLCURRENTWELLNESS): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 8:15:00 PM] Platform of 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 (RETURNALLCURRENTWELLNESS): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 8:15:00 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 msg.destHost = 
172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destAgentName = 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 platformAddress.name = 
172.16.1.92 messageType = RETURNALLCURRENTWELLNESS messageContent = 
General HeartWellness 11 100.0 1 100.0 1 100.0 1 30.64 1 31.25 1 100.0 
1 100.0 1 -28.0 1 100.0 1 -174.07 1 50.0 1 

Sample data from Overall Wellness Calculator (IP address: 172.16.1.92, Port: 

10011) – Heart Wellness Case 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 8:14:48 PM] SIGNIN message was sent to 
Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 8:15:00 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: Getting a 
message 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 8:15:00 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: Created instream 
from socket 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 8:15:00 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: received 
CALOVERALLWELLNESS for OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 from 
TestAgent@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 8:15:00 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: connected on 
local port 10011 

[INFO(5) :: 21/12/11 8:15:00 PM] Platform.receiveAgentMessage(): Trying 
to deliver message CALOVERALLWELLNESSto the local agent, 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 
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[INFO(1) :: 21/12/11 8:15:00 PM] receiveAgentMessage finding agent 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 8:15:00 PM] Platform.receiveAgentMessage(): 
Posting message to agent. 

[INFO(5) :: 21/12/11 8:15:00 PM] MessageQueue.addMessage 

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 8:15:00 PM] Message Queue status changed. Empty? 
false 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 8:15:00 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: Shutting down 
keepGoing=true 

[INFO(1) :: 21/12/11 8:15:00 PM] 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 is receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 8:15:00 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 21/12/11 8:15:00 PM] CALOVERALLWELLNESS message for 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(5) :: 21/12/11 8:15:00 PM] CALOVERALLWELLNESS message for 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 8:15:00 PM] 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 8:15:00 PM] Platform of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETALLCURRENTWELLNESS): 
Entering platform.sendAgentMessage w/ GETALLCURRENTWELLNESS 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 8:15:00 PM] Platform of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETALLCURRENTWELLNESS): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 8:15:00 PM] Platform of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETALLCURRENTWELLNESS): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 8:15:00 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 
msg.destHost = 172.16.1.92:10010 msg.destAgentName = 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 
messageType = GETALLCURRENTWELLNESS messageContent = General 
HeartWellness 

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 8:15:00 PM] Platform of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETALLCURRENTWELLNESS): 
Host is known, but not here. 

[INFO(2) :: 21/12/11 8:15:00 PM] Platform.sendMessage(): Sending to 
172.16.1.92:10010 
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[INFO(5) :: 21/12/11 8:15:00 PM] Platform.sendMessage of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETALLCURRENTWELLNESS): 
Opening socket. 

[INFO(5) :: 21/12/11 8:15:00 PM] Platform.sendMessage of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETALLCURRENTWELLNESS): 
Hostname = 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(5) :: 21/12/11 8:15:00 PM] Platform.sendMessage of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETALLCURRENTWELLNESS): 
Socket opened. 

[INFO(5) :: 21/12/11 8:15:00 PM] Platform.sendMessage of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETALLCURRENTWELLNESS): 
Socket opened on port 51635 

[INFO(5) :: 21/12/11 8:15:00 PM] Platform.sendMessage of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETALLCURRENTWELLNESS): 
Wrote message to socket. 

[INFO(5) :: 21/12/11 8:15:00 PM] Platform.sendMessage of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETALLCURRENTWELLNESS): 
Finished. 

[INFO(5) :: 21/12/11 8:15:00 PM] Platform of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETALLCURRENTWELLNESS): 
Sent! 

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 8:15:00 PM] Platform of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETALLCURRENTWELLNESS): 
Finished platform.sendAgentMessage w/ GETALLCURRENTWELLNESS 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 8:15:00 PM] GETALLCURRENTWELLNESS message was sent 
to Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 8:15:00 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: Getting a 
message 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 8:15:00 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: Created instream 
from socket 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 8:15:00 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: received 
RETURNALLCURRENTWELLNESS for 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 from 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 8:15:00 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: connected on 
local port 10011 

[INFO(5) :: 21/12/11 8:15:00 PM] Platform.receiveAgentMessage(): Trying 
to deliver message RETURNALLCURRENTWELLNESSto the local agent, 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(1) :: 21/12/11 8:15:00 PM] receiveAgentMessage finding agent 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 
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[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 8:15:00 PM] Platform.receiveAgentMessage(): 
Posting message to agent. 

[INFO(5) :: 21/12/11 8:15:00 PM] MessageQueue.addMessage 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 8:15:00 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: Shutting down 
keepGoing=true 

[INFO(1) :: 21/12/11 8:15:01 PM] 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 is receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 8:15:01 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 21/12/11 8:15:01 PM] RETURNALLCURRENTWELLNESS message for 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(5) :: 21/12/11 8:15:01 PM] RETURNALLCURRENTWELLNESS message for 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 8:15:01 PM] 100.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 8:15:01 PM] 100.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 8:15:01 PM] 100.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 8:15:01 PM] 30.64 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 8:15:01 PM] 31.25 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 8:15:01 PM] 100.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 8:15:01 PM] 100.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 8:15:01 PM] -28.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 8:15:01 PM] 100.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 8:15:01 PM] -174.07 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 8:15:01 PM] 50.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 8:15:01 PM] Overall wellness level = 
46.34727272727273 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 8:15:01 PM] 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 8:15:01 PM] Platform of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (OVERALLWELLNESSRESULT): 
Entering platform.sendAgentMessage w/ OVERALLWELLNESSRESULT 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 8:15:01 PM] Platform of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (OVERALLWELLNESSRESULT): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92:10010 
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[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 8:15:01 PM] Platform of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (OVERALLWELLNESSRESULT): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 8:15:01 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 
msg.destHost = 172.16.1.92:10010 msg.destAgentName = 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 
messageType = OVERALLWELLNESSRESULT messageContent = General 
HeartWellness 46.34727272727273 

Overall wellness level calculated by using OpenOffice.org 3.3 Calc 

Wellness levels and weights from relevant indicators 

Indicator  Wellness level (%) Weight 

Weight 30.64       1 

BMI 31.25       1 

Blood Sugar -174.07       1 

Total Cholesterol 100.0       1 

HDL -28.0       1 

LDL 100.0       1 

Triglycerides 100.0       1 

Heart Rate 100.0       1 

Systolic Pressure 100.0       1 

Diastolic Pressure 100.0       1 

Respiratory Rate 50.0       1 

Blood Calcium Level -        - 

ProthrombinTime -        - 

PTT -        - 

Fibrinogen -        - 
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PlateletCount -        - 

Overall wellness level for Heart Wellness case = 46.34727273 

Sample data of a test message from Test Agent (IP address: 172.16.1.92, Port: 

10010) – Weight Management Case 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 8:04:17 PM] TestAgent->Sending test data to 
OverallWellnessCalculator: General WeightManagement 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 8:04:17 PM] 
TestAgent@172.16.1.92:10010.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 8:04:17 PM] Platform of 
TestAgent@172.16.1.92:10010 (CALOVERALLWELLNESS): Entering 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ CALOVERALLWELLNESS 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 8:04:17 PM] Platform of 
TestAgent@172.16.1.92:10010 (CALOVERALLWELLNESS): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 8:04:17 PM] Platform of 
TestAgent@172.16.1.92:10010 (CALOVERALLWELLNESS): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 8:04:17 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = TestAgent@172.16.1.92:10010 msg.destHost = 
172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destAgentName = 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 platformAddress.name = 
172.16.1.92 messageType = CALOVERALLWELLNESS messageContent = General 
WeightManagement 

Sample data from DataRetriever (IP address: 172.16.1.92, Port: 10010) – Weight 

Management Case 

 [INFO(1) :: 21/12/11 8:04:18 PM] Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 is 
receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 8:04:18 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 21/12/11 8:04:18 PM] GETALLCURRENTWELLNESS message for 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(5) :: 21/12/11 8:04:18 PM] GETALLCURRENTWELLNESS message for 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 8:04:18 PM] Weight 30.64 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 8:04:18 PM] BMI 31.25 1 
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[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 8:04:18 PM] SystolicPressure 100.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 8:04:18 PM] DiastolicPressure 100.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 8:04:18 PM] TotalCholesterol 100.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 8:04:18 PM] LDL 100.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 8:04:18 PM] HDL -28.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 8:04:18 PM] Triglycerides 100.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 8:04:18 PM] BloodSugar -174.07 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 8:04:18 PM] HeartRate 100.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 8:04:18 PM] CaloriesExpenditure -100.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 8:04:18 PM] CaloriesIntake 66.67 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 8:04:18 PM] 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 8:04:18 PM] Platform of 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 (RETURNALLCURRENTWELLNESS): Entering 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ RETURNALLCURRENTWELLNESS 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 8:04:18 PM] Platform of 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 (RETURNALLCURRENTWELLNESS): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 8:04:18 PM] Platform of 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 (RETURNALLCURRENTWELLNESS): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 8:04:18 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 msg.destHost = 
172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destAgentName = 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 platformAddress.name = 
172.16.1.92 messageType = RETURNALLCURRENTWELLNESS messageContent = 
General WeightManagement 12 30.64 1 31.25 1 100.0 1 100.0 1 100.0 1 
100.0 1 -28.0 1 100.0 1 -174.07 1 100.0 1 -100.0 1 66.67 1 

Sample data from Overall Wellness Calculator (IP address: 172.16.1.92, Port: 

10011) – Weight Management Case 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 8:04:06 PM] SIGNIN message was sent to 
Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 8:04:17 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: Getting a 
message 
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[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 8:04:17 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: Created instream 
from socket 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 8:04:18 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: received 
CALOVERALLWELLNESS for OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 from 
TestAgent@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 8:04:18 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: connected on 
local port 10011 

[INFO(5) :: 21/12/11 8:04:18 PM] Platform.receiveAgentMessage(): Trying 
to deliver message CALOVERALLWELLNESSto the local agent, 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(1) :: 21/12/11 8:04:18 PM] receiveAgentMessage finding agent 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 8:04:18 PM] Platform.receiveAgentMessage(): 
Posting message to agent. 

[INFO(5) :: 21/12/11 8:04:18 PM] MessageQueue.addMessage 

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 8:04:18 PM] Message Queue status changed. Empty? 
false 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 8:04:18 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: Shutting down 
keepGoing=true 

[INFO(1) :: 21/12/11 8:04:18 PM] 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 is receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 8:04:18 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 21/12/11 8:04:18 PM] CALOVERALLWELLNESS message for 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(5) :: 21/12/11 8:04:18 PM] CALOVERALLWELLNESS message for 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 8:04:18 PM] 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 8:04:18 PM] Platform of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETALLCURRENTWELLNESS): 
Entering platform.sendAgentMessage w/ GETALLCURRENTWELLNESS 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 8:04:18 PM] Platform of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETALLCURRENTWELLNESS): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 8:04:18 PM] Platform of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETALLCURRENTWELLNESS): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 8:04:18 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 
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msg.destHost = 172.16.1.92:10010 msg.destAgentName = 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 
messageType = GETALLCURRENTWELLNESS messageContent = General 
WeightManagement 

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 8:04:18 PM] Platform of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETALLCURRENTWELLNESS): 
Host is known, but not here. 

[INFO(2) :: 21/12/11 8:04:18 PM] Platform.sendMessage(): Sending to 
172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(5) :: 21/12/11 8:04:18 PM] Platform.sendMessage of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETALLCURRENTWELLNESS): 
Opening socket. 

[INFO(5) :: 21/12/11 8:04:18 PM] Platform.sendMessage of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETALLCURRENTWELLNESS): 
Hostname = 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(5) :: 21/12/11 8:04:18 PM] Platform.sendMessage of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETALLCURRENTWELLNESS): 
Socket opened. 

[INFO(5) :: 21/12/11 8:04:18 PM] Platform.sendMessage of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETALLCURRENTWELLNESS): 
Socket opened on port 51609 

[INFO(5) :: 21/12/11 8:04:18 PM] Platform.sendMessage of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETALLCURRENTWELLNESS): 
Wrote message to socket. 

[INFO(5) :: 21/12/11 8:04:18 PM] Platform.sendMessage of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETALLCURRENTWELLNESS): 
Finished. 

[INFO(5) :: 21/12/11 8:04:18 PM] Platform of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETALLCURRENTWELLNESS): 
Sent! 

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 8:04:18 PM] Platform of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETALLCURRENTWELLNESS): 
Finished platform.sendAgentMessage w/ GETALLCURRENTWELLNESS 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 8:04:18 PM] GETALLCURRENTWELLNESS message was sent 
to Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 8:04:18 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: Getting a 
message 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 8:04:18 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: Created instream 
from socket 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 8:04:18 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: received 
RETURNALLCURRENTWELLNESS for 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 from 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 
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[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 8:04:18 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: connected on 
local port 10011 

[INFO(5) :: 21/12/11 8:04:18 PM] Platform.receiveAgentMessage(): Trying 
to deliver message RETURNALLCURRENTWELLNESSto the local agent, 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(1) :: 21/12/11 8:04:18 PM] receiveAgentMessage finding agent 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 8:04:18 PM] Platform.receiveAgentMessage(): 
Posting message to agent. 

[INFO(5) :: 21/12/11 8:04:18 PM] MessageQueue.addMessage 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 8:04:18 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: Shutting down 
keepGoing=true 

[INFO(1) :: 21/12/11 8:04:18 PM] 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 is receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 8:04:18 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 21/12/11 8:04:18 PM] RETURNALLCURRENTWELLNESS message for 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(5) :: 21/12/11 8:04:18 PM] RETURNALLCURRENTWELLNESS message for 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 8:04:18 PM] 30.64 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 8:04:18 PM] 31.25 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 8:04:18 PM] 100.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 8:04:18 PM] 100.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 8:04:18 PM] 100.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 8:04:18 PM] 100.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 8:04:18 PM] -28.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 8:04:18 PM] 100.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 8:04:18 PM] -174.07 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 8:04:18 PM] 100.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 8:04:18 PM] -100.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 8:04:18 PM] 66.67 1 
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[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 8:04:18 PM] Overall wellness level = 
35.54083333333334 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 8:04:18 PM] 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 8:04:18 PM] Platform of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (OVERALLWELLNESSRESULT): 
Entering platform.sendAgentMessage w/ OVERALLWELLNESSRESULT 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 8:04:18 PM] Platform of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (OVERALLWELLNESSRESULT): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 8:04:18 PM] Platform of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (OVERALLWELLNESSRESULT): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 8:04:18 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 
msg.destHost = 172.16.1.92:10010 msg.destAgentName = 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 
messageType = OVERALLWELLNESSRESULT messageContent = General 
WeightManagement 35.54083333333334 

Overall wellness level calculated by using OpenOffice.org 3.3 Calc 

Wellness levels and weights from relevant indicators 

Indicator  Wellness level (%) Weight 

Weight 30.64       1 

BMI 31.25       1 

Waist Circumference -        - 

Blood Sugar -174.07       1 

Total Cholesterol 100.0       1 

HDL -28.0       1 

LDL 100.0       1 

Triglycerides 100.0       1 

Heart Rate 100.0       1 
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Systolic Pressure 100.0       1 

Diastolic Pressure 100.0       1 

Calories Expenditure -100.0       1 

Calorie Intake 66.67       1 

Overall wellness level for Weight Management case = 35.54083333 

 

Results from the log files and OpenOffice.org 3.3 Calc indicate that the Overall Wellness 

Calculator can calculate overall wellness levels correctly. The agent can register itself to 

the Coordinator Agent when the agent is started. The Overall Wellness Calculator can 

also request required data for calculating overall wellness level from DataRetriever. 

Discrepancies 

- 

 

Test Case11: To Verify and Validate the StatAnalyzer Agents 

Requirement 

This test case ensures that the StatAnalyzer Agents can calculate and produce statistical 

results correctly. Also, each StatAnalyzer Agent has to register itself with the StatAdmin 

Agent once it is launched and must withdraw from the system before it is destroyed. 

Method 
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This test case is performed by launching StatAdmin Agent and StatSelector Agent on 

TEEMA. StatAnalyzer Agents are added into the system one by one. The Test Agent is 

launched on another TEEMA platform and then sends test messages to StatAdmin Agent. 

The statistical results produced by the StatAnalyzer Agents are compared to the result 

calculated by Microsoft Excel or an equivalent program. The interactions are also 

observed by using log files. In this test case, the agent platforms are assigned as follows: 

1. Coordinator agent – IP address: 172.16.1.92,  Port: 10010 

2. Test agent – IP address: 172.16.1.92,  Port: 10010 

3. Agent-based statistical tools – IP address: 172.16.1.92,  Port: 10011 

Expected Results 

Each StatAnalyzer Agent can register itself with StatAdmin Agent once it is launched. 

StatAnalyzer Agents can calculate statistical information correctly. They can also 

withdraw from the system before they are destroyed. 

 

Testing Results 

Sample data from Test Agent (IP address: 172.16.1.92, Port: 10010) – Single 

variable 

[INFO(-) :: 29/10/09 10:00:37 PM] TestAgent->Sending data to StatAdmin: 
General 1 5 SINGLE 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 

[INFO(-) :: 29/10/09 10:00:37 PM] 
TestAgent@172.16.1.92:10010.sendAgentMessage() 
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[INFO(4) :: 29/10/09 10:00:37 PM] Platform of 
TestAgent@172.16.1.92:10010 (ANALYSESINGLEVARIABLE): Entering 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ ANALYSESINGLEVARIABLE 

[INFO(-) :: 29/10/09 10:00:37 PM] Platform of 
TestAgent@172.16.1.92:10010 (ANALYSESINGLEVARIABLE): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 29/10/09 10:00:37 PM] Platform of 
TestAgent@172.16.1.92:10010 (ANALYSESINGLEVARIABLE): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 29/10/09 10:00:37 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = TestAgent@172.16.1.92:10010 msg.destHost = 
172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destAgentName = StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 
platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 messageType = ANALYSESINGLEVARIABLE 
messageContent = General 1 5 SINGLE 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 

Sample data from StatAnalyzer (IP address: 172.16.1.92, Port: 10011) – Single 

variable 

[INFO(-) :: 29/10/09 10:00:09 PM] 
StatAnalyser1@172.16.1.92:10011.run(): Agent state = INITIATED 

[INFO(3) :: 29/10/09 10:00:09 PM] Platform.notifyAgentCreated(): 
Received notification that agent StatAnalyser1@172.16.1.92:10011 has 
been created. 

[INFO(5) :: 29/10/09 10:00:09 PM] Platform.sendMessage of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (SIGNIN): Finished. 

[INFO(-) :: 29/10/09 10:00:09 PM] 
StatAnalyser1@172.16.1.92:10011.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(5) :: 29/10/09 10:00:09 PM] AgentJarLoader: Reading Jar entry: 
StatAnalyser2/ 

[INFO(4) :: 29/10/09 10:00:09 PM] Platform of 
StatAnalyser1@172.16.1.92:10011 (SIGNIN): Entering 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ SIGNIN 

[INFO(5) :: 29/10/09 10:00:09 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (SIGNIN): Sent! 

[INFO(-) :: 29/10/09 10:00:09 PM] Platform of 
StatAnalyser1@172.16.1.92:10011 (SIGNIN): platform.sendAgentMessage: 
destHost is 172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 29/10/09 10:00:09 PM] Platform of 
StatAnalyser1@172.16.1.92:10011 (SIGNIN): platform.sendAgentMessage: 
destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(5) :: 29/10/09 10:00:09 PM] AgentJarLoader: Read 0 bytes 
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[INFO(4) :: 29/10/09 10:00:09 PM] Platform of 
StatAnalyser1@172.16.1.92:10011 (SIGNIN): Host local or unknown. 

[INFO(5) :: 29/10/09 10:00:09 PM] Platform of 
StatAnalyser1@172.16.1.92:10011 (SIGNIN): Agent not null 

[INFO(4) :: 29/10/09 10:00:09 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = StatAnalyser1@172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destHost.name = 
172.16.1.92 msg.destAgentName = StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 
platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 messageType = SIGNIN messageContent= 
SINGLE Mean 

... 

[INFO(-) :: 29/10/09 10:00:37 PM] StatAdmin-> ANALYSEDATA message was 
sent to StatAnalyser1@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(1) :: 29/10/09 10:00:37 PM] StatAnalyser4@172.16.1.92:10011 is 
receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 29/10/09 10:00:37 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 29/10/09 10:00:37 PM] ANALYSEDATA message for 
StatAnalyser4@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(5) :: 29/10/09 10:00:37 PM] ANALYSEDATA message for 
StatAnalyser4@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 29/10/09 10:00:37 PM] StatAnalyser4-> Mode = 1000.0 2000.0 
3000.0 4000.0 5000.0  

[INFO(-) :: 29/10/09 10:00:37 PM] 
StatAnalyser4@172.16.1.92:10011.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 29/10/09 10:00:37 PM] Platform of 
StatAnalyser4@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSERESULT): Entering 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ ANALYSERESULT 

[INFO(-) :: 29/10/09 10:00:37 PM] Platform of 
StatAnalyser4@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSERESULT): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 29/10/09 10:00:37 PM] Platform of 
StatAnalyser4@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSERESULT): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 29/10/09 10:00:37 PM] Platform of 
StatAnalyser4@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSERESULT): Host local or unknown. 

[INFO(5) :: 29/10/09 10:00:37 PM] Platform of 
StatAnalyser4@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSERESULT): Agent not null 

[INFO(4) :: 29/10/09 10:00:37 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = StatAnalyser4@172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destHost.name = 
172.16.1.92 msg.destAgentName = StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 
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platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 messageType = ANALYSERESULT 
messageContent= General Mode 1000.0 2000.0 3000.0 4000.0 5000.0  

[INFO(5) :: 29/10/09 10:00:37 PM] MessageQueue.addMessage 

[INFO(5) :: 29/10/09 10:00:37 PM] MessageQueue.addMessage:Inserted 

[INFO(4) :: 29/10/09 10:00:37 PM] Message Queue (0): ANALYSERESULT 

[INFO(4) :: 29/10/09 10:00:37 PM] Message Queue (1): ANALYSERESULT 

[INFO(5) :: 29/10/09 10:00:37 PM] Platform of 
StatAnalyser4@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSERESULT): Posted! 

[INFO(4) :: 29/10/09 10:00:37 PM] Platform of 
StatAnalyser4@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSERESULT): Finished 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ ANALYSERESULT 

[INFO(-) :: 29/10/09 10:00:37 PM] ANALYSERESULT message was sent to 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(1) :: 29/10/09 10:00:37 PM] StatAnalyser5@172.16.1.92:10011 is 
receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 29/10/09 10:00:37 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 29/10/09 10:00:37 PM] ANALYSEDATA message for 
StatAnalyser5@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(5) :: 29/10/09 10:00:37 PM] ANALYSEDATA message for 
StatAnalyser5@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 29/10/09 10:00:37 PM] StatAnalyser5-> STD = 
1581.1388300841897 

[INFO(-) :: 29/10/09 10:00:37 PM] 
StatAnalyser5@172.16.1.92:10011.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 29/10/09 10:00:37 PM] Platform of 
StatAnalyser5@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSERESULT): Entering 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ ANALYSERESULT 

[INFO(-) :: 29/10/09 10:00:37 PM] Platform of 
StatAnalyser5@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSERESULT): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 29/10/09 10:00:37 PM] Platform of 
StatAnalyser5@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSERESULT): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 29/10/09 10:00:37 PM] Platform of 
StatAnalyser5@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSERESULT): Host local or unknown. 

[INFO(5) :: 29/10/09 10:00:37 PM] Platform of 
StatAnalyser5@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSERESULT): Agent not null 
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[INFO(4) :: 29/10/09 10:00:37 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = StatAnalyser5@172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destHost.name = 
172.16.1.92 msg.destAgentName = StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 
platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 messageType = ANALYSERESULT 
messageContent= General STD 1581.1388300841897 

[INFO(5) :: 29/10/09 10:00:37 PM] MessageQueue.addMessage 

[INFO(5) :: 29/10/09 10:00:37 PM] MessageQueue.addMessage:Inserted 

[INFO(4) :: 29/10/09 10:00:37 PM] Message Queue (0): ANALYSERESULT 

[INFO(4) :: 29/10/09 10:00:37 PM] Message Queue (1): ANALYSERESULT 

[INFO(4) :: 29/10/09 10:00:37 PM] Message Queue (2): ANALYSERESULT 

[INFO(5) :: 29/10/09 10:00:37 PM] Platform of 
StatAnalyser5@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSERESULT): Posted! 

[INFO(4) :: 29/10/09 10:00:37 PM] Platform of 
StatAnalyser5@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSERESULT): Finished 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ ANALYSERESULT 

[INFO(-) :: 29/10/09 10:00:37 PM] ANALYSERESULT message was sent to 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(1) :: 29/10/09 10:00:37 PM] StatAnalyser6@172.16.1.92:10011 is 
receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 29/10/09 10:00:37 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 29/10/09 10:00:37 PM] ANALYSEDATA message for 
StatAnalyser6@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(5) :: 29/10/09 10:00:37 PM] ANALYSEDATA message for 
StatAnalyser6@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 29/10/09 10:00:37 PM] StatAnalyser6-> Range = 4000.0 lowest 
value = 1000.0 highest value = 5000.0 

[INFO(-) :: 29/10/09 10:00:37 PM] 
StatAnalyser6@172.16.1.92:10011.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 29/10/09 10:00:37 PM] Platform of 
StatAnalyser6@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSERESULT): Entering 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ ANALYSERESULT 

[INFO(-) :: 29/10/09 10:00:37 PM] Platform of 
StatAnalyser6@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSERESULT): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 29/10/09 10:00:37 PM] Platform of 
StatAnalyser6@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSERESULT): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92 
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[INFO(4) :: 29/10/09 10:00:37 PM] Platform of 
StatAnalyser6@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSERESULT): Host local or unknown. 

[INFO(5) :: 29/10/09 10:00:37 PM] Platform of 
StatAnalyser6@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSERESULT): Agent not null 

[INFO(4) :: 29/10/09 10:00:37 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = StatAnalyser6@172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destHost.name = 
172.16.1.92 msg.destAgentName = StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 
platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 messageType = ANALYSERESULT 
messageContent= General Range 4000.0 1000.0 5000.0 

[INFO(5) :: 29/10/09 10:00:37 PM] MessageQueue.addMessage 

[INFO(5) :: 29/10/09 10:00:37 PM] MessageQueue.addMessage:Inserted 

[INFO(4) :: 29/10/09 10:00:37 PM] Message Queue (0): ANALYSERESULT 

[INFO(4) :: 29/10/09 10:00:37 PM] Message Queue (1): ANALYSERESULT 

[INFO(4) :: 29/10/09 10:00:37 PM] Message Queue (2): ANALYSERESULT 

[INFO(4) :: 29/10/09 10:00:37 PM] Message Queue (3): ANALYSERESULT 

[INFO(5) :: 29/10/09 10:00:37 PM] Platform of 
StatAnalyser6@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSERESULT): Posted! 

[INFO(4) :: 29/10/09 10:00:37 PM] Platform of 
StatAnalyser6@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSERESULT): Finished 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ ANALYSERESULT 

[INFO(-) :: 29/10/09 10:00:37 PM] ANALYSERESULT message was sent to 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(1) :: 29/10/09 10:00:37 PM] StatAnalyser1@172.16.1.92:10011 is 
receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 29/10/09 10:00:37 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 29/10/09 10:00:37 PM] ANALYSEDATA message for 
StatAnalyser1@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(5) :: 29/10/09 10:00:37 PM] ANALYSEDATA message for 
StatAnalyser1@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 29/10/09 10:00:37 PM] StatAnalyser1-> Mean = 3000.0 

[INFO(-) :: 29/10/09 10:00:37 PM] 
StatAnalyser1@172.16.1.92:10011.sendAgentMessage() 

Statistical information of single variable calculated by using OpenOffice.org 3.3 

Calc 
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Initial data = 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 

Mean = 3000 

Median = 3000 

Mode = #VALUE! (Note: Help option indicates that an error occurs when a value doesn't 
appear twice.) 
Standard Deviation = 1581.138830084 

Variance = 2500000 

Range = 4000 

Trend = -0.331259695 

Sample data from Test Agent (IP address: 172.16.1.92, Port: 10010) – Multiple 
variables 

[INFO(-) :: 29/10/09 11:56:53 PM] TestAgent@172.16.1.92:10010.run(): 
Agent state = INITIATED 

[INFO(3) :: 29/10/09 11:56:53 PM] Platform.notifyAgentCreated(): 
Received notification that agent TestAgent@172.16.1.92:10010 has been 
created. 

[INFO(-) :: 29/10/09 11:56:53 PM] TestAgent->Sending data to StatAdmin: 
General 12 data1 2800 3200 3500 3750 4000 2800 data2 100 1000 200 2000 
300 3000 

[INFO(-) :: 29/10/09 11:56:53 PM] 
TestAgent@172.16.1.92:10010.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 29/10/09 11:56:53 PM] Platform of 
TestAgent@172.16.1.92:10010 (ANALYSEMULTIPLEVARIABLES): Entering 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ ANALYSEMULTIPLEVARIABLES 

[INFO(-) :: 29/10/09 11:56:53 PM] Platform of 
TestAgent@172.16.1.92:10010 (ANALYSEMULTIPLEVARIABLES): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 29/10/09 11:56:53 PM] Platform of 
TestAgent@172.16.1.92:10010 (ANALYSEMULTIPLEVARIABLES): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 29/10/09 11:56:53 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = TestAgent@172.16.1.92:10010 msg.destHost = 
172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destAgentName = StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 
platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 messageType = 
ANALYSEMULTIPLEVARIABLES messageContent = General 12 data1 2800 3200 
3500 3750 4000 2800 data2 100 1000 200 2000 300 3000 
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Sample data from StatAnalyzer (IP address: 172.16.1.92, Port: 10011) – Multiple 
variables 

[INFO(1) :: 29/10/09 11:56:53 PM] StatAnalyser14@172.16.1.92:10011 is 
receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 29/10/09 11:56:53 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 29/10/09 11:56:53 PM] ANALYSEDATA message for 
StatAnalyser14@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(5) :: 29/10/09 11:56:53 PM] ANALYSEDATA message for 
StatAnalyser14@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 29/10/09 11:56:53 PM] StatAnalyser14-> Pearson2 = -
0.22182280662901124 

[INFO(-) :: 29/10/09 11:56:53 PM] 
StatAnalyser14@172.16.1.92:10011.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 29/10/09 11:56:53 PM] Platform of 
StatAnalyser14@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSERESULT): Entering 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ ANALYSERESULT 

[INFO(-) :: 29/10/09 11:56:53 PM] Platform of 
StatAnalyser14@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSERESULT): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 29/10/09 11:56:53 PM] Platform of 
StatAnalyser14@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSERESULT): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 29/10/09 11:56:53 PM] Platform of 
StatAnalyser14@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSERESULT): Host local or unknown. 

[INFO(5) :: 29/10/09 11:56:53 PM] Platform of 
StatAnalyser14@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSERESULT): Agent not null 

[INFO(4) :: 29/10/09 11:56:53 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = StatAnalyser14@172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destHost.name 
= 172.16.1.92 msg.destAgentName = StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 
platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 messageType = ANALYSERESULT 
messageContent= General Pearson2 -0.22182280662901124 

... 

[INFO(-) :: 30/10/09 12:21:00 AM] StatAnalyser9@172.16.1.92:10011: 
Being destroyed... 

[INFO(-) :: 30/10/09 12:21:00 AM] 
StatAnalyser9@172.16.1.92:10011.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 30/10/09 12:21:00 AM] Platform of 
StatAnalyser9@172.16.1.92:10011 (SIGNOUT): Entering 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ SIGNOUT 
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[INFO(-) :: 30/10/09 12:21:00 AM] Platform of 
StatAnalyser9@172.16.1.92:10011 (SIGNOUT): platform.sendAgentMessage: 
destHost is 172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 30/10/09 12:21:00 AM] Platform of 
StatAnalyser9@172.16.1.92:10011 (SIGNOUT): platform.sendAgentMessage: 
destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 30/10/09 12:21:00 AM] Platform of 
StatAnalyser9@172.16.1.92:10011 (SIGNOUT): Host local or unknown. 

[INFO(5) :: 30/10/09 12:21:00 AM] Platform of 
StatAnalyser9@172.16.1.92:10011 (SIGNOUT): Agent not null 

[INFO(4) :: 30/10/09 12:21:00 AM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = StatAnalyser9@172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destHost.name = 
172.16.1.92 msg.destAgentName = StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 
platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 messageType = SIGNOUT 
messageContent= 

Statistical information of multiple variables calculated by using OpenOffice.org 3.3 

Calc 

Initial data1 = dataset1 - 2800 3200 3500 3750 4000 2800  
                       dataset2 - 100 1000 200 2000 300 3000 

Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient = -0.221822807 

Results from the log files and OpenOffice.org 3.3 Calc indicate that the StatAnalyzer 

Agents can calculate corresponding statistical information correctly. The agents also can 

register to the StatAdmin Agent when they are started and withdraw from the system 

when they are being destroyed. 

Discrepancies 

- 

Test Case12: To Verify and Validate the StatAdmin Agent 

Requirement 
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This test case confirms that the StatAdmin Agent can register and track StatAnalyzer 

Agents in the system. The test case also checks if the StatAdmin Agent can register the 

agent-based statistical tools into the visualization system. 

Method 

This test case is performed by launching the agent-based statistical tools on TEEMA. The 

Test Agent is launched on another TEEMA platform and then sends test messages to the 

StatAdmin Agent. The result is observed by using log files. In this test case, the agent 

platforms are assigned as follows: 

1. Coordinator agent – IP address: 172.16.1.92,  Port: 10010 

2. Test agent – IP address: 172.16.1.92,  Port: 10010 

3. Agent-based statistical tools – IP address: 172.16.1.92,  Port: 10011 

Expected Results 

StatAdmin Agent can register the agent-based statistical tools into the visualization 

system. The agent also can register, distribute initial data to, and track StatAnalyzer 

Agents in the system. 

 

Testing Results 

Sample data from Coordinator Agent (IP address: 172.16.1.92, Port: 10010) 
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[INFO(5) :: 28/10/09 1:21:37 PM] Platform.receiveAgentMessage(): Trying 
to deliver message SIGNINto the local agent, 
Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(1) :: 28/10/09 1:21:37 PM] receiveAgentMessage finding agent 
Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(4) :: 28/10/09 1:21:37 PM] Platform.receiveAgentMessage(): 
Posting message to agent. 

[INFO(5) :: 28/10/09 1:21:37 PM] MessageQueue.addMessage 

[INFO(4) :: 28/10/09 1:21:37 PM] Message Queue status changed. Empty? 
false 

[INFO(-) :: 28/10/09 1:21:37 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: Shutting down 
keepGoing=true 

[INFO(1) :: 28/10/09 1:21:37 PM] Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 is 
receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 28/10/09 1:21:37 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 28/10/09 1:21:37 PM] SIGNIN message for 
Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(5) :: 28/10/09 1:21:37 PM] SIGNIN message for 
Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(5) :: 28/10/09 1:21:37 PM] AgentJarLoader.loadClassData(): 
Loading class data for: Coordinator.AgentInfo from JAR resource 
Coordinator/AgentInfo.class 

[INFO(5) :: 28/10/09 1:21:37 PM] AgentJarLoader: found class 
Coordinator.AgentInfo 

[INFO(-) :: 28/10/09 1:21:37 PM] Insert agent info into agentTable 

[INFO(-) :: 28/10/09 1:21:37 PM] StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 
172.16.1.92:10011 STAT 

[INFO(-) :: 28/10/09 1:21:37 PM] 1 

Sample data from Test Agent (IP address: 172.16.1.92, Port: 10010) 

[INFO(-) :: 28/10/09 1:22:08 PM] TestAgent->Sending data to StatAdmin: 
Alice 12 -0.266187368 

[INFO(-) :: 28/10/09 1:22:08 PM] 
TestAgent@172.16.1.92:10010.sendAgentMessage() 
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[INFO(4) :: 28/10/09 1:22:08 PM] Platform of 
TestAgent@172.16.1.92:10010 (ANALYSEDATA): Entering 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ ANALYSEDATA 

[INFO(-) :: 28/10/09 1:22:08 PM] Platform of 
TestAgent@172.16.1.92:10010 (ANALYSEDATA): platform.sendAgentMessage: 
destHost is 172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 28/10/09 1:22:08 PM] Platform of 
TestAgent@172.16.1.92:10010 (ANALYSEDATA): platform.sendAgentMessage: 
destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 28/10/09 1:22:08 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = TestAgent@172.16.1.92:10010 msg.destHost = 
172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destAgentName = StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 
platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 messageType = ANALYSEDATA 
messageContent = Alice 12 -0.266187368 

Sample data from StatAdmin Agent (IP address: 172.16.1.92, Port: 10011) 

[INFO(4) :: 28/10/09 1:21:37 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (SIGNIN): Entering 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ SIGNIN 

[INFO(3) :: 28/10/09 1:21:37 PM] Platform.notifyAgentCreated(): 
Received notification that agent StatSelector@172.16.1.92:10011 has 
been created. 

[INFO(-) :: 28/10/09 1:21:37 PM] 
C:\TEEMAv2\StatisticalTools\dist\StatAnalyser1 

[INFO(-) :: 28/10/09 1:21:37 PM] StatAnalyser1 

[INFO(3) :: 28/10/09 1:21:37 PM] AgentUpdateInfo DOES NOT match any 
item on this platform 

[INFO(-) :: 28/10/09 1:21:37 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (SIGNIN): platform.sendAgentMessage: 
destHost is 172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(4) :: 28/10/09 1:21:37 PM] Platform has added an agent into the 
agentupdateinfo vector 

[INFO(4) :: 28/10/09 1:21:37 PM] Platform.loadAgentJar(): Read Jar file 
from disk: C:/TEEMAv2/StatisticalTools/dist/StatAnalyser1.jar 

[INFO(4) :: 28/10/09 1:21:37 PM] AgentJarLoader: Creating... 

[INFO(-) :: 28/10/09 1:21:37 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (SIGNIN): platform.sendAgentMessage: 
destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(5) :: 28/10/09 1:21:37 PM] AgentJarLoader: Agent class = 
StatAnalyser1.StatAnalyser1 
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[INFO(4) :: 28/10/09 1:21:37 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destHost = 
172.16.1.92:10010 msg.destAgentName = Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 
platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 messageType = SIGNIN messageContent 
= STAT 

... 

[INFO(4) :: 28/10/09 1:21:38 PM] Message Queue (0): SIGNIN 

[INFO(4) :: 28/10/09 1:21:38 PM] Message Queue (1): SIGNIN 

[INFO(4) :: 28/10/09 1:21:38 PM] Message Queue (2): SIGNIN 

[INFO(4) :: 28/10/09 1:21:38 PM] Message Queue (3): SIGNIN 

[INFO(4) :: 28/10/09 1:21:38 PM] Message Queue (4): SIGNIN 

[INFO(4) :: 28/10/09 1:21:38 PM] Message Queue (5): SIGNIN 

[INFO(4) :: 28/10/09 1:21:38 PM] Message Queue (6): SIGNIN 

[INFO(4) :: 28/10/09 1:21:38 PM] Message Queue (7): SIGNIN 

[INFO(4) :: 28/10/09 1:21:38 PM] Message Queue (8): SIGNIN 

[INFO(4) :: 28/10/09 1:21:38 PM] Message Queue (9): SIGNIN 

[INFO(4) :: 28/10/09 1:21:38 PM] Message Queue (10): SIGNIN 

[INFO(4) :: 28/10/09 1:21:38 PM] Message Queue (11): SIGNIN 

[INFO(4) :: 28/10/09 1:21:38 PM] Message Queue (12): SIGNIN 

[INFO(4) :: 28/10/09 1:21:38 PM] Message Queue (13): SIGNIN 

[INFO(4) :: 28/10/09 1:21:38 PM] Message Queue (14): SIGNIN 

[INFO(5) :: 28/10/09 1:21:38 PM] Platform of 
StatAnalyser16@172.16.1.92:10011 (SIGNIN): Posted! 

[INFO(4) :: 28/10/09 1:21:38 PM] Platform of 
StatAnalyser16@172.16.1.92:10011 (SIGNIN): Finished 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ SIGNIN 

[INFO(-) :: 28/10/09 1:21:38 PM] SIGNIN message was sent to 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 28/10/09 1:21:38 PM] SIGNIN message was sent to 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(1) :: 28/10/09 1:21:38 PM] StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 is 
receiving message  
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[INFO(4) :: 28/10/09 1:21:38 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 28/10/09 1:21:38 PM] SIGNIN message for 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(5) :: 28/10/09 1:21:38 PM] SIGNIN message for 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 28/10/09 1:21:38 PM] StatAdmin-> Insert agent info into 
agentTable 

[INFO(-) :: 28/10/09 1:21:38 PM] StatAnalyser2@172.16.1.92:10011 
172.16.1.92:10011 SINGLE Median 

[INFO(-) :: 28/10/09 1:21:38 PM] 2 

[INFO(1) :: 28/10/09 1:21:38 PM] StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 is 
receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 28/10/09 1:21:38 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 28/10/09 1:21:38 PM] SIGNIN message for 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(5) :: 28/10/09 1:21:38 PM] SIGNIN message for 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 28/10/09 1:21:38 PM] StatAdmin-> Insert agent info into 
agentTable 

[INFO(-) :: 28/10/09 1:21:38 PM] StatAnalyser3@172.16.1.92:10011 
172.16.1.92:10011 SINGLE Trend 

[INFO(-) :: 28/10/09 1:21:38 PM] 3 

[INFO(1) :: 28/10/09 1:21:38 PM] StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 is 
receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 28/10/09 1:21:38 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 28/10/09 1:21:38 PM] SIGNIN message for 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(5) :: 28/10/09 1:21:38 PM] SIGNIN message for 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 28/10/09 1:21:38 PM] StatAdmin-> Insert agent info into 
agentTable 

[INFO(-) :: 28/10/09 1:21:38 PM] StatAnalyser4@172.16.1.92:10011 
172.16.1.92:10011 SINGLE Mode 

[INFO(-) :: 28/10/09 1:21:38 PM] 4 
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[INFO(1) :: 28/10/09 1:21:39 PM] StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 is 
receiving message 

... 

[INFO(-) :: 28/10/09 1:22:08 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: received 
ANALYSEDATA for StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 from 
TestAgent@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 28/10/09 1:22:08 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: connected on 
local port 10011 

[INFO(5) :: 28/10/09 1:22:08 PM] Platform.receiveAgentMessage(): Trying 
to deliver message ANALYSEDATAto the local agent, 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(1) :: 28/10/09 1:22:08 PM] receiveAgentMessage finding agent 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(4) :: 28/10/09 1:22:08 PM] Platform.receiveAgentMessage(): 
Posting message to agent. 

[INFO(5) :: 28/10/09 1:22:08 PM] MessageQueue.addMessage 

[INFO(4) :: 28/10/09 1:22:08 PM] Message Queue status changed. Empty? 
false 

[INFO(-) :: 28/10/09 1:22:08 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: Shutting down 
keepGoing=true 

[INFO(1) :: 28/10/09 1:22:08 PM] StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 is 
receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 28/10/09 1:22:08 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 28/10/09 1:22:08 PM] ANALYSEDATA message for 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(5) :: 28/10/09 1:22:08 PM] ANALYSEDATA message for 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 28/10/09 1:22:08 PM] StatAnalyser7@172.16.1.92:10011 
StatAnalyser7@172.16.1.92:10011 172.16.1.92:10011 PERIOD t-test1 

[INFO(-) :: 28/10/09 1:22:08 PM] 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 28/10/09 1:22:08 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSEDATA): Entering 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ ANALYSEDATA 

[INFO(-) :: 28/10/09 1:22:08 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSEDATA): platform.sendAgentMessage: 
destHost is 172.16.1.92:10011 
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[INFO(-) :: 28/10/09 1:22:08 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSEDATA): platform.sendAgentMessage: 
destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 28/10/09 1:22:08 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSEDATA): Host local or unknown. 

[INFO(5) :: 28/10/09 1:22:08 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSEDATA): Agent not null 

[INFO(4) :: 28/10/09 1:22:08 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destHost.name = 
172.16.1.92 msg.destAgentName = StatAnalyser7@172.16.1.92:10011 
platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 messageType = ANALYSEDATA 
messageContent= Alice 12 -0.266187368 

[INFO(5) :: 28/10/09 1:22:08 PM] MessageQueue.addMessage 

[INFO(4) :: 28/10/09 1:22:08 PM] Message Queue status changed. Empty? 
false 

[INFO(5) :: 28/10/09 1:22:08 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSEDATA): Posted! 

[INFO(4) :: 28/10/09 1:22:08 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSEDATA): Finished 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ ANALYSEDATA 

[INFO(-) :: 28/10/09 1:22:08 PM] StatAdmin-> ANALYSEDATA message was 
sent to StatAnalyser7@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 28/10/09 1:22:08 PM] StatAnalyser2@172.16.1.92:10011 
StatAnalyser2@172.16.1.92:10011 172.16.1.92:10011 SINGLE Median 

[INFO(-) :: 28/10/09 1:22:08 PM] 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 28/10/09 1:22:08 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSEDATA): Entering 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ ANALYSEDATA 

[INFO(-) :: 28/10/09 1:22:08 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSEDATA): platform.sendAgentMessage: 
destHost is 172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 28/10/09 1:22:08 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSEDATA): platform.sendAgentMessage: 
destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 28/10/09 1:22:08 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSEDATA): Host local or unknown. 

[INFO(5) :: 28/10/09 1:22:08 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSEDATA): Agent not null 
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[INFO(4) :: 28/10/09 1:22:08 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destHost.name = 
172.16.1.92 msg.destAgentName = StatAnalyser2@172.16.1.92:10011 
platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 messageType = ANALYSEDATA 
messageContent= Alice 12 -0.266187368 

[INFO(5) :: 28/10/09 1:22:08 PM] MessageQueue.addMessage 

[INFO(4) :: 28/10/09 1:22:08 PM] Message Queue status changed. Empty? 
false 

[INFO(5) :: 28/10/09 1:22:08 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSEDATA): Posted! 

[INFO(4) :: 28/10/09 1:22:08 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSEDATA): Finished 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ ANALYSEDATA 

[INFO(-) :: 28/10/09 1:22:08 PM] StatAdmin-> ANALYSEDATA message was 
sent to StatAnalyser2@172.16.1.92:10011 

... 

[INFO(1) :: 28/10/09 1:22:10 PM] StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 is 
receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 28/10/09 1:22:10 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 28/10/09 1:22:10 PM] SIGNOUT message for 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(5) :: 28/10/09 1:22:10 PM] SIGNOUT message for 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 28/10/09 1:22:10 PM] StatAdmin-> Remove agent info from 
agentTable 

[INFO(-) :: 28/10/09 1:22:10 PM] 14 

Sample data from StatAnalyzer Agents (IP address: 172.16.1.92, Port: 10011) 

[INFO(-) :: 28/10/09 1:21:37 PM] Platform of 
StatAnalyser7@172.16.1.92:10011 (SIGNIN): platform.sendAgentMessage: 
destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 28/10/09 1:21:37 PM] Platform of 
StatAnalyser7@172.16.1.92:10011 (SIGNIN): Host local or unknown. 

[INFO(5) :: 28/10/09 1:21:37 PM] Platform of 
StatAnalyser7@172.16.1.92:10011 (SIGNIN): Agent not null 

[INFO(4) :: 28/10/09 1:21:37 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = StatAnalyser7@172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destHost.name = 
172.16.1.92 msg.destAgentName = StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 
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platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 messageType = SIGNIN messageContent= 
PERIOD t-test1 

... 

[INFO(-) :: 28/10/09 1:22:08 PM] StatAnalyser6@172.16.1.92:10011: Being 
destroyed... 

[INFO(-) :: 28/10/09 1:22:08 PM] 
StatAnalyser6@172.16.1.92:10011.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 28/10/09 1:22:08 PM] Platform of 
StatAnalyser6@172.16.1.92:10011 (SIGNOUT): Entering 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ SIGNOUT 

[INFO(-) :: 28/10/09 1:22:08 PM] Platform of 
StatAnalyser6@172.16.1.92:10011 (SIGNOUT): platform.sendAgentMessage: 
destHost is 172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 28/10/09 1:22:08 PM] Platform of 
StatAnalyser6@172.16.1.92:10011 (SIGNOUT): platform.sendAgentMessage: 
destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 28/10/09 1:22:08 PM] Platform of 
StatAnalyser6@172.16.1.92:10011 (SIGNOUT): Host local or unknown. 

[INFO(5) :: 28/10/09 1:22:08 PM] Platform of 
StatAnalyser6@172.16.1.92:10011 (SIGNOUT): Agent not null 

[INFO(4) :: 28/10/09 1:22:08 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = StatAnalyser6@172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destHost.name = 
172.16.1.92 msg.destAgentName = StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 
platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 messageType = SIGNOUT 
messageContent= 

Results from the log files indicate that StatAdmin Agent can register the agent-based 

statistical tools into the visualization system. The agent also can register and distribute 

initial data to track and remove StatAnalyzer Agents in the system. 

Discrepancies 

- 

Test Case13: To Verify and Validate the StatSelector Agent 

Requirement 
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This test case confirms that the StatSelector Agent can select statistical methods that are 

appropriated for the given data. 

 

Method 

This test case is performed by launching the agent-based statistical tools on TEEMA. The 

Test Agent is launched on another TEEMA platform and then sends test messages to the 

StatAdmin Agent. The result is observed by using log files. In this test case, the agent 

platforms are assigned as follows: 

4. Test agent – IP address: 172.16.1.92,  Port: 10010 

5. Agent-based statistical tools – IP address: 172.16.1.92,  Port: 10011 

Expected Results 

The StatSelector Agent can select statistical methods that are appropriated for the given 

data. 

Testing Results 

Sample data from Test Agent (IP address: 172.16.1.92, Port: 10010) 

[INFO(-) :: 30/10/09 11:53:00 AM] TestAgent->Sending data to 
StatSelector: General HeartRate 

[INFO(-) :: 30/10/09 11:53:00 AM] 
TestAgent@172.16.1.92:10010.sendAgentMessage() 
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[INFO(4) :: 30/10/09 11:53:00 AM] Platform of 
TestAgent@172.16.1.92:10010 (REQUEST): Entering 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ REQUEST 

[INFO(-) :: 30/10/09 11:53:00 AM] Platform of 
TestAgent@172.16.1.92:10010 (REQUEST): platform.sendAgentMessage: 
destHost is 172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 30/10/09 11:53:00 AM] Platform of 
TestAgent@172.16.1.92:10010 (REQUEST): platform.sendAgentMessage: 
destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 30/10/09 11:53:00 AM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = TestAgent@172.16.1.92:10010 msg.destHost = 
172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destAgentName = StatSelector@172.16.1.92:10011 
platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 messageType = REQUEST messageContent 
= General HeartRate 

Sample data from DataRetriever Agent (IP address: 172.16.1.92, Port: 10010) 

[INFO(1) :: 30/10/09 11:53:00 AM] Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 is 
receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 30/10/09 11:53:00 AM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 30/10/09 11:53:00 AM] GETCONFIG message for 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(5) :: 30/10/09 11:53:00 AM] GETCONFIG message for 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 30/10/09 11:53:00 AM] 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 30/10/09 11:53:00 AM] Platform of 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 (RETURNCONFIG): Entering 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ RETURNCONFIG 

[INFO(-) :: 30/10/09 11:53:00 AM] Platform of 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 (RETURNCONFIG): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 30/10/09 11:53:00 AM] Platform of 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 (RETURNCONFIG): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 30/10/09 11:53:00 AM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 msg.destHost = 
172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destAgentName = StatSelector@172.16.1.92:10011 
platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 messageType = RETURNCONFIG 
messageContent = General 10 

... 

[INFO(5) :: 30/10/09 11:53:01 AM] MessageQueue.addMessage:Inserted 
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[INFO(4) :: 30/10/09 11:53:01 AM] Message Queue (0): GETDATA 

[INFO(4) :: 30/10/09 11:53:01 AM] Message Queue (1): GETDATA 

[INFO(-) :: 30/10/09 11:53:01 AM] ReceiveMessageThread: Shutting down 
keepGoing=true 

[INFO(1) :: 30/10/09 11:53:01 AM] Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 is 
receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 30/10/09 11:53:01 AM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 30/10/09 11:53:01 AM] GETDATA message for 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(5) :: 30/10/09 11:53:01 AM] GETDATA message for 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 30/10/09 11:53:01 AM] 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 30/10/09 11:53:01 AM] Platform of 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 (RETURNUSERDATA): Entering 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ RETURNUSERDATA 

[INFO(-) :: 30/10/09 11:53:01 AM] Platform of 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 (RETURNUSERDATA): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 30/10/09 11:53:01 AM] Platform of 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 (RETURNUSERDATA): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 30/10/09 11:53:01 AM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 msg.destHost = 
172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destAgentName = StatSelector@172.16.1.92:10011 
platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 messageType = RETURNUSERDATA 
messageContent = SINGLE General 1 10 HeartRate 110 112 115 113 110 105 
102 99 101 90 

[INFO(4) :: 30/10/09 11:53:01 AM] Platform of 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 (RETURNUSERDATA): Host is known, but 
not here. 

[INFO(2) :: 30/10/09 11:53:01 AM] Platform.sendMessage(): Sending to 
172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(5) :: 30/10/09 11:53:01 AM] Platform.sendMessage of 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 (RETURNUSERDATA): Opening socket. 

[INFO(5) :: 30/10/09 11:53:01 AM] Platform.sendMessage of 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 (RETURNUSERDATA): Hostname = 
172.16.1.92 

[INFO(5) :: 30/10/09 11:53:01 AM] Platform.sendMessage of 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 (RETURNUSERDATA): Socket opened. 
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[INFO(5) :: 30/10/09 11:53:01 AM] Platform.sendMessage of 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 (RETURNUSERDATA): Socket opened on port 
49395 

[INFO(5) :: 30/10/09 11:53:01 AM] Platform.sendMessage of 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 (RETURNUSERDATA): Wrote message to 
socket. 

[INFO(5) :: 30/10/09 11:53:01 AM] Platform.sendMessage of 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 (RETURNUSERDATA): Finished. 

[INFO(5) :: 30/10/09 11:53:01 AM] Platform of 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 (RETURNUSERDATA): Sent! 

[INFO(4) :: 30/10/09 11:53:01 AM] Platform of 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 (RETURNUSERDATA): Finished 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ RETURNUSERDATA 

[INFO(-) :: 30/10/09 11:53:01 AM] RETURNUSERDATA message was sent to 
StatSelector@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(1) :: 30/10/09 11:53:01 AM] Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 is 
receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 30/10/09 11:53:01 AM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 30/10/09 11:53:01 AM] GETDATA message for 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(5) :: 30/10/09 11:53:01 AM] GETDATA message for 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 30/10/09 11:53:01 AM] 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 30/10/09 11:53:01 AM] Platform of 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 (RETURNUSERDATA): Entering 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ RETURNUSERDATA 

[INFO(-) :: 30/10/09 11:53:01 AM] Platform of 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 (RETURNUSERDATA): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 30/10/09 11:53:01 AM] Platform of 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 (RETURNUSERDATA): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 30/10/09 11:53:01 AM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 msg.destHost = 
172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destAgentName = StatSelector@172.16.1.92:10011 
platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 messageType = RETURNUSERDATA 
messageContent = ALL General 4 10 data HeartRate 110 112 115 113 110 
105 102 99 101 90 data Temperature 36.7 37.4 37.7 37.5 37.8 37.3 37.1 
37.0 37.1 37.2 data SystolicPressure 112 115 117 111 110 108 105 104 
102 102 data DiastolicPressure 71 75 77 76 74 75 77 72 74 70 
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Sample data from StatSelector Agent (IP address: 172.16.1.92, Port: 10011) 

[INFO(1) :: 30/10/09 11:53:00 AM] StatSelector@172.16.1.92:10011 is 
receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 30/10/09 11:53:00 AM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 30/10/09 11:53:00 AM] REQUEST message for 
StatSelector@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(5) :: 30/10/09 11:53:00 AM] REQUEST message for 
StatSelector@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 30/10/09 11:53:00 AM] StatSelector-> Insert info. into 
UserDataTypeListTable 

[INFO(-) :: 30/10/09 11:53:00 AM] 
StatSelector@172.16.1.92:10011.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 30/10/09 11:53:00 AM] Platform of 
StatSelector@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETCONFIG): Entering 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ GETCONFIG 

[INFO(-) :: 30/10/09 11:53:00 AM] Platform of 
StatSelector@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETCONFIG): platform.sendAgentMessage: 
destHost is 172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 30/10/09 11:53:00 AM] Platform of 
StatSelector@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETCONFIG): platform.sendAgentMessage: 
destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 30/10/09 11:53:00 AM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = StatSelector@172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destHost = 
172.16.1.92:10010 msg.destAgentName = Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 
platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 messageType = GETCONFIG 
messageContent = General CONFIGDATAENTRY 

... 

[INFO(1) :: 30/10/09 11:53:01 AM] StatSelector@172.16.1.92:10011 is 
receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 30/10/09 11:53:01 AM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 30/10/09 11:53:01 AM] RETURNCONFIG message for 
StatSelector@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(5) :: 30/10/09 11:53:01 AM] RETURNCONFIG message for 
StatSelector@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 30/10/09 11:53:01 AM] 
StatSelector@172.16.1.92:10011.sendAgentMessage() 
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[INFO(4) :: 30/10/09 11:53:01 AM] Platform of 
StatSelector@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETDATA): Entering 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ GETDATA 

[INFO(-) :: 30/10/09 11:53:01 AM] Platform of 
StatSelector@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETDATA): platform.sendAgentMessage: 
destHost is 172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 30/10/09 11:53:01 AM] Platform of 
StatSelector@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETDATA): platform.sendAgentMessage: 
destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 30/10/09 11:53:01 AM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = StatSelector@172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destHost = 
172.16.1.92:10010 msg.destAgentName = Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 
platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 messageType = GETDATA messageContent 
= SINGLE General HeartRate 

... 

[INFO(-) :: 30/10/09 11:53:01 AM] GETDATA message was sent to 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 30/10/09 11:53:01 AM] 
StatSelector@172.16.1.92:10011.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 30/10/09 11:53:01 AM] Platform of 
StatSelector@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETDATA): Entering 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ GETDATA 

[INFO(-) :: 30/10/09 11:53:01 AM] Platform of 
StatSelector@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETDATA): platform.sendAgentMessage: 
destHost is 172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 30/10/09 11:53:01 AM] Platform of 
StatSelector@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETDATA): platform.sendAgentMessage: 
destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 30/10/09 11:53:01 AM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = StatSelector@172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destHost = 
172.16.1.92:10010 msg.destAgentName = Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 
platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 messageType = GETDATA messageContent 
= ALL General 10 

... 

[INFO(1) :: 30/10/09 11:53:01 AM] StatSelector@172.16.1.92:10011 is 
receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 30/10/09 11:53:01 AM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 30/10/09 11:53:01 AM] RETURNUSERDATA message for 
StatSelector@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(5) :: 30/10/09 11:53:01 AM] RETURNUSERDATA message for 
StatSelector@172.16.1.92:10011 
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[INFO(-) :: 30/10/09 11:53:01 AM] 
StatSelector@172.16.1.92:10011.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 30/10/09 11:53:01 AM] Platform of 
StatSelector@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSESINGLEVARIABLE): Entering 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ ANALYSESINGLEVARIABLE 

[INFO(-) :: 30/10/09 11:53:01 AM] Platform of 
StatSelector@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSESINGLEVARIABLE): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 30/10/09 11:53:01 AM] Platform of 
StatSelector@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSESINGLEVARIABLE): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 30/10/09 11:53:01 AM] Platform of 
StatSelector@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSESINGLEVARIABLE): Host local or 
unknown. 

[INFO(5) :: 30/10/09 11:53:01 AM] Platform of 
StatSelector@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSESINGLEVARIABLE): Agent not null 

[INFO(4) :: 30/10/09 11:53:01 AM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = StatSelector@172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destHost.name = 
172.16.1.92 msg.destAgentName = StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 
platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 messageType = ANALYSESINGLEVARIABLE 
messageContent= General 1 10 HeartRate 110 112 115 113 110 105 102 99 
101 90 

Results from the log files show that the StatSelector Agent can select statistical methods 

that are appropriated for the given data. 

Discrepancies 

- 

Test Case14: To Verify and Validate the Functionalities and Results Provided by the 

GUIs 

Requirement 

This test case verifies that the graphical user interface can generate visual presentations 

and present information correctly. 
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Method 

This test case is performed by comparing the results produced by the GUI against the 

design.  

Expected Results 

The GUI can generate visual presentations and present information correctly. 

Testing Results 

The GUI can generate visual presentations and present information correctly as expected. 

Examples can be found in Chapter 3 and the results from the user study are discussed in 

Chapter 6. 

Discrepancies 

- 

Test Case15: To Verify and Validate the DataRetriever Agent 

Requirement 

This test case confirms that the DataRetriever Agent can retrieve data correctly. 

Method 

This test case is performed by launching DataRetriever Agent on TEEMA. The Test 

Agent is launched on another TEEMA platform and then sends test messages to the 
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DataRetriever Agent. The result is observed by using log files. In this test case, the agent 

platforms are assigned as follows: 

1. Test agent – IP address: 172.16.1.92,  Port: 10010 

2. DataRetriever agent – IP address: 172.16.1.92,  Port: 10011 

Expected Results 

The DataRetriever Agent can retrieve requested data correctly. 

 

Testing Results 

Results from previous test cases confirm that the DataRetriever Agent can retrieve and 

return requested data correctly. 

Discrepancies 

- 

Test Case16: Functionalities and Results of the Rule-Based System 

Requirement 

This test case verifies that the agent-based rule-based system can generate results 

correctly. The rule-based system must announce the “goal” and must show the result 

when the input data is matched with any rule. The rule-based system must not announce 
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the “goal” when it can not fire any rule. Moreover, the description and suggestion 

relevant to the goal must be generated when a goal is announced. 

Method 

This test case is performed by launching the agent-based rule-based system on TEEMA. 

The Test Agent is launched on another TEEMA platform and then sends test messages to 

the rule-based system. The result is observed by using log files. In this test case, the agent 

platforms are assigned as follows: 

1. Test agent – IP address: 172.16.1.92,  Port: 10010 

2. Coordinator – IP address: 172.16.1.92,  Port: 10010 

3. DataRetriever– IP address: 172.16.1.92,  Port: 10010 

4. Agent-based rule-based system – IP address: 172.16.1.92,  Port: 10011 

Expected Results 

The rule-based system can announce the  “goal” and show the result, relevant description, 

and suggestion when the input data is matched with a rule. The rule-based system does 

not announce the “goal” when it can not fire any rule. 

Testing Results 

Sample data from Coordinator Agent (IP address: 172.16.1.92, Port: 10010) 

[INFO(1) :: 24/11/11 2:41:04 PM] Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 is 
receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:04 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 
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[INFO(2) :: 24/11/11 2:41:04 PM] SIGNIN message for 
Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(5) :: 24/11/11 2:41:04 PM] SIGNIN message for 
Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(5) :: 24/11/11 2:41:04 PM] AgentJarLoader.loadClassData(): 
Loading class data for: Coordinator.AgentInfo from JAR resource 
Coordinator/AgentInfo.class 

[INFO(5) :: 24/11/11 2:41:04 PM] AgentJarLoader: found class 
Coordinator.AgentInfo 

[INFO(-) :: 24/11/11 2:41:04 PM] Insert agent info into agentTable 

[INFO(-) :: 24/11/11 2:41:04 PM] Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 
172.16.1.92:10011 RULEBASE 

[INFO(-) :: 24/11/11 2:41:04 PM] 1 

... 

[INFO(1) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 is 
receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] RULEBASERESULT message for 
Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(5) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] RULEBASERESULT message for 
Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] Result from Rule-Based System -> 
General BloodSugar Very High 

... 

[INFO(1) :: 24/11/11 2:41:29 PM] Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 is 
receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:29 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 24/11/11 2:41:29 PM] DESCRIPTION message for 
Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(5) :: 24/11/11 2:41:29 PM] DESCRIPTION message for 
Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 24/11/11 2:41:29 PM] Description from Rule-Based System -> 
General BloodSugar The level of your blood sugar is very high. 

... 
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[INFO(1) :: 24/11/11 2:41:29 PM] Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 is 
receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:29 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 24/11/11 2:41:29 PM] SUGGESTION message for 
Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(5) :: 24/11/11 2:41:29 PM] SUGGESTION message for 
Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 24/11/11 2:41:29 PM] Suggestion from Rule-Based System -> 
General BloodSugar A rise in blood glucose level can be caused by the 
type/amount of carbohydrates you eat. Please consult with your doctor 
because high serum glucose is caused by many problems such as diabetes, 
Cushing's disease, Pheochromocytoma, Hyperthyroidism, etc. 

Sample data from Test Agent (IP address: 172.16.1.92, Port: 10010) 

[INFO(-) :: 24/11/11 2:41:25 PM] TestAgent->Sending test data to 
Multiplexer: General Male 65 73 164 BloodSugar Objective 200 BLANK 

[INFO(-) :: 24/11/11 2:41:25 PM] 
TestAgent@172.16.1.92:10010.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:25 PM] Platform of 
TestAgent@172.16.1.92:10010 (START): Entering platform.sendAgentMessage 
w/ START 

[INFO(-) :: 24/11/11 2:41:25 PM] Platform of 
TestAgent@172.16.1.92:10010 (START): platform.sendAgentMessage: 
destHost is 172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 24/11/11 2:41:25 PM] Platform of 
TestAgent@172.16.1.92:10010 (START): platform.sendAgentMessage: 
destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:25 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = TestAgent@172.16.1.92:10010 msg.destHost = 
172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destAgentName = Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 
platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 messageType = START messageContent = 
General Male 65 73 164 BloodSugar Objective 200 BLANK 

Sample data from DataRetriever Agent (IP address: 172.16.1.92, Port: 10010) 

[INFO(1) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 is 
receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] RULEBASERESULT message for 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 
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[INFO(5) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] RULEBASERESULT message for 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] Result from Rule-Based System -> 
General BloodSugar Very High 

... 

[INFO(1) :: 24/11/11 2:41:29 PM] Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 is 
receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:29 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 24/11/11 2:41:29 PM] DESCRIPTION message for 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(5) :: 24/11/11 2:41:29 PM] DESCRIPTION message for 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 24/11/11 2:41:29 PM] Description from Rule-Based System -> 
General BloodSugar The level of your blood sugar is very high. 

... 

[INFO(1) :: 24/11/11 2:41:29 PM] Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 is 
receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:29 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 24/11/11 2:41:29 PM] SUGGESTION message for 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(5) :: 24/11/11 2:41:29 PM] SUGGESTION message for 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 24/11/11 2:41:29 PM] Suggestion from Rule-Based System -> 
General BloodSugar A rise in blood glucose level can be caused by the 
type/amount of carbohydrates you eat. Please consult with your doctor 
because high serum glucose is caused by many problems such as diabetes, 
Cushing's disease, Pheochromocytoma, Hyperthyroidism, etc. 

Sample data from Rule-Based System (IP address: 172.16.1.92, Port: 10011) 

[INFO(3) :: 24/11/11 2:41:04 PM] Platform.notifyAgentCreated(): 
Received notification that agent Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 has been 
created. 

[INFO(3) :: 24/11/11 2:41:04 PM] AgentUpdateInfo DOES NOT match any 
item on this platform 

[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:04 PM] Platform has added an agent into the 
agentupdateinfo vector 
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[INFO(-) :: 24/11/11 2:41:04 PM] 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:04 PM] Platform.loadAgentJar(): Read Jar file 
from disk: C:/TEEMAv2/RuleBaseSystem/dist/MemoryAgent.jar 

[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:04 PM] AgentJarLoader: Creating... 

[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:04 PM] Platform of 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 (SIGNIN): Entering 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ SIGNIN 

[INFO(5) :: 24/11/11 2:41:04 PM] AgentJarLoader: Agent class = 
MemoryAgent.MemoryAgent 

[INFO(-) :: 24/11/11 2:41:04 PM] Platform of 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 (SIGNIN): platform.sendAgentMessage: 
destHost is 172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 24/11/11 2:41:04 PM] Platform of 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 (SIGNIN): platform.sendAgentMessage: 
destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(5) :: 24/11/11 2:41:04 PM] AgentJarLoader: Reading Jar entry: 
MemoryAgent/ 

[INFO(5) :: 24/11/11 2:41:04 PM] AgentJarLoader: Read 0 bytes 

[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:04 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destHost = 
172.16.1.92:10010 msg.destAgentName = Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 
platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 messageType = SIGNIN messageContent 
= RULEBASE 

... 

[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:06 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = Rule32@172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destHost.name = 
172.16.1.92 msg.destAgentName = Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 
platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 messageType = SIGNIN messageContent= 
RULE 

[INFO(5) :: 24/11/11 2:41:06 PM] MessageQueue.addMessage 

[INFO(5) :: 24/11/11 2:41:06 PM] MessageQueue.addMessage:Inserted 

[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:06 PM] Message Queue (0): SIGNIN 

[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:06 PM] Message Queue (1): SIGNIN 

[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:06 PM] Message Queue (2): SIGNIN 

[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:06 PM] Message Queue (3): SIGNIN 

[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:06 PM] Message Queue (4): SIGNIN 
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[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:06 PM] Message Queue (5): SIGNIN 

[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:06 PM] Message Queue (6): SIGNIN 

[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:06 PM] Message Queue (7): SIGNIN 

[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:06 PM] Message Queue (8): SIGNIN 

[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:06 PM] Message Queue (9): SIGNIN 

[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:06 PM] Message Queue (10): SIGNIN 

[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:06 PM] Message Queue (11): SIGNIN 

[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:06 PM] Message Queue (12): SIGNIN 

[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:06 PM] Message Queue (13): SIGNIN 

[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:06 PM] Message Queue (14): SIGNIN 

[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:06 PM] Message Queue (15): SIGNIN 

[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:06 PM] Message Queue (16): SIGNIN 

[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:06 PM] Message Queue (17): SIGNIN 

[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:06 PM] Message Queue (18): SIGNIN 

[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:06 PM] Message Queue (19): SIGNIN 

[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:06 PM] Message Queue (20): SIGNIN 

[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:06 PM] Message Queue (21): SIGNIN 

[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:06 PM] Message Queue (22): SIGNIN 

[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:06 PM] Message Queue (23): SIGNIN 

[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:06 PM] Message Queue (24): SIGNIN 

[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:06 PM] Message Queue (25): SIGNIN 

[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:06 PM] Message Queue (26): SIGNIN 

[INFO(5) :: 24/11/11 2:41:06 PM] Platform of Rule32@172.16.1.92:10011 
(SIGNIN): Posted! 

[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:06 PM] Platform of Rule32@172.16.1.92:10011 
(SIGNIN): Finished platform.sendAgentMessage w/ SIGNIN 

[INFO(-) :: 24/11/11 2:41:06 PM] SIGNIN message was sent to 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 
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[INFO(1) :: 24/11/11 2:41:06 PM] Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 is 
receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:06 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 24/11/11 2:41:06 PM] SIGNIN message for 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(5) :: 24/11/11 2:41:06 PM] SIGNIN message for 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 24/11/11 2:41:06 PM] Insert agent info into agentTable 

[INFO(-) :: 24/11/11 2:41:06 PM] Rule6@172.16.1.92:10011 
172.16.1.92:10011 RULE 

[INFO(-) :: 24/11/11 2:41:06 PM] 6 

... 

[INFO(1) :: 24/11/11 2:41:25 PM] Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 is 
receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:25 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 24/11/11 2:41:25 PM] START message for 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(5) :: 24/11/11 2:41:25 PM] START message for 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 24/11/11 2:41:25 PM] Multiplexer-> Insert START message 
into STARTMsgTable 

[INFO(-) :: 24/11/11 2:41:25 PM] START General Male 65 73 164 
BloodSugar Objective 200 BLANK 

[INFO(-) :: 24/11/11 2:41:25 PM] 1 

[INFO(-) :: 24/11/11 2:41:25 PM] Rule3@172.16.1.92:10011 
Rule3@172.16.1.92:10011 172.16.1.92:10011 RULE 

[INFO(-) :: 24/11/11 2:41:25 PM] 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:25 PM] Platform of 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 (START): Entering 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ START 

[INFO(-) :: 24/11/11 2:41:25 PM] Platform of 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 (START): platform.sendAgentMessage: 
destHost is 172.16.1.92:10011 
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[INFO(-) :: 24/11/11 2:41:25 PM] Platform of 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 (START): platform.sendAgentMessage: 
destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:25 PM] Platform of 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 (START): Host local or unknown. 

[INFO(5) :: 24/11/11 2:41:25 PM] Platform of 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 (START): Agent not null 

[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:25 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destHost.name = 
172.16.1.92 msg.destAgentName = Rule3@172.16.1.92:10011 
platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 messageType = START messageContent= 
General Male 65 73 164 BloodSugar Objective 200 BLANK 

... 

[INFO(2) :: 24/11/11 2:41:26 PM] START message for 
Rule12@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(5) :: 24/11/11 2:41:26 PM] START message for 
Rule12@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 24/11/11 2:41:26 PM] Rule30-> not rule30 

[INFO(-) :: 24/11/11 2:41:26 PM] Rule18-> not rule18 

[INFO(-) :: 24/11/11 2:41:26 PM] Rule32-> not rule32 

[INFO(-) :: 24/11/11 2:41:26 PM] Rule19-> not rule19 

[INFO(-) :: 24/11/11 2:41:26 PM] General Male 65 73 164 BloodSugar 
Objective 200 BLANK Rule12@172.16.1.92:10011 1 General Male 65 73.0 
164.0 BloodSugar Objective 200.0 VERY_HIGH 72-126[mg/dL] 

[INFO(-) :: 24/11/11 2:41:26 PM] 
Rule12@172.16.1.92:10011.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:26 PM] Platform of Rule12@172.16.1.92:10011 
(RuleAnnounce): Entering platform.sendAgentMessage w/ RuleAnnounce 

[INFO(-) :: 24/11/11 2:41:26 PM] Platform of Rule12@172.16.1.92:10011 
(RuleAnnounce): platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 
172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 24/11/11 2:41:26 PM] Platform of Rule12@172.16.1.92:10011 
(RuleAnnounce): platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:26 PM] Platform of Rule12@172.16.1.92:10011 
(RuleAnnounce): Host local or unknown. 

[INFO(5) :: 24/11/11 2:41:26 PM] Platform of Rule12@172.16.1.92:10011 
(RuleAnnounce): Agent not null 
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[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:26 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = Rule12@172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destHost.name = 
172.16.1.92 msg.destAgentName = MemoryAgent@172.16.1.92:10011 
platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 messageType = RuleAnnounce 
messageContent= General Male 65 73 164 BloodSugar Objective 200 BLANK 
Rule12@172.16.1.92:10011 1 General Male 65 73.0 164.0 BloodSugar 
Objective 200.0 VERY_HIGH 72-126[mg/dL] 

... 

[INFO(1) :: 24/11/11 2:41:26 PM] MemoryAgent@172.16.1.92:10011 is 
receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:26 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 24/11/11 2:41:26 PM] RuleAnnounce message for 
MemoryAgent@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(5) :: 24/11/11 2:41:26 PM] RuleAnnounce message for 
MemoryAgent@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:26 PM] Message Queue status changed. Empty? 
true 

[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:26 PM] Message Queue status changed. Empty? 
true 

[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:26 PM] Message Queue status changed. Empty? 
true 

[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:26 PM] Message Queue status changed. Empty? 
true 

[INFO(-) :: 24/11/11 2:41:26 PM] ******************** Insert into 
Memory ******************** 

[INFO(-) :: 24/11/11 2:41:26 PM] Insert memory message info into 
memList 

[INFO(-) :: 24/11/11 2:41:26 PM] storeRuleMsg into memory list Before 
rule apply data: General Male 65 73.0 164.0 BloodSugar Objective 200.0 
BLANK  

Rule apply and rule priority data: Rule12@172.16.1.92:10011 1  

After rule apply data: General Male 65 73.0 164.0 BloodSugar Objective 
200.0 VERY_HIGH 72-126[mg/dL]  

 

[INFO(-) :: 24/11/11 2:41:26 PM] 1 

[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:26 PM] Message Queue status changed. Empty? 
true 
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[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:26 PM] Message Queue status changed. Empty? 
true 

[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:26 PM] Message Queue status changed. Empty? 
true 

[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:26 PM] Message Queue status changed. Empty? 
true 

[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:26 PM] Message Queue status changed. Empty? 
true 

[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:26 PM] Message Queue status changed. Empty? 
true 

[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:26 PM] Message Queue status changed. Empty? 
true 

[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:26 PM] Message Queue status changed. Empty? 
true 

[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:26 PM] Message Queue status changed. Empty? 
true 

[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:26 PM] Message Queue status changed. Empty? 
true 

[INFO(-) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] Decision Making=> rule selected: 
Before rule apply data: General Male 65 73.0 164.0 BloodSugar Objective 
200.0 BLANK  

Rule apply and rule priority data: Rule12@172.16.1.92:10011 1  

After rule apply data: General Male 65 73.0 164.0 BloodSugar Objective 
200.0 VERY_HIGH 72-126[mg/dL]  

 

[INFO(-) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] 
MemoryAgent@172.16.1.92:10011.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] Platform of 
MemoryAgent@172.16.1.92:10011 (GoalAnnounce): Entering 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ GoalAnnounce 

[INFO(-) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] Platform of 
MemoryAgent@172.16.1.92:10011 (GoalAnnounce): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] Platform of 
MemoryAgent@172.16.1.92:10011 (GoalAnnounce): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] Platform of 
MemoryAgent@172.16.1.92:10011 (GoalAnnounce): Host local or unknown. 
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[INFO(5) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] Platform of 
MemoryAgent@172.16.1.92:10011 (GoalAnnounce): Agent not null 

[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = MemoryAgent@172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destHost.name = 
172.16.1.92 msg.destAgentName = TraceAgent@172.16.1.92:10011 
platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 messageType = GoalAnnounce 
messageContent= General Male 65 73.0 164.0 BloodSugar Objective 200.0 
BLANK Rule12@172.16.1.92:10011 1 General Male 65 73.0 164.0 BloodSugar 
Objective 200.0 VERY_HIGH 72-126[mg/dL] 

[INFO(5) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] MessageQueue.addMessage 

[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] Message Queue status changed. Empty? 
false 

[INFO(5) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] Platform of 
MemoryAgent@172.16.1.92:10011 (GoalAnnounce): Posted! 

[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] Platform of 
MemoryAgent@172.16.1.92:10011 (GoalAnnounce): Finished 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ GoalAnnounce 

[INFO(-) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] GoalAnnounce message was sent to 
TraceAgent@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(1) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] TraceAgent@172.16.1.92:10011 is 
receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] GoalAnnounce message for 
TraceAgent@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(5) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] GoalAnnounce message for 
TraceAgent@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] Insert trace message info into 
traceList 

[INFO(-) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] Before rule apply data: General Male 
65 73.0 164.0 BloodSugar Objective 200.0 BLANK  

Rule apply and rule priority data: Rule12@172.16.1.92:10011 1  

After rule apply data: General Male 65 73.0 164.0 BloodSugar Objective 
200.0 VERY_HIGH 72-126[mg/dL]  

 

[INFO(-) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] 1 

[INFO(-) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM]  

-------------------GOAL DATA--------------------- 
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[INFO(-) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] TraceAgent-> Goal is: VERY_HIGH 

[INFO(-) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] TraceAgent-> General BloodSugar The 
level of your blood sugar is very high. 

General BloodSugar A rise in blood glucose level can be caused by the 
type/amount of carbohydrates you eat. Please consult with your doctor 
because high serum glucose is caused by many problems such as diabetes, 
Cushing's disease, Pheochromocytoma, Hyperthyroidism, etc. 

[INFO(-) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] 
TraceAgent@172.16.1.92:10011.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] Platform of 
TraceAgent@172.16.1.92:10011 (RULEBASERESULT): Entering 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ RULEBASERESULT 

[INFO(-) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] Platform of 
TraceAgent@172.16.1.92:10011 (RULEBASERESULT): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] Platform of 
TraceAgent@172.16.1.92:10011 (RULEBASERESULT): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] Platform of 
TraceAgent@172.16.1.92:10011 (RULEBASERESULT): Host local or unknown. 

[INFO(5) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] Platform of 
TraceAgent@172.16.1.92:10011 (RULEBASERESULT): Agent not null 

[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = TraceAgent@172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destHost.name = 
172.16.1.92 msg.destAgentName = Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 
platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 messageType = RULEBASERESULT 
messageContent= General BloodSugar Very High 

[INFO(5) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] MessageQueue.addMessage 

[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] Message Queue status changed. Empty? 
false 

[INFO(5) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] Platform of 
TraceAgent@172.16.1.92:10011 (RULEBASERESULT): Posted! 

[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] Platform of 
TraceAgent@172.16.1.92:10011 (RULEBASERESULT): Finished 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ RULEBASERESULT 

[INFO(-) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] RULEBASERESULT message was sent to 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] 
TraceAgent@172.16.1.92:10011.sendAgentMessage() 
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[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] Platform of 
TraceAgent@172.16.1.92:10011 (DESCRIPTION): Entering 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ DESCRIPTION 

[INFO(-) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] Platform of 
TraceAgent@172.16.1.92:10011 (DESCRIPTION): platform.sendAgentMessage: 
destHost is 172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] Platform of 
TraceAgent@172.16.1.92:10011 (DESCRIPTION): platform.sendAgentMessage: 
destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] Platform of 
TraceAgent@172.16.1.92:10011 (DESCRIPTION): Host local or unknown. 

[INFO(5) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] Platform of 
TraceAgent@172.16.1.92:10011 (DESCRIPTION): Agent not null 

[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = TraceAgent@172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destHost.name = 
172.16.1.92 msg.destAgentName = Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 
platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 messageType = DESCRIPTION 
messageContent= General BloodSugar The level of your blood sugar is 
very high. 

[INFO(5) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] MessageQueue.addMessage 

[INFO(5) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] MessageQueue.addMessage:Inserted 

[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] Message Queue (0): RULEBASERESULT 

[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] Message Queue (1): DESCRIPTION 

[INFO(5) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] Platform of 
TraceAgent@172.16.1.92:10011 (DESCRIPTION): Posted! 

[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] Platform of 
TraceAgent@172.16.1.92:10011 (DESCRIPTION): Finished 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ DESCRIPTION 

[INFO(-) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] DESCRIPTION message was sent to 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] 
TraceAgent@172.16.1.92:10011.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] Platform of 
TraceAgent@172.16.1.92:10011 (SUGGESTION): Entering 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ SUGGESTION 

[INFO(-) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] Platform of 
TraceAgent@172.16.1.92:10011 (SUGGESTION): platform.sendAgentMessage: 
destHost is 172.16.1.92:10011 
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[INFO(-) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] Platform of 
TraceAgent@172.16.1.92:10011 (SUGGESTION): platform.sendAgentMessage: 
destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] Platform of 
TraceAgent@172.16.1.92:10011 (SUGGESTION): Host local or unknown. 

[INFO(5) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] Platform of 
TraceAgent@172.16.1.92:10011 (SUGGESTION): Agent not null 

[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = TraceAgent@172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destHost.name = 
172.16.1.92 msg.destAgentName = Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 
platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 messageType = SUGGESTION 
messageContent= General BloodSugar A rise in blood glucose level can be 
caused by the type/amount of carbohydrates you eat. Please consult with 
your doctor because high serum glucose is caused by many problems such 
as diabetes, Cushing's disease, Pheochromocytoma, Hyperthyroidism, etc. 

... 

[INFO(5) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] RULEBASERESULT message for 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] MMA received RULEBASERESULT -> General 
BloodSugar Very High 

[INFO(-) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] Platform of 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 (RULEBASERESULT): Entering 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ RULEBASERESULT 

[INFO(-) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] Platform of 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 (RULEBASERESULT): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] Platform of 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 (RULEBASERESULT): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destHost = 
172.16.1.92:10010 msg.destAgentName = Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 
platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 messageType = RULEBASERESULT 
messageContent = General BloodSugar Very High 

[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] Platform of 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 (RULEBASERESULT): Host is known, but not 
here. 

[INFO(2) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] Platform.sendMessage(): Sending to 
172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(5) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] Platform.sendMessage of 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 (RULEBASERESULT): Opening socket. 
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[INFO(5) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] Platform.sendMessage of 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 (RULEBASERESULT): Hostname = 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(5) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] Platform.sendMessage of 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 (RULEBASERESULT): Socket opened. 

[INFO(5) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] Platform.sendMessage of 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 (RULEBASERESULT): Socket opened on port 
52274 

[INFO(5) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] Platform.sendMessage of 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 (RULEBASERESULT): Wrote message to socket. 

[INFO(5) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] Platform.sendMessage of 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 (RULEBASERESULT): Finished. 

[INFO(5) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] Platform of 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 (RULEBASERESULT): Sent! 

[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] Platform of 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 (RULEBASERESULT): Finished 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ RULEBASERESULT 

[INFO(-) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] RULEBASERESULT message was sent to 
Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] Platform of 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 (RULEBASERESULT): Entering 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ RULEBASERESULT 

[INFO(-) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] Platform of 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 (RULEBASERESULT): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] Platform of 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 (RULEBASERESULT): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destHost = 
172.16.1.92:10010 msg.destAgentName = Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 
platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 messageType = RULEBASERESULT 
messageContent = General BloodSugar Very High 

[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] Platform of 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 (RULEBASERESULT): Host is known, but not 
here. 

[INFO(2) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] Platform.sendMessage(): Sending to 
172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(5) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] Platform.sendMessage of 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 (RULEBASERESULT): Opening socket. 
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[INFO(5) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] Platform.sendMessage of 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 (RULEBASERESULT): Hostname = 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(5) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] Platform.sendMessage of 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 (RULEBASERESULT): Socket opened. 

[INFO(5) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] Platform.sendMessage of 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 (RULEBASERESULT): Socket opened on port 
52275 

[INFO(5) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] Platform.sendMessage of 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 (RULEBASERESULT): Wrote message to socket. 

[INFO(5) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] Platform.sendMessage of 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 (RULEBASERESULT): Finished. 

[INFO(5) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] Platform of 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 (RULEBASERESULT): Sent! 

[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] Platform of 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 (RULEBASERESULT): Finished 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ RULEBASERESULT 

[INFO(-) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] RULEBASERESULT message was sent to 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] Wipe off data in memList 

[INFO(-) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM]  

====================CHAIN DATA======================== 

[INFO(-) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] Display the chain of the rules:  

[INFO(-) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] Before rule apply data: General Male 
65 73.0 164.0 BloodSugar Objective 200.0 BLANK  

Rule apply and rule priority data: Rule12@172.16.1.92:10011 1  

After rule apply data: General Male 65 73.0 164.0 BloodSugar Objective 
200.0 VERY_HIGH 72-126[mg/dL]  

 

[INFO(-) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM]  

+++++++++++++++++++Wipe off data+++++++++++++++++++ 

[INFO(-) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] Wipe off data in TraceList 

... 

[INFO(1) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 is 
receiving message  
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[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] DESCRIPTION message for 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(5) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] DESCRIPTION message for 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] MMA received DESCRIPTION -> General 
BloodSugar The level of your blood sugar is very high. 

[INFO(-) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] Platform of 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 (DESCRIPTION): Entering 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ DESCRIPTION 

[INFO(-) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] Platform of 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 (DESCRIPTION): platform.sendAgentMessage: 
destHost is 172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] Platform of 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 (DESCRIPTION): platform.sendAgentMessage: 
destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destHost = 
172.16.1.92:10010 msg.destAgentName = Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 
platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 messageType = DESCRIPTION 
messageContent = General BloodSugar The level of your blood sugar is 
very high. 

... 

[INFO(-) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] DESCRIPTION message was sent to 
Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] Platform of 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 (DESCRIPTION): Entering 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ DESCRIPTION 

[INFO(-) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] Platform of 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 (DESCRIPTION): platform.sendAgentMessage: 
destHost is 172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] Platform of 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 (DESCRIPTION): platform.sendAgentMessage: 
destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destHost = 
172.16.1.92:10010 msg.destAgentName = Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 
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platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 messageType = DESCRIPTION 
messageContent = General BloodSugar The level of your blood sugar is 
very high. 

... 

[INFO(-) :: 24/11/11 2:41:28 PM] DESCRIPTION message was sent to 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:29 PM] Message Queue status changed. Empty? 
true 

[INFO(1) :: 24/11/11 2:41:29 PM] Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 is 
receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:29 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 24/11/11 2:41:29 PM] SUGGESTION message for 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(5) :: 24/11/11 2:41:29 PM] SUGGESTION message for 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 24/11/11 2:41:29 PM] MMA received SUGGESTION -> General 
BloodSugar A rise in blood glucose level can be caused by the 
type/amount of carbohydrates you eat. Please consult with your doctor 
because high serum glucose is caused by many problems such as diabetes, 
Cushing's disease, Pheochromocytoma, Hyperthyroidism, etc. 

[INFO(-) :: 24/11/11 2:41:29 PM] 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:29 PM] Platform of 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 (SUGGESTION): Entering 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ SUGGESTION 

[INFO(-) :: 24/11/11 2:41:29 PM] Platform of 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 (SUGGESTION): platform.sendAgentMessage: 
destHost is 172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 24/11/11 2:41:29 PM] Platform of 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 (SUGGESTION): platform.sendAgentMessage: 
destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:29 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destHost = 
172.16.1.92:10010 msg.destAgentName = Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 
platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 messageType = SUGGESTION 
messageContent = General BloodSugar A rise in blood glucose level can 
be caused by the type/amount of carbohydrates you eat. Please consult 
with your doctor because high serum glucose is caused by many problems 
such as diabetes, Cushing's disease, Pheochromocytoma, Hyperthyroidism, 
etc. 

... 
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[INFO(-) :: 24/11/11 2:41:29 PM] SUGGESTION message was sent to 
Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 24/11/11 2:41:29 PM] 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:29 PM] Platform of 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 (SUGGESTION): Entering 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ SUGGESTION 

[INFO(-) :: 24/11/11 2:41:29 PM] Platform of 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 (SUGGESTION): platform.sendAgentMessage: 
destHost is 172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 24/11/11 2:41:29 PM] Platform of 
Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 (SUGGESTION): platform.sendAgentMessage: 
destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 24/11/11 2:41:29 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = Multiplexer@172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destHost = 
172.16.1.92:10010 msg.destAgentName = Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 
platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 messageType = SUGGESTION 
messageContent = General BloodSugar A rise in blood glucose level can 
be caused by the type/amount of carbohydrates you eat. Please consult 
with your doctor because high serum glucose is caused by many problems 
such as diabetes, Cushing's disease, Pheochromocytoma, Hyperthyroidism, 
etc. 

Results from the log files show that the agent-based rule-based system works as designed 

and expected. 

Discrepancies 

- 

Test Case17: Functionalities and Results of the Wellness Calculator 

Requirement 

This test case confirms that the Wellness Calculator can find single indicator wellness 

and overall wellness correctly. 
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Method 

This test case is performed by launching the Wellness Calculator on TEEMA. The Test 

Agent is launched on another TEEMA platform and then sends a test message to the 

Wellness Calculator. The result is observed by using log files. In this test case, the agent 

platforms are assigned as follows: 

1. Test agent – IP address: 172.16.1.92,  Port: 10010 

2. Coordinator – IP address: 172.16.1.92,  Port: 10010 

3. DataRetriever – IP address: 172.16.1.92,  Port: 10010 

4. Wellness Calculator – IP address: 172.16.1.92,  Port: 10011 

Expected Results 

The Wellness Calculator can calculate single indicator wellness and overall wellness 

correctly. 

Testing Results 

Sample data from Coordinator Agent (IP address: 172.16.1.92, Port: 10010) 

[INFO(1) :: 21/12/11 1:37:17 PM] Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 is 
receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 1:37:17 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 21/12/11 1:37:17 PM] SIGNIN message for 
Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(5) :: 21/12/11 1:37:17 PM] SIGNIN message for 
Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 
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[INFO(5) :: 21/12/11 1:37:17 PM] AgentJarLoader.loadClassData(): 
Loading class data for: Coordinator.AgentInfo from JAR resource 
Coordinator/AgentInfo.class 

[INFO(5) :: 21/12/11 1:37:17 PM] AgentJarLoader: found class 
Coordinator.AgentInfo 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:17 PM] Insert agent info into agentTable 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:17 PM] 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 172.16.1.92:10011 
OVERALLWELLNESS 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:17 PM] 1 

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 1:37:18 PM] Message Queue status changed. Empty? 
true 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:24 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: Getting a 
message 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:24 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: Created instream 
from socket 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:24 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: received SIGNIN 
for Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 from 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:24 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: connected on 
local port 10010 

[INFO(5) :: 21/12/11 1:37:24 PM] Platform.receiveAgentMessage(): Trying 
to deliver message SIGNINto the local agent, 
Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(1) :: 21/12/11 1:37:24 PM] receiveAgentMessage finding agent 
Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 1:37:24 PM] Platform.receiveAgentMessage(): 
Posting message to agent. 

[INFO(5) :: 21/12/11 1:37:24 PM] MessageQueue.addMessage 

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 1:37:24 PM] Message Queue status changed. Empty? 
false 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:24 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: Shutting down 
keepGoing=true 

[INFO(1) :: 21/12/11 1:37:25 PM] Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 is 
receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 1:37:25 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 
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[INFO(2) :: 21/12/11 1:37:25 PM] SIGNIN message for 
Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(5) :: 21/12/11 1:37:25 PM] SIGNIN message for 
Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:25 PM] Insert agent info into agentTable 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:25 PM] 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 172.16.1.92:10011 
SINGLEWELLNESS 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:25 PM] 2 

Sample data from Test Agent (IP address: 172.16.1.92, Port: 10010) 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:32 PM] TestAgent->Sending test data to 
SingleWellnessCalculator: General Acetone 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:32 PM] 
TestAgent@172.16.1.92:10010.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 1:37:32 PM] Platform of 
TestAgent@172.16.1.92:10010 (CALWELLNESSLEVEL): Entering 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ CALWELLNESSLEVEL 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:32 PM] Platform of 
TestAgent@172.16.1.92:10010 (CALWELLNESSLEVEL): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:32 PM] Platform of 
TestAgent@172.16.1.92:10010 (CALWELLNESSLEVEL): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 1:37:32 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = TestAgent@172.16.1.92:10010 msg.destHost = 
172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destAgentName = 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 platformAddress.name = 
172.16.1.92 messageType = CALWELLNESSLEVEL messageContent = General 
Acetone 

Sample data from DataRetriever (IP address: 172.16.1.92, Port: 10010) 

[INFO(1) :: 21/12/11 1:37:33 PM] Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 is 
receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 1:37:33 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 21/12/11 1:37:33 PM] GETTARGETCURRENTVALUE message for 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 
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[INFO(5) :: 21/12/11 1:37:33 PM] GETTARGETCURRENTVALUE message for 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:33 PM] General Acetone Subjective Single 4 
Negative Small Moderate Large 100.0 66.66 33.33 0.0 Large 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:33 PM] 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 1:37:33 PM] Platform of 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 (RETURNTARGETCURRENTVALUE): Entering 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ RETURNTARGETCURRENTVALUE 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:33 PM] Platform of 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 (RETURNTARGETCURRENTVALUE): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:33 PM] Platform of 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 (RETURNTARGETCURRENTVALUE): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 1:37:33 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 msg.destHost = 
172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destAgentName = 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 platformAddress.name = 
172.16.1.92 messageType = RETURNTARGETCURRENTVALUE messageContent = 
General Acetone Subjective Single 4 Negative Small Moderate Large 100.0 
66.66 33.33 0.0 Large 

... 

[INFO(1) :: 21/12/11 1:37:33 PM] Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 is 
receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 1:37:33 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 21/12/11 1:37:33 PM] SINGLEWELLNESSRESULT message for 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(5) :: 21/12/11 1:37:33 PM] SINGLEWELLNESSRESULT message for 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 

... 

[INFO(1) :: 21/12/11 1:37:34 PM] Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 is 
receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 1:37:34 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 21/12/11 1:37:34 PM] GETALLCURRENTWELLNESS message for 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(5) :: 21/12/11 1:37:34 PM] GETALLCURRENTWELLNESS message for 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 
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[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:34 PM] General OverallWellness 24 30.64 1 
31.25 1 -174.07 1 100.0 1 100.0 1 -28.0 1 100.0 1 100.0 1 100.0 1 100.0 
1 100.0 1 100.0 1 50.0 1 33.33 1 66.67 1 -100.0 1 100.0 1 66.67 1 0.0 1 
0.0 1 -220.0 1 0.0 1 60.0 1 100.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:34 PM] 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 1:37:34 PM] Platform of 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 (RETURNALLCURRENTWELLNESS): Entering 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ RETURNALLCURRENTWELLNESS 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:34 PM] Platform of 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 (RETURNALLCURRENTWELLNESS): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:34 PM] Platform of 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 (RETURNALLCURRENTWELLNESS): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 1:37:34 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 msg.destHost = 
172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destAgentName = 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 platformAddress.name = 
172.16.1.92 messageType = RETURNALLCURRENTWELLNESS messageContent = 
General OverallWellness 24 30.64 1 31.25 1 -174.07 1 100.0 1 100.0 1 -
28.0 1 100.0 1 100.0 1 100.0 1 100.0 1 100.0 1 100.0 1 50.0 1 33.33 1 
66.67 1 -100.0 1 100.0 1 66.67 1 0.0 1 0.0 1 -220.0 1 0.0 1 60.0 1 
100.0 1 

... 

[INFO(1) :: 21/12/11 1:37:34 PM] Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 is 
receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 1:37:34 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 21/12/11 1:37:34 PM] GETALLCURRENTWELLNESS message for 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(5) :: 21/12/11 1:37:34 PM] GETALLCURRENTWELLNESS message for 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:34 PM] BloodSugar -174.07 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:34 PM] HbA1C 100.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:34 PM] Weight 30.64 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:34 PM] BMI 31.25 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:34 PM] SystolicPressure 100.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:34 PM] DiastolicPressure 100.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:34 PM] TotalCholesterol 100.0 1 
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[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:34 PM] LDL 100.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:34 PM] HDL -28.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:34 PM] Triglycerides 100.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:34 PM] CaloriesExpenditure -100.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:34 PM] CaloriesIntake 66.67 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:34 PM] 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 1:37:34 PM] Platform of 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 (RETURNALLCURRENTWELLNESS): Entering 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ RETURNALLCURRENTWELLNESS 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:34 PM] Platform of 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 (RETURNALLCURRENTWELLNESS): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:34 PM] Platform of 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 (RETURNALLCURRENTWELLNESS): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 1:37:34 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 msg.destHost = 
172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destAgentName = 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 platformAddress.name = 
172.16.1.92 messageType = RETURNALLCURRENTWELLNESS messageContent = 
General Diabetes 12 -174.07 1 100.0 1 30.64 1 31.25 1 100.0 1 100.0 1 
100.0 1 100.0 1 -28.0 1 100.0 1 -100.0 1 66.67 1 

... 

[INFO(1) :: 21/12/11 1:37:35 PM] Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 is 
receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 1:37:35 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 21/12/11 1:37:35 PM] GETALLCURRENTWELLNESS message for 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(5) :: 21/12/11 1:37:35 PM] GETALLCURRENTWELLNESS message for 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:35 PM] Weight 30.64 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:35 PM] BMI 31.25 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:35 PM] SystolicPressure 100.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:35 PM] DiastolicPressure 100.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:35 PM] TotalCholesterol 100.0 1 
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[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:35 PM] LDL 100.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:35 PM] HDL -28.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:35 PM] Triglycerides 100.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:35 PM] BloodSugar -174.07 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:35 PM] HeartRate 100.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:35 PM] CaloriesExpenditure -100.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:35 PM] CaloriesIntake 66.67 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:35 PM] 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 1:37:35 PM] Platform of 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 (RETURNALLCURRENTWELLNESS): Entering 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ RETURNALLCURRENTWELLNESS 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:35 PM] Platform of 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 (RETURNALLCURRENTWELLNESS): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:35 PM] Platform of 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 (RETURNALLCURRENTWELLNESS): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 1:37:35 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 msg.destHost = 
172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destAgentName = 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 platformAddress.name = 
172.16.1.92 messageType = RETURNALLCURRENTWELLNESS messageContent = 
General WeightManagement 12 30.64 1 31.25 1 100.0 1 100.0 1 100.0 1 
100.0 1 -28.0 1 100.0 1 -174.07 1 100.0 1 -100.0 1 66.67 1 

... 

[INFO(1) :: 21/12/11 1:37:35 PM] Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 is 
receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 1:37:35 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 21/12/11 1:37:35 PM] GETALLCURRENTWELLNESS message for 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(5) :: 21/12/11 1:37:35 PM] GETALLCURRENTWELLNESS message for 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:35 PM] HeartRate 100.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:35 PM] SystolicPressure 100.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:35 PM] DiastolicPressure 100.0 1 
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[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:35 PM] Weight 30.64 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:35 PM] BMI 31.25 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:35 PM] TotalCholesterol 100.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:35 PM] LDL 100.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:35 PM] HDL -28.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:35 PM] Triglycerides 100.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:35 PM] BloodSugar -174.07 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:35 PM] RespiratoryRate 50.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:35 PM] 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 1:37:35 PM] Platform of 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 (RETURNALLCURRENTWELLNESS): Entering 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ RETURNALLCURRENTWELLNESS 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:35 PM] Platform of 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 (RETURNALLCURRENTWELLNESS): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:35 PM] Platform of 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 (RETURNALLCURRENTWELLNESS): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 1:37:35 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 msg.destHost = 
172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destAgentName = 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 platformAddress.name = 
172.16.1.92 messageType = RETURNALLCURRENTWELLNESS messageContent = 
General HeartWellness 11 100.0 1 100.0 1 100.0 1 30.64 1 31.25 1 100.0 
1 100.0 1 -28.0 1 100.0 1 -174.07 1 50.0 1 

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 1:37:35 PM] Platform of 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 (RETURNALLCURRENTWELLNESS): Host is 
known, but not here. 

Sample data from Single Wellness Calculator (IP address: 172.16.1.92, Port: 10011) 

[INFO(3) :: 21/12/11 1:37:24 PM] Platform.notifyAgentCreated(): 
Received notification that agent 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 has been created. 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:24 PM] 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011.sendAgentMessage() 
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[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 1:37:24 PM] Platform of 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (SIGNIN): Entering 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ SIGNIN 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:24 PM] Platform of 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (SIGNIN): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:24 PM] Platform of 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (SIGNIN): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 1:37:24 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 
msg.destHost = 172.16.1.92:10010 msg.destAgentName = 
Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 
messageType = SIGNIN messageContent = SINGLEWELLNESS 

... 

[INFO(1) :: 21/12/11 1:37:32 PM] 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 is receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 1:37:32 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 21/12/11 1:37:32 PM] CALWELLNESSLEVEL message for 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(5) :: 21/12/11 1:37:32 PM] CALWELLNESSLEVEL message for 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:32 PM] 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 1:37:32 PM] Platform of 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETTARGETCURRENTVALUE): 
Entering platform.sendAgentMessage w/ GETTARGETCURRENTVALUE 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:32 PM] Platform of 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETTARGETCURRENTVALUE): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:32 PM] Platform of 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETTARGETCURRENTVALUE): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 1:37:32 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 
msg.destHost = 172.16.1.92:10010 msg.destAgentName = 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 
messageType = GETTARGETCURRENTVALUE messageContent = General Acetone 

... 

[INFO(1) :: 21/12/11 1:37:33 PM] 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 is receiving message  
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[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 1:37:33 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 21/12/11 1:37:33 PM] RETURNTARGETCURRENTVALUE message for 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(5) :: 21/12/11 1:37:33 PM] RETURNTARGETCURRENTVALUE message for 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:33 PM] 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 1:37:33 PM] Platform of 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (SINGLEWELLNESSRESULT): 
Entering platform.sendAgentMessage w/ SINGLEWELLNESSRESULT 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:33 PM] Platform of 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (SINGLEWELLNESSRESULT): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:33 PM] Platform of 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (SINGLEWELLNESSRESULT): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 1:37:33 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 
msg.destHost = 172.16.1.92:10010 msg.destAgentName = 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 
messageType = SINGLEWELLNESSRESULT messageContent = General Acetone   
0.0 

... 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:33 PM] SINGLEWELLNESSRESULT message was sent 
to Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:33 PM] 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 1:37:33 PM] Platform of 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (CALOVERALLWELLNESS): 
Entering platform.sendAgentMessage w/ CALOVERALLWELLNESS 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:33 PM] Platform of 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (CALOVERALLWELLNESS): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:33 PM] Platform of 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (CALOVERALLWELLNESS): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 1:37:33 PM] Platform of 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (CALOVERALLWELLNESS): Host 
local or unknown. 
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[INFO(5) :: 21/12/11 1:37:33 PM] Platform of 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (CALOVERALLWELLNESS): Agent 
not null 

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 1:37:33 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 
msg.destHost.name = 172.16.1.92 msg.destAgentName = 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 platformAddress.name = 
172.16.1.92 messageType = CALOVERALLWELLNESS messageContent= General 
OverallWellness 

... 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:33 PM] CALOVERALLWELLNESS message was sent to 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:33 PM] 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 1:37:33 PM] Platform of 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (CALOVERALLWELLNESS): 
Entering platform.sendAgentMessage w/ CALOVERALLWELLNESS 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:33 PM] Platform of 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (CALOVERALLWELLNESS): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:33 PM] Platform of 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (CALOVERALLWELLNESS): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 1:37:33 PM] Platform of 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (CALOVERALLWELLNESS): Host 
local or unknown. 

[INFO(5) :: 21/12/11 1:37:33 PM] Platform of 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (CALOVERALLWELLNESS): Agent 
not null 

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 1:37:33 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 
msg.destHost.name = 172.16.1.92 msg.destAgentName = 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 platformAddress.name = 
172.16.1.92 messageType = CALOVERALLWELLNESS messageContent= General 
Diabetes 

... 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:33 PM] CALOVERALLWELLNESS message was sent to 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:33 PM] 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 1:37:33 PM] Platform of 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (CALOVERALLWELLNESS): 
Entering platform.sendAgentMessage w/ CALOVERALLWELLNESS 
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[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:33 PM] Platform of 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (CALOVERALLWELLNESS): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:33 PM] Platform of 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (CALOVERALLWELLNESS): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 1:37:33 PM] Platform of 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (CALOVERALLWELLNESS): Host 
local or unknown. 

[INFO(5) :: 21/12/11 1:37:33 PM] Platform of 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (CALOVERALLWELLNESS): Agent 
not null 

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 1:37:33 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 
msg.destHost.name = 172.16.1.92 msg.destAgentName = 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 platformAddress.name = 
172.16.1.92 messageType = CALOVERALLWELLNESS messageContent= General 
WeightManagement 

... 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:33 PM] CALOVERALLWELLNESS message was sent to 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:33 PM] 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 1:37:33 PM] Platform of 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (CALOVERALLWELLNESS): 
Entering platform.sendAgentMessage w/ CALOVERALLWELLNESS 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:33 PM] Platform of 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (CALOVERALLWELLNESS): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:33 PM] Platform of 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (CALOVERALLWELLNESS): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 1:37:33 PM] Platform of 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (CALOVERALLWELLNESS): Host 
local or unknown. 

[INFO(5) :: 21/12/11 1:37:33 PM] Platform of 
SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (CALOVERALLWELLNESS): Agent 
not null 

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 1:37:33 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = SingleWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 
msg.destHost.name = 172.16.1.92 msg.destAgentName = 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 platformAddress.name = 
172.16.1.92 messageType = CALOVERALLWELLNESS messageContent= General 
HeartWellness 
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Sample data from Overall Wellness Calculator (IP address: 172.16.1.92, Port: 

10011) 

[INFO(3) :: 21/12/11 1:37:17 PM] Platform.notifyAgentCreated(): 
Received notification that agent 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 has been created. 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:17 PM] 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 1:37:17 PM] Platform of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (SIGNIN): Entering 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ SIGNIN 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:17 PM] Platform of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (SIGNIN): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:17 PM] Platform of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (SIGNIN): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 1:37:17 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 
msg.destHost = 172.16.1.92:10010 msg.destAgentName = 
Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 
messageType = SIGNIN messageContent = OVERALLWELLNESS 

... 

[INFO(1) :: 21/12/11 1:37:33 PM] 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 is receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 1:37:33 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 21/12/11 1:37:33 PM] CALOVERALLWELLNESS message for 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(5) :: 21/12/11 1:37:33 PM] CALOVERALLWELLNESS message for 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:33 PM] 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 1:37:33 PM] Platform of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETALLCURRENTWELLNESS): 
Entering platform.sendAgentMessage w/ GETALLCURRENTWELLNESS 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:33 PM] Platform of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETALLCURRENTWELLNESS): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92:10010 
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[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:33 PM] Platform of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETALLCURRENTWELLNESS): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 1:37:33 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 
msg.destHost = 172.16.1.92:10010 msg.destAgentName = 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 
messageType = GETALLCURRENTWELLNESS messageContent = General 
OverallWellness 

... 

[INFO(1) :: 21/12/11 1:37:34 PM] 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 is receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 1:37:34 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 21/12/11 1:37:34 PM] CALOVERALLWELLNESS message for 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(5) :: 21/12/11 1:37:34 PM] CALOVERALLWELLNESS message for 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:34 PM] 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 1:37:34 PM] Platform of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETALLCURRENTWELLNESS): 
Entering platform.sendAgentMessage w/ GETALLCURRENTWELLNESS 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:34 PM] Platform of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETALLCURRENTWELLNESS): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:34 PM] Platform of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETALLCURRENTWELLNESS): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 1:37:34 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 
msg.destHost = 172.16.1.92:10010 msg.destAgentName = 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 
messageType = GETALLCURRENTWELLNESS messageContent = General Diabetes 

... 

[INFO(1) :: 21/12/11 1:37:35 PM] 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 is receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 1:37:35 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 21/12/11 1:37:35 PM] CALOVERALLWELLNESS message for 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 
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[INFO(5) :: 21/12/11 1:37:35 PM] CALOVERALLWELLNESS message for 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:35 PM] 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 1:37:35 PM] Platform of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETALLCURRENTWELLNESS): 
Entering platform.sendAgentMessage w/ GETALLCURRENTWELLNESS 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:35 PM] Platform of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETALLCURRENTWELLNESS): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:35 PM] Platform of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETALLCURRENTWELLNESS): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 1:37:35 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 
msg.destHost = 172.16.1.92:10010 msg.destAgentName = 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 
messageType = GETALLCURRENTWELLNESS messageContent = General 
WeightManagement 

... 

[INFO(1) :: 21/12/11 1:37:35 PM] 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 is receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 1:37:35 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 21/12/11 1:37:35 PM] CALOVERALLWELLNESS message for 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(5) :: 21/12/11 1:37:35 PM] CALOVERALLWELLNESS message for 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:35 PM] 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 1:37:35 PM] Platform of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETALLCURRENTWELLNESS): 
Entering platform.sendAgentMessage w/ GETALLCURRENTWELLNESS 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:35 PM] Platform of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETALLCURRENTWELLNESS): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:35 PM] Platform of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETALLCURRENTWELLNESS): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 1:37:35 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 
msg.destHost = 172.16.1.92:10010 msg.destAgentName = 
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Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 
messageType = GETALLCURRENTWELLNESS messageContent = General 
HeartWellness 

... 

[INFO(1) :: 21/12/11 1:37:36 PM] 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 is receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 1:37:36 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 21/12/11 1:37:36 PM] RETURNALLCURRENTWELLNESS message for 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(5) :: 21/12/11 1:37:36 PM] RETURNALLCURRENTWELLNESS message for 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:36 PM] 30.64 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:36 PM] 31.25 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:36 PM] -174.07 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:36 PM] 100.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:36 PM] 100.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:36 PM] -28.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:36 PM] 100.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:36 PM] 100.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:36 PM] 100.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:36 PM] 100.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:36 PM] 100.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:36 PM] 100.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:36 PM] 50.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:36 PM] 33.33 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:36 PM] 66.67 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:36 PM] -100.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:36 PM] 100.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:36 PM] 66.67 1 
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[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:36 PM] 0.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:36 PM] 0.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:36 PM] -220.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:36 PM] 0.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:36 PM] 60.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:36 PM] 100.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:36 PM] Overall wellness level = 
34.02041666666666 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:36 PM] 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 1:37:36 PM] Platform of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (OVERALLWELLNESSRESULT): 
Entering platform.sendAgentMessage w/ OVERALLWELLNESSRESULT 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:36 PM] Platform of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (OVERALLWELLNESSRESULT): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:36 PM] Platform of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (OVERALLWELLNESSRESULT): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 1:37:36 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 
msg.destHost = 172.16.1.92:10010 msg.destAgentName = 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 
messageType = OVERALLWELLNESSRESULT messageContent = General 
OverallWellness 34.02041666666666 

... 

[INFO(1) :: 21/12/11 1:37:36 PM] 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 is receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 1:37:36 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 21/12/11 1:37:36 PM] RETURNALLCURRENTWELLNESS message for 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(5) :: 21/12/11 1:37:36 PM] RETURNALLCURRENTWELLNESS message for 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:36 PM] -174.07 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:36 PM] 100.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:36 PM] 30.64 1 
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[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:36 PM] 31.25 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:36 PM] 100.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:36 PM] 100.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:36 PM] 100.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:36 PM] 100.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:36 PM] -28.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:36 PM] 100.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:36 PM] -100.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:36 PM] 66.67 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:36 PM] Overall wellness level = 
35.54083333333334 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:36 PM] 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 1:37:36 PM] Platform of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (OVERALLWELLNESSRESULT): 
Entering platform.sendAgentMessage w/ OVERALLWELLNESSRESULT 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:36 PM] Platform of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (OVERALLWELLNESSRESULT): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:36 PM] Platform of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (OVERALLWELLNESSRESULT): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 1:37:36 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 
msg.destHost = 172.16.1.92:10010 msg.destAgentName = 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 
messageType = OVERALLWELLNESSRESULT messageContent = General Diabetes 
35.54083333333334 

... 

[INFO(1) :: 21/12/11 1:37:37 PM] 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 is receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 1:37:37 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 21/12/11 1:37:37 PM] RETURNALLCURRENTWELLNESS message for 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(5) :: 21/12/11 1:37:37 PM] RETURNALLCURRENTWELLNESS message for 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 
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[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:37 PM] 30.64 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:37 PM] 31.25 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:37 PM] 100.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:37 PM] 100.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:37 PM] 100.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:37 PM] 100.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:37 PM] -28.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:37 PM] 100.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:37 PM] -174.07 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:37 PM] 100.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:37 PM] -100.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:37 PM] 66.67 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:37 PM] Overall wellness level = 
35.54083333333334 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:37 PM] 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 1:37:37 PM] Platform of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (OVERALLWELLNESSRESULT): 
Entering platform.sendAgentMessage w/ OVERALLWELLNESSRESULT 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:37 PM] Platform of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (OVERALLWELLNESSRESULT): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:37 PM] Platform of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (OVERALLWELLNESSRESULT): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 1:37:37 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 
msg.destHost = 172.16.1.92:10010 msg.destAgentName = 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 
messageType = OVERALLWELLNESSRESULT messageContent = General 
WeightManagement 35.54083333333334 

... 

[INFO(1) :: 21/12/11 1:37:38 PM] 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 is receiving message  
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[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 1:37:38 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 21/12/11 1:37:38 PM] RETURNALLCURRENTWELLNESS message for 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(5) :: 21/12/11 1:37:38 PM] RETURNALLCURRENTWELLNESS message for 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:38 PM] 100.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:38 PM] 100.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:38 PM] 100.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:38 PM] 30.64 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:38 PM] 31.25 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:38 PM] 100.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:38 PM] 100.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:38 PM] -28.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:38 PM] 100.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:38 PM] -174.07 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:38 PM] 50.0 1 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:38 PM] Overall wellness level = 
46.34727272727273 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:38 PM] 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 1:37:38 PM] Platform of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (OVERALLWELLNESSRESULT): 
Entering platform.sendAgentMessage w/ OVERALLWELLNESSRESULT 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:38 PM] Platform of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (OVERALLWELLNESSRESULT): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 21/12/11 1:37:38 PM] Platform of 
OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 (OVERALLWELLNESSRESULT): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 21/12/11 1:37:38 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = OverallWellnessCalculator@172.16.1.92:10011 
msg.destHost = 172.16.1.92:10010 msg.destAgentName = 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 
messageType = OVERALLWELLNESSRESULT messageContent = General 
HeartWellness 46.34727272727273 
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Results from the log files confirm that the Wellness Calculator works as designed and 

expected. 

Discrepancies 

- 

Test Case18: Functionalities and Results of the Statistical Tools 

Requirement 

This test case verifies that the agent-based statistical tools can calculate and produce 

statistical results correctly. 

Method 

This test case is performed by launching the agent-based statistical tools on TEEMA. The 

Test Agent is launched on another TEEMA platform and then sends a test message to the 

StatAdmin Agent. The result is observed by using log files. In this test case, the agent 

platforms are assigned as follows: 

1. Test agent – IP address: 172.16.1.92,  Port: 10010 

2. Coordinator– IP address: 172.16.1.92,  Port: 10010 

3. DataRetriever– IP address: 172.16.1.92,  Port: 10010 

4. Agent-based statistical tools – IP address: 172.16.1.92,  Port: 10011 

Expected Results 
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The agent-based statistical tools can calculate and produce statistical results correctly. 

Testing Results 

Sample data from Coordinator Agent (IP address: 172.16.1.92, Port: 10010) 

[INFO(1) :: 23/11/11 9:13:19 PM] Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 is 
receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:19 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 23/11/11 9:13:19 PM] SIGNIN message for 
Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 9:13:19 PM] SIGNIN message for 
Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 9:13:19 PM] AgentJarLoader.loadClassData(): 
Loading class data for: Coordinator.AgentInfo from JAR resource 
Coordinator/AgentInfo.class 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 9:13:19 PM] AgentJarLoader: found class 
Coordinator.AgentInfo 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:19 PM] Insert agent info into agentTable 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:19 PM] StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 
172.16.1.92:10011 STAT 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:19 PM] 1 

... 

[INFO(1) :: 23/11/11 9:13:47 PM] Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 is 
receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:47 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 23/11/11 9:13:47 PM] STATANALYSERESULT message for 
Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 9:13:47 PM] STATANALYSERESULT message for 
Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:47 PM] Result from Statistical Tools -> 
General Mean 105.7 

... 
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[INFO(1) :: 23/11/11 9:13:48 PM] Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 is 
receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:48 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 23/11/11 9:13:48 PM] STATANALYSERESULT message for 
Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 9:13:48 PM] STATANALYSERESULT message for 
Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:48 PM] Result from Statistical Tools -> 
General Median 107.5 

... 

[INFO(1) :: 23/11/11 9:13:48 PM] Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 is 
receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:48 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 23/11/11 9:13:48 PM] STATANALYSERESULT message for 
Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 9:13:48 PM] STATANALYSERESULT message for 
Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:48 PM] Result from Statistical Tools -> 
General Median 107.5 

... 

[INFO(1) :: 23/11/11 9:13:49 PM] Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 is 
receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:49 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 23/11/11 9:13:49 PM] STATANALYSERESULT message for 
Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 9:13:49 PM] STATANALYSERESULT message for 
Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:49 PM] Result from Statistical Tools -> 
General Mode 110.0 110.0 

... 

[INFO(1) :: 23/11/11 9:13:50 PM] Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 is 
receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:50 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 
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[INFO(2) :: 23/11/11 9:13:50 PM] STATANALYSERESULT message for 
Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 9:13:50 PM] STATANALYSERESULT message for 
Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:50 PM] Result from Statistical Tools -> 
General STD 7.775317071062475 

... 

[INFO(1) :: 23/11/11 9:13:50 PM] Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 is 
receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:50 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 23/11/11 9:13:50 PM] STATANALYSERESULT message for 
Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 9:13:50 PM] STATANALYSERESULT message for 
Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:50 PM] Result from Statistical Tools -> 
General Range 25.0 90.0 115.0 

... 

[INFO(1) :: 23/11/11 9:13:51 PM] Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 is 
receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:51 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 23/11/11 9:13:51 PM] STATANALYSERESULT message for 
Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 9:13:51 PM] STATANALYSERESULT message for 
Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:51 PM] Result from Statistical Tools -> 
General Variance 60.45555555555555 

... 

[INFO(1) :: 23/11/11 9:13:52 PM] Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 is 
receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:52 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 23/11/11 9:13:52 PM] STATANALYSERESULT message for 
Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 9:13:52 PM] STATANALYSERESULT message for 
Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 
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[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:52 PM] Result from Statistical Tools -> 
General t-test3 HeartRate Temperature 27.801474302223014 18.0 HeartRate 
SystolicPressure -0.9748243359065779 18.0 HeartRate DiastolicPressure 
12.26933915975451 18.0 Temperature SystolicPressure -42.50428468382089 
18.0 Temperature DiastolicPressure -47.58025570826688 18.0 
SystolicPressure DiastolicPressure 18.731689388752375 18.0 

Sample data from Test Agent (IP address: 172.16.1.92, Port: 10010) 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:44 PM] TestAgent->Sending data to StatAdmin: 
General HeartRate 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:44 PM] 
TestAgent@172.16.1.92:10010.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:44 PM] Platform of 
TestAgent@172.16.1.92:10010 (REQUEST): Entering 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ REQUEST 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:44 PM] Platform of 
TestAgent@172.16.1.92:10010 (REQUEST): platform.sendAgentMessage: 
destHost is 172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:44 PM] Platform of 
TestAgent@172.16.1.92:10010 (REQUEST): platform.sendAgentMessage: 
destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:44 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = TestAgent@172.16.1.92:10010 msg.destHost = 
172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destAgentName = StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 
platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 messageType = REQUEST messageContent 
= General HeartRate 

Sample data from DataRetriever Agent (IP address: 172.16.1.92, Port: 10010) 

[INFO(1) :: 23/11/11 9:13:47 PM] Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 is 

receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:47 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 23/11/11 9:13:47 PM] STATANALYSERESULT message for 

Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 9:13:47 PM] STATANALYSERESULT message for 

Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 
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[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:47 PM] Result from Statistical Tools -> 

General Mean 105.7 

... 

[INFO(1) :: 23/11/11 9:13:48 PM] Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 is 

receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:48 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 23/11/11 9:13:48 PM] STATANALYSERESULT message for 

Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 9:13:48 PM] STATANALYSERESULT message for 

Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:48 PM] Result from Statistical Tools -> 

General Median 107.5 

... 

[INFO(1) :: 23/11/11 9:13:48 PM] Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 is 

receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:48 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:48 PM] Result from Statistical Tools -> 

General Trend 0.022547174131222203 

[INFO(2) :: 23/11/11 9:13:48 PM] STATANALYSERESULT message for 

Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 9:13:48 PM] STATANALYSERESULT message for 

Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 
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[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:48 PM] Result from Statistical Tools -> 

General Trend 0.022547174131222203 

... 

[INFO(1) :: 23/11/11 9:13:49 PM] Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 is 

receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:49 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 23/11/11 9:13:49 PM] STATANALYSERESULT message for 

Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 9:13:49 PM] STATANALYSERESULT message for 

Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:49 PM] Result from Statistical Tools -> 

General Mode 110.0 110.0 

... 

[INFO(1) :: 23/11/11 9:13:50 PM] Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 is 

receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:50 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 23/11/11 9:13:50 PM] STATANALYSERESULT message for 

Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 9:13:50 PM] STATANALYSERESULT message for 

Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:50 PM] Result from Statistical Tools -> 

General STD 7.775317071062475 
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... 

[INFO(1) :: 23/11/11 9:13:50 PM] Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 is 

receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:50 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 23/11/11 9:13:50 PM] STATANALYSERESULT message for 

Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 9:13:50 PM] STATANALYSERESULT message for 

Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:50 PM] Result from Statistical Tools -> 

General Range 25.0 90.0 115.0 

... 

[INFO(1) :: 23/11/11 9:13:51 PM] Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 is 

receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:51 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 23/11/11 9:13:51 PM] STATANALYSERESULT message for 

Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 9:13:51 PM] STATANALYSERESULT message for 

Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:51 PM] Result from Statistical Tools -> 

General Variance 60.45555555555555 

... 
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[INFO(1) :: 23/11/11 9:13:52 PM] Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 is 

receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:52 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 23/11/11 9:13:52 PM] STATANALYSERESULT message for 

Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 9:13:52 PM] STATANALYSERESULT message for 

Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:52 PM] Result from Statistical Tools -> 

General t-test3 HeartRate Temperature 27.801474302223014 18.0 HeartRate 

SystolicPressure -0.9748243359065779 18.0 HeartRate DiastolicPressure 

12.26933915975451 18.0 Temperature SystolicPressure -42.50428468382089 

18.0 Temperature DiastolicPressure -47.58025570826688 18.0 

SystolicPressure DiastolicPressure 18.731689388752375 18.0 

Sample data from Statistical Tools (IP address: 172.16.1.92, Port: 10011) 

[INFO(3) :: 23/11/11 9:13:19 PM] Platform.notifyAgentCreated(): 
Received notification that agent StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 has been 
created. 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:19 PM] 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:19 PM] 
C:\TEEMAv2\StatisticalTools\dist\StatSelector 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:19 PM] StatSelector 

[INFO(3) :: 23/11/11 9:13:19 PM] AgentUpdateInfo DOES NOT match any 
item on this platform 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:19 PM] Platform has added an agent into the 
agentupdateinfo vector 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:19 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (SIGNIN): Entering 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ SIGNIN 
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[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:19 PM] Platform.loadAgentJar(): Read Jar file 
from disk: C:/TEEMAv2/StatisticalTools/dist/StatSelector.jar 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:19 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (SIGNIN): platform.sendAgentMessage: 
destHost is 172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:19 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (SIGNIN): platform.sendAgentMessage: 
destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:19 PM] AgentJarLoader: Creating... 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:19 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destHost = 
172.16.1.92:10010 msg.destAgentName = Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 
platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 messageType = SIGNIN messageContent 
= STAT 

... 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:20 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = StatAnalyser16@172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destHost.name 
= 172.16.1.92 msg.destAgentName = StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 
platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 messageType = SIGNIN messageContent= 
MULTIPLE PValue 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 9:13:20 PM] MessageQueue.addMessage 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 9:13:20 PM] MessageQueue.addMessage:Inserted 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:20 PM] Message Queue (0): SIGNIN 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:20 PM] Message Queue (1): SIGNIN 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:20 PM] Message Queue (2): SIGNIN 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:20 PM] Message Queue (3): SIGNIN 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:20 PM] Message Queue (4): SIGNIN 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:20 PM] Message Queue (5): SIGNIN 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:20 PM] Message Queue (6): SIGNIN 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:20 PM] Message Queue (7): SIGNIN 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:20 PM] Message Queue (8): SIGNIN 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:20 PM] Message Queue (9): SIGNIN 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:20 PM] Message Queue (10): SIGNIN 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:20 PM] Message Queue (11): SIGNIN 
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[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:20 PM] Message Queue (12): SIGNIN 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:20 PM] Message Queue (13): SIGNIN 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:20 PM] Message Queue (14): SIGNIN 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:20 PM] Message Queue (15): SIGNIN 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 9:13:20 PM] Platform of 
StatAnalyser16@172.16.1.92:10011 (SIGNIN): Posted! 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:20 PM] Platform of 
StatAnalyser16@172.16.1.92:10011 (SIGNIN): Finished 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ SIGNIN 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:20 PM] SIGNIN message was sent to 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(1) :: 23/11/11 9:13:20 PM] StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 is 
receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:20 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 23/11/11 9:13:20 PM] SIGNIN message for 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 9:13:20 PM] SIGNIN message for 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 9:13:20 PM] AgentJarLoader.loadClassData(): 
Loading class data for: StatAdmin.AgentInfo from JAR resource 
StatAdmin/AgentInfo.class 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 9:13:20 PM] AgentJarLoader: found class 
StatAdmin.AgentInfo 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:20 PM] StatAdmin-> Insert agent info into 
agentTable 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:20 PM] StatAnalyser1@172.16.1.92:10011 
172.16.1.92:10011 SINGLE Mean 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:20 PM] 1 

[INFO(1) :: 23/11/11 9:13:20 PM] StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 is 
receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:20 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 23/11/11 9:13:20 PM] SIGNIN message for 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 9:13:20 PM] SIGNIN message for 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 
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[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:20 PM] StatAdmin-> Insert agent info into 
agentTable 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:20 PM] StatAnalyser2@172.16.1.92:10011 
172.16.1.92:10011 SINGLE Median 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:20 PM] 2 

[INFO(1) :: 23/11/11 9:13:20 PM] StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 is 
receiving message 

... 

[INFO(1) :: 23/11/11 9:13:44 PM] StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 is 
receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:44 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 23/11/11 9:13:44 PM] REQUEST message for 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 9:13:44 PM] REQUEST message for 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:44 PM] 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:44 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (REQUEST): Entering 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ REQUEST 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:44 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (REQUEST): platform.sendAgentMessage: 
destHost is 172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:44 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (REQUEST): platform.sendAgentMessage: 
destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:44 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (REQUEST): Host local or unknown. 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 9:13:44 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (REQUEST): Agent not null 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:44 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destHost.name = 
172.16.1.92 msg.destAgentName = StatSelector@172.16.1.92:10011 
platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 messageType = REQUEST 
messageContent= General HeartRate 

... 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:44 PM] StatAdmin -> REQUEST message is sent 
to StatSelector@172.16.1.92:10011 
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[INFO(1) :: 23/11/11 9:13:45 PM] StatSelector@172.16.1.92:10011 is 
receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:45 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 23/11/11 9:13:45 PM] REQUEST message for 
StatSelector@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 9:13:45 PM] REQUEST message for 
StatSelector@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:45 PM] StatSelector-> Insert info. into 
UserDataTypeListTable 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:45 PM] 
StatSelector@172.16.1.92:10011.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:45 PM] Platform of 
StatSelector@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETCONFIG): Entering 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ GETCONFIG 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:45 PM] Platform of 
StatSelector@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETCONFIG): platform.sendAgentMessage: 
destHost is 172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:45 PM] Platform of 
StatSelector@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETCONFIG): platform.sendAgentMessage: 
destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:45 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = StatSelector@172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destHost = 
172.16.1.92:10010 msg.destAgentName = Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 
platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 messageType = GETCONFIG 
messageContent = General CONFIGDATAENTRY 

... 

[INFO(1) :: 23/11/11 9:13:45 PM] StatSelector@172.16.1.92:10011 is 
receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:45 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 23/11/11 9:13:45 PM] RETURNCONFIG message for 
StatSelector@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 9:13:45 PM] RETURNCONFIG message for 
StatSelector@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:45 PM] 
StatSelector@172.16.1.92:10011.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:45 PM] Platform of 
StatSelector@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETDATA): Entering 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ GETDATA 
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[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:45 PM] Platform of 
StatSelector@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETDATA): platform.sendAgentMessage: 
destHost is 172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:45 PM] Platform of 
StatSelector@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETDATA): platform.sendAgentMessage: 
destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:45 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = StatSelector@172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destHost = 
172.16.1.92:10010 msg.destAgentName = Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 
platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 messageType = GETDATA messageContent 
= SINGLE General HeartRate 

... 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:45 PM] GETDATA message was sent to 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:45 PM] 
StatSelector@172.16.1.92:10011.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:45 PM] Platform of 
StatSelector@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETDATA): Entering 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ GETDATA 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:45 PM] Platform of 
StatSelector@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETDATA): platform.sendAgentMessage: 
destHost is 172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:45 PM] Platform of 
StatSelector@172.16.1.92:10011 (GETDATA): platform.sendAgentMessage: 
destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:45 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = StatSelector@172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destHost = 
172.16.1.92:10010 msg.destAgentName = Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 
platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 messageType = GETDATA messageContent 
= ALL General 10 

... 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:45 PM] StatSelector-> Remove info from 
UserDataTypeListTable 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:46 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: Getting a 
message 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:46 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: Created instream 
from socket 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:46 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: received 
RETURNUSERDATA for StatSelector@172.16.1.92:10011 from 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 
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[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:46 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: connected on 
local port 10011 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 9:13:46 PM] Platform.receiveAgentMessage(): Trying 
to deliver message RETURNUSERDATAto the local agent, 
StatSelector@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(1) :: 23/11/11 9:13:46 PM] receiveAgentMessage finding agent 
StatSelector@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:46 PM] Platform.receiveAgentMessage(): 
Posting message to agent. 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 9:13:46 PM] MessageQueue.addMessage 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:46 PM] ReceiveMessageThread: Shutting down 
keepGoing=true 

[INFO(1) :: 23/11/11 9:13:46 PM] StatSelector@172.16.1.92:10011 is 
receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:46 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 23/11/11 9:13:46 PM] RETURNUSERDATA message for 
StatSelector@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 9:13:46 PM] RETURNUSERDATA message for 
StatSelector@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:46 PM] 
StatSelector@172.16.1.92:10011.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:46 PM] Platform of 
StatSelector@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSESINGLEVARIABLE): Entering 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ ANALYSESINGLEVARIABLE 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:46 PM] Platform of 
StatSelector@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSESINGLEVARIABLE): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:46 PM] Platform of 
StatSelector@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSESINGLEVARIABLE): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:46 PM] Platform of 
StatSelector@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSESINGLEVARIABLE): Host local or 
unknown. 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 9:13:46 PM] Platform of 
StatSelector@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSESINGLEVARIABLE): Agent not null 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:46 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = StatSelector@172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destHost.name = 
172.16.1.92 msg.destAgentName = StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 
platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 messageType = ANALYSESINGLEVARIABLE 
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messageContent= General 1 10 HeartRate 110 112 115 113 110 105 102 99 
101 90 

... 

[INFO(1) :: 23/11/11 9:13:46 PM] StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 is 
receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:46 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 23/11/11 9:13:46 PM] ANALYSESINGLEVARIABLE message for 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 9:13:46 PM] ANALYSESINGLEVARIABLE message for 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:46 PM] StatAnalyser7@172.16.1.92:10011 
StatAnalyser7@172.16.1.92:10011 172.16.1.92:10011 PERIOD t-test1 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:46 PM] StatAnalyser2@172.16.1.92:10011 
StatAnalyser2@172.16.1.92:10011 172.16.1.92:10011 SINGLE Median 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:46 PM] 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:46 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSEDATA): Entering 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ ANALYSEDATA 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:46 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSEDATA): platform.sendAgentMessage: 
destHost is 172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:46 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSEDATA): platform.sendAgentMessage: 
destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:46 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSEDATA): Host local or unknown. 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 9:13:46 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSEDATA): Agent not null 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:46 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destHost.name = 
172.16.1.92 msg.destAgentName = StatAnalyser2@172.16.1.92:10011 
platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 messageType = ANALYSEDATA 
messageContent= General 1 10 HeartRate 110 112 115 113 110 105 102 99 
101 90  

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 9:13:46 PM] MessageQueue.addMessage 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:46 PM] Message Queue status changed. Empty? 
false 
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[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 9:13:46 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSEDATA): Posted! 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:46 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSEDATA): Finished 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ ANALYSEDATA 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:46 PM] StatAdmin-> ANALYSEDATA message was 
sent to StatAnalyser2@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:46 PM] StatAnalyser13@172.16.1.92:10011 
StatAnalyser13@172.16.1.92:10011 172.16.1.92:10011 MULTIPLE Pearson1 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:46 PM] StatAnalyser8@172.16.1.92:10011 
StatAnalyser8@172.16.1.92:10011 172.16.1.92:10011 PERIOD t-test2 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:46 PM] StatAnalyser3@172.16.1.92:10011 
StatAnalyser3@172.16.1.92:10011 172.16.1.92:10011 SINGLE Trend 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:46 PM] 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:46 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSEDATA): Entering 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ ANALYSEDATA 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:46 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSEDATA): platform.sendAgentMessage: 
destHost is 172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:46 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSEDATA): platform.sendAgentMessage: 
destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:46 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSEDATA): Host local or unknown. 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 9:13:46 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSEDATA): Agent not null 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:46 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destHost.name = 
172.16.1.92 msg.destAgentName = StatAnalyser3@172.16.1.92:10011 
platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 messageType = ANALYSEDATA 
messageContent= General 1 10 HeartRate 110 112 115 113 110 105 102 99 
101 90 

... 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:46 PM] StatAnalyser6-> Range = 25.0 lowest 
value = 90.0 highest value = 115.0 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:46 PM] 
StatAnalyser6@172.16.1.92:10011.sendAgentMessage() 
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[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:46 PM] Platform of 
StatAnalyser6@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSERESULT): Entering 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ ANALYSERESULT 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:46 PM] Platform of 
StatAnalyser6@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSERESULT): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:46 PM] Platform of 
StatAnalyser6@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSERESULT): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:46 PM] Platform of 
StatAnalyser6@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSERESULT): Host local or unknown. 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 9:13:46 PM] Platform of 
StatAnalyser6@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSERESULT): Agent not null 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:46 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = StatAnalyser6@172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destHost.name = 
172.16.1.92 msg.destAgentName = StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 
platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 messageType = ANALYSERESULT 
messageContent= General Range 25.0 90.0 115.0 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 9:13:46 PM] MessageQueue.addMessage 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 9:13:46 PM] MessageQueue.addMessage:Inserted 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:46 PM] Message Queue (0): ANALYSERESULT 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:46 PM] Message Queue (1): ANALYSERESULT 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:46 PM] Message Queue (2): ANALYSERESULT 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:46 PM] Message Queue (3): ANALYSERESULT 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:46 PM] Message Queue (4): ANALYSERESULT 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:46 PM] Message Queue (5): ANALYSERESULT 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 9:13:46 PM] Platform of 
StatAnalyser6@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSERESULT): Posted! 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:46 PM] Platform of 
StatAnalyser6@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSERESULT): Finished 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ ANALYSERESULT 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:46 PM] ANALYSERESULT message was sent to 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(1) :: 23/11/11 9:13:47 PM] StatAnalyser12@172.16.1.92:10011 is 
receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:47 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 
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[INFO(2) :: 23/11/11 9:13:47 PM] ANALYSEDATA message for 
StatAnalyser12@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 9:13:47 PM] ANALYSEDATA message for 
StatAnalyser12@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:47 PM] StatAnalyser12-> Variance = 
60.45555555555555 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:47 PM] 
StatAnalyser12@172.16.1.92:10011.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:47 PM] Platform of 
StatAnalyser12@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSERESULT): Entering 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ ANALYSERESULT 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:47 PM] Platform of 
StatAnalyser12@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSERESULT): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:47 PM] Platform of 
StatAnalyser12@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSERESULT): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:47 PM] Platform of 
StatAnalyser12@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSERESULT): Host local or unknown. 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 9:13:47 PM] Platform of 
StatAnalyser12@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSERESULT): Agent not null 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:47 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = StatAnalyser12@172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destHost.name 
= 172.16.1.92 msg.destAgentName = StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 
platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 messageType = ANALYSERESULT 
messageContent= General Variance 60.45555555555555 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 9:13:47 PM] MessageQueue.addMessage 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 9:13:47 PM] MessageQueue.addMessage:Inserted 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:47 PM] Message Queue (0): ANALYSERESULT 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:47 PM] Message Queue (1): ANALYSERESULT 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:47 PM] Message Queue (2): ANALYSERESULT 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:47 PM] Message Queue (3): ANALYSERESULT 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:47 PM] Message Queue (4): ANALYSERESULT 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:47 PM] Message Queue (5): ANALYSERESULT 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:47 PM] Message Queue (6): ANALYSERESULT 
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[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 9:13:47 PM] Platform of 
StatAnalyser12@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSERESULT): Posted! 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:47 PM] Platform of 
StatAnalyser12@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSERESULT): Finished 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ ANALYSERESULT 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:47 PM] ANALYSERESULT message was sent to 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(1) :: 23/11/11 9:13:47 PM] StatSelector@172.16.1.92:10011 is 
receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:47 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 23/11/11 9:13:47 PM] RETURNUSERDATA message for 
StatSelector@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 9:13:47 PM] RETURNUSERDATA message for 
StatSelector@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:47 PM] 
StatSelector@172.16.1.92:10011.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:47 PM] Platform of 
StatSelector@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSEMULTIPLEVARIABLES): Entering 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ ANALYSEMULTIPLEVARIABLES 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:47 PM] Platform of 
StatSelector@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSEMULTIPLEVARIABLES): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:47 PM] Platform of 
StatSelector@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSEMULTIPLEVARIABLES): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:47 PM] Platform of 
StatSelector@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSEMULTIPLEVARIABLES): Host local 
or unknown. 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 9:13:47 PM] Platform of 
StatSelector@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSEMULTIPLEVARIABLES): Agent not 
null 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:47 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = StatSelector@172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destHost.name = 
172.16.1.92 msg.destAgentName = StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 
platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 messageType = 
ANALYSEMULTIPLEVARIABLES messageContent= General 4 10 data HeartRate 
110 112 115 113 110 105 102 99 101 90 data Temperature 36.7 37.4 37.7 
37.5 37.8 37.3 37.1 37.0 37.1 37.2 data SystolicPressure 112 115 117 
111 110 108 105 104 102 102 data DiastolicPressure 71 75 77 76 74 75 77 
72 74 70  

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 9:13:47 PM] MessageQueue.addMessage 
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[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 9:13:47 PM] MessageQueue.addMessage:Inserted 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:47 PM] Message Queue (0): ANALYSERESULT 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:47 PM] Message Queue (1): ANALYSERESULT 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:47 PM] Message Queue (2): ANALYSERESULT 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:47 PM] Message Queue (3): ANALYSERESULT 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:47 PM] Message Queue (4): ANALYSERESULT 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:47 PM] Message Queue (5): ANALYSERESULT 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:47 PM] Message Queue (6): ANALYSERESULT 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:47 PM] Message Queue (7): 
ANALYSEMULTIPLEVARIABLES 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 9:13:47 PM] Platform of 
StatSelector@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSEMULTIPLEVARIABLES): Posted! 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:47 PM] Platform of 
StatSelector@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSEMULTIPLEVARIABLES): Finished 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ ANALYSEMULTIPLEVARIABLES 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:47 PM] ANALYSEMULTIPLEVARIABLES message was 
sent to StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(1) :: 23/11/11 9:13:47 PM] StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 is 
receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:47 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 23/11/11 9:13:47 PM] ANALYSERESULT message for 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 9:13:47 PM] ANALYSERESULT message for 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:47 PM] STATADMIN return result ->General Mean 
105.7 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:47 PM] 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:47 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (STATANALYSERESULT): Entering 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ STATANALYSERESULT 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:47 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (STATANALYSERESULT): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92:10010 
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[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:47 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (STATANALYSERESULT): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:47 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destHost = 
172.16.1.92:10010 msg.destAgentName = Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 
platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 messageType = STATANALYSERESULT 
messageContent = General Mean 105.7 

... 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:47 PM] STATANALYSERESULT message was sent to 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:47 PM] 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:47 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (STATANALYSERESULT): Entering 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ STATANALYSERESULT 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:47 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (STATANALYSERESULT): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:47 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (STATANALYSERESULT): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:47 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destHost = 
172.16.1.92:10010 msg.destAgentName = Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 
platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 messageType = STATANALYSERESULT 
messageContent = General Mean 105.7 

... 

[INFO(1) :: 23/11/11 9:13:48 PM] StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 is 
receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:48 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 23/11/11 9:13:48 PM] ANALYSERESULT message for 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 9:13:48 PM] ANALYSERESULT message for 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:48 PM] STATADMIN return result ->General 
Median 107.5 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:48 PM] 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011.sendAgentMessage() 
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[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:48 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (STATANALYSERESULT): Entering 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ STATANALYSERESULT 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:48 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (STATANALYSERESULT): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:48 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (STATANALYSERESULT): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:48 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destHost = 
172.16.1.92:10010 msg.destAgentName = Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 
platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 messageType = STATANALYSERESULT 
messageContent = General Median 107.5 

... 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:48 PM] STATANALYSERESULT message was sent to 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:48 PM] 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:48 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (STATANALYSERESULT): Entering 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ STATANALYSERESULT 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:48 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (STATANALYSERESULT): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:48 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (STATANALYSERESULT): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:48 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destHost = 
172.16.1.92:10010 msg.destAgentName = Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 
platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 messageType = STATANALYSERESULT 
messageContent = General Median 107.5 

... 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:48 PM] STATANALYSERESULT message was sent to 
Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(1) :: 23/11/11 9:13:48 PM] StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 is 
receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:48 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 23/11/11 9:13:48 PM] ANALYSERESULT message for 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 
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[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 9:13:48 PM] ANALYSERESULT message for 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:48 PM] STATADMIN return result ->General 
Trend 0.022547174131222203 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:48 PM] 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:48 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (STATANALYSERESULT): Entering 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ STATANALYSERESULT 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:48 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (STATANALYSERESULT): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:48 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (STATANALYSERESULT): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:48 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destHost = 
172.16.1.92:10010 msg.destAgentName = Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 
platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 messageType = STATANALYSERESULT 
messageContent = General Trend 0.022547174131222203 

... 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:48 PM] STATANALYSERESULT message was sent to 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:48 PM] 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:48 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (STATANALYSERESULT): Entering 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ STATANALYSERESULT 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:48 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (STATANALYSERESULT): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:48 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (STATANALYSERESULT): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:48 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destHost = 
172.16.1.92:10010 msg.destAgentName = Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 
platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 messageType = STATANALYSERESULT 
messageContent = General Trend 0.022547174131222203 

... 
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[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:48 PM] STATANALYSERESULT message was sent to 
Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(1) :: 23/11/11 9:13:49 PM] StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 is 
receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:49 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 23/11/11 9:13:49 PM] ANALYSERESULT message for 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 9:13:49 PM] ANALYSERESULT message for 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:49 PM] STATADMIN return result ->General Mode 
110.0 110.0  

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:49 PM] 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:49 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (STATANALYSERESULT): Entering 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ STATANALYSERESULT 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:49 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (STATANALYSERESULT): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:49 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (STATANALYSERESULT): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:49 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destHost = 
172.16.1.92:10010 msg.destAgentName = Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 
platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 messageType = STATANALYSERESULT 
messageContent = General Mode 110.0 110.0 

... 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:49 PM] STATANALYSERESULT message was sent to 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:49 PM] 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:49 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (STATANALYSERESULT): Entering 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ STATANALYSERESULT 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:49 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (STATANALYSERESULT): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92:10010 
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[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:49 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (STATANALYSERESULT): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:49 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destHost = 
172.16.1.92:10010 msg.destAgentName = Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 
platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 messageType = STATANALYSERESULT 
messageContent = General Mode 110.0 110.0 

... 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:49 PM] STATANALYSERESULT message was sent to 
Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(1) :: 23/11/11 9:13:49 PM] StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 is 
receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:49 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 23/11/11 9:13:49 PM] ANALYSERESULT message for 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 9:13:49 PM] ANALYSERESULT message for 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:49 PM] STATADMIN return result ->General STD 
7.775317071062475 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:49 PM] 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:49 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (STATANALYSERESULT): Entering 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ STATANALYSERESULT 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:49 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (STATANALYSERESULT): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:49 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (STATANALYSERESULT): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:49 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destHost = 
172.16.1.92:10010 msg.destAgentName = Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 
platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 messageType = STATANALYSERESULT 
messageContent = General STD 7.775317071062475 

... 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:49 PM] STATANALYSERESULT message was sent to 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 
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[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:49 PM] 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:49 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (STATANALYSERESULT): Entering 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ STATANALYSERESULT 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:49 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (STATANALYSERESULT): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:49 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (STATANALYSERESULT): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:49 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destHost = 
172.16.1.92:10010 msg.destAgentName = Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 
platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 messageType = STATANALYSERESULT 
messageContent = General STD 7.775317071062475 

... 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:49 PM] STATANALYSERESULT message was sent to 
Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(1) :: 23/11/11 9:13:50 PM] StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 is 
receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:50 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 23/11/11 9:13:50 PM] ANALYSERESULT message for 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 9:13:50 PM] ANALYSERESULT message for 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:50 PM] STATADMIN return result ->General 
Range 25.0 90.0 115.0 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:50 PM] 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:50 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (STATANALYSERESULT): Entering 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ STATANALYSERESULT 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:50 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (STATANALYSERESULT): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:50 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (STATANALYSERESULT): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92 
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[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:50 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destHost = 
172.16.1.92:10010 msg.destAgentName = Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 
platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 messageType = STATANALYSERESULT 
messageContent = General Range 25.0 90.0 115.0 

... 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:50 PM] STATANALYSERESULT message was sent to 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:50 PM] 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:50 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (STATANALYSERESULT): Entering 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ STATANALYSERESULT 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:50 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (STATANALYSERESULT): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:50 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (STATANALYSERESULT): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:50 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destHost = 
172.16.1.92:10010 msg.destAgentName = Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 
platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 messageType = STATANALYSERESULT 
messageContent = General Range 25.0 90.0 115.0 

... 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:50 PM] STATANALYSERESULT message was sent to 
Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(1) :: 23/11/11 9:13:51 PM] StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 is 
receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:51 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 23/11/11 9:13:51 PM] ANALYSERESULT message for 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 9:13:51 PM] ANALYSERESULT message for 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:51 PM] STATADMIN return result ->General 
Variance 60.45555555555555 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:51 PM] 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011.sendAgentMessage() 
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[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:51 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (STATANALYSERESULT): Entering 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ STATANALYSERESULT 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:51 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (STATANALYSERESULT): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:51 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (STATANALYSERESULT): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:51 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destHost = 
172.16.1.92:10010 msg.destAgentName = Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 
platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 messageType = STATANALYSERESULT 
messageContent = General Variance 60.45555555555555 

... 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:51 PM] STATANALYSERESULT message was sent to 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:51 PM] 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:51 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (STATANALYSERESULT): Entering 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ STATANALYSERESULT 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:51 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (STATANALYSERESULT): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:51 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (STATANALYSERESULT): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:51 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destHost = 
172.16.1.92:10010 msg.destAgentName = Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 
platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 messageType = STATANALYSERESULT 
messageContent = General Variance 60.45555555555555 

... 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:51 PM] STATANALYSERESULT message was sent to 
Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(1) :: 23/11/11 9:13:51 PM] StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 is 
receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:51 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 23/11/11 9:13:51 PM] ANALYSEMULTIPLEVARIABLES message for 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 
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[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 9:13:51 PM] ANALYSEMULTIPLEVARIABLES message for 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:51 PM] StatAnalyser7@172.16.1.92:10011 
StatAnalyser7@172.16.1.92:10011 172.16.1.92:10011 PERIOD t-test1 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:51 PM] StatAnalyser2@172.16.1.92:10011 
StatAnalyser2@172.16.1.92:10011 172.16.1.92:10011 SINGLE Median 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:51 PM] StatAnalyser13@172.16.1.92:10011 
StatAnalyser13@172.16.1.92:10011 172.16.1.92:10011 MULTIPLE Pearson1 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:51 PM] 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:51 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSEDATA): Entering 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ ANALYSEDATA 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:51 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSEDATA): platform.sendAgentMessage: 
destHost is 172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:51 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSEDATA): platform.sendAgentMessage: 
destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:51 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSEDATA): Host local or unknown. 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 9:13:51 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSEDATA): Agent not null 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:51 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destHost.name = 
172.16.1.92 msg.destAgentName = StatAnalyser13@172.16.1.92:10011 
platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 messageType = ANALYSEDATA 
messageContent= General 4 10 data HeartRate 110 112 115 113 110 105 102 
99 101 90 data Temperature 36.7 37.4 37.7 37.5 37.8 37.3 37.1 37.0 37.1 
37.2 data SystolicPressure 112 115 117 111 110 108 105 104 102 102 data 
DiastolicPressure 71 75 77 76 74 75 77 72 74 70 

... 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:51 PM] StatAdmin-> ANALYSEDATA message was 
sent to StatAnalyser13@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:51 PM] StatAnalyser8@172.16.1.92:10011 
StatAnalyser8@172.16.1.92:10011 172.16.1.92:10011 PERIOD t-test2 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:51 PM] StatAnalyser3@172.16.1.92:10011 
StatAnalyser3@172.16.1.92:10011 172.16.1.92:10011 SINGLE Trend 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:51 PM] StatAnalyser9@172.16.1.92:10011 
StatAnalyser9@172.16.1.92:10011 172.16.1.92:10011 MULTIPLE t-test3 
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[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:51 PM] 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:51 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSEDATA): Entering 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ ANALYSEDATA 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:51 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSEDATA): platform.sendAgentMessage: 
destHost is 172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:51 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSEDATA): platform.sendAgentMessage: 
destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:51 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSEDATA): Host local or unknown. 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 9:13:51 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSEDATA): Agent not null 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:51 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destHost.name = 
172.16.1.92 msg.destAgentName = StatAnalyser9@172.16.1.92:10011 
platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 messageType = ANALYSEDATA 
messageContent= General 4 10 data HeartRate 110 112 115 113 110 105 102 
99 101 90 data Temperature 36.7 37.4 37.7 37.5 37.8 37.3 37.1 37.0 37.1 
37.2 data SystolicPressure 112 115 117 111 110 108 105 104 102 102 data 
DiastolicPressure 71 75 77 76 74 75 77 72 74 70 

... 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:51 PM] StatAdmin-> ANALYSEDATA message was 
sent to StatAnalyser9@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:51 PM] StatAnalyser4@172.16.1.92:10011 
StatAnalyser4@172.16.1.92:10011 172.16.1.92:10011 SINGLE Mode 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:51 PM] StatAnalyser14@172.16.1.92:10011 
StatAnalyser14@172.16.1.92:10011 172.16.1.92:10011 MULTIPLE Pearson2 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:51 PM] 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:51 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSEDATA): Entering 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ ANALYSEDATA 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:51 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSEDATA): platform.sendAgentMessage: 
destHost is 172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:51 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSEDATA): platform.sendAgentMessage: 
destHost is 172.16.1.92 
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[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:51 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSEDATA): Host local or unknown. 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 9:13:51 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSEDATA): Agent not null 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:51 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destHost.name = 
172.16.1.92 msg.destAgentName = StatAnalyser14@172.16.1.92:10011 
platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 messageType = ANALYSEDATA 
messageContent= General 4 10 data HeartRate 110 112 115 113 110 105 102 
99 101 90 data Temperature 36.7 37.4 37.7 37.5 37.8 37.3 37.1 37.0 37.1 
37.2 data SystolicPressure 112 115 117 111 110 108 105 104 102 102 data 
DiastolicPressure 71 75 77 76 74 75 77 72 74 70 

... 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:51 PM] StatAdmin-> ANALYSEDATA message was 
sent to StatAnalyser14@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:51 PM] StatAnalyser15@172.16.1.92:10011 
StatAnalyser15@172.16.1.92:10011 172.16.1.92:10011 DEPEND CoeffDetermin 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:51 PM] StatAnalyser10@172.16.1.92:10011 
StatAnalyser10@172.16.1.92:10011 172.16.1.92:10011 DEPEND t-test4 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:51 PM] StatAnalyser5@172.16.1.92:10011 
StatAnalyser5@172.16.1.92:10011 172.16.1.92:10011 SINGLE STD 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:51 PM] StatAnalyser16@172.16.1.92:10011 
StatAnalyser16@172.16.1.92:10011 172.16.1.92:10011 MULTIPLE PValue 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:51 PM] 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:51 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSEDATA): Entering 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ ANALYSEDATA 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:51 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSEDATA): platform.sendAgentMessage: 
destHost is 172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:51 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSEDATA): platform.sendAgentMessage: 
destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:51 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSEDATA): Host local or unknown. 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 9:13:51 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSEDATA): Agent not null 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:51 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destHost.name = 
172.16.1.92 msg.destAgentName = StatAnalyser16@172.16.1.92:10011 
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platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 messageType = ANALYSEDATA 
messageContent= General 4 10 data HeartRate 110 112 115 113 110 105 102 
99 101 90 data Temperature 36.7 37.4 37.7 37.5 37.8 37.3 37.1 37.0 37.1 
37.2 data SystolicPressure 112 115 117 111 110 108 105 104 102 102 data 
DiastolicPressure 71 75 77 76 74 75 77 72 74 70 

... 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:51 PM] StatAdmin-> ANALYSEDATA message was 
sent to StatAnalyser16@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:51 PM] StatAnalyser11@172.16.1.92:10011 
StatAnalyser11@172.16.1.92:10011 172.16.1.92:10011 PERIOD t-test5 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:51 PM] StatAnalyser12@172.16.1.92:10011 
StatAnalyser12@172.16.1.92:10011 172.16.1.92:10011 SINGLE Variance 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:51 PM] StatAnalyser6@172.16.1.92:10011 
StatAnalyser6@172.16.1.92:10011 172.16.1.92:10011 SINGLE Range 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:51 PM] StatAnalyser1@172.16.1.92:10011 
StatAnalyser1@172.16.1.92:10011 172.16.1.92:10011 SINGLE Mean 

[INFO(1) :: 23/11/11 9:13:51 PM] StatAnalyser16@172.16.1.92:10011 is 
receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:51 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 23/11/11 9:13:51 PM] ANALYSEDATA message for 
StatAnalyser16@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 9:13:51 PM] ANALYSEDATA message for 
StatAnalyser16@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:51 PM] StatAnalyser16 -> Cannot calculate 
PValue because condition is not matched. 

[INFO(1) :: 23/11/11 9:13:51 PM] StatAnalyser9@172.16.1.92:10011 is 
receiving message  

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:51 PM] MessageQueue.removeMessage 

[INFO(2) :: 23/11/11 9:13:51 PM] ANALYSEDATA message for 
StatAnalyser9@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 9:13:51 PM] ANALYSEDATA message for 
StatAnalyser9@172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:51 PM] StatAnalyser9-> t-test3 = 
27.801474302223014 df= 18.0 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:51 PM] StatAnalyser9-> t-test3 = -
0.9748243359065779 df= 18.0 
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[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:51 PM] StatAnalyser9-> t-test3 = 
12.26933915975451 df= 18.0 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:51 PM] StatAnalyser9-> t-test3 = -
42.50428468382089 df= 18.0 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:51 PM] StatAnalyser9-> t-test3 = -
47.58025570826688 df= 18.0 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:51 PM] StatAnalyser9-> t-test3 = 
18.731689388752375 df= 18.0 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:51 PM] StatAnalyser9-> t-test3 = HeartRate 
Temperature 27.801474302223014 18.0 HeartRate SystolicPressure -
0.9748243359065779 18.0 HeartRate DiastolicPressure 12.26933915975451 
18.0 Temperature SystolicPressure -42.50428468382089 18.0 Temperature 
DiastolicPressure -47.58025570826688 18.0 SystolicPressure 
DiastolicPressure 18.731689388752375 18.0  

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:51 PM] 
StatAnalyser9@172.16.1.92:10011.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:51 PM] Platform of 
StatAnalyser9@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSERESULT): Entering 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ ANALYSERESULT 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:51 PM] Platform of 
StatAnalyser9@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSERESULT): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92:10011 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:51 PM] Platform of 
StatAnalyser9@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSERESULT): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:51 PM] Platform of 
StatAnalyser9@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSERESULT): Host local or unknown. 

[INFO(5) :: 23/11/11 9:13:51 PM] Platform of 
StatAnalyser9@172.16.1.92:10011 (ANALYSERESULT): Agent not null 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:51 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = StatAnalyser9@172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destHost.name = 
172.16.1.92 msg.destAgentName = StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 
platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 messageType = ANALYSERESULT 
messageContent= General t-test3 HeartRate Temperature 
27.801474302223014 18.0 HeartRate SystolicPressure -0.9748243359065779 
18.0 HeartRate DiastolicPressure 12.26933915975451 18.0 Temperature 
SystolicPressure -42.50428468382089 18.0 Temperature DiastolicPressure 
-47.58025570826688 18.0 SystolicPressure DiastolicPressure 
18.731689388752375 18.0 

... 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:52 PM] STATADMIN return result ->General t-
test3 HeartRate Temperature 27.801474302223014 18.0 HeartRate 
SystolicPressure -0.9748243359065779 18.0 HeartRate DiastolicPressure 
12.26933915975451 18.0 Temperature SystolicPressure -42.50428468382089 
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18.0 Temperature DiastolicPressure -47.58025570826688 18.0 
SystolicPressure DiastolicPressure 18.731689388752375 18.0  

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:52 PM] 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:52 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (STATANALYSERESULT): Entering 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ STATANALYSERESULT 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:52 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (STATANALYSERESULT): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:52 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (STATANALYSERESULT): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:52 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destHost = 
172.16.1.92:10010 msg.destAgentName = Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 
platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 messageType = STATANALYSERESULT 
messageContent = General t-test3 HeartRate Temperature 
27.801474302223014 18.0 HeartRate SystolicPressure -0.9748243359065779 
18.0 HeartRate DiastolicPressure 12.26933915975451 18.0 Temperature 
SystolicPressure -42.50428468382089 18.0 Temperature DiastolicPressure 
-47.58025570826688 18.0 SystolicPressure DiastolicPressure 
18.731689388752375 18.0 

... 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:52 PM] STATANALYSERESULT message was sent to 
Dataretriever@172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:52 PM] 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011.sendAgentMessage() 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:52 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (STATANALYSERESULT): Entering 
platform.sendAgentMessage w/ STATANALYSERESULT 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:52 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (STATANALYSERESULT): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92:10010 

[INFO(-) :: 23/11/11 9:13:52 PM] Platform of 
StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 (STATANALYSERESULT): 
platform.sendAgentMessage: destHost is 172.16.1.92 

[INFO(4) :: 23/11/11 9:13:52 PM] Platform.sendAgentMessage(): 
msg.sendAgentName = StatAdmin@172.16.1.92:10011 msg.destHost = 
172.16.1.92:10010 msg.destAgentName = Coordinator@172.16.1.92:10010 
platformAddress.name = 172.16.1.92 messageType = STATANALYSERESULT 
messageContent = General t-test3 HeartRate Temperature 
27.801474302223014 18.0 HeartRate SystolicPressure -0.9748243359065779 
18.0 HeartRate DiastolicPressure 12.26933915975451 18.0 Temperature 
SystolicPressure -42.50428468382089 18.0 Temperature DiastolicPressure 
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-47.58025570826688 18.0 SystolicPressure DiastolicPressure 
18.731689388752375 18.0 

Results from the log files confirm that the agent-based statistical tools works as designed 

and expected. 

Discrepancies 

- 
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